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SUMMARY

The first part of this study shows that, although Iraq is fortunately
endowed with a very rich and varied cultural heritage, efforts to
protect it have been hitherto largely inadequate and unco-ordinated.
While the official protective machinery centres its attention on
single outstanding ancient and historic monuments and sites, the
historic vernacular buildings, groups of buildings and areas - both
rural and urban - remain not only badly neglected but are being
rapidly demolished. The appalling and increasing destruction of
this unique heritage is a serious loss and is, ironically, being caused
mainly by official action. The study shows that over twenty per cent
of Baghdad's historic fabric has been destroyed since World War 1
through new streets and clearance projects alone. This alarming loss
is illustrated by an inventory of some 160 buildings of outstanding
cultural interest demolished since 1917.

The second part covers the history and morphological evolution of
Baghdad and examines its recent planning and its four existing historic
cores namely Rusafa, Karkh, Aadhamiya and Kadhimiya. A detailed
conservation field survey was undertaken in the city between 1975 and
1976 which resulted in the identification of 53 archaeological sites and
47 zones of visual interest, in the proposal of 36 conservation areas,
and in the selection, grading and documentation of 603 buildings of historic
or architectural interest whose records, in Volumes II and III, form the
first inventory ever produced for Baghdad.

The thesis concludes, in Part Three, with general and specific
recommendations on the need for greater action and a more systematic
and comprehensive approach to protecting, documenting and enhancing
the cultural heritage of the nation. An outline is also given on the
necessary amendments to legislation, the introduction of listing, the
creation of a conservation authority, the need for a greater allocation
of funds and the training of staff for this specialist type of work. Finally,
emphasis is given to the ten areas and seventy-one buildings in Baghdad
which are under immediate threat and for which urgent action is vital.
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Dthleez	 .. .. Narrow corridor or passage

Dmar (Iraqi) .. The monetary unit in Iraq (I. D.). In 1972 its value
was about £1. 2, but is now about £1. 8 (1977)

Diwankhana* .. Men's section in traditional houses

Dharih	 .. .. Shrine

Dolan*	 .. .. Entrance lobby, usually square and domed

Fana .. .. .. Courtyard

Farshi*	 .. .. Paving bricks (28 x 28 cms.)

Fasil .. .. .. Intervalum, Separator

Funduq	 .. .. Hotel

Mosaic

Ghurfa* .. .. Room

Hammam .. •. Public bath

Haniya	 .. .. Pendentive

Haram* •. •. Women's section in traditional houses

Haram	 .. .. Prayers area in mosques

Hasiri*	 .. .. Herring-bone like ornament

Hawdh	 .. •. Pool, also the balcony of a minaret

Hibb* .. .. .. Large water-vessel made of barbotine

Higra (AH)	 .. Islamic Calendar, AH 1 equals AD 622.
For conversion the following formula is used:
AD = AR -	 + 621

Hosh .. .. .. Courtyard
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Hosh Murabaa*.. A square peristyle Baghdadi traditional house

Husainiya*.. .. A building used by Shu Muslims for prayers and
other religious activities

Iqada .. .. .. Vaulting

Iqadat Shailman* Jack-arching: shallow brick valuts between
I-section steel joists

Imam .. .. .. Saint in Shii sect, spiritual leader of Islamic
community in Sunrn sect

Imara .	 .. •. Architecture

Iwan .. .. .. Open porch, normally with a pointed barrel-vault
also a room with its main side open to the courtyard
of a traditional house

Iwancha* •	 •. A small iwan in traditional houses used as a corridor

Jami •. .. .. Friday mosque

Jawani	 .. •. The inner hot room in hammams

Juss* .. .. .. Local plaster used for mortar in brickwork

Kabishkan*	 .. A small room at mevzanine level in traditional houses,
normally located at the corners

Kanisa,. .. .. Church

Kashi*	 .. .. Terrazzo floor tiles

Kashani	 .. .. Glazed tilework (Azulejos in Spanish)

Katiba	 .. •. The decorated part of a portal, usually the tympanurn
and spandrels of the arch

Xhan •. .. .. Caravansarai, Inn. In towns it is used for the
storage of goods and is always located off suqs

Khutba.,. .. •. The sermon in Friday mosques

Kufic •. .. .. A square, often decorated Arabic script

Liwan*.. .. .. See Iwan. Also used for the iwans of the inner
hot-room of hammams

Libbm*	 .. .. A mixture of earth and straw used as a roof finish
in traditional buildings
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Mabain* .. .. The lobby which connects the diwankhana section
and the haram section of a traditional house.

Madina	 .. ., Traditional Islamic town

Madrasa .. .. Islamic religious school

Mahalla	 .. .. Traditional residential quarter

Mahfal	 .. .. Gallery in mosques

Maidan	 .. .. Open-air market or square

Manara	 .. .. Minaret

Manzil*	 .. .. Hostel

Maqbara .. .. Cemetery

Masjid	 .. .. Mosque
Maskan	 .. .. Residence, House

Mihrab	 .. .. A niche in mosques indicating the direction of Mecca.
In Baghdad it is always placed in the south-western
wall.

Minbar	 .. .. Pulpit in mosques

Msanaya* .. .. Embankment on the river

Muhafadha	 .. Province

Mujammada* .. Property whose ownership has been tfrozenl by the
government

Muqarnas .. .. A stalactite-like building technique in Islamic
architecture. It is especially used in iwans and
pendentives

Musalla .. .. Prayers area in mosques

Mutbakh •. .. Kitchen

Naskhi	 .. .. A type of Arabic script

Neem*	 .. .. Partly-underground cellar

Noura	 .. .. Lime

Qabr .. .. .. Grave

Qadhi	 .. .. Muslim judge

Qahwa*	 .. .. Coffee-house
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Qala'a.. •. .. Citadel

Qasr .. .. .. Palace

Qibla .. .. .. Direction of Mecca

Qubba	 .. .. Dome

Raf (P1. Rufuf) .. Shelf

Rahrau	 .. .. Store under the takhtabosh in cellars

Razuna* .. .. Recess

Riwaq	 .. .. Colonnaded aisle in mosques

Sachagh* .. .. Cresting in traditional buildings in Iraq

Saha .. .. .. Open square

Sahn .. .. .. Open court, normallymmosques

Salat .. .. .. Prayer

Sanduq	 .. .. Box, usually covering a tomb

Saqaya	 .. .. Water-font m mosques

Shaikh (Sheikh) .. Title of respect, normally for a distinguished Muslim
scholar

Shanashil*	 .. Oriel window

Sharia*	 .. .. Loading-bays on the river

Sirdab*	 .. .. Underground cellar

Shithirwan*	 .. Fountain

Siyana	 .. .. Maintenance of buildings

Sufi .. .. .. Muslim ascetic or hermit

Suq	 .. .. .. Market

Tafsil	 .. .. Architectural planning

Takhtabosh* .. Platform in neem cellars

Takya	 .. .. Building used by Sunni Sufis for prayers and other
religious activities (Khanqa in Turkish)
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Talar*	 .. .. A colonnaded iwan in traditional buildings

Taq .. .. .. Arch

Tarikh	 .. .. History

Tarma* .. .. Colonnaded gallery in the first floor of traditional
buildings

Tarmim .. .. Repair of buildings

Tell . . . . . . Mound, Hill

Thuith	 .. .. Type of Arabic script

Tigha*	 .. .. Parapet wall

Tole* .. .. .. Stable

Turath	 .. .. Heritage

Timbar*	 .. .. Store

Ursi* .. .. .. Room with a glazed window facing the courtyard of a
traditional building. The word is also used fortbe
window

Usta* .. .. .. Master Mason skilled in traditional building techniques

Waqf .. .. .. Land or property perpetually endowed to Awqaf

Waqfiya	 .. .. Legally attested document specifying the waqf property
and its conditions if any

Wastani .. .. Intermediate room in hammam

Zanbour* .. .. Bottom part of the shaft of a wind-catcher used for
cooling water jars

Ziggurat .. .. Mesopotamian temple, usually a high structure



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Culture is arguably a manifestation of man's physical as well as
spiritual interaction with nature, and that 'cultural property' is
essentially the expressive product of such interaction. Cultural
property becomes valued, and consequently protected, not only because
it provides a physical evidence of the reality of the existence of a
bygone culture, but also because it adds to the total body of knowledge
about that particular culture and its people.

However, attitudes towards the value of such property differ widely
among individuals, groups of people, or even nations. What is
regarded of great value to some people or to a particular generation
is often dismissed by others as worthless. Conversely, ordinary and
common objects today may be considered rarities by posterity. It
follows, therefore, that a central question that is bound to confront
any protective agency is the problem of choice. What should be
preserved and why? Indeed, for a country with a rich heritage, but
lacking the technical or fmancial resources, this problem becomes
particularly acute. While it is neither possible, nor perhaps desirable,
to protect all cultural property, it is nevertheless submitted here that
at least the important are safeguarded and an attempt is made to have
adequate sampling and documentation of a wide range of its types.

The reasons for the mthfference or attachment to one's heritage are
perhaps too varied and complex to define here. They may depend
upon such variables as the level of intellectual and cultural development
of society, the awareness of one's historical and traditional roots,
religious attitudes and dogmas, or even upon what may be termed the
'national psyche' at a particular moment in history. But what is
certain, however, is that the loss of much historical evidence means
that future generations are deprived of their historic continuity and,
consequently, will remain largely ignorant of the richness of their
cultural heritage.
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Iraq is a land of great antiquity which has endowed it with a rich
cultural heritage. Situated in the fertile alluvial plains of the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers, it became the centre of several notable
M esopotamian civilisations, namely, Sumerian, Babylonian,
Assyrian, Sassanian and Islamic Abbasid. With a largely Moslem
population of about twelve millions, it is today one of the important
oil-producing Arab countries of the Near East. The capital, Baghdad,
is a large metropolitan city of some three million people. Throughout
its long and eventful, if not somewhat turbulent, history it nearly
always maintained its supremacy as the most important urban centre
in the country. For nearly five centuries (AD 762-1258) it became
one of the major commercial, intellectual and political centres of
the Islamic Empire.

Since the last three to four decades, Iraq has been undergoing several
radical socio-economic and cultural changes of far-reaching effects.
The abundance - at least for the time being - of oil resources and the
desire to develop the country rapidly have both led to a heavy dependence
on Western technology. Thus, progress has become socially and
culturally associated with Westernisation, and much of the traditional
heritage has either been lost or now pejoratively described as 'backward'.
However, despite much destruction, enough remains today to warrant
serious protective action; and, if such action is not taken soon, the loss
of the remaining heritage will not only continue unabated but is very
likely to accelerate.

1.2 Definitions

In the context of this study, the word 'heritage' is used to denote the
inherited 'immovable' types of cultural property. Therefore, only
the physical evidence of history in the shape of archaeological sites,
monuments, buildings, rural and urban areas are considered here.
Movable cultural property, such as books, manuscripts and artifacts,
is regarded as beyond the scope of this research. This convenient
distinction is, however, only relative as buildings too can in fact be
moved to another site if the need arises.
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The welter of currently-used words that are associated with the whole
question of protecting the historic environment is rather confusing.
These words, which include 'preservation'. 'restoration', 'reconstruction',
'anastylosis', and 'conservation', are often freely interchanged, but for
the purpose of this study, they are defined as follows.

Preservation: It is taken here to mean the protection of
a single monument or a building by measures designed
to arrest its decay and 'freeze' its existing state

Restoration: The rebuilding of the missing, or the ruined,
parts of a smgle monument or a building so that it attains
its former form

Reconstruction The complete rebuilding of the whole, or
the major part, of a single monument or a building to its
original form by using new materials

Anastylosis: The rebuilding of a single monument or a
building from its fragmented original elements. In cases
where a building has collapsed in such a manner that substantial
fragments survive it is often possible by accurate measurements
and study to recover its original form

Conservation: The planning, protection and enhancement
of a group of buildings or areas of architectural or historic
interest. Therefore, conservation can be regarded as a
specialised form of planning which deals not only in the
restoration of single buildings and the spaces around them,
but also involves accommodating new changes in, and physical
as well as visual improvements of, the whole historic setting.

1. 3 Aims and Limitations of the Study

This study is basically concerned with the question of the protection and
plannmg of the historic environment in Iraq but takes Baghdad as a
special case study to focus on conservation in more detail. Baghdad
was chosen not only because it contains some of the most valuable
buildings and areas of cultural interest in the country but, more important,
because, relative to other cities, its heritage is believed to be m a
greater dange of loss.

It attempts to draw particular attention to the destruction and the
alarming rate of loss of historic fabric by taking several examples
in the country as well as in Baghdad. The study seeks to highlight
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these dangers by examining the various factors which have led to
such destruction and also by the preparation of an inventory of cultural
heritage lost in Baghdad since the end of World War 1.

Because conservation is a relatively recent development in Iraq,
this study endeavours to develop an understanding of its concept as
a special form of planning and emphasises both the comprehensiveness
of its approach for dealing with total environments - as against single
buildmgs - and its accommodation for change and continuity of use in
contemporary society. Its relevance and applicability to the existing
traditional madmas is assessed; and a comparative review of its
legislative, administrative and financial aspects in several European
and Arab countries is made to discover and formulate policies that are
suitable in the context of Iraq.

To gain first-hand insight on the state of historic environments in Iraq,
many historic cities and archaeological sites were visited during the
course of this research, notably Mosul, Arbil, Kirkuk, Hatra, Samarra,
Ctesiphon, Babylon, Karbala and Najaf. However, to provide a
detailed analysis of the existing historic fabric in Baghdad, a conservation
field survey was undertaken. This survey, which was conducted solely
by the author over three periods totalling nearly twelve months between
1975 and 1977, was of crucial importance to the case study, it
furnished not only the data necessary for the consolidation of the basic
argument of the study, but was also used to document over 600 items
of the city's heritage. The survey itself was limited to the four
historic cores of the city, namely Rusafa, Karkh, Aadhamiya and
Kadhimiya.

The availability of a comprehensive inventory of cultural heritage is
considered as indispensable to the initiation of conservation policies,
and without such a basic tool, these policies would remain largely
theoretical, devoid of feasibility, and, therefore, difficult to succeed.
Consequently, a major aim of this research was the preparation of
such an inventory. Although the inventory forms an integral part of
this work, it became too large to include withm the text but is found
separately in volumes II to III. It is the first time that such an
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inventory has been undertaken for any city in Iraq. It was limited
to the area within the present municipal boundaries of the city and
the selection of items of interest was limited to those built before 1932.
The detailed description and bibliographic coverage of each item is
largely confined to grades A and B.

Essentially, therefore, this study attempts to achieve the following
obj ectives:

To develop an appreciation of the philosophy of conservation
and a theme of its relevance to Iraq as a country that is
rich in heritage but has hitherto taken few steps towards its
systematic protection

To determine the factors which have led, and still lead,
to the destruction of historic environment in Iraq and to
substantiate the findings with an inventory of lost heritage
in Baghdad

To examine, critically, the workings and efficacy of the
existing protective machinery, and to diagnose the causes
that have made such loss possible

To investigate, by means of a field survey, the state of
the historic cores of Baghdad, trace their morphological
development, analyse their problems and constituent
urban and architectural elements, and assess past and
present planmng attempts which affect them

To select, grade, and document sites, monuments, buildings
and areas of architectural or historic interest, and compile
the collected data in one systematic and comprehensive
inventory

Finally, to suggest feasible measures to stop the destruction
of heritage, identify those items of interest that are in
particular distress or in immediate danger of loss, and to
propose policies and recommendations to document and
protect this heritage.

1.4 Importance of the Study

While conservation has been extensively discussed, debated and
practised in the West, it remains almost a new concept to the majority
of the countries of the Third World. However, the importance and
relevance of the idea of protecting and enhancing whole areas or towns
of cultural value is slowly gaining some recognition in Iraq. Over the
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last few years, studies were made of five historic cities by several
foreign planning firms; but due to the lack of adequate basis for
implementation, the reports of these studies are now largely shelved.
It can be argued that none of these studies was based on an intimate
or systematic knowledge of the historic fabric of these cities; nor
did they attempt to document the cultural heritage within them.
Indeed, only two studies were primarily concerned with conservation,
the remaining three treated it somewhat lightly as it formed one part
of a larger brief which involved the presentation of a development plan
for the whole city.

Although Baghdad has been adequately covered by numerous historical,
geographic, housing and planning studies, it has never been
comprehensively studied from a conservation point of view. The
importance of this study, therefore, lies partly in the fact that it
represents the first attempt to study the whole historic fabric of the
city; and, partly, in the preparation of two inventories - of the lost
as well as the existing cultural heritage in the city - both of which
are also attempted for the first time.

It is hoped that the critical analysis of the protective agencies,
together with the conclusions and recommendations, will be of value
to the Iraqi authorities concerned. In particular, the list which
identifies items in distress and in need of almost immediate attention,
should help induce quick remedial action. The comprehensive
inventory of this study can help those interested agencies and individuals
in their efforts to be more aware of the extent and value of their
heritage. In addition, it is believed that the coverage in the inventory
of a large number of items of vernacular domestic architecture, which
are hitherto unprotected under present legislation, should help stimulate
an official movement towards their recognition as being an important
and integral part of the total body of the heritage of the city.

1. 5 Maior Sources Consulted

Despite Iraq's prominent position in the art and culture of Islam,
there are relatively few documentative studies or publications which
deal directly in its historic environment, and this applies equally to
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Baghdad. However, there are numerous references and studies
which deal indirectly with the subject, they tend to be either limited
to outstanding monuments, or too dated and therefore, more often
than not, contain accounts of buildings which have long disappeared.
Consequently, the majority of minor monuments, urban features
such as suqs, and almost all houses remained undocumented. This
fact presented some difficulties for the research, especially for
the inventory where previously untrodden ground had to be covered.

Of particular interest to this study were the accounts and illustrations
of several European travellers, artists and historians, especially
since the early decades of the nineteenth century. These are
mentioned in chapter VI but outstanding amongst them are the
following:

1. Felix Jones's "Memoirs on Baghdad". This work includes the
first accurate survey and map of Baghdad (1853). It is still
useful for the comprehensive list of names of traditional mahallas
and main monuments in the city

2. Massignon's "Mission en Mesopotamie" 2 , 1910, is another
interesting source. It is largely based on Arab works and
includes several important 'waqfiyas' and accounts of main
monuments especially mosques and tombs. It includes a
general map of Baghdad but lacks plans.

3. Sarre and Herzfeld's "Archaologische Reise. . . " 1911-1920,
is a monumental work by two methodical scholars. It is of
great value for the numerous accurate plans, sections, and
other drawings which it contains. However, it is again limited
largely to the main monuments of Mesopotamia, especially
mosques and churches.

4. Reuther's "Das Vohnhausm Bagdad. . ' 	 1910, is the
published version of a Ph. D. dissertation on domestic
architecture in the central region of Iraq. It is of immense
value because, until today, it remains the only major reference
on this very important but largely overlooked field. It includes
a great many plans and other drawings of houses in Baghdad, Hilla

and Karbala.
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Other important sources of a more recent date include:
the Encyclopaedia of Islam 5 ; Creswell's "Bibliography of the
Architecture, Arts and Crafts of Islam" 6 , Strika and Khalil's
article on "Islamic monuments in Baghdad" 7 , which includes several
useful and hitherto unpublished plans of mosques and hammams.
Some planrnng reports which were submitted to the Mmistry of
Municipalities by various planning firms were of mterest. These
include the various reports and studies on Baghdad by Polservice8,
a study by "Iraq Consult" and Colm Buchanan and Partners on the
conservation of Arbil' s Citadel9 , and a final report by Doxiadis
Associates on the conservation of Kirkuk's Citadel10.

Several other historical studies and researches by official Iraqi
agencies or scholars provided valuable background data for this
study. These mclude the following: the "Archaeological Sites m

1 ,11	 ,12Iraq , "Atlas of Archaeological Sites m Iraq , and the annual
periodical, "Sumer" (since 1945), all of which are produced by the
Directorate of Antiquities, Alusi's original manuscript on the mosques
of Baghdad, or "Masajid Baghdad" 13 , its published version. Also the
various works of Iraqi. historians: Dr. Jawad' 4 , Dr. Susa15;

16	 .17	 .18Azzawi , Aadhami ; and Durubi

Sources on conservation and on the issues involved in it are too
numerous to mention. They were obtamed largely from European
books, journals and other publications. Sources on the protection
of heritage in Arab countries were collected from various Unesco
regional reports, Arabic and European periodicals, and from local
official publications.

1. 6 Methodology

This study is divided into three main parts which total nme chapters
excluding the inventory. The first part, which mcludes chapters II
to V, furnishes the background and general data and relates largely
to Iraq. Chapter II attempts to explain the various aspects of
conservation and its practice in some European and Arab countries.
Chapter III briefly reviews the history of Iraq and describes the main
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types of immovable cultural property inherited from past
civihsations. It shows, by means of several tables and maps,
the number and location of important sites, monuments and historic
towns in the country. Chapter IV is concerned with the problem of
the loss of heritage and discusses the different factors which lead
to such a loss. The destruction of historic environment is then
illustrated by the tragic example of the pharmaceutical factory in

Samarra and also by an inventory of outstanding buildings and
monuments lost m Baghdad since 1917.

Chapter V critically examines the work of the various agencies of
the protective machinery, including: the Directorate of Antiquities,
Ministry of Awqaf, Directorate of Planning, Tourism Administration,
research and educational centres. The planning of two historic
towns in Iraq, Arbil and Karbala, is examined in more detail.

The second part, which includes chapters VI to VIII, is concerned
with the city of Baghdad. Chapter VI provides a brief outline of
the historical and morphological evolution of the city and gives special
attention to the latter periods of its development. Chapter VII reviews
the position of the city today, discusses and analyses the existing four
historic cores in detail, and by giving particular emphasis to the
destruction of their historic fabric. It also considers the planning of
the city and the role of its municipality, Amanat al-Assima. The
planning of the historic cores is then assessed and Polservice's
Kadhimiya conservation study is investigated. Chapter VIII describes
the methodology of the conservation survey and the inventory
(volumes Il-Ill) which should be read in conjunction with this particular
chapter. It explains the criteria followed in listing, grading and other
procedures. It also analyses the different urban and architectural
elements of the survey including, archaeological sites, conservation
areas and zones of special visual interest, and individual items, such
as houses, mosques, suqs, hammams and khans.

Fmally, the third part contains chapter IX which sums up the findings
and conclusions of the whole study and gives general as well as specific
recommendations, including a list of buildings and urban items
identified by the survey as in urgent need of remedial and protective
action.
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CHAPTER II

THE WNCEPT OF CONSERVATION

2 1 Introduction

The most radical development in the planning of historic towns of
the West has been the shift of emphasis from the mere protection
of single buildings or monuments to the conservation of a group of
buildings, whole areas, or even the entire town. In effect,
conservation has now come to mean the planning of historic
environments. Single buildings and other items of cultural interest
are still protected and planned for, but the new approach emphasises
their overall character and context.

This comprehensive and integral approach is, perhaps, even more
relevant to traditional Islamic madinas where the individual buildings
cluster together in such a compact and physically inter-dependent way
that consideration of a single structure is often impossible. Even
monuments and large public buildings, such as mosques, are, more
often than not, sandwiched in a maze of other buildings. Any attempt
to 'free' them from their surroundings, therefore, must result in the
removal of their context and historic settmg. This ill-conceived
'monument-object' approach has recently gained popularity in several
Near-Eastern countries such as Syria, Iraq and Iran.

The explosive growth in population and urbanisation, perhaps more
than any other phenomenon, characterises the twentieth century.
Tirbanisation based on industrial growth in Western societies and on
a mass rural-urban migration in pre-industrial societies has often
resulted in the destruction of much of the historic fabric of towns.
In Iraq, modern urban growth based on Westernisation - both in
physical and cultural terms - has not only resulted in such destruction
but also in the rejection of indigenous architecture and the traditional
urban way of life.

During the past two decades or so industrialised societies have
witnessed something of an upsurge of interest in the conservation of
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their cultural heritage. This interest has developed largely from
a general reaction against modern architecture and planning but also
from the increasing appreciation that the historic environment is a
valuable asset whose loss is irretrievable. The industrial society,
whose economy seems to be largely based on growth and material
consumerism, has evolved a built environment that is efficiently
standardised but rather monotonous and inhumane. This Western
but now 'universal' urban style has contributed, among other factors,
to the social crisis of modern society. Typical of such reaction was
that expressed by the (now defunct) Ministry of Housing and Local
Government1:

"The variegated fine grained texture created by occasional
rebuilding of the past is being superseded by larger units
of standardized types, for the new building forms and
materials of which they are made are ubiquitous. Modern
architecture tends to replace buildings for individuals with
buildings for masses-housing instead of houses.

The revolt against modern architecture and urban planrnng in the West
should be seen as a part of a greater movement that questions the
apparent benefits of fast technological progress. Theo Crosby2 attacks
the misuse of modern technology as the reason behind the creation of
de-humanised environment and states that

"... In such an (industrial) world, the past is an embarrassment -
old buildings are therefore considered pretentious and
over decorated."

However, apart from these 'negative' reactions, urban sociologists
and conservationists stress several positive contributions which
conservation makes to society. The historic environment helps to
provide a physical link between the past and the present which represents
a stabilising factor in a fast-changing world. As Bailly and Debsat3
put it

"(Conservation) is destined to serve as a regulator for
civilization, mitigating its stresses and ensuring its
continuity, and also as a motor stimulating thought."

Planners have also come to realise that there are other social and
psychological reasons for the present popularity of conservation.
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Walter Wilson4 , writing on historic Newcastle, observed:

"Perhaps the essential justification for preservmg the
distinctiveness of our cities is that we all share a
feeling that life would be poorer without it. People
fear that places are becoming more and more like other
places, that universal concrete and glass are taking the
place of richer, more regionally diversified materials,
that the intimate nooks and crannies of childhood memory
are giving way to wmdswept and inhospitable spaces which
are physically uncomfortable and visually and emotionally
unsatisfactory.

Others believe that the desire to maintain the fabric of historic towns
draws on deep psychic sources m national consciousness, and on
psycho-social forces in a nation's culture that are only partly conscious.
Shankland 5 suggests that when nations of diverse political systems, such
as France and Poland for example, embark on costly conservation
programmes, it is such sources that are being tapped. Dr. Smith of
Sheffield University 6 , observes that human experience is more
conveniently associated with physical objects and, consequently,
historic buildings provide

"a few still points in the turning world.. . and to remove
them is to subject the (old) inhabitants to a kind of
mental amputation. The young have vast recuperative
resources, but for the elderly it can be lethal."

While industrial societies are now re-appraising the base 's and
objectives of their technological development and regretting the high
price they have had to pay, the Third World is still 'basking' in the
apparent sunshme of westernisation. Iraq and other Arab countries
are being stampeded into a Western form of development. In the
process, the traditional culture and physical milieu are being rapidly
replaced by alien Western models without learning from Western
mistakes. Modernisation is wrongly equated with westernisation.
The process of modernisation was defined by Bendix 7 as being

"a type of social change, since the eighteenth century,
consisting in the economic and political advances of
some pioneering societies and the subsequent changes in
follower societies."

Riggs 8 described it as the process of "emulating the characteristics
of another 'superior' culture."
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It is evident that the 'superior' culture, at this particular stage in

history, is thought by most of the Third World to be that of the West.
Accordingly, 'follower' societies,such as Iraq, are now attempting
very hard to 'catch up' with this illusive Western level of development.
Is it correct to assume that all nations have to follow one standard
developmental experience 2 There is no pre-determmed or ideal
model for national development because the process involves a
considerable degree of choice; different cultures can and should learn
from each other but each has to evolve its own model based on its own
particular circumstances. The importation of Western technology is
perhaps inevitable but it should be selective and syncretive - adapted
to suit the needs and cultural traditions of each society.

Indeed, it is ironic to realise that, while Islamic countries are busily
destroying their heritage, planners and urban historians in the West
have now begun to appreciate the values of the Islamic madina.
Bianca 9 , in a paper read at a colloquium on the Islamic city (held in
Cambridge in 1976), outlines the general failure of architecture and
planning in the West and sees in the madina an alternative solution to
today's problems:

"This lack of identification between the (Western) town-dweller
and his own town has become a serious problem of modern
towns and that is now more important than the technical and
organizational questions that used to predominate. . . The
traditional Islamic town may be regarded as an almost perfect
model of a universal unity made visible through the medium of
architecture.....I found many things implemented in a quite
natural way in the Islamic town which have recently been
'discovered' as new postulates in the modern architecture of
the West."

it is unfortunate, therefore, that those who advocate a more careful and
selective approach to modernisation should be accused of reaction or
conservatism. Planners are often accused of being conservative by
those who do not appreciate the deeper insights of conservation. To
maintain the historic fabric of towns should not be thought as being
inconsistent with change, towns must evolve and renew their cells

10to stay alive. As Dr. Smith put it:

"The real job of conservation is to ensure that such renewal
is consistent with certain fundamental urban values."
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Conservationists in the West face a much easier task in comparison
with their few counterparts in the Third World. Western societies
have evolved the necessary administrative, legislative and financial
machinery to ensure the protection of their heritage. The abundance
of national and local amenity groups, societies, trusts and various
other pressure lobbies have influenced private as well as governmental
decisions regarding the built environment. The wider level of civic
consciousness and awareness of the values of cultural heritage have
led to a wider support from the public.

By contrast, conservationists and planners in Iraq have to deal with
a much harder task and also face the torrent of westernisation and
its powerful adherents. The apathy towards the heritage, the lack
of adequate protective measures, and the almost total lack of civic
pressure groups, all help to make their task even more formidable.
Moreover, because conservation is largely a Western concept, many
Third World planners - who are mostly educated either at Western
academic institutions or Western oriented national ones - fall
unwittingly into the trap of imitation. John Warren', an English
architect-planner with a wide experience in the Near East, rightly
observes that while conservation could be used positively its emulation
could be harmful:

"The introduction of Western philosophy of conservation,
which is accepted largely without question because of its
origin, is in itself a very positive pressure on nations
whose whole economy and much of its thought-process is
subject to rapid change. Sheer imitation of established
Western procedures will sometimes lead an emergent
regime to copy - lock, stock and barrel - conservation
ideas (and even legislation) based on Western models
without serious analysis of their relevance. U

Planners should try to reach a fine balance between the many conflicting
forces in the historic town, between the desire to maintain its historic
fabric and the need to accommodate some modernisation and change.
Conservation policies should be formulated to suit the particular
conditions of each country while, simultaneously, be adaptable to the
different regions within that country. Conservation should be extended
beyond historical aesthetics and be regarded as a creative and positive
tool of planning.
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2. 2 Dimensions of Conservation

A conservation plan for an area of architectural or historic interest
is basically a plannmg proposal for the future of that area. A
historic town should not be t frozen' into a living museum. Such a
plan should try not only to safeguard the historic evidence and
character of that area but also to improve and enhance its physical
condition. Conservation, being a multi-disciplinary planning activity,
should therefore deal with, amongst other things, population, housing,
socio-economics, infra-structural services and traffic problems of
the area under study. The implementation of such a plan is usually
carried out by a specialised governmental planning agency within the
existing administrative, legal and financial framework.

2. 2. 1 Social Aspects

Because conservation involves the inhabitants of an area, the
social implications of implementing a conservation plan should
be understood and considered. However, this is not always
possible as there is often a lack of communication between the
planning authorities and the local population. Consequently,
conservation policies in Iraq, for example, are likely to be
initially resisted by the local inhabitants of traditional areas
because of their fear that implementation will involve the
disruption of their small businesses or their removal from the

12area.

Traditional quarters (Mahallas) in Iraq, which usually contain
the most interesting historic parts of the city, are inhabited
by the poorest social groups of society. This fact was recently
substantiated by a socio-economic survey carried out by
Polservice in Kadhimiya, one of the four historic cores of
Baghdad 13 . According to this survey, a staggering figure of
ninety-seven per cent of the surveyed households belonged to
the lowest income-group of less than ID. 50 per month in 1973.
These local communities are noted for their deep-rooted distrust
to elitist professionals and local municipal authorities. They
share a strong feeling of solidarity and mutual co-existence,
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usually through ethnic, tribal or sectarian linkages.
It is important, therefore, that planners are aware of the
social consequences of their policies; for if neglected or
overlooked, they can frustrate any well-intentioned plan.

However, being aware of social problems is not sufficient
in itself. The poor population of traditional mahallas can
hardly be receiptive to the usually bureaucratic plans of
municipal authorities. Consequently, it would be vain to
attempt to explain the long-term benefits of conservation to
such poor and usually illiterate people. A more suitable
approach seems to lie in assisting them to rehabilitate their
houses and in providing them with the basic necessary
infra-structural services. Through active participation in
upgrading the physical standards of their environment they
should begin to appreciate that conservation also involves
modernisation and is not merely concerned with the care of
a few historic buildings.

The ever-increasing population and the concomitant shortage
in housing can be a potent argument in favour of conservation.
The stock of traditional housing, even those of minor
architectural value, is indispensable to alleviate such a
shortage. This housing stock, if physically improved and
restored, could then be perfectly suitable for a variety of
social groups. This stock represents a material as well as
a cultural capital which is already invested and, therefore,
instead of being destroyed it should be used and exploited
to the best advantage of the local inhabitants.

Another difficulty facing Iraqi planners is the fact that
conserved historic areas are not yet 'fashionable'. Most
Iraqis, especially those of the middle class, prefer to live
in the new western-style madmas. They associate traditional
mahallas with social and cultural underdevelopment. The traditional
house, which has been successfully used in Mesopotamia for millenia,
has been socially rejected within the span of a few decades. In
contrast, the western-style house, which provides an enclosed
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shelter and therefore depends on modern technology to combat
the excessive heat, is now socially more acceptable but
functionally inferior. Experience has shown that modern
technology has its problems also and that it is not the panacea
to all the ills of mankind. Urban sociologists in the West are
beginning to learn from the wisdom of past generations and
the increasing interest in ecology and conservation are a
hopeful concern for future generations to come.

It is the moral duty of Iraqi architects, planners and all those
concerned with the historic environment, to take the initiative
in showing and learning from the mistakes of the West. The
value of conservation is aptly described by Shankland14:

"To any generation, an identifiable past offers a line
of communication with others: between the living,
the dead, and those still to be born. It provides a
reference to previous experience, a reservoir and
perpetual source of historical delight, a culture to be
accepted, altered, rejected, or rediscovered. A
country without a past has the emptiness of a barren
continent; and a city without old buildings is like a
man without memory."

2. 2. 2 Economic Aspects

The process of conservation and its implementation must take
into account the available economic constraints and resources.
Economic pressures are largely responsible for the destruction
of much of the fabric of historic towns. The high value of urban
land of historic mahallas, due to their central location, has resulted
in their gradual replacement by modern and more profitable
commercial uses. Because traditional houses in these areas
are relatively cheap to rent, they are especially attractive to
low-income groups such as workers and rural migrants.

This is particularly true for Baghdad as was affirmed during the
conservation survey of this research. One of the most startling
findings of this survey has been the high degree of overcrowding
in all four historic cores of the city. The author has frequently
found out that as many as ten different households live in one large
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traditional house, each of them occupying one room which is used
for hvmg, sleeping, and sometimes even cooking. Some houses
are now occupied by as many as forty or more people, mostly of
the young age-groups. The presence of numerous young children,
who are forced to use the house as their playground because of the
lack of public open space or safe roads nearby, has accelerated
the rate of physical deterioration of many a fine house in the city.
According to Polservic&s survey of Kadhimiya 15 , it was shown that
forty-six per cent of the total population of the old core was under
the age of fifteen years.

The same survey16 revealed that 40. 5% of all houses in Kadhimiya
were rented, and the average monthly rent was only about twelve
Dinars. However, the larger houses, which are often rich in
architectural interest, are usually rented by an agent (Wakil) who,
in turn, sublets individual rooms to the poor families and thus makes
a profit. With such a low return, absentee landlords are naturally
reluctant to repair their buildings and, in fact, the majority allow
their buildings to deteriorate to such an extent that they are
eventually demolished thereby allowing them to be replaced by
more profitable commercial uses.

The failure to maintain these buildings regularly leads, in time,
to the accumulation of heavy restoration costs which are also
increased by inflating labour and market trends. Moreover, the
type of materials and high standards of craftsmanship required for
such restoration are usually very expensive compared with the costs
of restoring more modern buildings. Another serious problem that
besets most historic buildings is obsolescence Obsolescence is
a fundamental cause which leads to the neglect, decay and eventual
destruction of the historic fabric of towns. Lichfield' 7 , who was
commissioned to prepare a conservation study for York in 1969,
distinguished four types of obsolescence:

1. Functional: Where a building has such internal
defects in its planning arrangement that it is
difficult to use efficiently today;
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2. Structural Where the structure of the building
itself is no longer safe,

3. Locational: Where the location of the buildmg is
no longer convenient in relation to its external
lrnkages and communication lines rendering it
undesirable for any use,

4. Developmental: When the rate of return of developing
the site is much higher than that of the existing
building thus making it less profitable to restore.

These four types of obsolescence are also relevant to the context
of Iraq and, perhaps, are universal phenomena. However, another
type of 'social obsolescence' is proposed here to describe the trend
in Iraq and elsewhere, when a building becomes obsolete because of
its social unfashionability. This is particularly true for Baghdad
where the impact of Westernisation has been the greatest in the
country. Thus, traditional houses are sometimes pulled down not
due to their bad structural condition, for example, but because of
the desire of their owners to replace them by Western types.
By understanding how and where obsolescence occurs, planners
should be able to formulate policies,that are based on social and
economic considerations, to combat it.

The economics of conservation has often been approached through
the so-called 'cost-benefit analysis'. Ideally, the aim of such a
method of assessment is to provide some sort of rationalisation
to decision making. Its name implies the comparison of costs
against the benefits of conservation. However, it is a relatively
recent attempt to introduce a measure of scientific 'objectivity'
into fields such as planmng. Nigel Stocks' 8 , realises the difficulties
involved in such a method:

"Certain areas of planning and certain types of decision
yield more readily to cost-benefit analysis than others...
Conservation unfortunately tends to be one of the harder
fields for analysis, since it affects in even greater degree
than most planning issues so many persons whose actions
are difficult to predict, and is beset by 'intangibles' of all
kmds."
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Cost-benefit analysis should be taken only as a general guide by
planners and decision makers. However, in spite of its defects
and shortcomings, it does represent one way by which conservation
could be evaluated. To illustrate this methodology, the following
is an outline of the sort of costs and benefits that are likely to be
involved in conservation:

a) Costs
1. Costs of restoring economically obsolete buildings:

As was indicated earlier, historic urban cores have
become economically attractive because of their central
location. A property is prima facie ripe for development
when the value of its land alone is equal or greater than
the value of the land and the building on it. However, this
formula is purely economic and does not take into account
the value of the history or architecture of the building in
question. This represents one of the more important
t intangiblest of conservation. Berg 19 argues that the
difference in costs between the restoration of old buildings
and the construction of new ones is generally in favour of
the old ones. He correctly observes that, although for
example restoration costs look higher than construction
costs, it should be noted that restoration costs are m fact
costs of postponed repair works.
It is of interest to note that fortunately the majority of
vernacular domestic architecture in Iraq employed
standardised architectural features by using a modular
constructional technique. This is clearly seen in oriel
windows (shanashils), mternal 'ursi' windows, wooden
columns and their muqarnased capitals. This is of
significant importance because it means that such
architectural features can be freely interchanged and
cheaply mass-produced by local conservation workshops.
Local authorities and protective agencies should collect
such discarded material when demolition takes place to
create a materials bank for restoration work.
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2. Costs of Environmental Improvements: These are costs
incurred by public authorities to improve a declining area
of architectural or historic interest. These include the
costs of piecemeal redevelopment, introduction of modern
mfra-structural services, removal of eye-sores and the
upgrading of the visual standards of the environment.

3. Costs of Disturbing the Social Fabric: The implementation
of conservation policies can sometimes cause considerable
inconvenience to the local inhabitants of an area. It can
result in the temporary displacement of some of its
population, and it can force up the rents which results in
distressing the poor and smaller businesses. These
low-income groups may again be penahsed because, if
they opt to live in the suburbs, they would have to pay
higher fares for journeys to work.

b) Benefits

1. Retention of the Historic Fabric: The conservation of an
area results in the retention, restoration and enhancement
of as much historic evidence as possible. The benefits of
extending the life of buildings of cultural interest relate to
the very essence of conservation and have been dealt with
earlier. It remains very difficult to assess the value of
history or architecture in a building in quantitative terms.

2. Improved Quality of the Environment: Because conservation
is concerned with whole areas and environments, its benefits
are extended to a larger number of people and buildings
compared with restoration, it results in an overall physical
as well as visual improvement m the quality of the environment.

3. Attracting Tourism: Tourism plays a major role in the
economic life of many countries. Tourists are especially
attracted to areas of cultural interest and because of the
money they spend, they can have a direct impact on the
revival of a declining area. Municipal authorities are also
encouraged to protect and restore their historic buildings.
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Tourism can also bring many other advantageous spin offs
such as the revival of traditional skills and crafts.
However, tourism needs careful and sensitive planrnng
because, if it is allowed to grow into mass tourism,
areas of cultural interest are likely to be over-exploited
by intensive commercial development which has been
shown to have a detrimental effect on the quality of the
historic environment.

In conclusion, decision analysis and conservation do not lie easily
together and considerable thought, research and experimentation are
still required.

2. 3 Traffic and Conservation

The rapid and often sudden re-shaping of historic towns has been
largely caused by modern technology. Perhaps more than any other
technological innovation, the motor car has been, and still is,
responsible for the outright destruction of much of the fabric of
historic areas. It has become the principal means of transport of
humans and goods. Its popularity is mainly due to its - hitherto
unsurpassed - convenience in providing a door-to-door service.
It has also become a status-symbol giving its owner a false sense of
freedom and power. The followmg quotation is taken from a statement
by the Steering Group which reviewed the now famous report of
'Traffic in Towns' (1963) to illustrate the prevailing attitudes of
planning towards the car20:

• We regard (the car) as one of our most treasured
possessions or dearest ambitions, an immense convenience,
an expander of the dimensions of life, an instrument of
emancipation, a symbol of the modern age. To refuse
to accept the challenge it presents would be an act of
defeatism."

During the last two to three decades, urban planners and engineers
were largely preoccupied in traffic and road construction. Until
recently, urban planning was regarded merely as a section of road
planning in Iraq. The provision of the maximum possible space and
accessibility for the motorist became a primary consideration to most
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planning authorities throughout the world. It was this motorist's
perfectionist ideal that caused the destruction of much historic fabric
of towns by driving through them many new roads. This unfortunate
but disastrous approach to planning is now being re-assessed radically
in the West. Lloyd21 shows the dangers of its pseudo-scientific
basis and calls for a reversal of policy:

"Traffic engineering and road design have, for far too long,
been based on so-called 'optimum' forecasts for future
traffic. This 'scientific' approach is based on the fundamental
assumption that traffic should, if possible, never be held up
but always flow freely... New roads are undoubtedly needed
for these towns but they should be designed for minimum
rather than maximum standards, with traffic light intersections
rather than large roundabouts - with the necessary acceptance
that traffic enters historic towns on sufference."

Most historic towns are today surrounded by a much larger modern city
but continue to function as the centre. This often means that the
greatest proportion of commercial and administrative uses, which
usually attract and generate a relatively large volume of traffic, are
established within this centre. In addition to this local traffic,
these vulnerable historic centres have to accommodate a large volume
of through traffic because of the inadequacy or non-existence of suitable
alternative routes. This results in frequent traffic jams, blocked streets
and general environmental deterioration.

Short-term or ill-advised traffic measures often result in traffic
increases, both in volume and m speed, which lead to more noise,
pollution, and physical damage to historic buildings. A dilemma is
thus created by attempting to reconcile what is basically irreconcileable -
the historic town and the motor car. Wood 22 , as planning officer for
the historic town of Norwich, explains his experience in this particular
problem:

"The effects of unrestricted traffic in historic cores, and
the attempts to impose traffic conditions, therefore, led
to a situation where no-one is winning. Old buildings are
lost through road widening and other projects but the
motorist continues to be frustrated because the increase
in traffic volume makes it difficult for him to reach his
objectives. Public transport services cannot be operated
successfully because all types of traffic are attempting to
use a limited amount of road space."
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The imposition of modern technological traffic techniques on historic
towns by planners was a major blunder. By their characteristic
pedestrian layout and human-scale, historic areas are obviously
more susceptible to damage by modern development than modern
forms of settlement. The Arab madina is arguably even more
vulnerable to such damage than the Western town because the
imposition of Western technology on the madma has been more sudden,
more rapid and more ruthless. This will be shown m more detail in
Chapter VII.

The recognition of the limitation of an area to accommodate traffic
was an important first step towards a more rational approach to
planning The concept of 'Environmental Capacity' was defined by
Buchanan23 as the "capacity of a street or an area to accommodate
moving or stationary vehicles having regard to the need to maintain
the environmental standards." His fundamental assumption that
accessibility of vehicles and environmental standards are inversely
proportional is even more relevant to historic streets or areas than
modern ones. In his attempt to quantify environmental standards, a
points system 24 was used that involved four factors, safety, comfort,
convenience, and appearance. As a solution, the technique of
'Environmental Management' was proposed to protect areas against
environmental damage by preventing extraneous traffic as well as the
re-organisation of internal flows so that such damage is kept to a
minimum.

The traffic plannmg of most European historic towns is now largely
based on limiting the accessibility of the car, especially in those places
that are designated as 'Conservation Areas'. Pedestrianisation
schemes in such areas and elsewhere have m fact proved so successful
that the turnover of many shops within them has actually increased25.
However, some vehicular penetration in these areas is necessary for
servicing and emergencies such as fire-fighting and ambulances.
Important commercial streets could be serviced at limited hours only.
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Iraqi and other Arab planners should learn from these recent hopeful
developments in the West and avoid its costly past mistakes; sheer
imitation is harmful and, therefore, innovative experimentation and
ingenuity are perhaps the only effective way by which they can develop
successful solutions. The most appropriate measures for a particular
madma will ultimately depend upon its own particular circumstances.
However, all historic madinas need a special sensitivity in the planning
of their vehicular traffic because of their special vulnerability to
vehicular intrusion. In the words of Sharp26:

"Years ago we planners used to think in terms of planning
our towns to meet the needs of traffic. Such town
planning would be madness now: we must plan and
control the traffic to meet the needs of the town."

2. 4 Administrative, Legislative and Financial Aspects

To implement conservation policies, an administrative agency, backed
up by effective legislation and adequate financial resources, is a
prerequisite. The basic objectives of such a protective agency may
be grouped under three general headings:

1. To select, grade, list and document the cultural heritage,

2. To vigilantly and regularly inspect this heritage, enforcing
appropriate penalties against infringements, and,

3. To plan and implement the conservation and enhancement of
this heritage.

In many countries, however, such an administrative agency does not
exist on its own, the responsibility is usually shared amongst several
independent agencies. This often causes an unnecessary duplication
of effort and even disputes, because each agency has not sufficient
authority in relation to the others. Moreover, some countries, such
as Iraq, do not have adequate legislation nor any kind of listing and
grading system to be able to identify and protect their heritage
methodically and effectively.
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The purpose of any legislation is basically to provide the powers
that are necessary to enforce and regulate a given policy. In
conservation, policies designed to protect and enhance the historic
fabric of an area are often rightly linked to urban planning legislation.
To work effectively, such legislation should consist of the following
main provisions:

1. To allow the intervention of planrnng authorities to carry out
conservation programmes,

2. To prevent the thoughtless alteration, damage or destruction
of heritage by appropriate development control measures; and,

3. To provide adequate financial incentives or reliefs to
privately-owned listed buildings.

The protection of a nation's heritage is clearly a national responsibility
and should, therefore, be admmistered and legislated for as such.
This is not to mean that conservation can only be effectively carried
out by a central machinery, local authorities should also be actively
involved in the decision-making process and the planning of their areas.
Unduly authoritarian decisions can jeopardise conservation in local
areas. However, when local authorities lack the basic essential
technical expertise and skilled manpower required in conservation - as
is the case in Iraq - the centralisation of planning is perhaps the only
available alternative in the short run. The following is a brief review
of how conservation is being tackled in some European and Arab
countries. Iraq is excluded here as a more detailed analysis of its
protective system is found in Chpater V.
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a) European Countries

2 4. 1 United Kmgdom

Conservation legislation in Britain has often been praised as leading
the world, and the enthusiastic involvement of the public through
hundreds of amenity societies and other private pressure groups is
an admirable feature. The interest in heritage goes back to 1877
when William Morris founded the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings. Since then, numerous administrative and
legislative measures have been introduced to further protect the
national heritage. These include: the Ancient Monument Acts of
1882 and 1900 which now protect some four hundred non-inhabited
ancient monuments and provide an annual public fund of one million
pounds 27 , the Town and Country Planning Act of 1944 which empowered
Ministers to compile a list of historic buildings and resulted in listing
some 235,000 buildings by 197428, the Historic Buildings and Ancient
Monuments Act of 1953 which established special councils to administer
grants to listed buildings, and the Civic Amenities Act of 1967 which
introduced the concept of 'Conservation Areas' and resulted in the
designation of 3,165 by 1974, of which 135 (five per cent) were
considered to be outstanding 29 . It also introduced the concept of
enhancing an area as well as conserving it.

The Secretary of State for the Environment has a duty to 'schedule'
monuments and other structures of national cultural interest. On
the other hand, occupied houses and ecclesiastical buildings are not
scheduled but listed. It took the Investigators from the Department
of the Environment some twenty-three years to si.irvey the whole
country for buildings of cultural interest. Included in this list are
all buildings built before 1700 and most Georgian buildings (1700-1840),
those between 1840 and 1914 of definite quality, and exceptional
buildings built after 1914, while those erected after 1930 are not
eligible. The Statutory List classifies these buildings into two grades:
Grade I, of outstanding interest, and Grade II, of special interest.
The List is being constantly revised and extended. Its annual increase
between 1970 and 1973 was about 25,000 buildings which represents an
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average of twenty per cent. 30 However, it is estimated that some
two hundred listed buildings are lost annually but the number has
recently diminished31.

It is of interest to note that although churches are listed they are not
subject to protection by the existmg legislation. Famous churches
like St. Paul's and York Minster were able to raise three and two
million pounds respectively by major public appeals. Such massive
national support is obviously not possible to the hundreds of smaller,
but still listed, churches. Another anomaly is the rather ludicrous
taxation system which applies 'Value Added Tax' of eight per cent on
all repair work on listed buildmgs and even on sub-standard houses.
Ironically, this levy is not applicable to new construction and acts,
therefore, as a deterrent to owners from adequately mamtainmg their
existing buildings

Central government grants are made available through Historic
Buildings Councils and given to outstanding buildings and areas.
Smce 1953, a total of over twelve million pounds has been offered
in grants 32. These Councils and local authorities combine in a system
of 'Town Schemes' where they meet fifty per cent of the cost of
repairs for buildings which do not individually qualify for a national
or local grant. In addition, the Local Authorities (Historic Buildings)
Act of 1962 empowers local authorities to make discretionary grants
and loans for listed buildings. Grants and advice are also given by
many private organisations such as the National Trust, the Pilgrim
Trust, and the Historic Churches Preservation Trust. It is estimated
that the total annual expenditure by all public and private funds, except
the National Trusts, was in the region of three pomt five million pounds
in 1974-75.

There are perhaps more private organisations involved m conservation
in Britain than anywhere else in the world. The National Trust
(England and Wales) was founded in 1894 and now cares for some
three thousand buildings and one hundred and thirty thousand hectares
of land34. It is exempt from income tax and estate duties on gifts.
It is now the largest landowner in the country. The Civic Trust, which
was founded in 1957, co-ordinates the activities of over 1,100 local
amenity societies in the country.
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2. 4. 2 France

Smce the appointment of its first Inspector-General of Historic
Monuments in 1830, France has been actively involved in the
conservation of its heritage. Its protective legislation is
comprehensive and includes: the Historic Monuments Law of 1913
which controlled a limited number of important monuments but was
later amended to include a much larger number of classified
buildings, the Sites Law of 1930 which protected rural and urban
sites of cultural interest including landscapes and parks, and was later
augmented by the revolutionary concept of 'Protected Zones' in 1945
which provided for a protective circle of up to five hundred metres
in radius around classified monuments, and the famous Mairaux Law
of 1962 which provided for the designation of special areas followed
by the preparation of obligatory schemes to implement 'action areas'.

The French legislation is noted by a characteristic State intervention
and control. Both the listing of monuments and the designation of
conservation sectors are administered centrally which, according
to Rodwell 35 , seems to have resulted in using the best national
expertise to protect the heritage in all parts of the coltntry. The
protective administration is shared between the Ministry of Culture
and the Mmistry of Housing. Grants are statutory: for the 12,000
'classified' monuments, a minimum of fifty per cent grant, tax
exemptions and a Value Added Tax reduction, for the 18,000 'listed'
monuments, a ten to seventy-five per cent grant and tax exemptions.
The total annual expenditure on historic monuments is estimated at
230 million new francs (f1 = 11. 1 nF in 1975). Between them, the
two Ministries spend an annual sum of 31 million nF on sites, zones
and protected areas. In addition, an average of 37. 5 million nF was
spent annually on a bout a hundred State and municipal properties
over a ten year period (1962_72)36. In contrast to Britain, public
involvement m conservation is virtually non-existent in France, nor
is there a national inventory of cultural heritage37.
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2.4.3 Italy

Italy is perhaps endowed with more architectural heritage than any
other European country. Its protective legislation, which began in
1892 when the various laws of the old States were confirmed and a
Commission for the preparation of a national inventory was appomted,
includes: Law (1479) of 1939 which protects historic urban sites and
refers to them as "urban areas of special interest by reason of their
aesthetic value"; Law (1089) of 1939 which deals in the classification
of national monuments; various Laws, passed between 1942 and 1968,
which provide for development controls in historic urban areas, a
succession of special Laws for the protection of specific historic
towns, such as Venice, were passed between 1953 and 1972, and
Law (865) of 1971 which facilitates rehabilitation schemes for low-cost
housing in historic centres38.

A circular bythe Ministry of Works in 1967 defined conservation areas
as "urban structures in which the majority of quarters comprise
buildings built before 1860, even if none of these buildings in them is
of special artistic merit".	 Public grants are also statutory.
Under the 1961 Law, a maximum of fifty per cent grant is made
available to listed buildmgs. The average annual expenditure on
State-owned monuments was 4,250 million Lire (1 1,620 L in 1975),

40and 6,000 million Lire on privately-owned buildings . The Italian
protective machinery is shared between the Ministry• of Education,
the Ministry of Works and Planning Authorities.

Generally, the Italian public's involvement in conservation has been
rather scant, but the foundation of Italia Nostra in 1954 was an
encouragmg start. It has recently become an important pressure
group with over a hundred local chapters and a membership of
twenty thousand in Italy and fifty thousand abroad 41. The serious
threat to Venice has also aroused Italian public opinion and attracted
considerable world-wide interest in saving it from being submerged.
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2 4.4 Sweden

Sweden can justifiably claim to be the pioneering country in the world
as far as conservation legislation is concerned. Its legislation goes
back to 1630, when a Royal Proclamation established the office of

42the Curator of National Antiquities . In 1666, another Proclamation
protected historic monuments, and in 1752 a supervisory office for
state-owned monuments was created43 . However, its more recent
legislation includes, a Proclamation in 1920 on the listing of buildings;
the Ancient Monuments Act of 1942 provided for an inventory of all
archaeological sites and remains, the Historic Buildings Acts of
1942 and 1960 provided for listing privately owned monuments and
the protection of their surroundings, and the Nature Conservancy
Act of 1964 provided for the protection of outstanding landscapes
and parks and an inventory.44

Financial grants are provided from the State and Local Authorities.
An average sum of over twelve million Kroners (1 = 10. 25 K in 1975)
is being spent on conservation, including one million Kroners from a
national conservation lottery4	Another interesting idea was the
formation of a company to carry out restoration in Old Stockholm.
The 1963 Act of Old Stockholm enabled the municipality to buy the
sites and rent the buildings on long-term leases that stipulate the
use of the restored buildings. The price paid for the site enables
the owner to defray the cost of restoring his property 46. Moreover,
because the rent charged is quite low (often no rent at all is paid
during the first ten years), the owner has ample time to write off
restoration costs. The involvement of public authorities with private
property offers an example that could with advantage be used elsewhere,
especially in countries which foster collective ownership of land.

The national inventory includes more than 500,000 sites of
archaeological interest, 330 state-owned monuments, 260 privately-
owned monuments, and over 3,000 churches 4' The Swedish public
is actively involved in conservation. There are numerous amenity
societies and pressure groups throughout the country.
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b) Arab Countries

2. 4. 5 Syria

Syriats cultural heritage is considerable as well as varied. Like
other Arab countries, the protective machinery consists of a
Directorate of Antiquities, a Ministry of Awqaf, a Ministry of
Tourism, and the Planning Authorities. Its legislation is relatively
recent compared with European Countries. In 1947, an Antiquities
Act (89) was passed to protect both movable and immovable cultural
property. Because it was only concerned with ancient and outstanding
monuments, it has recently been superseded by a new Antiquities Act
(222) of 1963	 This new legislation provides, inter alia, for the
statutory protection of buildings which are older than two hundred
years, and also those of a more recent origin if they possess certain
artistic or historic significance. The concept of protecting areas
as against single buildings was introduced in clause 8 of the first
section. It obliges all planmng and municipal authorities to protect
areas of historic or architectural interest within their boundaries,
and also that master plans should be approved by the Directorate of
Antiquities.

The Act calls on all the relevant authorities to designate such areas
of cultural interest and work towards their enhancement4	It also
provides, in general terms only, various development controls to
ensure the harmony of modern development with the character of
these protected areas. Old Damascus is protected under specific
legislation This consists of a Proclamation of the Executive
Bureau (No. 67) of 1972 and another one issued by the Governorate

50of Damascus (No. 2424) of 1972 . The latter Proclamation includes,
for the first time, specific and detailed development control measures
such as infill policy and supervision. However, Aleppo and many
other historic cities in the country are not covered by similar specific
legislation.

Syria is perhaps the only Arab country that provides grants for the
restoration of privately-owned buildings of cultural interest.
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The Act 51 vaguely allows the Directorate of Antiquities to contribute
an unspecified part of the costs of restoring such buildings; but for
state-owned buildings, it specifies a grant of fifty per cent to the
governmental owner. The penalties against infringements are
relatively light and have proved largely ineffective: Clause 75 calls
for the imprisonment of between one month and three years and/or
a fine of 250 to 10,000 Syrian Liras (±1 = £S 6.46 in 1976) against
those who carry out unauthorised alteration, cause damage or
demolition of a protected property2

The destruction of vernacular architecture, especially houses of
architectural orhistoric interest, continues unabated. In 1953,
the Damascus National Museum published a list of some fifty private
hQuses dating back to the eighteenth century. Some of these houses,
which are supposed to have been protected, were demolished or sold
to tourists, who dismantled the valuable fabric and shipped it abroad.
A current list of seventy-five large houses is being maintained by the
Museum of Popular Arts and Traditions. Recently, the Directorate
of Antiquities acquired fifteen houses and madrasas, which it is
restoring and converting into museums and artisanst workshops5

The planning of Syrian historic towns has been rather ill-advised
and insensitive. According to Cantacuzino 54 , Aleppo has been
seriously damaged by several bad master plans. In 1952, a plan,
prepared by Gutton, resulted in the driving of two major roads through
the old town. Another plan, prepared by Banshoya of Tange, not only
completed Gutton's earlier proposals for new roads through the historic
town, but proposed even more new constructions within the old town.
More seriously, only khans and mmor mosques are being allowed to
retain their original 'hugger-mugger' setting; the more important
monuments and buildings are to be subjected to the now fam]liar but
deplorable process of 'freeing' such buildings from their surroundings5
Experience shows in Syria that, by itself, good legislation is not
sufficient, it must be backed up by many other equally important
measures and by the will to protect the heritage.
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2.4.6 Morocco

Morocco is endowed with a particularly rich Islamic cultural
heritage. Its experience in conservation goes back to the early
decades of this century. Thanks to a few enlightened Frenchmen,
notably, Lyautey and Prost, several innovative architectural and
planrnng policies were formulated m 1910 to safeguard its traditional
madinas 5	Basically, these policies were designed to separate
Western-style modern urban growth from the old madinas of Morocco
(and of Tunisia) thereby protecting their historic character.
Consequently, many historic towns, such as Rabat, Meknes and Fez,
were able to maintain their historic fabric almost intact. It was
only after the advent of mass tourism in the 1960's that these towns
began to be rapidly changed by intensive commercial development.
In 1912, Lyautey established a 'Service des Beaux-Arts et des
Monuments Historiqu&, and he was the first to introduce the idea
of conserving whole areas rather than single monuments - at a time
when no such legislation existed in France5

The protective machinery is shared mainly between the 'Services des
Monuments Historique et due Folklore' of the Ministry of Culture,
the Ministry of Habous (Awqaf), and the Planning Authorities. As
in most other Arab countries, the Awqaf has not shown active interest
in protecting its cultural property and the 'Services des Monumentst
is empowered to acquire any neglected or redundant waqf property5
In an article on restoration in Morocco, Roditi 59 observes various
problems arising between the Ministry of Culture and local
municipalities to which many secular buildings belong. Historic
madinas, such as Rabat, are considered to be the responsibility of the
Rabat Municipality. The inadequacy of local financial and technical
resources has made such responsibilities rather difficult to manage.
In conclusion, Morocco can be justifiably regarded as one of the
leading Arab nations in conservation. It has already started
preparing its first national protective inventory of cultural heritage6?
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2.4.7 Libya

The cultural heritage of Libya, especially rich in Roman and
Islamic monuments, has been relatively better preserved than
those in other Arab countries This is because Libya is a
large, underpopulated61 and mostly underdeveloped country.
A high population density results usually in overcrowding,
substandard housing in historic areas, and in a sharp demand
for a more intensive form of modern development. Another
contrasting feature is Libya's ability to meet the financial resources
which would be required in future conservation programmes.

The protective machinery in the country is shared mainly between
the Department of Antiquities and the Awqaf. The legal framework
for protection is provided by the Antiquities Law (No. 40) of 1968.
However, according to Abd al-Haq62 , who is a Unesco consultant
in conservation, this Law has several serious defects: the omission
to protect areas of architectural or historic mterest; its imprecision
regarding the preparation of the proposed inventory, and the marked
difference of the proposed inventory to the small inventory which
has been already prepared by the Department of Antiquities.

Realising the need to protect the historic madina of Tripoli,
the Libyan government set up a standing committee in 1974 to
study the madina and prepare a conservation plan for its future.
The committee included representatives from the Ministry of
Housing and Public Works, Awqaf, General Board of Tourism,

.63and the Faculty of Architecture of the University of Tripoli
Libya's attempt systematically to conserve its heritage is only
a recent development and, consequently, she lacks the
necessary technical resources and expertise. Foreign assistance
will be unavoidable in the short and medium term.
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TABLE 1 Comparative Aspects of Conservation in Some
European and Arab Countries

European Countries	 Arab Countries
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2.4.8 Conclusion

With the exception of a few isolated examples, the protection
of heritage has not yet been fully appreciated by Arab governments.
For several decades, the national protective machineries have been
governed by nineteenth-century ideas of restoring single items;
carmg for outstanding monuments and archaeological sites and finds,
but seldom showing a similar concern for historic areas or towns.
A primary task is to convince these authorities to adopt conservation
as an integral part of town and country planning. Hitherto, Arab
planning authorities have been not only largely ineffective m
protecting madinas, but often responsible for the destruction of
much of their historic fabric. This explains the fact that, in almost
every Arab country, the principal protective agency is the
'Directorate of Antiquities' and not the planning authorities.
Similarly, the Awqaf has been instrumental in the neglect and
destruction of many historic mosques.

In contrast to Europe, Arab conservation legislation remams
largely preventative - offering little, if any, incentive for private
owners to restore their historic property. Another primary task,
therefore, is to change the existing legislation from 'passive' to
'active'. This means the compensation of private owners for
the legitimate controls which such legislation imposes upon them,
through adequate tax concessions and grants to cover the cost of
restoring their property. Inter-Arab co-operation in conservation
remains at a minimum level. Recently, however, the Organisation
of Arab Cities, the Association of Arab Engineers and the Organisation
of Arab Antiquities, have all expressed their interest in Arab heritage
by passing many resolutions. It remains to be seen whether the
words are matched by deeds. In a cynical article on the future of
old Sana 'a Mullms 64 ohs erves pessimistically:

"To a European, the word conservation generally means
'safeguarding objects'. To an Arab, if the word means
anything at all, it means 'safeguarding a way of life'."
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CHAPTER III

THE HERITAGE OF IRAQ

3. 1 Historical Background

The ancient name of 'Mesopotamia' was first corned by the Greek
historian, Polybius (second century BC), to describe the fertile
area enclosed by the rivers of Tigris and Euphrates'. Most of
this area is now withrn the boundaries of Iraq. The great antiquity
and richness of Mesopotamia's Pre-Classical civilisations have led
many eminent historians and archaeologists to call her the 'Cradle
of Mankind'. According to Moortgart 2 , she "appears as the major
centre of artistic and, more broadly, of cultural irradiation of the
ancient Near East".

The existence of pre-historic cultures (600,000-3000 BC) is evidenced
by the numerous sites in northern Mesopotamia which belong to this
period. Between 7000 and 5000 BC, this region witnessed the
momentous transition from food gathering to food production 3 . The
Chalcolithic period (5000-3000 BC), which some archaeologists call
'Proto-History', is usually identified by the different types of pottery
from each of its five sub-periods (Table 2). Around 3000 BC
'Proto-Literate' villages began to develop into small urban settlements
in southern Mesopotamia. This was followed by the 'Early Dynastic'
period (c. 2700-2400 BC) which witnessed the invention of writing by
the Sumerians and the development of numerous independent City-States,
such as Ur, Lagash and Uruk. The Sumerian civilisation was
interrupted by successive invasions from the Akkadians and the Gutis.
However, by c. 2100 BC, they were able to revive their former power,
reaching their cultural peak in the city of Lagash under the famous
ruler, Gudea4.

By 2000 BC, the Third Dynasty of Ur was overthrown by an alliance
between the Semitic Amorites and the Persian Elamites. The Amorites
founded their own City-States which included: Ism, Larsa, Ashur, Man
and Babylon. Led by the 'Law-giver' Hammurabi (1792-1750 BC), the
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First Babylonian Dynasty united the entire region under its rule.
But his death was followed by a rapid disintegration of his kingdom
and, when the Hittites captured Babylon in c. 1600 BC, it had fallen
to the rank of a minor city. The Hittite occupation was short-lived
and Babylon was soon controlled by the Kassites who made
Kuri-galzu (today t s Aqarquf) their capital. They seem to have
been culturally inferior to the Babylonians and their five hundred
years of domination has yielded little impact 5 . Even their ziggurat
at Aqarquf (thirty kilometres west of Baghdad) is not considered by
archaeologists as bemg a typical Kassite monument, but one belonging
in the mainstream of Sumero-Babylonian architecture6.

Meanwhile, the Assyrians, who were a race of tough warners from
the northern mountains of Mesopotamia, were gradually growing in
power. It was not until 1350 BC, however, that Assyria began to
enjoy its first independence from her former masters, the Hurrians.
From c. 1200 to 612 BC, she played the main role in the history of the
whole Near Eastern region, and reached its peak of power under the
leadership of King Tiglath-Pileser I (1115-1077 BC). Other notable
kings mclude: Assur-nasirpal II, Shalamansar III, Sargon II, and
Ashur-banipal (668-626 BC) who founded the celebrated library that
included the Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh, now at the British Museum.
The Assyrian Empire was destroyed by the united armies of the
Babylonians, Medes and Scythians, who finally sacked Nmeveh in
612 BC (Table 2).

The fall of Assyria brought new hopes for Babylon. Under
Nebuchad-nazzar II (605-562 BC), Babylon became, once again, a
great capital. He expanded the Empire by defeating the Egyptians in
Karkamish in 605 BC, and by destroying Jerusalem in 586 BC.
Babylon itself was rebuilt and enlarged to cover an estimated area of
more than 1,000 hectares 7 . However, Aristotle8 gave the impression
of a much larger area when he said that, at the time of its capture by
the Persian King Cyrus in 539 BC, "It was three days before a part of
the City was aware of the fact. .." It was reduced to a mere province
of the Persian Achaemenid Empire and was again sacked by Xerex in
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485 BC. Its remains are considered today as one of the most important
ancient sites in the Near East (Table 2).

Led by Alexander the Great, the Greek armies defeated the Achaemenids
in 331 BC near the city of Arbela (today's Arbil). The death of Alexander
in 323 BC in Babylon, which he had made his capital, was followed by
the succession of Selucus. In 274 BC, the Selucids founded their
capital, Selucia, whose remains can still be seen near Ctesiphon. The
Hellenistic domination of Mesopotamia was ended in 126 BC by the
Persian Parthians, who ruled it - save for two interludes of Roman
occupation - until they were themselves subdued by the Sassanids in
AD 227. The Sassanid period witnessed a bitter struggle with the
Byzantians m northern Mesopotamia that lasted four centuries. At
Ctesiphon (thirty-five kilometres south-east of Baghdad), the remains
of a magnificent palace and an arched thirty-metre-high iwan show
their considerable achievements in art and architecture. They ignored
the summons to embrace Islam and were defeated by the Arabs in AD 637
(Table 2).

During the reign of the second Arab Caliph, Omar (634-644), all of
Mesopotamia was conquered and became known as 'Iraq'. Here the
Arabs founded two new cities: Basra and Kufa, which became the capital
of Islam under the fourth Caliph, Au. In 747, the Abbasids (who derive
their name from 'Abbas' - an uncle of the Prophet) overthrew the
Ummaiyad Caliphate of Syria and established their brilliant Caliphate
in Iraq. The Round City of Baghdad was founded in 762 by the second
Abbasid Caliph, Mansur. After the first three centuries, the Abbasid
Empire began to be weakened by many -local secessionist movements.
By the end of the ninth'century, the Caliphs relied mainly on foreign
Turkish mercenaries to protect their seat. This caused a hostile
reaction from the Arab population and led the Caliph Mutasim to shift
the capital to the newly-built city of Samarra in 836. However, the
use of Samarra as the capital lasted only another fifty-six years (836-892)
after which the Caliphate returned to Baghdad. As only a few Abbasid
monuments remain in Baghdad today, Samarra shows their architectural
and town planning genius more convincingly. After being controlled by
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the Persian Buwaihids and the Turkish Seljuqs, the Caliphas regamed
their power around the end of the twelfth century. This latter
renaissance is now immortalised by two superby madrasas in Baghdad:
Sharabiya (built in 1226) and Mustansirya (1234).

The Abbasid Caliphate was ruthlessly terminated in 1258 by the fierce
MongoLian armies. Baghdad was destroyed by Hulagu and was reduced
to an unimportant town. Iraq became ruled by a series of rival local
dynasties - the Ilkhanids and Jalairids. This rivalry was exploited by
the Persian Safavids who, under Shah Ismail (1502-24), conquired Iraq
in 1509 but were quickly contested by the Ottomans in lengthy wars.
The Ottomans finally defeated the Persians in 1638 and ruled Iraq
uninterruptedly until 1917 when they were driven back to Turkey by the
British.

The Turkish Sultans assumed the title of Caliph and the heart of Islam
was thus transferred from Baghdad to Istanbul. Iraq was divided into
three provinces (Willayas), Baghdad, Mosul and Basra, administered
by an appointed governor (Pasha) who was directly answerable to the
Sultan. The Ottomans were often fully occupied m their somewhat
unsuccessful attempts to pacify the hostile Arab tribes of lower Iraq.
Although a tenuous peace was maintained with the intractible nomads
it was not until 1830 that they asserted full control over the whole of the
country. They were not particularly interested in developing Iraq and
their long rule is noted largely for its neglect of the agricultural
system and local economy. However, several Walis, especially
Sulaiman Pasha (1780-1802), Daud Pasha (1816-1831) and Midhat
Pasha (1869-1872), are remembered for their positive contributions
to the country. The majority of historic mosques which exist today
belong to the Ottoman period and, consequently, they show a marked
Turkish architectural influence.

In 1921, the British Administration installed Faisal I as Kmg of Iraq
but the country remained under a British Mandate until 1932 when it
became a full member of the League of Nations. In 1958, the ruling
Hashimite Monarchy was ended by a revolution and Iraq has since then
been a republic.
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TABLE 2 Historical Periods of Iraq and their Chief Existing
Sites and Monuments

Period	 Date	 I	 Archaeological Sites IMonuments

1. Paleolithic

2. Neolithic

Shanidar (Arbil);600, 000-
100,000	 Zarzari (Sulaimaniya);

Hazar-Merd (Sulaiman),yrs. ago	 Barda-Balka (Kirkuk)

8000-5000	 Jarmo (Kirkuk)
BC	 Hazar-Merd (Sulaimaniya)

5200- 50003. Hassuna
Has suna (Nm eveh)
Mattara (Kirkuk)
Qidri Basikm

(Sulaimaniya)

Samarra,	 -
5000-4500	 Tepe Gawra (Nmeveh);

BC	 Arpachiya (Nineveh),
Eridu (Thee-Qar)

I Tell ijbaid (Thee-Qar);
I Eridu (Thee-Qar),4500- 3800

BC	 I Uruk (Muthana),
I Lagash (Thee-Qar),
I Ur (Thee-Qar)

tJruk (Muthana),
3800-3200	 Lagash (Thee-Qar),

BC	 Ism (Qadisiya);
Eridu (Thee-Qar)

Jamdat Nasr (Babil);
3200-3000	 Esimuna (Diyala),

BC	 Tell Uhaimir (Babil),
Lagash (Thee-Qar)

Uruk Ziggurat

Lar sa (Muthana);
8. Early	 3000-2500	 Uruk (Muthana);

Dynastic	 BC	 Balad (Baghdad),
T. Aswad (Anbar)

9. Sumer &
Akkad

Eridu (Thee-Qar),
Larsa (Muthana);

2500-2000	 Uruk (Muthana),
BC	 Birs Nimrud(Babil),

Babylon (Babil),
Ur (Thee-Qar)

r Ziggurat

Cont mued...



11. Kassite &
Early
Assyrian

12. Assyrian

13. Neo-
Babylonian
(Chaldean)

15. Selucid

16. Parthian
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TABLE 2 continued

Period	
f 

Date	 Archaeological Sites 	 Monuments

10. Old	 2000-1600
Babylonian	 BC

Babylon (Babil),
Birs Nimrud,
Ism (Qadisiya),
T. Harmal (Baghdad);
T. Khafaja (Baghdad),
Larsa (Muthana)

Larsa Ziggurat

Tepe Gwara (Nineveh);
Calah (Nmeveh);

1600-911	 Kakzu (Arbil),
BC	 Esimuna (Diyala),

Aqarquf (Baghdad);
T. Harmal (Baghdad)

INmeveh/Mosul;
Calah in,911-612

I Khorsabad (Nmeveh);BC	
I Assur (Nmeveh),
I Araba t Alu (Arbil)

I 
Babylon,

625-539	 I Sippar (Babil),
I Birs Nimrud (Babil);BC	
I T. Uqair (Baghdad),

Ur (Thee-Qar)

Aqarquf Ziggurat

Nineveh Walls!
Gates

Nimrud Ziggurat
Shirqat Ziggurat
Arbil Citadel

Ishtar Gate
B. Nimrud

Ziggurat

14.Achaememdl 539-331
	 Tursaq(Diyala);

BC	 I Baksaya (Misan)

312-248	 Selucia (Baghdad),
BC	 Fairuz Sapur(Anbar),

Nippur (Qadisiya)

Nippur (Qadisiya),
248 BC-	 Der (Wasit),
AD 226	 Baksaya (Misan);

Hatra Town
Hatra Temple

(End of Ancient Era)

17. Sassanid
Ctesiphon(Baghdad),

AD 226-	 T. Dhbai-Baghdad
637	 Hira (Kabala),

Distijird (Diyala)
Taq Kisra

18. Early	 AD 637-Islamic &	 125Abba sid

Ukhaidhir (Karbala)
M. Mustansiriya-Wa sit;	 Baghdad,Kufa,	 Harbi BridgeBasra;	 (Baghdad)Samarra	 Mosque and Spiral
Minaret -Samarra

Continued.



Period
	 Date

19. Ilkhanid,
Jalairid &
Turkoman

12 58-
1509

1638-
191721. Ottoman

51

TABLE 2 contmued

20. Safavid

Archaeological Sites Monuments

M. Mirjaniya-Baghdad,
Mirjan Khan-Baghdad,
Sahrawardi Mosque-

Baghdad

Abu Hanifa Mosque;
Gailani Mosque,
Khasaki Mosque,
Muradiya Mosque;
Ahmadi. Mosque;
Haidarkhana Mosque;
Hussam Pasha Mosqu
Sarai Mosque;
Qushla and Sarai
Buildings (All in
Baghdad City)

1509-	 Kadhimain Mosque,
1534-	 Mashhad Ali-Najaf,
1638	 Mashhad Hussain-

Karbala

Sources: Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970
Atlas of Archaeological Sites in Iraq (Arabic)
Baghdad, 1976
Martin BEEK, Atlas of Mesopotamia, London, Nelson, 1962

NOTE:	 Bracketed names are of Muhafadhas (Provinces)
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3. 2 The Existing Heritage

The traces of the numerous past civiisations of Mesopotamia can
be evidenced almost everywhere in Iraq today. More than five
milenia of rich and eventful history have naturally resulted in such
a considerable and varied heritage that it is convenient to classify it
under groupings of certain overall characteristics. Four such
groupings of immovable cultural heritage are identified here:

1. Archaeological Antiquities

2. Ancient and Historic Monuments

3. Rural Areas and Villages of Cultural or Natural Interest

4. Urban Areas and Towns of Cultural Interest.

It must be emphasised, at the outset, that these are generalised
groupings only and, therefore, there is an inevitable degree of overlap
between them. The last group and, to a certain extent, historic
monuments that are within urban areas, are treated with more detail
in this research.

3. 2. 1. Archaeological Antiquities

Iraq can indeed be described as the land of archaeology. According
9to the official Iraqi 'Guide to Archaeological Sites' of 1970 , there are

about seven thousand known sites of archaeological interest (Table 3).
However, since the first archaeological excavation in 184310, ily

about two hundred and fifty sites have been, more or less systematically,
excavated. This group includes all archaeological mounds (Tells),
excavated and unexcavated sites, ancient irrigation canals and underground
traces of fortification walls. The majority of this group tends to belong
to the older periods of antiquity - from Pre-Historic times to the end
of the Parthian period. Archaeological antiquities are largely
underground, buried under tells of earth and, therefore, excavation
is often necessary for their exposition. Ancient monuments such
as ziggurats, which stand above ground level, are classified under
the second group.(Figure 1)
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The location factor of archaeological antiquities has had a profound
influence upon their preservation-survival potential. Today, they
are situated either at remote, non-agricultural locations, or rural
agricultural areas, or within rapidly developing urban areas.
Clearly, sites that are within urban areas face the greatest risk
and danger of loss. Many such sites - and also monuments - have
been destroyed over the years in such historic towns as Mosul,
Samarra, or Baghdad' 1 . Conversely, sites that lie in rural
areas or, better still, in remote non-agricultural areas, have
shown a remarkable degree of survival, though not wholly free
from looting.

A curious characteristic of Mesopotamian archaeology is the fact
that most istes tend to be, in spite of their evocative biblical
names, largely unimpressive physically as well as visually.
Stone and other more solid building materials are rare in
Mesopotamia and, consequently, the majority of sites are
constructed of burnt or unburnt clay bricks. A typical excavated
Mesopotamian site, therefore, tends to appear as a large maze of
trenches and earth walls. For the tourist, who usually comes to
Iraq with preconceptions of the glorious past of Babylon and Nineveh,
this causes disappointment. n a tourism study, sponsored by the
Iraqi Tourism Administration and prepared by a French consulting
firm 12 , this point is recognised:

"Iraq differs from its neighbouring countries in that
it does not possess any single pole of sufficient
attraction that could be compared to that of Palmyra
(Syria) or Persepolis (Iran). Certainly, there
exists the famous ruins of Babylon but their splendour
is due to the imposing size of the site, which has
become a symbol to the actual remains and which
the inclemency of the elements have rendered
unrecognizable."

It can be seen from Table 3 that the overwhelming majority of
archaeological sites (ninety-eight per cent) are located within
either rural or remote areas and, consequently, they are not in
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any immediate danger. By contrast, urban archaeological sites
remain largely unprotected and are being destroyed by the acute
demand for urban land. The majority of these sites are neither
identified on the ground by informative signs nor are they
physically protected against offenders by appropriate fencing.

Urban archaeology is not yet practiced in Iraq and there is a real
need to introduce it as an effective aspect of archaeological and
planning activity. It was indicated earlier that monuments and
buildings of outstanding architectural or historic value which
survive above ground level are already protected under the
existing legislation. Below ground, however, almost any new
development within historic cores will involve the destruction of
archaeological evidence. These latent sites cannot be protected
in advance because they remain unidentified. Their importance
and extent becomes apparent only during or after excavation work
by modern development has taken place. Consequently, there is
a clear case for empowering the planning authorities to oblige the
developer to give adequate notice in advance of operations and to
allow archaeological investigation of the site during the excavation
work. In addition, it is necessary for such authorities to prepare
special maps of urban areas of potential archaeological mterest so
that this legislation can be more effectively enforced.

For these mapped urban areas of potential archaeological interest,
which may contain buildings of no architectural value, the main
need is not to preserve the site, but to ensure that modern development
takes place only after there has been adequate archaeological
excavation and documentation.

Table 3 gives the number of all recorded archaeological sites in
the sixteen Muhafadhas of Iraq, while Tables 4 to 19 give the
number of sites in the administrative units of each Muhafadha.
Figures 2 to 17 show the location of archaeological sites,
and historic towns and villages in each Muhafadha.
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TABLE 3 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Each
Muhafadha (1970)

Muhafadha	 Sites Within
and (Centre)	 Urban Areas

1. Dhok (Dhok)
	 12

2. Nmeveh (Mosul)
	

39

3. Sulaimaniya	 1
(Sulaimaniya)

4. Arbil
	 5

5. Kirkuk (Kirkuk)
	

5

6. Kiyala (Baquba)

7. Anbar (Ramadi)
	

3

8. Baghdad
	

71
(Baghdad)

9. Wasit (Kut)

10. Babil (Hula)
	

7

11. Karbala	 12
(Karbala)

12. Qadisiya	 1
(Diwaniya)

13. Muthana
(Samawa)

14. Maysan (Amara)

15. Thee-Qar
(Na siriya)

16. Basra (Basra)
	

4

Totals	 160

Sites Within
Rural and Remote

Areas

368

1283

429

616

852

436

227

459

267

243

98

320

77

212

534

79

6500

Totals

380

1322

430

621

857

436

230

530

267

250

110

321

77

212

534

83

6660

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq (Arabic), Baghdad, 1970

NOTES: 1. The official list of archaeological sites in Iraq is by no
means comprehensive in its coverage. These figures
include some monuments but exclude historic buildings
and urban areas.

2. See Tables 4 to 19 for further details and figures 	 to
for location.
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TABLE 4 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Dhok Muhafada (1970)

Administrative
Unit

Dhok Town*

Atrosh

Doski

Zakho*

Slaifani

Sindi

Kili

Aqra*

Sorjia

Ashair Sabaa

Nahla

Amadiya *

Parwir

Totals

Sites Within
Urban Areas

3

2

7

12

Sites Within
Rural and Remote

Areas

42

1

35

3

47

34

15

3

47

67

30

40

4

368

Total

42

1

35

6

47

34

15

5

47

67

30

47

4

380

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq (Arabic), Baghdad, 1970

NOTES:	 These figures mclude some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 5 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Nineveh
Muhafadha

Admmistrative uniti Sites WithinUrban Areas
Sites Within

Rural and Remote
Areas

Total

35

97

167

163

154

1

	

2
	

8

62

54

189

1

2 76

16

93

73

20

57

52

	

39
	 1283

Mosul City*

T ilkaif

Hamdaniya

Hmaidat

Shora

Jazira

Tela'far*

Rabia

Zamar

Ayadhiya

Hatra

Smjar*

Shimal

Shirqt

Shaikhan

Am Sifni

al_Qosh*

Ma zori

Totals

35

97

167

163

154

1

10

62

54

189

1

78

16

93

73

20

57

52

1322

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq (Arabic), Baghdad, 1970

NOTES:	 These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildmgs and urban areas.
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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36

38

29

32

22

26

18

31

68

25

10

17

20

32

11

429

14

36

38

29

32

22

26

18

31

69

25

10

17

20

32

11

430

62

TABLE 6 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Sulaimaniya
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites Within
Rural and Remote Total

Areas
I Sites WithinAdministrative Unit I Urban Areas

Sulaimaniya City

Bazian

Tanjro

Sarchanar

Surdash

Qara-Dagh

Qalat Diza

Mirga (Bishdar)

Panj awin

Sirwan

Khormal*
	

1

Darbandi-Khan

Srowchak

Mawet

Ranya

Jinaran

Nawdasht

Totals	 1

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq (Arabic), Baghdad, 1970

NOTES:	 These figures mclude such monuments but exclude historic
buildings and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 7 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Arbil
Muhafadha (1970)

Administrative Unit Sites Within I	
Sites Within

Urban Areas Rural and Remote Total
Areas

Arbil City*
	

2
	 2

Arbil (Markaz)
	

3
	

97
	 100

Makhmur	 168	 168

Qosh Tepe	 51
	

51

Rawanduz	 29
	

29

Palek	 19
	

19

Para dost	 2	 2

Sur (Zibar)
	

2	 2

Sha qlawa	 58	 58

Harir	 39
	

39

Kwaisanjaq	 35
	

35

Taq-Taq	 76
	

76

Kindinawa (Makhmur)	 5
	

5

Guwair	 35
	

35

Totals	 5
	

616
	

621

Source:

NOTES:

Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
mlrag, Baghdad, 1970

These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildmgs and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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Total

20

38

1

1

17

73

45

37

58

36

100

152

35

1

10

107

126

857

66

TABLE 8 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Kirkuk
Muhafadha (1970)

I Sites WithinAdministrative Unit Urban Areas

Kirkuk City*
	 5

Altun Kupri

Taza Khurmato

Dibis

Shwan

Qara Hasan

Chamchamal

Aghchal er

Singaw

Ha wij a

Da qu q

Tuz

Qadir Karam

Kifri

Bibaz

Shirwana

Qara Tepe

Totals	 5

Sites Withm
Rural and Remote

Areas

15

38

1

1

17

73

45

37

58

36

100

152

35

1

10

107

126

852

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

NOTES:	 These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildmgs and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 9 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Diyala
Muhafadha (1970)

Administrative Unit

Ba quba

Bahraz

Kmaan

Khalis

Bani Saad

Mansuriya

Khana qin

Jalawla

Saadiya

Quraitu

Hawrain Shaikhan

Muqdadiya

Abu Saida

Mandili

Baladruz

Totals

Sites WithinSites Within Rural and Remote TotalUrban Areas Areas

-	 11	 11

-	 6	 6

-	 11	 11

-	 34	 34

-	 38	 38

-	 37	 37

-	 67	 67

-	 1	 1

-	 26	 26

-	 20	 20

-	 25	 25

-	 63	 63

-	 3	 3

-	 48	 48

-	 46	 46

-	 436	 436

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

NOTE:	 These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
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TABLE 10 The Number of Archaeological Sites m Anbar
Muhafadha (1970)

I Sites Within Sites Within
Administrative Unit	 Urban Areas Rural and Remote

Areas
Total

Ram adi
	 8

	
8

Haditha *
	 1
	 35
	

36

Ana *
	

1
	

4
	

15

Jazira	 2
	 2

Rawa	 6
	

6

Falluj a	 82
	

82

Karma	 30
	

30

Qaim	 23
	

23

Hit *
	

1
	

27
	

28

Totals	 3
	

227
	

230

Source:

NOTES:

Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 11	 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Baghdad
Muhafadha (1970)

Admmistrative Unit Sites Within
Urban Areas

Sites Withm
Rural and Remote Total

Areas

Ru s afa *
	 26

	 26

Karrada Sharqiya	 6
	

17
	 23

Salman Pak
	

2
	

81
	

83

Karkh*
	 5

	 16
	

21

Aadham iya *
	

15
	

16
	

31

Dora	 6
	

6

Kadhimiya*
	 5
	 15	 20

Tarm iya	 35
	

35

Abu Ghraib
	 1
	

8
	

9

Mahmudiya	 1
	

60
	

61

Yusfiya	 34
	

34

Samarra *
	 2
	

29
	

31

Ibrahimiya	 62
	 62

Balad
	 79

	
79

Dor	 1
	

2
	

3

Tikrit	 1
	 41
	 42

Totals	 71
	 495
	 566

Source:

NOTES:

Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970
Atlas of Archaeological Sites in Iraq, Baghdad, 1976

These figures mclude some monuments but exclude historic
buildings and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 12 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Wasit
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites Withm
Urban AreasAdministrative Unit

Kut

Badra

Gassan

Zurbatiya

Hai

Muwafaqiya

Suwaira

Zubaidiya

Aziziya

Numaniya

Totals

Sites Withm
Rural and Remote

Areas

44

26

3

19

27

3

10

6

109

20

267

Total

44

26

3

19

27

3

10

6

109

20

267

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
m Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

NOTE:	 These figures mclude some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
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TABLE 13 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Babil
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites Within
Administrative Unit 	 Sites Within Rural and Remote I TotalUrban Areas Areas

1
	

1

3
	 16
	

19

	

38
	

38

	

-3
	

3

	

3
	

3

	

3
	

3

	

21
	

21

	

2
	

2

1
	

30
	

31

	

70
	

70

	

22
	

22

	

17
	

17

2
	

18
	

20

7
	 243
	 250

Hula City

Hilla (Markaz)

Mahawul

Nil

Mussaiyab

Iskandariya

Jurf al-Sakhar

Sa 'ada

Ka s sum

Madhatiya

Abu Gharaq

Jadwal Gharbi

Kifil*

Totals

Source:

NOTES:

Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
m Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 14 The Number of Archaeolqg.cal Sites m Karbala
Muhafadha

I	 Sites WithinI Sites WithmAdministrative Unit 	 Rural and Remote I TotalUrban Areas Areas

Karbala City*
	 3
	

3

Karbala (Markaz)
	

4
	 4

Hussainiya	 57
	

57

Am TamurlShthatha 	 16
	 16

Kufa *
	

3
	

18
	 21

Najaf*	 2
	

7
	

9

Totals	 12
	

98
	

110

Source:

NOTES:

Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildmgs and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 15 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Qadisiya
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites Within	 II Sites WithinAdministrative Unit 	 Rural and Remote I TotalUrban Areas Areas	 I

Diwaniya City

Ham za	 1
	

20
	

21

Shafiya	 45
	

45

Mal iha	 2
	

2

Abu Skhair	 1
	

1

Hira	 16
	

16

Mishkhab
	

7
	

7

Shanafiya	 18	 18

Salahiya	 10
	

10

Abbasiya	 13
	

13

Ghammas	 26
	

26

Afag	 34
	

34

Badir	 34
	

34

Dghara	 94
	

94

Totals	 1
	

320
	

321

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

NOTE:	 These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
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TABLE 16 The Number of Archaeological Sites m Muthana
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites WithmSites Within IAdministrative Unit 	 Rural and Remote I TotalUrban Areas Areas

Samawa Town

Khidhir	 19
	

19

Khannaq	 23
	

23

Rumaitha	 35
	 35

Totals	 77
	

77

Source:

NOTES:

Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildmgs and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 17 The Number of Archaeological Sites m Misan
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites WithinI Sites Within Rural and Remote I TotalAdministrative Unit Urban Areas Areas

Amara City*

Kahia	 3
	

3

Kumait	 43
	

43

Majar Saghir	 24
	

24

Msaida	 17
	

17

Mshara	 19
	

19

Ali Gharbi	 47
	

47

Shaikh Saad
	

12
	

12

Qalat Salih
	

43
	

43

Majar Kabir	 4
	

4

Totals	 212
	

212

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

NOTES:	 These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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TABLE 18 The Number of Archaeological Sites in Thee-.Qar
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites WithinSites WithinAdministrative Unit 	 Rural and Remote TotalUrban Areas Areas

Nasiriya Town	 -	 9	 9

Islah	 -	 46	 46

Bat'ha	 -	 71	 71

Sdainawiya	 -	 53	 53

Chibayish	 -	 28	 28

Rifai	 -	 80	 80

Qalat Sukar	 -	 48	 48

Nasir	 -	 42	 42

Suq Shiyukh	 -	 3	 3

Ikaika	 -	 16	 16

Barn Said	 -	 6	 6

Shatra	 -	 35	 35

Dawaya	 -	 53	 53

Swaij Dija	 -	 44	 44

Totals	 -	 534	 534

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
in Iraq, Baghdad, 1970

NOTE:	 These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildmgs and urban areas
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TABLE 19 The Number of Archaeological Sites m Basra
Muhafadha (1970)

Sites Within	 II Sites WithinAdministrative Unit 	 Rural and Remote I TotalUrban Areas Areas	 I

Basra City*
	 1
	

1

Shatt al-Arab
	

15
	

15

Hartha	 13
	

13

Abu Khasib
	

6
	

6

Siba	 9
	

9

Zubair*
	

3
	

7
	

10

Fao	 1
	

1

Suwab
	

26
	

26

Madina	 1
	

1

Nashwa	 1	 1

Totals	 4	 79
	

83

Source:	 Directorate General of Antiquities, Archaeological Sites
mlrag, Baghdad, 1970

NOTES:	 These figures include some monuments but exclude
historic buildings and urban areas
*Cities or towns which possess historic cores
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3 2. 2 Ancient and Historic Monument

In the context of this research, 'monuments' relate to those
uninhabited immovable cultural properties which are free-standing
recogmsable structures. 'Ancient' monuments are those dating
from pre-historic times to the end of the Parthian period, i. e. AD 226.
On the other hand, 'historic' monuments are those dating from the
beginning of the Sassanid period in Iraq and up to the present legal
terminal date of AD 1700. Although this distinction is arbitrary,
it is, nevertheless, useful in that it helps to indicate the better
survival-potential of ancient monuments as against historic ones.

There are several factors in Iraq that contribute to the survival
of a monument over the course of history. These can be narrowed
down to:

1. Locational Factor: As is the case with most archaeological
sites, ancient monuments, such as the ziggurat of Ur, tend
to be located mostly in remote or rural areas and, consequently,
they are not immediately threatened by pressures of modern
development. In contrast, historic monuments tend to be
located within urban historic cores and, therefore, many are
misused, altered, or destroyed.

2. Religious Significance: Mosques, shrines, tombs and other
types of religious buildings, have generally shown a remarkable
degree of survival. The static nature of religions and the
emotional devotion and reverance of people have ensured the
survival of many, otherwise obsolete but architecturally or
historically interesting, religious monuments. Qumriya
Mosque (c.AD 1228) in Baghdad, the Friday Mosque of Samarra
(c. 847), and al-Noun Great Mosque (c. 1172) in Mosul are
examples of such historic monuments.

3. Durability of Materials: In normal circumstances, monuments
which are built of stone or fired bricks are obviously more
likely to survive over a long period than those built of sun-dried
bricks - Mesopotamia's main natural building material.
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It is doubtful whether monuments such as Hatra and
Ukhaidhir, for example, could have survived the ravages
of time and natural elements had it not been for their
durable materials and their relatively isolated locations.
Throughout history local people have stolen building materials
from abandoned historic sites using them as a free source of
supply. Fortunately in Iraq the majority of these sites have
been too isolated to make this type of plunder profitable.

Generally, Mesopotamian monuments represent a more vivid and a
more interesting physical evidence than archaeological sites. This
is perhaps even more evident in the case of Islamic monuments which
most Iraqis can appreciate and associate with more easily than ancient
monuments. The exact number of monuments in Iraq remains unknown.
The figures given by the Directorate of Antiquities (Tables 3-19) include
only a small proportion of monuments and exclude most historic ones
of the later. Islamic periods. However, it is known that the majority
of historic monuments are either mosques or some other buildings
of religious use, and that most secular monuments have largely
disappeared.

An important contribution of monuments to urban archaeology derives
from the fact that their location and actual site represent a valuable
physical evidence as well as a historical 'spatial anchorage' that is
useful in the study of urban history. Because of the sanctity with
which most historic religious monuments are regarded, they are
usually kept m their original site despite their regular superficial
or structural alterattions to their physical fabric. This is an
important fact for urban archaeologists and historians to whom
topographical research is ac necessary tool in reconstructing and
tracing back historic town maps and other urban features. For
example, the celebrated Round City of Baghdad, which was built in
AD 762, has disappeared so completely that not even a single brick
from it has so far been retrieved. However, due mainly to the
existence of certain religious monuments such as Kadhimain Mosque,
al-Karkhi Mosque, Shoniziya Cemetery and other historic urban
features, its original location is now more or less ascertained.
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While only a few outstanding ancient and historic monuments are
now effectively protected and maintamed by the Directorate of
Antiquities, e. g. the Ziggurat of Aqarquf, Ctesiphon, Hadba Minaret
in Mosul, and Mustansiriya Madrasa in Baghdad, the majority remain
unnoticed and neglected. Because monuments are not scheduled or
listed in Iraq they are often demolished or significantly altered
without any objections from the appropriate protective authorities.
Moreover, even those monuments which are recognised by the
Directorate as having architectural or historic value are often
allowed to decay or be demolished, e. g. Bmt Umran Tomb (c. 1500)
now in rums, and al-Shami Hammam (c. 1600) demolished in 1965.
Out of some 150 monuments of high architectural or historic interest
which were surveyed by the author in Baghdad, the register of the
Directorate of Antiquities shows only seventeen historic monuments.
None of these 'registered' monuments is properly measured, documented
or photogrammetrically recorded.

3. 2. 3 Rural Areas and Villages of Cultural Interest

According to a report by the Ministry of Municipalities in 1975
there were some 9,775 villages in Iraq' 3 . The rural population is
estimated at just over four million which constitutes slightly under
forty per cent of the total population of the country' 4 . Since the
early 1950's, massive rural migration into a few main cities has
resulted in the decline and abandonment of many villages, and must
have contributed to the fall in the overall agricultural production in
the country 15 . In effect, rural migration has not only seriously
threatened the very existence of most villages but has also caused
very high residential densities in most traditional historic urban cores.

The village is clearly more vulnerable to modern development and
technology than other forms of human settlement. Villages everywhere
are being rapidly invaded by largely incongruous or insensitively-
designed modern development. This is causing the destruction of
the so-called 'minor architecture' and the disruption of the character
of many villages of historic, architectural, or landscape interest.
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Iraqi villages and rural areas have never been surveyed to discover
those which possess cultural and/or landscape interest. This
represents a very alarming gap in the documentation of Iraqi heritage
and, therefore, there is a real need to prepare an inventory or an
authoritative study for this purpose. Iraqi villages and small country
towiis are generally of two distinct types:

1. Those of permanent fabric, which tend to be located mostly
inthenorthern regions, e.g. Aqra, Amadiya, Qaraqosh; and

2. Those of temporary fabric, which tend to be located mostly in
the middle and southern regions of the country, e.g. Am Tamur,
Chibayish, Kubaisa.

Some of these villages and small country towns are of no less cultural
interest than historic urban areas of towns and represent authentic
physical evidence of a rapidly vanishing way of life (Table 20,
Figure 18). Others reflect certain historic developments or
associations, or possess a unique architectural character, or are
located within rural areas of outstandmg natural landscape. Iraq is
certainly endowed with some of the most interesting natural landscapes
in the Near East, but these areas remain largely undesignated and
unprotected against modern man-made threats.

Because historic villages and small country towns are not protected
under the existing legislation, considerable damage to their character
has already been done. Ill-designed modern housing, tourist rest-houses
and buildmgs, government offices, electric poles, telephone wires and
other cables, have seriously damaged the authentic character of most
of these rural settlements. Inevitably, if a village or a small country
town is to prosper it should be allowed to adapt itself to new changes
and needs. The construction of new schools, houses, hospitals and
mosques, is essential; but the designers should approach their task with
humility and respect for scale, materials, colour, sensitively blending
and infillmg the new with the old. There is a real need to introduce
general design guidelines and effective legislation to protect such
villages and small country towns. These new policies should be
integrated with the other inter-related aspects of rural environment such
as nature conservation, wildlife, national parks, and ecology.



Ama diya
Haditha
Ana
Tikrit
Kilfil
Kufa
Zubair

Dhok
Anbar
Anba r
Baghdad
Babil
Karbala
Basra

Aqra	 Dhok
Amadiya	 Dhok
Ana	 Anbar
Abu Khasib
	 Basra
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TABLE 20 Examples of Small Country Towns and Villages
of Cultural or Landscape Interest m Iraq

I	 ISmall Country : Muhafadha I Villages	 MuhafadhaTowns

Aqra	 Dhok
Amadiya	 Dhok
Smj a r	 Nm eveh
Tela far	 Nmeveh
Hit	 Anbar
Ana	 Anbar
Kilfil
	

Babil

Architectural
Interest

Historic
Interest

Landscape
hit er e St

Baa shiqa
al-Qosh
Twaila
Bara zancha
Kimb etl er
Sharq-Rayat
Marsh
Villages

Qaraqosh
Sheikh Adi
Karamlis
Ba' athra
Ababid
Ahmadawa
Bara zancha
Biara
Qa s sim
Uzair
Ham za

Baibad
Aradan
Atrush
Sarsank
Zawita
Am Sifni
Fadhihya
Solaf
Harir
Haj Umran
Galala
Rayat
Rawanduz
Qalat Diza
Halabcha
Biaramagron
Khormal
Badra
Alus
Kubaisa
Am Tamur
Marsh
Villages

Qurna

Nmeveh
Nineveh
Sulaimaniya
Sulaimaniya
Kirkuk
Arbil
Thee-Qar

Nineveh
Nineveh
Nmeveh
Nmeveh
Sulaimaniya
Sulaimaniya
Sulaimaniya
Sulaimaniya
Babil
Misan
Qadisiya

Dhok
Dhok
Dhok
Dhok
Dhok
Nmeveh
Nineveh
Nineveh
Arbil
Arbil
Arbil
Arbil
Arbil
Sulaimaniya
Sulaimaniya
Sulaimaniya
Sulaimaniya
Was it
Anbar
Anbar
Karbala
Thee- Qar
Basra
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3. 2.4 Urban Areas and Towns of Cultural Interest

Traditional mahallas and historic madinas represent the most vivid
manifestations of Islamic urban heritage. These areas and towns,
which have been slowly evolving over many centuries, have all become
the very centres of much enlarged urban settlements or cities.
Consequently, the surviving historic cores and vestiges of old madinas
in Iraq are being rapidly destroyed and replaced by modern commercial,
administrative, and other forms of modern development. Their very
existence is seriously threatened.

There are eight main cities in Iraq which contain historic cores
within them. Between them, Baghdad, Basra, Mosul, Kirkuk,
Najaf, Arbil, Karbala and Samarra, have a total area of some
1146 hectares of historic fabric (Table 21). Although these historic
cores represent a small proportion of the total area of their respective
cities, they continue to be mhabited by a large number of people. in
Baghdad, for instance, over 203,000 people (seven per cent of the
total) lived in historic areas in 197216.

Because of their condensed urban pattern and overcrowding, residential
densities in these areas often reach a very high figure indeed. The
average gross residential density in modern areas in Iraq ranges
between ninety and two hundred inhabitants per hectare as against
three hundred and eight hundred in historic areas (Table 21). Such
high densities not only help to accelerate the rate of structural
deterioration of the fabric, but also lower the social and hygienic
standards in these areas and, consequently, lead people as well as
decision-makers to associate them with backwardness.

The physical form and functional structure of historic madinas in

Iraq generally resemble those in other Islamic countries but
particularly Arab ones. The evident consistency in their overall
character was achieved and maintained over centuries largely because
of the existence of a strong sense of religious tradition and social
conformity. However, there is a good deal of variation and the
'typical' Islamic madina must be taken only as a convenient
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TABLE 21 The Historic Cores of the Main Cities in Iraq

Availability of Approx. Area Average PopulationCity and its	 Conservation	 of Historic	 Density in Core(s)Historic Core(s) Study	 Core(s)	 in in/ha (1975)

1. BAGHDAD
Rusafa	 -	 360	 ha.	 300
Karkh	 -	 85	 450-600
Aadhamiya	 -	 20	 300-400
Kadhimiya	 Yes	 59	 600-700

2. BASRA
.L.Old Town	 --	 80	 500-700

Ashar	 -*	 60	 600-700

3. MOSUL
Old Town	 -*	 215	 465
Nabi Younis	 -	 20	 400

4. KIRKUK
Citadel	 Yes	 12	 262
Old Town	 -	 25	 200

5. NAJAF
Old Town	 -	 70	 500

6. KARABALA
Old Town	 -	 50	 400

7. ARBIL
Citadel	 Yes	 12	 262
Old Town	 -	 25	 200

8. SAMARRA
Old Town	 -	 40	 400
(Not Abbasid

Samarra)

Total	 I 1146 hectares

NOTES:	 *A general conservation study is available but as a part
of the overall master plan of the city

Areas and densities are by author
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generalisation. Historic cores such as those in Kadhimiya, Najaf
and Karbala, have, for example, origmated because of the existence
of the tomb of a certain important saint (Imam). Others such as
Arbil, Kirkuk and Hit, are built over high historic mounds (Tells)
which were used as excellent defensive citadels. It is of interest
to note that historic cores that are contained within citadels have
shown a better survival-potential than others which are exposed
more directly to modern development. Othatowns such as Baghdad,
Mosul, and Basra, developed largely because of the favourable
strategic or commercial location of their site.

Most historic Iraqi towns had their defensive walls and fortifications
demolished during the early decades of this century. Perhaps more
than any other morphological change, this single act represented a
dramatic physical gesture of the newly-gained sense of security.
Symbolically, the sudden and ruthless destruction of these walls
was a signal to the 'opening up' of these historic towns to the rest
of the world. Physically, it started the death of the inward-looking
Arab madina, and paved the way for a full-scale expansion beyond
the limits of these walls. When seen in aerial photographs, these
madinas contrast sharply with the modern grid-iron layouts. Their
characteristic pattern is usually recognised by their pedestrian
tree-like network of narrow alleyways which eventually lead to the
centre.

All of the eight historic cities have master plans prepared by
foreign planning firms and the Directorate of Planning. However,
only Kadhimiya, Arbil Citadel, and Kirkuk Citadel, have had
conservation studies prepared specifically for them. Although this
is encouraging, it should be noticed that none of these conservation
studies contained detailed surveys of their historic fabric, nor a
systematic listing and documentation of areas and buildings of cultural
interest. Moreover, in the absence of effective legislation to
protect these madinas, these studies have proved largely ineffective
as large-scale demolition within these areas continues unchecked.
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CHAPTER IV

THE LOSS OF HERITAGE

4. 1 Introduction

It should be stated at the outset that it is difficult to know, in
quantifiable terms, the extent and the rate of loss of heritage in
Iraq, and it is perhaps even more difficult to find out what immovable
cultural property has been lost. The reason is simply because the
cultural heritage remains largely undocumented and unlisted.
Without the availability of such a basic documentary census, no
nation can hope properly and systematically to protect and plan
its heritage.

The previous chapter outlined the historical background and showed
the richness, the different types and the scale of Iraq's heritage.
The various governmental protective agencies are charged with the
task of protecting and caring for an enormous quantity and variety
of cultural property. Hitherto, these agencies, which are discussed
in the next chapter, have achieved little success in their work. On
the contrary, it can be argued that the majority of the destruction of
historic areas has been caused - or approved - largely by official
projects. The loss caused by planning authorities through road
building and widening and other engineering works is usually much
larger in scale than the loss caused by private action.

Most planners and conservationists would probably agree that it is
quicker and politically more dramatic to bulldoze old areas than to
conserve them. This is an important fact to realize because it partly
explains the willingness of most authorities in Iraq to destroy the historic
environment. In his advisory report on the problems of physical planning
in Iraq, Professor James of Sheffield University 1 , expressed his deep
concern for the future of historic mathnas and stated:
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"There is no doubt that Iraq is remarkably fortunate in the
possession of so rich a heritage from the past, many of
the older parts of its towns still bearing the vestigial charm
of historic and architectural quality. At the same time it
is saddening to see the scale of decay which is bringing
such areas into slum conditions as the better-off families
move out to more spacious homes in the suburbs, and the
scale of destruction as new roads are driven through the
maze of narrow pedestrian streets and buildings, superbly
adapted to climatic conditions... It is often cheaper and
easier to use a bulldozer than to maintain the ancient
fabric, but the destruction is an irreparable loss which
planrnng must do everything it can to prevent."

The individuality of architectural and urban character which historic
madinas once possessed has been seriously damaged or ruthlessly
destroyed by unsympathetic modern development. Perhaps inevitably,
the employment of Western technology and its implicit culture is leading
to the creation of a monotonously uniform built environment everywhere.
The blind imitation of Western urban models by the Iraqi authorities is
another important fact which explains their apathy towards conserving
the historic fabric of madinas. Often, large-scale 'clearance' programmes
are carried out by municipal authorities not because of a purposeful plan
but largely because of a reaction or prejudice against 'backward' areas.
In an article on 'Conservation in Islam', John Warren 2 warns against
this particular threat:

"The debilitation of older quarters of Islamic cities,
sometimes followed by their demolition, often occurs
for no better reason than that authorities with an eye
for progress feel ashamed of the traditional and often
humbler properties. The West has suffered bitter
losses from this attitude and if among the lessons to be
learned from European mistakes, Islamic conservationists
take special note of this particular danger, they will be
poised to resist one of the most significant adverse
pressures.

The late Dr. Shiber 3 , a well-known Arab conservationist, was always
strongly opposed to the Westernisation of madmas; he rightly argued
that it was the main culprit behind the massive destruction of historic
areas, and advocated a more sensitive approach in their planning:
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"The ruthless march to superficiality, materialism,
consumerism, speculation and fatalism is on - on with
a vengeance - in the Arab World. The cities. . . have
suddenly been turned into garages, emporiums and
warehouses of the ugly, the disorderly, the trashy.
Very fast, Arab city is following Arab city in the race
towards physical and visual disorder, poor planning,
bad civic aesthetics and inept and corrupt municipal
governments. .. .City after city is importing all the
architectural, urbanistic and aesthetic degeneracies
of the Western World without, however, importing one
genuinely good aspect from those sources and founts.
Very fast, the vestiges of the 'old' are being erased.
Traditions of yore become anathema overnight; cultural
characteristics are scorned, the heritage of the past, a
malady to be remedied as soon as possible."

It must be recognised, however, that apart from the above-mentioned
destrtctive causes, most municipal and local authorities in Iraq
are simply ignorant of the value of their historic environment.
Their blatant disregard to it is, more often than not, based on a
naive but sincere belief that the 'old' must simply be replaced by the
'new'. Lord Goodman4 , writing a forward for a book on the
destruction of historic Bath, aptly describes this seemingly
universal phenomenon as follows:

"It is unhappily the case that most of the scenic and
architectural desecrations that happen arise, not
from malice, but from folly - since stupidity is
even more difficult to control than evil."
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4. 2 The Different Types of Loss

Obviously, the loss of cultural property is irretrievable. Once an
area or a building of architectural or historic value is destroyed, no
replica can ever hope truly to convey the same authenticity or
character of the original. The overall causes of destruction have been
outlined earlier, but the different and specific ways in which the loss
occurs are discussed here to illustrate and highlight the dangers.
Natural disasters such as floods and earthquakes, and others caused
by man such as fires and wars, can take a heavy toll but they are not
considered here because they are beyond the reach of conservationists.
As far as Iraq is concerned, six different types of loss are identified.

4. 2. 1 Loss by Large-Scale Engineering Works

The flooding of large areas and valleys through the construction of
dams has submerged and thus destroyed hundreds of archaeological
sites in Iraq. The dam of Darbandi-Khan, which flooded the fertile
and picturesque valley of Shahrazur in Halabcha in 1962, destroyed
twenty-three known sites dating from the early Hassuna to Islamic
periods 5 . According to some officials of the Directorate of
Antiquities6 , the flooded area was once one of the richest archaeological
sites in northern Iraq and included, among others, such sites as:
Qurtas, Kard-Beakam, Tell Shamlu, Dwanze Imam, Tulma and
Chragh (Figure 19). Dokan Dam, completed in 1958, flooded the
Ranya-Bingrat valley and destroyed several villages including:
Mirza Rustam, Qammam and Qarashima, and submerged more than
forty known sites including: Basmosian, Shamshara, Qarashima,
Dokerdan, Khwairiz, and Kamrian7.

Other engineering works can be just as destructive. These include:
inter-city highways (city roads are discussed under demolition),
railways, military bases and airports which can occupy vast areas
and are beyond the control of planning authorities, and irrigation
works and agricultural projects. In fact, any large-scale engineering
operation within archaeological sites, or even near them, can result
in a considerable damage to their fragile fabric. The pharmaceutical
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factory in Samarra, whose tragic location is discussed later, is now
reached by several roads cutting directly through Abbasid sites;
other services such as sewerage have all necessitatedt the digging
of long trenches through these very important sites thereby destroying
even more historic evidence.

4. 2. 2 Loss by Neglect and Decay

The loss caused by neglect, which itself leads to the gradual decay
of the fabric, is by far the commonest type of loss in Iraq as
elsewhere. The majority of buildings - even modern ones - are
not regularly maintamed. Indeed some have never been repaired
throughout their long life. Traditional houses are usually more
neglected than other forms of building because the majority of their
owners are either unable or unwilling to meet the cost of regular
mamtenance. Often, historic buildings are neglected deliberately
because of their high site value and good developmental potential.

Because of the lack of legislation and listing providing for the
compulsory care of historic monuments and buildings, many fine
examples of mosques, houses, hammams and khans, are badly
neglected. Some have decayed to such an extent that it is now very
difficult and costly to restore them. Eventually they will either be
demolished or trestoredt by unskilled and highly unscrupulous workers
to whom historical authenticity is meaningless. The conservation
survey of Baghdad by the author has revealed that about a half of the
603 items selected for protection are in need of considerable attention
and repair work; only fourteen items (2. 3%) were found to be in a
good physical condition8 . The scale of this problem becomes much
more extensive when all of the four historic cores of the city are
considered for conservation. (Figure 20)

Another cause for the deterioration of the fabric of historic buildings
is their misuse. For example, a large number of traditional houses
in Rusafa are now used for commercial, warehousing and workshop
purposes. If the inventory of 603 items of this research is taken as
a sample survey representative of historic cores in Baghdad, then it
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The house of Sayid Yihya was a large building of outstandmg
architectural qualities. The neglect and subsequent decay of its
fabric led to its demolition in 1961. Although the Antiquities
authorities were aware of its value it was, nevertheless, demolished
without first being recorded or measured.

FIGURE 20 LOSS BY NEGLECT AND DECAY

Source of Photograph: D.G.A.
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can be stated that more than seventeen per cent of all old buildings
are being used for purposes other than their origmal use, and that
nearly twenty per cent of all traditional houses are being used mostly
for commercial and warehousing purposes 9 . (Chapter VIII, Table ).

The problem of neglect and decay is perhaps a universal type of loss,
but some Western planners seem to suggest that it exists in Muslim
countries largely due to the fatalistic attitude of Muslims towards life
in general. John Warren'° is again quoted here to illustrate this
particular issue:

". .For all the damaging pressures upon the heritage of
Islam, neglect is one of the most powerful. By definition
the religion embodies an attitude of submission - submission
to the overall and total will of God - from this follows an
element of fatalism, bringing with it a lack of sentimentality,
particularly towards the inanimate. Dust to dust. . . the brick
towers that proudly served the master all too often become
the crumbling heaps beside the buildmgs of the next
generation. In the Muslim World new 'cities' have been
abandoned with astonishing regularity until. . . the abandonment
of buildings has become something of a tradition itself."

Although religious fatalism is indeed one reason for the neglect of
cultural heritage in the Islamic World, this neglect is perhaps largely
due to the general ignorance of the existence of such heritage and the
lack of awareness of its value. It can be argued that one of the most
important tasks facmg Muslim conservationists is to popularise the
concept and value of conservation and not to antagonise the masses by
attacking their religious submissiveness.

4. 2. 3 Loss by Demolition

The demolition of buildings, groups of buildings, and sometimes whole
areas of cultural interest, is another common type of loss that is often
sudden, ruthless and final. Demolition in Iraq, as in Britain, is not
regarded as a form of development. Consequently, buildings including
those of historic or architectural value are demolished without first
obtaining the consent of the local authority. In Britain, however,
listed buildings or any building in a Conservation Area must not be
demolished without 'listed building consent'. Although there are no
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records or statistics documentmg demolition in Iraq, it can be
safely stated, nevertheless, that private demolition is small m
comparison to official demolition which often involves the clearance
of large old areas in central locations.

The most damaging single cause for demolishing historic areas in
Iraq has been - and still is - the construction of new roads through
such areas. Most of the historic cores of the main cities and towns
in Iraq have been effectively damaged, mutilated and partially destroyed
by new wide roads which ruthlessly cut right across their dense urban
fabric in a straight line.

Since World War 1, Rusafa, the largest of Baghdad's four historic
cores, has lost nearly twenty-five per cent of its historic fabric by
official demolition for new roads and clearance programmes alone11.
Rusafa, which was physically well-defined and contained by medieval
walls for many centuries, was oppressively slashed by three new
major streets and by hundreds of smaller ones. The first street
(now called Rashid Street) was begun by the Turks m 1915 but was
completed by the British in 1918. Although its forty-metres width,
which includes ten metres for commercial development on either side,
followed some existmg thoroughfares and alleyways it, nevertheless,
destroyed more than twelve hectares of historic fabric. Its
morphological influence was immense; its construction attracted the
bulk of the city's commercial and business uses which developed along
its almost entire three-kiometres length. (Figure 21)

The second street (now called Kifah Street) was driven through Rusafa
in 1936 starting from Fadhil mahalla and ending near Camp al-Arman
mahalla. Its width of fifty metres, which includes fifteen metres for
commercial development on either side, and its length of about 3,200
metres, caused serious damage to a great area in Rusafa. In
particular, it caused the physical separation of the important historic
mosques of Gailani and Fadhil from the rest of their surrounding fabric.

However, the biggest onslaught came when a third street (now calLed
Jumhouriya Street) was cut through the entire length of Rusafa in 1954.
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Built in AD 1356, Mirjaniya Mosque/Madrasa was one of
the fmest architectural monuments in Baghdad Its
ruthless and perhaps avoidable demolition in 1946 because
of a road-widening scheme was a great loss to the heritage
of Islam.

FIGURE 21 DEMOLITION OF MIRTANIYA MADRASA

Source of Photograph: D. G. A.
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It was envisaged by the Development Board to grow into an
American-style commercial street flanked by high-rise office blocks.
It was implemented in a width of eighty metres, which includes
twenty-five metres for development on either side, and its 3,700 metres
length cut across almost every mahalla in Rusafa. It destroyed an
area of about a third of a million square metres including some

121,500 traditional houses and more than fifteen mosques . (Figure 22)

Clearly, the destruction of the historic environment cannot be simply
calculated and assessed on the basis of the number of buildings
demolished. The introduction of new and largely incompatible uses,
the damage to the historic sky-line, the generation and attraction of
vehicular traffic, and the disruption of the social fabric are other
losses which should be taken into account, but because they are
difficult to quantify they tend to be overlooked by planning authorities.

Hitherto, the various protective agencies, especially the Directorate
of Antiquities and the Awqaf, have shown little interest in recording
buildings and areas of cultural interest even when threatened by a
definite demolition programme. Consequently, it is often very
difficult for individuals to trace a demolished building of a certam
cultural value; it is usually a matter of pure chance when an old
photograph or a drawing of a lost valuable building is found.

4. 2.4 Loss by ill-Advised Restoration and Repair

Several Unesco conservationists and Iraqi archaeologists have often
expressed their concern at the loss of historic evidence resulting
from ill-advised protective or restorative measures in Iraq. At the
archaeological level, one inherent difficulty m excavation and
preservation is the rather fragile nature of ancient building materials;
once the strata of different occupation levels are excavated and exposed
to the elements, they tend to deteriorate very quickly. Jedrzejewska13
a Unesco specialist on preservation who visited Iraq in 1968, reported
her anxiety at the way in which many sites have been preserved in Iraq,
including: Nineveh, Nimrud, Tell Rimah, Babylon, Samarra,
tell Harmal and Seleucia.
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In a report on tourism in Iraq, a French consultant firm 14 advised
the authorities to take a more careful approach to preservation and
restoration and observes:

• . At Ur, due to the bricks not being watertight, the
exterior walls that were restored on the ziggurat,
progressively broke down under the pressure of the
mudbrick central part which swells after rain.
At Aqarquf, one can regret the methods used for
restoration of the ziggurat where the height of the
first floor of the tower has not yet been precisely
determined, and so is the haste in which the works
were carried out before making sure of the perfect
stability of the mud-brick structure. At tlkhaidhir,
the works directed by a team whose structure constantly
changed, suffers from the absence of co-ordination
and continuity in efforts."

Another, perhaps more alarming, danger is posed by the projected
restoration and reconstruction of Babylon. The central government
has already allocated the sum of twelve million Dinars (about
twenty-four million pounds Sterling) for the project which, according
to the Director of the Antiquities, will involve'5:

"Rescuing the city (Babylon) from underground water
and constructing a network for drainage, removing
the heaps of debris to unveil the remnants of the
preceding centuries of Nabuchadnasir, by using
drilling machines, rebuilding the ziggurat and parts
of the city's enclosures, and preserving the brick
remnants of the city."

This essentially prestige-project is extremely worrying. It may be a
good idea to preserve the existing fabric, but the proposed reconstruction
of the ziggurat is almost totally conjectural. There is not enough
physical or even literary evidence to justify such action. Moreover,
the heavy engineering works and machinery involved will undoubtedly
result in a further loss of ancient fabric. All efforts should be made -
both at national and international levels - to dissuade the authorities
from carrying out the suspect elements of this project.

As far as historic monuments are concerned, the preservation and
restoration work by the Directorate of Antiquities is largely
satisfactory, but still needs more scientific discipline and overall
consistency. It is evident that some restoration work on several -
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Islamic monuments has been partly conjectural and even overdone.
Examples of such unfortunate cases include: Mustansiriya Madrasa,
Mirjaniya Madrasa, and the Abbasid Palace (or Sharabiya Madrasa)
where the decoration of the upper storey has been changed several
times during restoration work. The Directorate is perhaps
justifiably accused by many of not possessing a clear restoration
philosophy.

The Ministry of Awqaf, on the other hand, must be distinguished as
having the worst record in this context; it has not only demolished
scores of mosques of cultural interest but has also destroyed - and
is destroying - the historic fabric of many mosques through very bad
'renovative' operations. These so-called 'Ta'meer' operations,
which are classified as maintenance, often mean the virtual replacement
of the original mosque by an entirely new version. The Ministry has
frequently pulled down historic mosques and replaced them, sometimes
on different sites, by modern ones with the same name. Out of the
91 mosques in Baghdad that were listed by the author, only 24 (26. 3%)
survive substantially in their original condition, the remaining 67
(73. 7%) have been either partially or totally rebuilt . Examples
of changed mosques are found in the inventory of lost heritage but
include: Azbaki, Ali Afanth, Asifi, Mantiqa, Numani, Rawas,
Sitta Nafisa and Sayid Idris. (Figures inlnventorycardsnos. 2, 39, 106,
224, 453, 457, 917, and 925, for example)

4. 2. 5 Loss by Looting and Vandalism

This is perhaps the least recorded or reported type of loss of heritage
in Iraq. The majority of archaeological sites, mounds and ancient
monuments, which are located in rural or isolated areas, remain
virtually unguarded. Beduins, poor villagers, and tourists often
clumsily and hastily strip ancient sites and monuments and in their
ignorance, they often destroy more than they find. Writing on this
particular danger, Gaskill' 7 identifies three eager sources which
create a demand for cultural property:
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"1. Tourists who are determined to take home 'something
really old' (an American girl in Greece paid 100 dollars
for the ear of an ancient statue),

2. Collectors who bid up prices, partly from aesthetic
love, partly because the smuggled objects are better
investments than most shares (on average archaeological
finds have trebled in value in the past ten years); and

3. Museums. Dozens of new ones seem to spring up
every week, especially in American cities and in new
countries. Not surprisingly, all are determined to
stock their showcases, no matter what."

Even some archaeologists, both native and foreign, have been involved
in such looting and, more frequently, in smuggling artifacts out of
the country. Some foreign diplomats have been suspected of using
the diplomatic bag to smuggle their finds. It is a well-known fact
that Babylon, for example, has for a long time been a free source of
building material to local residents of the nearby town of Hilla.
Travellers and other foreign archaeologists workmg in Iraq early
this century, often reported seeing houses built of Babylonian bricks.
However, some of these foreign archaeologists and others were
themselves able to loot 'officially' or buy-off a vast quantity of
cultural property and ship it to their respective museums. Although
such looting is no longer possible today, private looting and traffickmg
continues.

Official looting had the advantage of finding and preserving in museums
priceless works of art which might otherwise have been defaced,
destroyed or sold and lost. The worst offenders in this respect have
been Britain, France, Germany and the U. S. A. Negotiations should be
started by the Iraqi government to have some of the rare or unique
specimens returned to Iraq. In 1964, Unesco recommended that all
countries should follow a strict licensing system, and that all countries
rich in antiquities should share their archaeological wealth with other
countries, by sale or by trade. However, most of the 'have' countries
seem to insist on the first part of the recommendation, but practically
ignore the second18.

Recently, the Iraqi government introduced an amendment to the 1936
Law of Antiquities which strictly banned the traffic in and the private
possession of movable cultural property19 . This seems to have led
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some individual collectors and owners of antique shops to switch
to buymg items of architectural or historic value from the owners
or occupants of traditional houses. Elaborately and richly decorated
oriel windows, ursis, doors and mscribed panels have been bought
cheaply and sold at exhorbitant prices to well-to-do connoisseurs.
This form of looting is fast becommg a boommg trade in Baghdad and
other large cities and can only be discouraged if these houses of
cultural mterest are listed and protected.

4. 2. 6 Loss by Removal of Context and Spatial Intrusion

As was mthcated earlier, many municipal authorities m Iraq have
recently adopted the rather unfortunate policy of 'freeing' important
monuments from their surroundmgs. Apart from the fact that some
of these surroundmgs may be historically or architecturally important
in themselves, their demolition represents a loss of the authentic
settmg and urban context of the mam monument. A great monument
which is stripped of its urban context can losemuch of its character
and historic atmosphere. This type of loss is perhaps more subtle
to appreciate and, consequently, municipal authorities are quite often
unaware of it. Examples of such losa include: the clearance of the
surroundings of the Mosques of Kadhimain, Aadham and Gailani m
Baghdad; Hussain in Karbala, and Au in Najaf.(Figures 23, 62 and 63)

Another type of loss of the context of a monument or a historic area
results from an intrusion upon its space. In the absence of special
development controls within historic areas in Iraq, many important
historic monuments and areas have been allowed to be invaded by all
kinds of unsympathetic modern development. The magnificent
Kadhimain Mosque in Baghdad, for example, is now almost entirely
surrounded by unsightly high-rise office blocks. The skyline of
historic madmas such as Karbala, Najaf, Mosul and Samarra,
dominated for centuries by characteristic domes and minarets, has
now been largely destroyed by similar high-rise development. At
ground level, many historic monuments have been dwarfed by their
new surroundings and made to look ridiculously out of scale and urban
context. Th Khan of Mirjan (Inventory No. 65) and the Madrasa of
Mirjaniya (No. 159) are typical examples of this type of loss.
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A. Gailani Mosque with its Historic Surroundings during the 1930's

B. Gailani Mosque with its Surroundings Cleared during the early '70'sI

FIGURE 23 REMOVAL OF CONTEXT OF GAILANI MOSQUE
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Another version of spatial intrusion especially affects those monuments
which stand alone in a predominantly flat and open landscape, e. g., the
Pyramids in Egypt, Hatra, Ctesiphon and Ukhaidhir m Iraq. A high
and sizeable ancient or historic monument usually dominates its
entire surrounding area, and this dominance is accentuated when the
flat landscape is barren and devoid of any man-made structures.
Indeed it could be argued that the solitary and desolate quality of such
a monument helps to enhance its authenticity. The almost surrealist-
like quality of such settings as that of Ukhaidhir helps one to mtensify
on&s vision and experience of the past.

Clearly, therefore, if a sizeable modern structure is built near such
a monument, or even several hundred metres away from it, the whole
unique spatial atmosphere of that monument is dramatically disrupted.
This rather obvious but very important observation has been overlooked
in two glaringly disastrous examples in Iraq: the construction of a huge
pharmaceutical factory very near to the Great Mosque of Samarra
(Figure 26), and the construction of a monumental tpanoramict museum,
which commemorates the victory of Arabs over Persians m the famous
Battle of Qadisiya, a few hundred metres from the Arch of Ctesiphon
(Figure 24). The loss of heritage in Samarra and the tragic intrusion
of its factory are taken here to illustrate this issue.
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4. 3 The Case of Samarra

Present Samarra is a small historic town located at about 120 kilometres
north-west of Baghdad. Its history goes back well beyond the Assyrians,
and it was here that Emperor Julian died in AD 363 after retreating
from Ctesiphon. However, the town owes its fame to the Abbasids who,
under the Caliph Muttasim, built it in 836; and at the peak of its
short-lived history it stretched for nearly 42 kilometres along the
banks of the Tigris 20 . It was abandoned in 892 and from it vast areas
of archaeological sites remain today, of which the 52-metre high spiral
mmaret (Malwiya) and its Great Friday Mosque are the best known
Abbasid monuments in Islam.

The abandonment of Samarra was not total and a small urban settlement
continued to cluster around the tombs of' the Tenth Imam, Mandi (d. 868)
and his son, Askari (d. 873). The tombs soon developed into a mosque
attracting thousands of Shii pilgrims from all parts of the Muslim World
thereby ensuring the continued existence of this settlement. Aerial
photographs taken early this century show clearly that the traditional
part of Samarra was built on top of earlier Abbasid ruins (Figure 25).
Indeed, many houses were built of bricks looted from such ruins and

21monuments

Further destruction by expansion was rendered impossible by the
defensive walls which surrounded the town, although looting still continued.
The walls were built in 1834 (perhaps they replaced an earlier one) by a
rich exiled Indian King 22 . A major loss took place when these walls
were demolished by the Directorate of Antiquities in 1936 and its bricks
were used for erecting modern buildings 23 . This demolition sigualled
a new phase of destructive horizontal expansion hitherto restricted by
those walls. The increase in population from just under five thousand
in 1947 to an estimated thirty-seven thousand in 1974 was reflected in
physical terms. By now, the area of Samarra town had increased six
fold to about three square kilometres. Thus nearly one square kilometre
of one of the greatest Islamic sites had been irretrievably lost for ever.
Clearly, therefore, there is a strong case for limiting Samarra's future
expansion to a few satellite settlements located carefully away from the
archaeological sites.
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An aerial photograph, taken m 1917, clearly shows how modern
Samarra is built directly on Abbasid archaeological sites.
The expansion resultmg from the demolition of the city walls m
1936 has been taking place almost exclusively at the loss of some
of the most important Islamic sites m Iraq.

FIGURE 25 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF WALLED SAMARRA

Source of Photograph: Imperial War Museum, London
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4. 3. 1 The Tragedy of the Pharmaceutical Factory

In order to provide local employment and vitalise the economy of
Samarra, the cnetral planning authorities decided in 1959 to locate
a pharmaceutical factory here. The building operations started in
1961 and were completed in 1969 at a cost of nearly seven million
Iraqi Dinars 24 . This Russian-built factory now employs some
1,150 engineers and workers, and occupies an area of just under a
quarter of a million square metres (Figure 26) with plans for future
expansion.

While the need for such a factory is not disputed, its location must,
however, be regarded as one of the most unfortunate planning decisions
taken by the central government. It remains as the outstanding
desecration of heritage in Iraq. The siting of such a huge factory
only four hundred metres away from one of the greatest monuments in
Islam is a most reckless and irresponsible act of official vandalism.
This almost unbelievable folly took place with the apparent consent,
or apathy, of the official guardian of heritage - the Directorate of
Antiquities. Official records of this case were difficult to reach but
one can only assume that the Directorate did not exert its full powers
to change the location of this factory and succumbed to pressures from
higher authorities.

The tragic spatial intrusion of this factory, with its multi-storey
structure and chimneys, is being perpetuated by gradual expansion
requiring more roads and services that pass through the supposedly
protected archaeological sites. Although the master plan of Samarra
provides for the protection of these sites by showing a dotted lme
(Muharram) beyond which development is forbidden, this abstract line
seems to have had little effect on the ground. During a field visit by
the author in January 1976 it was observed that several governmental
projects, including one by the allegedly conservation-conscious Tourism
Administration, were being erected well beyond this line. Because of
such callous infrmgements it is vitally important that such unique sites
are surrounded by some type of fence or barrier to keep off tourists,
cattle and vehicles which at present wander anywhere causing considerable
damage to the historic evidence. As for the factory, any further
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expansion must be strictly limited. It may not be politically
or economically feasible to relocate it elsewhere m Samarra in the
near future but this should be considered as a long-term target.
The lessons from this most unfortunate folly should be taken very
seriously to avoid similar blunders.



INVENTORY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

LOST IN BAGHDAD SINCE 1917
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4. 4 Inventory of Heritage Lost in Baghdad since 1917

It was emphasised earlier that the destruction of cultural heritage goes
on largely unnoticed and unrecorded in Iraq. However, despite this
serious handicap, it was believed important to attempt to prepare an
inventory of buildings, monuments and other urban features of cultural
interest lost between 1917 and 1977 (sixty years). It is hoped that
such an inventory would not only have a documentary value in its own
right, but also throw some light on the scale of destruction in Baghdad.
It is probably the first of its type ever attempted for this large city
and, consequently, it lacks many details and must not be regarded as
comprehensive. Further research is necessary and this might be
able to fill in the gaps and discover more lost cultural property, many
of the missing details of the demolished buildings included here may be
discovered by such research as the majority were demolished within
living memory.

Wherever possible, each item has been given one or more written
references which are found in abbreviated form as their full text
is given in the main bibliography of this thesis (Volume I.
The items are grouped according to their use-type, and sub-grouped
according to their general location in Baghdad, i. e.
(1) Rusafa,	 (2) Karkh,	 (3) Aadhamiya, and (4) Kadhimiya
consecutively and alphabetically. Items that have been rebuilt on the
same site or those that still retain some of their original fabric are
also included in the main inventory of this thesis and referred to here
by their relevant inventory serial number. Items that are known to
have had an outstanding historic or architectural value are marked thus (*).
The types, numbers and reasons for their loss are given in Table 22,
where it will be seen that the majority of the losses have been the
result of official action, especially by the Awqaf.
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TABLE 22 The Types of Buildings, Numbers and Reasons for
Their Loss

REASONS FOR LOSS
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A. CITY GATES

(1) Rusafa

1. Bab al-Muadham Gate*
Built in AD 1095 by the Caliph Mustadh'hir (1094-1118)
Demolished in 1925 by Amanat al-Assima when the northern end of
Rashid Street was widened.
Description: This was one of the four gates of the Abbasid walls
which surrounded the eastern side of Baghdad and which were demolished
by Midhat Pasha in 1869 leaving the gates intact. This gate was
originally known as the 'Gate of the Sultan' after the Seljuq Sultan
Tughrul II and also because it faced the Sultan Mosque just outside the
walls and opposite to the old citadel of Baghdad. Later, it became
known as Bab al-Muadham after the Mosque of al-Aadham. Compared
with the other three gates, it was the least elaborate. It was about
10 m. wide, 21 m. long and 20 m. high, and had a straight vaulted
entrance passage. This is unusual for the Abbasids, who adopted the
'bent' type of entrance for their gates, and it is possible that it may
have undergone a later alteration by the Ottomans. An accurate plan
of this gate was prepared by Naynabar in 1919 and there exist several
old photographs (Figure 27)
References: Naynabar, Vehrbauten Irak, p. 52, Sarre and Herzfeld,

Reise, Vol. II, pp. 148-151, Jawad and Susa, Dalil,p. 160

2. Bab al-Talisim Gate*
Built in 1221 by the Caliph Nasir.
Demolished (blown up) in 1919 by the retreating Turkish Army.
Description: This gate, known in the West as Talisman, was the most
interesting and elaborate of the four gates. It was originally called
'Bab al-Hilba' because of its vicinity to a sports ground. It was located
at the southern section of the eastern walls of the city and consisted of
a round tower of about 20 m. in diameter and a 17-metre long bent
entrance passage which is somewhat similar to the only existing Wastani
Gate. It contained a superbly inscribed band of 'Nushki' Arabic
calligraphy around the upper part of the tower and a finely-carved
decoration of intertwinmg dragons filling the spandrels of the main
pointed arch of the gate (Figure 27)
References: Naynabar, Vehrbauten Irak, pp. 51-52 with a plan;

Sarre and Herzfeld, Reise, Vol. I, pp. 34-42 and Vol. II,
pp. 151-156, illus, Bell, Amurath, p. 190, illus,
Harner, Islamic Iconographics, Ars Islamica, Vol. V,
pp. 113-154, Jawad and Susa, Dalil, pp. 161-162
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3. Bab al-Shargi Gate*
Built probably m 1221 by the Caliph Nasir.
Demolished in 1937 by Amanat al-Assima - under the orders of
Arshad al-Umari, the Mayor - to make way for the widening of
the southern end of Rashid Street.
Description: This Abbasid gate was also known by the names of
Kilwatha and Basaliya. It had a bent entrance passage and an
octagonal tower of 8 m. in diameter and 11 m. m height. Old
photographs indicate that it had an upper storey with an arched
window on each of its eight sides. During the early decades of
this century, it was used as a tannery and later as a 'St. George's'
church by the British Army. It has not been possible, so far, to
come across a measured plan for this gate but an accurate
elevation of it is given in Naynabar's book. Several old photographs
were also collected. (Figure 27)
References: Naynabar, Vehrbauten Irak, p. 52; Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 162; Jawad and Jamil, Baghdad, Vol. II,
p. 218, illus, Langenegger, Baukunst Irak, p. 14, fig. 2
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B. MOSQUES, TAKYAS AND TOMBS

(1) Rusafa

1. Abbas al-Jarrah Mosque
Built pre 1870
Demolished m 1965 by the Awqaf
Description: This was a small masjid located m Sinak mahalla
of Rusafa and near the Post Office Building. Its name derives
from Abbas al-Jarrah, the man who restored it around 1870.
According to the locals, it had a small musalla and its roof was
constructed with wooden beams. No plans or photographs were
found to give any further details about its former appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masaiid, p. 141, Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 306

2. Abariqi Mosque
Built (originated in Twelfth Century)
Demolished m 1962 by the Awqaf and replaced by an entirely
new and different one.
Description: This was a small masjid located in Smak mahalla
and near to Tahrir Square. There are no written references on
it, but accordmg to some Awqaf officials and aged locals, its name
is derived from a certain contemporary of the celebrated Shaikh
Gailani (1077-1166), who was a water-carrier for Gailani's Mosque.
Unfortunately, his tomb which survived up to 1962 was built over by
the Awqaf when the new mosque was built. No plans or photographs
were found and further research is necessary. Its location and a
photograph of the new mosque are found m the Inventory under No. 336.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 326
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3. Adiliya al-Saghir Mosque
Built in c. 1737 by Adila, the daughter of Ahmad Pasha a Wali of
Baghdad.
Demolished in the 1960?s by the Awqaf and its site is now used as
a car park.
Description: This was a small masjid located opposite the old
site of the Iraqi Museum in Rusafa on Amm Street. It contained a
small musalla and a mihrab, and its portal was adorned with a
marble inscription panel. It was restored in 1900. No plans or
photographs were found to indicate its former state, but its date is
reasonably accurate because Adila built (during the same period)
another mosque (Adiliya al-Kabir) which still exists and whose date
is certain.
References: Alusi, Masaid, pp. 45-46

4. (Haji) Afandi Mosque
Built probably in Eighteenth Century
Demolished in the late 1950's to make way for the Maidan Square.
Description: This was a small mosque located in alley 64 in Dukan
Shnawa mahalla of Rusafa, and adjacent to house 10/64. According
to a file kept by the Directorate of Antiquities, it contained a marble
inscription panel claiming to belong to the celebrated Tomb of Ahmad
ibn Hanbal. However, this panel seems to have been dismissed by
officials as false because the original tomb was near Kadhimiya and
that was destroyed some centuries ago by a flood. The file does not
contain any descriptive details about the mosque itself. No plans or
photographs were traced.
References: Directorate of Antiquities, Haji Afandi Mosque File

5. Agha Zada Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in 1920's?
Description: This was a small masjid located in Bab al-Agha mahalla
of Rusafa. Details about its former appearance and conditions are
not available. It could be another name for Bab al-Agha Mosque
which was reported by Jones in 1853 but this needs more research.
References: Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 297
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6. Au Afandi Mosque*
Built in 1711 by Ali Afanid, a Treasurer (Dafterdar) of Baghdad.
Demolished by the Awqaf and Amanat al-Assima when Jumhouriya Street
was driven through Rusafa in 1954, and replaced by an entirely
different one near the same site.
Description: This was a small mosque located in Barudiya mahalla of
Rusafa. It contained a small domed musalla area and a finely
decorated minaret. Further details are found in the Inventory under
No. 106. Several photographs of the original mosque were found.

References: Alusi, Masaiid, p. 71; Azzawi, Tarikh, Vol. II, p. 235

7. Asmat Khatun Mosque
Built probably in Eighteenth Century
Demolished in 1975 by the Awqaf because it had been allowed to decay
extensively.
Description: This was a large, interesting mosque located near Amanat
al-Assima building in Jadid Hasan Pasha mahalla of Rusafa. A
photograph of its ruined structure was taken by the author and shows
its elaborate domed and vaulted sirdab and Musalla. However, there
are no plans to give further details about its former appearance.
Alusi only mentioned its name and location but gave no details.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. 139

8. Atika Khatun Madrasa
Built in 1820 by Atika Khatun
Demolished in 1936 when Ghazi Street (now Kifah Street) was driven
through its area.
Description: This was a small madrasa located near Gailani Mosque.
It was built by the daugher of AU. al-Naqib, Atika, according to a
Waqfiya dated in 1820. No detailed references, or plans, or
photographs were found to give any further details.
References: Azzawi, Masajid wa Madaris, pp. 91-106
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9. Ayisha Khatun Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in the early 1970's
Description: This was a small masjid located in the Tob mahalla of
Rusafa. It was demolished with other buildings in the same area to
provide a site for the new National Library Building. No detailed
references, or plans or photographs were found to give any details
about its date and appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, p. 141

10. Azbaki Mosque*
Built in 1681 and rebuilt in 1818 by Daud Pasha
Demolished in 1962 by the Awqaf and replaced by an entirely
different mosque.
Description: Full details are found in the Inventory of this thesis
under No. 2 (Figure 28)
References: Azzawi, Tarikh, Vol. V, p. 25, Durubi, Baghdadiyun,

p. 229, Alusi, Masaid, pp. 10-11

11. Bab al-Agha Mosque
Built pre-1853
Demolished (probably) in 19 20's
Description: This was a small masjid in the suq area of Rusafa.
Felix Jones, who surveyed the city in 1853, mentioned its name in his
memoirs. It could have been built much earlier than this date but
there were no references, plans, or photographs to indicate its date
and its former condition.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 316

12. Baba Gurgur Mosque
Built (probably) in 1880 or earlier
Demolished in 1972 by the Awqaf for no apparent reason, probably
because it was allowed to decay extensively.
Description: This was a small masjid located in the Maidan mahalla of
Rusafa and next to al-Pasha Hammam. It was used as a takya by the
Baktashi dervishes and sufists but returned to a mosque in 1882.
There are no plans or photographs to indicate its former appearance.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 303, Azzawi, Tarikh, Vol. V,

p. 103-4, and Vol. VIII, p. 51
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13. ]3adawi Takya*
Built (originated in 1682?)
Demolished in 1958 but the tomb was retained by the Awqaf
Description: This was a small takya and masjid located in Ras al-Qarya
mahalla of Rusafa and now on Rashid Street. Durubi states that it was
the takya and tomb of Shaikh Kasib and that a tFarmanT (Ottoman Decree)
dated in 1822 relates to its maintenance. In a personal communication
with Shaikh Younis al-Samarrai in 1976, however, he stated that the
tomb is that of Kasib ibn Yaqub ibn Shaban ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad,
al-Rifai al-Kadhimi, who died in 1682. The tomb is still revered by
many Iraqis. The original building has been replaced by a multi-
storey office block and given the name of Badawi. No plans or
photographs of the original building were found. Further research is
necessary. Its location is shown in Inventory No. 89.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, p. 144; Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 297; Jones, Memoirs (1853), p. 313

14. Barazanli Mosque
Built pre 1908
Demolished probably in the 1950's because of extensive decay
Description: This was a small masjid located in Murabaa mahalla in
Rusafa and near Rauf Hammam. Its original date is not known but it
was shown on Khoja's map of Baghdad in 1908 and on Zaki's map of 1919.
No plans or photographs were found to indicate its former appearance
and condition.
References: Jawad and Susa, DaliL p. 297
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15. (Peer) Daud Mosgue*
Built Pre 1666
Demolished around 1956 by the Awqaf
Description: This was a small masjid located near Muradiya
Mosque in Bab al-Muadham area of Rusafa. It consisted of a small
musalla, a porch, and an open courtyard with a garden. The roof
of its musalla was wooden. The tomb of Peer (Shaikh) Daud was
surmounted by a small dome and was located in its garden. It seems
to have been neglected and it disappeared in 1972. According to some
aged locals, an Englishman took (or was allowed to take) its original
marble fountain which was placed near its well. The site is now used
as a rubbish dumping place partly hidden by an Awqaf-owned multi-
storey building bearing the name of Peer Daud. No plans or photographs
were found to give any further details about its appearance or date.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. 140, Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 298

16. (Haii) Fethi Mosgue*
Built in 1755 by haji Fethi, a dervish sufi from Mosul
Demolished in 1975 by the Awqaf because of neglect and decay
Description: A plan of this mosque prepared by the Awqaf in 1949
shows that it was rectangular in form (15 x 26 m.) and consisted of
an open courtyard and a closed musalla with a mihrab. Its frontage
was taken up by several shops to pay for its upkeep. Its origmal
domed and vaulted roof structure (and probably other features as well)
was replaced by a modern one by the Awqaf in 1922 under the pretext
of 'renovation 1 . Only two interior photographs were found by the author
and none of its former exterior.
References: Alusi, Masaiid, p. 52

17. Gharabiya Madrasa*
Built in 1681 by Hussain al-Gharabi.
Demolished probably in the early 1920's
Description: This was a two-storey peristyle madrasa located near
the existing Sayid Sultan Ali Mosque and overlooking the Tigris. No
plans or photographs were found to give a glimpse of its former
appearance.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 326
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18. Haiba Khatun Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished probably in 1937
Description: This was a small masjid located m Imam Taha mahala
of Rusafa. It contained a saqaya (font). No other details are
available.
References: Alusi, published Masa.iid, p. 140, Jawad and Susa,

Dahl, p. 299

19. Hammam al-Malih Mosque*
Built (rebuilt) in 1688 by Ahmad Pasha Boushnaq
Demolished in 1972 by the Awqaf and replaced by a modern school.
Description: This mosque was located in Hammam al-Maith mahalla
of Rusafa and next to the hamrnam of the same name. According to
a sketch plan (undated) by the Awqaf, it occupied an irregularly shaped
area of about 1,000 sq. m., and contained a small dome over the
musalla and a minaret on its north-western side. It had a sirdab
(basement), a large open courtyard with a garden and several small
rooms. Its date of origin could go back to the Abbasid period. No
photographs were located.
References: Alusi, Masaild, p.91, Durubi, Baghdadiyun, pp. 337-338

20. Hamudi al-Chalabi Mosque
Built pre 1912
Demolished probably in 1954 when Jumhouriya Street was built
Description: This was a small masjid built by al-Chalabi and located
near Khulani Mosque in Ras al-Saqiya mahalla. Its date is not known
but it is shown on Rashid Beg's map of Baghdad of 1912. No plans or
photographs were found.
References: None

21. Hasab-Allah Mosque
Built probably Nineteenth Century
Demolished probably in 1940's
Description: This was a small masjid located in Taht al-Takya mahalla
of Rusafa. There are no detailed references to mdicate its former
condition and date.
References: Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 299; Alusi, published Masajid,

p. 140
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22. Kahya Mosque (also Amin al_Zand)*
Built (rebuilt) in 1903 by Kamil al-Zandokan
Demolished m 1962 by the Awqaf for no apparent reason
Description. This was an important and an interesting mosque
located in the Maidan mahalla of Rusafa and opposite to what is
now the multi-storey Electricity Building. Measured plans of
this mosque are not available but several old photographs show
that it consisted of a large brick dome which surmounted the main
mihrab area of the musalla and a small minaret. The minaret
was finished in coloured kashani glazed tiles and contained one
platform which was carried by two rows of muqarnas structure. (Fig. 28)
References: Alusi, published Masajid, pp. 59-62, Masajid, pp. 97-103,

Jawad and Susa, Da11L p. 308

23. Kinaan Mosque
Built probably in Nineteenth Century
Demolished in 1965 by the Awqaf and replaced by an entirely
different mosque.
Description: This was a small mosque located in Qahwat Shukur
mahalla near Bab al-Shaikh of Rusafa. According to some aged
locals, the old mosque contained a small squarish musalla, and
its roof was constructed with wooden beams. There were two
tombs surmounted by two glazed domes and placed in the open
courtyard. The tombs were destroyed and built over when the
mosque was rebuilt in 1965. There are no detailed references
to indicate the names of those buried, nor plans, nor photographs
to give any further details about its former date and appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. l43,(Inventoryno. 333)

24. Maaruf Mosque (Masid)
Built probably in Eighteenth Century
Demolished m the 1950's by the Awqaf and replaced by a new and
an entirely different one
Description: This was a small masjid located in Bab al-Shaikh mahalla
of Rusafa. Alusi only mentioned its name and that it was 'old'. No
other details are available.
References: Alusi, published Masaiid, p. 143, Jawad and Susa, Dalil,

p. 309
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25. Mahbouba Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished probably in 1936 when Kifah Street was cut through.
Description: Very little is known about this small masjid which
owes its name to a certain pious lady-Mahbouba. Alusi, who
wrote his manuscript on Baghdadi mosques in 1903, mentioned
it only by name, and Jawad and Susa who wrote 'Dalil' in 1958
did now know even its location.
References: Alusi, published Masaiid, p. 143,

Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 308

26. Mekki Mosque
Built (rebuilt) in 1864 by a certain Abd al-Wahab Daud
Demolished in the early 1970's by the Awqaf
Description: According to Jawad, this was a takya which
was first built by Daud but later administered by two brothers,
Ahmad and Muhammad who came from Mecca and settled in
Baghdad (hence the name). However, Massignon mentioned a
mosque in Rusafa by the name of Abu Talib Makki (d. 986 or
990) which also contained a tomb. He could have been referring
to the same mosque but this question needs more research.
It was located in Fadhwat Arab of Bab al-Shaikh mahalla of
Rusafa, and occupied a squarish site of about 25 x 25 m. in area
including an open courtyard and a garden. A tomb placed in a
small room and surmounted by a dome was not demolished.
No plans or photographs of the mosque were found to indicate
its former appearance.
References: Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 309 (footnote),

Alusi, published Masajid, p. 143;
Massignon, Mission, Vol.11, p. 58
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27. Miraniya Mosgue/Madrasa*
Built in 1356 by a governor of Baghdad, Mirjan
Demolished in 1946. On 26th March 1946, the Mmisterial Cabinet,
which had earlier opposed a plan for its demolition to allow a new
alignment and widening of Rashid Street, succumbed to insistent
pressures from Amanat al-Assima and most of the mosque was
demolished. The only original parts that remam today are the minaret
and the portal. This highly irresponsible decision could have been
easily avoided by shifting the new alignment a few metres to the west
of the mosque. Another possibility, which was not even considered by
the authorities, was its rebuilding, brick by brick, on a nearby site.
The historic and architectural value of this mosque was well
established and recognised by many foreign archaeologists and
historians at that time. Its demolition aroused only a little opposition
from several Iraqi scholars. Some of its original carved inscriptions
are now exhibited in the Iraqi Museum.
Description: A full description of this mosque is found in the main
Inventory of this thesis (Vol. II) under the serial listing number 159.
(Figure 21)
References: A full list of references on this mosque is found m the

Inventory (No. 159), but the main ones are:
Alusi, published Masaiid, pp. 79-86, Massignon, Mission,
pp. 1-27, illus; Naqshabandi, Jami Mirjan, Sumer, Vol.11,
No. 1, pp. 33-54, illus, Saare and Herzfeld, Reise, Vol.1,
pp. 45-51, Vol. II, pp. 181-187, Vol.111 and Vol. IV for plates.
Azzawi, Tarikh, Vol.11, pp. 84-94, p. 173,	 283, p. 336.,
Awad, Madrasa Mirjaniya, Sumer, Vol.11, No.1, pp. 125-l2(
Jawad and Susa, Dalil, pp. 219-220, illus.

28. Mnawra Khatun Mosgue*
Built m c. 1790 by Mnawra, the wife of Sulaiman Pasha Wali of Baghdad
Demolished m 1966 by the Awqaf but the mmaret was left mtact, and
was replaced in 1976 by a modern school
Description: This was a large and interestmg mosque located near
Hammam al-Malih mahalla and is now on Jumhouriya Street. It had
a domed and vaulted musalla area, and its portal was adorned with
inscriptions.. Further details are found in the Inventory of this thesis
under No. 297. (Figure 29)
References: Alusi, published Masajid, pp. 36-37, Jawad and Jamil,

Baghda, p. 273
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29. Muhammad al-Alfi Mosque
Built (rebuilt) in 1893 (Origin Pre-1666)
Demolished in the late 1960's because of its extensive decay
Description: This was a large 'Zawiya'(or takya) rebuilt as
a mosque in 1893 by Habib Agha al-Dirgazli. It was located
in Sidriya mahalla of Rusafa and because it was allowed to
decay considerably, it was demolished but a tomb still exists
on the site. No plans or photographs were found. Its
location and photograph of the tomb are found in the Inventory
under No. 318.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 327

30. (Mulla) Muhamad Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in 1975 by the Awqaf because it was allowed to decay
extensively
Description: This was a small masjid located in Bab al-Agha
mahalla of Rusafa and on Rashid Street. No plans or photographs
were found.
References: Alusi, published Masa.iid, p. 143

31. (Sitta) Nafisa Mosque*
Built in 1701
Demolished in the late 1960's by theAwqaf and was replaced by
an entirely different one
Description: This was a small but interesting mosque located
in Karkh and in the mahalla bearing its name. According to
Alusi, it contained the graves of several shaikhs but these
seem to have been built over by the new mosque. No plans or
photographs were found. Further details are included in the
main Inventory of this thesis under No. 453.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. 145;

Jones, Memoirs, p. 338
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32. Nazanda Khatun Mosque
Built in 1846 by Nazanda, the wife of Au Pasha
Demolished m 1969 by the Awqaf and was replaced by a school
Description: This was a small mosque located near Haidarkhana
Mosque in a narrow alleyway off Rashid Street. According to
local people, it contamed a small musalla and a minaret and
was also used as a madrasa. There are no plans or photographs
to describe it in detail.
References: These are few and vague. Alusi, published Masaid, p. 78,

Durubi, Baghdadiyun, pp. 339-340

33. Nour al-Din Mosque
Built in pre 1843
Demolished m the late 1960's by the Awqaf
Description: This was a small and well-built mosque located
in Awaina mahalla of Rusafa. It was also known by the name of
Dhahir al-Din. In 1843, a certain Muhammad Nour al-Dm
restored it and hence its name. No detailed references, plans,
or photographs were found to give any further details about its
former appearance.
References: Alusi, publishedMasajid, p. 81, Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 305

34. Numani Mosque*
Built in 1329 or in 1381
Demolished in 1936 by the Awqaf and was replaced by an entirely
different mosque on the same site
Description: The date of this important mosque is still controversial.
According to Felix Jones, who visited Baghdad m 1853, it was built
m 1329 but he did not indicate how he obtained this date, the late
Iraqi historian, al-Azzawi, claimed that it was built in 1381 by
Husam al-Numani. This mosque is located m Gailani Street in
Smak mahalla of Rusafa. It contained a brick minaret which,
according to Azzawi, looked very similar to that of Mirjaniya.
No plans or photographs were found. Further details are found in
the Inventory of this thesis under No. 224.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. 49, Azzawi, Tarikh,

Vol.11, pp. 145-146, Jones, Memoirs, p. 328
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35. Pana Au Memorial*
Built in 1330
Demolished in 1917 when Khalil Pasha Street (now Rashid Street) was
built.
Description: This was a small Shu memorial located near Mirjaniya
Mosque and Shor3a Suq. It was an important place for Shii pilgrimage
and its name indicates that the figure of Au's palm (Kaff) was
connected with it. Curiously, Alusi mentions that its large iwan
belonged to the celebrated Nidhamiya Madrasa, but he gave no
evidence. If so, its loss is a great one. Because no plans or
photographs were found it is difficult to describe it. Further
details are given in the Inventory of this thesis under No. 146.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, p. 86?, Sarre and Herzfeld,

Reise, Vol. I, p. 24 (footnote) and Vol. II, p. 197;
Massignon, Mission, p. 65

36. Qamr al-Din Tomb*
Built in Thirteenth Century AD
Demolished in the 1950's
Description: This was a small tomb which apparently belonged to a
famous contemporary of the Abbasid Caliphs, Nasir and Mustansir
(1180-1242). A small mahalla near Barudiya mahalla was also
called Qamr al-Din after his tomb. The tomb itself seems to have
been destroyed and replaced by a private house which is rather
unusual because it was revered by the locals.
References: JawadandJamil, Baghdad, Vol.11, p. 271

37. Qanbar Au Mosgue*
Built in 1480 (Azzawi)
Demolished in 1970 by the Awqaf because it was allowed to decay
extensively. It is being replaced by an entirely different one.
Description: This was a large and a very important mosque located
in the area bearing its name, off Kifah Street and near Zubaida Square.
According to Azzawi. and Durubi, it was built m 1480 as was indicated
by a Waqfiya (endowment document) seen by the author. No
photographs were found. Further details are found in the Inventory
under No. 306.
References: Azzawi, Tarikh, Vol. IV, Addenda; Durubi, Baghdadiyun,

pp. 359-60.
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38. Qazaza Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in 1954 when Jumhouriya Street was driven through
Rusa ía.
Description: This was a small mosque located in Fanahra mahalla
of Bab al-Sahikh area. A mosque by the same name was built by
the Awqaf in 'Thubat Madina' of Baghdad. No plans or photographs
were found to give any details about its former appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, p. 139; Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 308

39. (Shaikh) Rafi' Takya
Built pre 1900
Demolished probably in 1936 when Kifah Street was driven through
Rusafa
Description: This was a small takya close to Gailani Mosque
and owned by a certain Indian, Shaikh Ran. There are no plans
or photographs to give any details about its former appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, p. 144

40. Rawas Mosque
Built in 1875 by Shaikh al-Rawas who was also buried in it
Demolished in 1952 when Jumhouriya Street was driven through
Rusafa
Description: According to Alusi, it was also known by the name of
'Dakakin Hibub'. It was located in Ras al-Saqiya mahalla and
consisted of two floors around an open internal courtyard. It had
a small musalla on the ground floor, and contained a small dome
over the tomb of al-Rawas. Its upper floor was used as a madrasa.
The tomb was transferred to Sayid Sultan Au Mosque when it was
demolished. It was renovated in 1895. No plans or photographs
were found to indicate its former appearance or condition.
References: Uusi, published Masaid, p. 140
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41. (Sayid) Sultan Au Mosque*
Built m 1383 or 1.681
Demolished (partly) in 1934 when Rashid Street was widened
Description: The date of origin of this mosque is still debated and
the two dates mentioned above are by Azzawi and Jones respectively.
The most mteresting architectural elements of this mosque were
lost during this demolition - its original mmaret and its superbly
inscribed portal. A rare photograph of the origmal facade was
fortunately traced - accidentally - by the author. Full details are
found in the Inventory under No. 205.
References. Alusi, Masajid, pp. 48-49, in published version of his

manuscript, pp. 41-42, Azzawi, Tarikh Vol.11,
pp. 173-174, Jones, Memoirs, p. 313

42. Sug al-Ghazl Mosque*
Built in 1779 by Sulaiman Pasha the Great, Wali. of Baghdad
Demolished in 1957 by Amanat al-Assima when Jumhouriya Street
was driven through Rusafa
Description: This mosque was built on the site of the famous Abbasid
Khulafa Mosque (Caliphst Mosque) and of which the original minaret
still exists (Inventory No. 311). It was rectangular in plan of about
17 x 26 m. in overall dimensions, its musalla was surmounted by
six shallow domes which were supported on cross-ribbed triangular
pendentives and brick piers (Figure 29).
References: Sarre and Herzfeld, Reise, Vol. I, pp. 44-45, Vol. II,

pp. 156-160 including a plate and a plan, Durubi,
Baghdadiyun, pp. 328-329; Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 125

43. Suq Hara Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in the early 1920's'?
Description: This was a small masjid located in al-Haraj Suq in
Rusafa. There are no detailed references, plans, or photographs
to indicate its former date and appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masaiid, p. 141, Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 304
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44. Sur Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in 1954 when Jumhouriya Street was cut through
Description: This was a small masjid in Sur mahalla of Rusafa.
Part of its original site is now used by an annex building of the
College of Engineering (Mulhaq Kuliyat al-Handasa). No plans or
photographs were found to give any details about its former appearance
or date.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, p. 141

45. (Imam) Taha Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished in around 1937 when Rashid Street was widened
Description: This was a small but important mosque located m the
mahalla bearing its own name in Rusafa. It was a place of pilgrimage
especially on Thursdays. According to some aged locals, it was
demolished at night under the orders of Arshad al-Umari, the Mayor
of Baghdad. The Awqaf has rebuilt another mosque nearby and gave
it the same name. Further details are found in the Inventory of this
thesis under No. 145.
References: JawadandJamil, Baghdad, Vol.11, p. 274, Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 305, Jones, Memoirs, p. 317

46. Tahir Zain al-Abidm Mosque
Built pre 1907
Demolished in 1918 to make way for Rashid Street (then New Street)
Description: This was a small mosque located in Aquliya mahalla of
Rusafa. It was shown in Massignon's map of Baghdad in 1907, but
there are no detailed references or photographs to indicate its former
appearance.
References: Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 303 (refers to its as containing

the tomb of Shaikh Muhammad who died in 1964)

47. Taht al-Takya Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in the 1950's?
Description. This was a large masjid located in Taht al-Takya mahalla
in Rusafa. Alusi only stated that it was restored in 1900 but gave no
description of its structure or appearance. No plans or photographs wer
located.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, p. 139, Jawad and Susa, Dalil,

p. 308
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48. Tasabil (Dasafil) Mosque
Built (rebuilt) in 1820 by Abu-Yihya Zakariya
Demolished in 1975 by the Awqaf because of its extensive decay
Description: This was a small masjid located in Ras al-Saqiya mahalla
of Bab al-Shaikh area of Rusafa. It belonged to the well-known
Baghdadi family of al-Khdhairi. No plans or photographs were
located to help describe its former appearance.
References. Alusi, published Masai, pp. 78-79. Durubi,

Baghdadiyun, p. 82

49. Wasil Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in 1959 by the Awqaf and replaced by a new and an
entirely different one
Description: This was a small mosque in Qahwat Shukur mahalla of
Rusafa. It consisted of a small musalla of a wooden roof, and an
open courtyard. It still contains a tomb in a small room said to be
that of Shaikh Muhamad Wasil. No plans or photographs were found.
Further details are found in the Inventory under No. 362.
References: Alusi, published Masa.iid, p. 143

50. Yamani Mosque
Built probably in Nineteenth Century
Demolished m 1954
Description: This was a small masjid located near Tahrir Square and
opposite what is now the Ministry of Information. It was built by a
certain Burhan al-Din al-Yamani and was demolished when Jumhouriya
Street was driven through its area. A new mosque bearing the same
name was built by the Awqaf in Zafaraniya area of Baghdad. No plans
or photographs were found to indicate its former appearance or date.
References: None

51. Yasin (also Yas) Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in the 1940's?
Description: This was a small masjid built by Sayid Yasin and located
in Ras al-Qarya mahalla of Rusafa near Ihsai Mosque. There are no
detailed references , plans or photographs to give any details about it.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. 143
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(2) Karkh

1. Abdulla al-Nokha Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished in the late 1960's when Haifa Street was driven through
Ka rkh
Description: This was a small masjid located near Shaikh AU. Mosque
in Suq Hamada mahalla of Karkh. Jones only mentioned it by name
and there are no detailed references to give any description of its
former appearance or date.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 339

2. Adwan Mosque
Built pre 1900
Demolished in the late 1960's when Haifa Street was driven through
Karkh
Description: This was a large masjid located in Fahama mahalla of
Karkh. There are no detailed references to indicate its former date
or appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. 145, Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 307

3. Allawi al-Juss Mosque
Built in 1837 by a certain 'Abd al-Qadir'
Demolished probably m the late 19 20's
Description: This was a small masjid located in Ras al-Jisir mahalla
of Karkh. It was probably demolished in the lat 'twenties when a new
bridge was constructed. No plans or photographs were found to give
any details about its former appearance.
References: Alusi, published Masaiid, pp. 130-131, Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 307; Massignon, Mission, p. 64

4. Allawi al-Noura Mosque
Built in 1762 by Abdulla Beg al-Shawi
Demolished probably m the late 19 20's
Description: This was a small masjid located in Ras al-Jisir mahalla
of Karkh. It consisted of a small musalla surmounted by a dome, and
with an open courtyard. It was probably demolished because it was in
the way of a proposed new bridge. No plans or photographs were found
to give any more details about its former appearance.
References: Alusi,pubhshed Masa.iid, p. 131; Massignon, Mission, p. 64
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5. Amm Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in the 1960's when Haifa Street was driven
through its area
Description: This was a small mas3ld located in 'Darbunat TantaP
of Suq hamada mahalla of Karkh. It owes its name to Mulla
Muhammad Amin, the man who built it. No plans or photographs
were found to indicate its appearance or date.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338

6. Atta Mosque*
Built in 1808
Demolished in the early 19 70's and replaced by a new one
Description: This was a small interesting mosque in Karkh and
in the mahalla bearing its own name. Because it was allowed
to decay extensively, the Awqaf demolished it and replaced it
by an entirely modern and different mosque. The original mosque
consisted of a small musalla, a porch and an open courtyard.
The musalla was surmounted by eight domes supported on low,
thick and octagonal pillars in the middle (Figures 28 and 29). There was
no minaret. A plan and two photographs of its interior show its
elaborate structure and architectural value, these are found in
Strika and Khalil's article shown below.
References: Alusi, published Masaid, p. 145, Jones, Memoirs, p. 338,

Strika and Khalil, Monuments, Mesopotamia (1973-74),
p. 270, with a measured plan and two interior photographs.

7. Baigat Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in 1940's
Description: This was a small masjid located in Baigat mahalla near
Hanan Mosque in Rusafa. There are no written references about it
indicating its date or former description.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338 (only mentioned by name)
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8. (Shaikh) Bashar Mosgue*
Built (originated) in Tenth Century
Demolished in the early 1950's when a new road was driven through its
area.
Description: This was a small but important historic mosque located in
Karkh and in the mahalla bearing its name. It contained the tomb of
a famous Abbasid religious shaikh, Bashar, who lived in the tenth
century (AD). Another mosque was built nearby which is also called
Shaikh Bashar Mosque. Further details are in the Inventory under
No. 471. No plans or photographs were located.
References: Jawad and Jamil, Baghdad, p. 261

9. Hammam Shami Mosgue*
Built pre 1853
Demolished in 1966 by Amanat al-Assima when Haifa Street was driven
through Karkh
Description: This was a small masjid located near the famous hammam
bearing its name and in the Fahama mahalla of Karkh. Jones only
mentioned it by name but gave no other details There are no plans
or photographs to mdicate its former appearance or date.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338; Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 301

10. Hanan Mosgue*
Built in 1696
Demolished in 1945 when a new road was driven through Ras al-Jisir
area in Karkh. It was replaced by a new one in 1946.
Description: This was a large and important historic mosque in Karkh.
When it was demolished by Amanat al-Assima in 1945, the Awqaf
replaced it by an entirely modern and different mosque near the original
site. No plans or photographs were found to indicate its former state
or appearance. Further details are in the Inventory under No. 478.
References. Alusi, Masa.iid, p. 134, Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 345

11. IbnUbaid Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in 1920's
Description: A small masjid located in Karkh. Jones only mentioned its
name but gave no further information. No plans or photographs were
found.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338
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12. Jibouri Mosque*
Built in 1813 and rebuilt in 1877
Demolished in 1966 by the Awqaf and rebuilt in an entirely different
style
Description: This was a large mosque located m Mishanda mahalla of
Karkh. It was allowed to decay considerably then it was demolished
and rebuilt by the Awqaf. No plans or photographs were found to
indicate its former appearance. Further details are in the main
Inventory under No. 420.
References: Alusi, Masalid, p. 127; Jones, Memoi, p. 337,

Massignon, Mission, pp. 64-65

13. (Mulla) Kadhim Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in the 1920's
Description: This was a small masjid located in Karkh and mentioned
by Jones only by name. No plans or photographs were found to indicate
its former appearance or date
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 339

14. Khanini Mosque
Built (rebuilt) in 1875 by Abdulla Salth al-Khanini
Demolished in the 1950's by the Awqaf and replaced by a new and
entirely different one
Description. This was a small masjid located m 'Taraf Baruda' of
Suq al-Jadid in Karkh. Alusi mentioned that it was an told? mosque
without giving any further details. No plans or photographs were
found to mdicate its former appearance.
References. Alusi, published Masaid, pp. 124-125

15. Mahmoud Souza Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished 1940's?
Description: This was a small masjid located in Karkh. Jones only
mentioned its name and its exact location is still unknown. No plans
or photographs were found.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338
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16. Mantiqa Mosgue*
Built (origmated in 658)
Demolished in 1951 by the Awqaf and replaced by a new and entirely
different mosque
Description: Historically, this was one of the most important mosques
m Baghdad. Full details are found in the Inventory of this thesis under
No. 917. A plan and several photographs of the Mosque before its
demolition are available. Although the structure of this Mosque
probably belonged to the Ottoman period, its loss and replacement
by an exceedingly unsightly one is a most irresponsible act by the
Awqaf. (Figure 28)
References: Massignon, Mission, pp. 102-103 (with a sketch plan of

the Mosque in 1908), Khahui, Kadhimain, Vol.1,
pp. 18-21, Strika and Khalil, Monuments, Mesopotamia
(l973-74),pp. 270-271, including a plan and a photograph
of the new mosque.

17. (Hail) Muhamad Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably m the 1920's
Description: Jones only referred to this small masjid by name. No
plans or photographs were found to indicate its former appearance.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338

18. (Mulla) Numan Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in the 1940's?
Description. Jones only mentioned its name and did not even mthcate
its location m Karkh. There are no other references which might
give details about its former appearance and history.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338

19. Ras al-Jisir (Banat al-Hasan) Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished in 1960 by Awqaf and Amanat al-Assima
Description: This was a small masjid located near Shuhada Bridge.
It contained a tomb (with a screened window on to the street) claiming
to belong to Banat al-Hasan. No plans or photographs were found to
give any details about its former description.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338 (only mentioned by name);

Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 297, p. 302
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20. (Mulla) Sharif Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in the 1920's
Description: This was a small masjid in Karkh mentioned by Jones
only by name. No plans or photographs were found to give any
details about its former description.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 339

21. Sandal Mosque*
Built (originated) in 1196
Demolished m 1942 by the Awqaf and replaced byanew and
entirely different one
Description: This was a large and important mosque located
in the mahalla bearing its own name in Karkh. According to
Jawad, it goes back to 1196, the year of Sandal's death.
Further details are found in the Inventory of this thesis under
No. 465. No plans or old photographs were found.
References: Alusi, published Masaiid, p. 113; Jawad and Jamil,

Baghdad, Vol.11, p. 260; Durubi, Baghdathyun, pp. 318-319
Jones, Memoirs, p. 336

22. Shawaf Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably m 1940's
Description: This was a small masjid located in Suq Hamada
mahalla of Karkh. There are no detailed references to indicate
its former description. No plans or photographs were found.
References. Alusi, published Masajid, p. 145, Jones, Memoirs, p. 338
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23. al-Sif Mosque*
Built (origmated) in 936
Demolished in 1960 by Awqaf and Amanat al-Assima
Description: This was a small but historically very important mosque
because it contained the Tomb of alAsha'ari (d. 936), the famous
Sunni Scholar. In his manuscript on the mosques of Baghdad, Azzawi
seems to have agreed with Alusi's assertion that the tomb was that of
al-Ashaari. However, Jawad disagreed and gave a somewhat
unconvincmg historical literary source indicating that the tomb was
built in Musharat al-Rawaya several hundred metres upriver. It
seems that this mosque, which overlooked the Tigris in Karkh, was
in fact a part of a large khan by the same name. It was restored by
Daud Pasha m 1820 but was burnt down in 1920 and was agam restored
in 1921. The last restoration was commemorated by an inscribed
panel executed by the famous calligrapher, Mahmoud al-Thanai, on
a font (Saqaya). The available references do not describe the
appearance nor the structure of the mosque or tomb. No plans or
photographs were found or located to give any further details.
References: Alusi, published Masajid, pp. 129-130; Jawad and Susa,

Dalil, p. 304; Jawad and Jamil, Baghdad, Vol.1, p. 262,
Massignon, Mission, p. 59, pp. 104-105 includmg the
text of the inscriptions.

24. Sug Hamada Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished in 1950's'?
Description: This was a small masjid located m the mahalla bearing
its name in Karkh. It was only mentioned by Jones by name and there
are no other detailed references to give any details about its former
date or appearance.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 338; Jawad and Susa, Dalil, p. 304

25. Thani Mosque
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in 1920's
Description: This was a small masjid in Karkh mentioned by Jones only
by name. There are no other details about its location or appearance.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 339
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(3) Aadhamiya

1. Bishr al-Hafi Mosgue*
Built m 840?
Demolished in 1961
Description: This is a small mosque containmg the tomb of a famous
sufist, Bishr al-Hafi (d. 840). While the tomb may well go back to
840 the mosque itself was probably rebuilt many times before it was
demolished by the Awqaf m 1961 and was replaced by an entirely
different one. A plan and several old photographs of the old mosque
were found. Further details are found in the Inventory under No. 542.
References: Aadhami, Jami Aaadham, Vol.11, pp. 38-44; Massignon,

Mission, pp. 78-80 with a sketch plan in 1908

2. Ismail al-Nouh Mosque
Built in c. 1850
Demolished in 1925 when the old Bridge of Boats was set up between
Sifina mahalla and Kadhimiya
Description: This was a small masjid located in Sifina and overlooked
the Tigris. It contamed a small domed musalla and two courtyards.
No plans or photographs were found to give further details about its
former state or appearance.
References: Aadhami, Jami Aadham, Vol.11, pp. 13-17

3. (Shaikh) Jalal Mosque
Built in pre 1753
Demolished in 1953 when the new Bridge of al-Aimma was constructed
Description: This was a small mosque (masjid) located in the Shiyoukh
mahalla of Aadhamiya. According to Aadhami, a 'Tapu' document
signed in 1753 was found indicating the existence of this mosque then.
It consisted of a rectangular musalla, an arcaded porch, and a large
open courtyard with a garden. It contained the tomb of Shaikh Jalal
which was placed in a small square room and surmounted by a dome.
Its frontage was converted into several shops in 1928 to provide for
its upkeep. No plans or photographs were found.
References: Aadhami, JamiAadham, Vol.11, pp. 80-81, p. 173, p. 293
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(4) Kadhimiya

1. Kadhim's Sons Mausoleum*
Built probably around 1838, by a certain Ottoman military officer,
Salim Pasha
Demolished in the early 1950's for no known reason but probably
because its historic authenticity was doubted by the responsible
authorities
Description: This was a small mausoleum located inside the great
courtyard of Kadhimain Mosque. It was known by the name of
Dharih al-Farqadain, or the tombs of the two sons of Kadhim,
Thrahim and Jaafar. Old photographs mthcate that it was surmounted
by two small domes and that its walls were decorated by fme glazed
kahani tilework (Figure 28).
References: Azzawi, Masaid wa Madaris, an original manuscript

by the author kept at the Iraqi Scientific League
(Majma Ilmi Iraqi), pp. 47-52; Khalili, Kadlumain
Vol.1, p. 159, Alusi, published Masajid, pp. 116-117

2. Turk Mosque (also Mirza Hadi)*
Built in c. 1800
Demolished in 1975 to implement an ill-advised part of a plan for
Kadhimiya by Polservice, ironically for conserving the cultural
heritage of this historic core. Its site is now being used as a
car park.
Description: This was a large and well-built mosque located
very near the western gate of Kadhimain Mosque. Old aerial
photographs show that it had a domed roof structure and that its
entrance was located on its northern end. No plans or photographs
were located. The author just managed to photograph its
interesting portal days before its final disappearance. (Figure 28)
References: None
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C. CHURCHES

(1) Rusafa

1. al-Athraa Church (Virgin's Church)*

Built in 1640 by the Armenian George Nazaritian
Demolished in 1970 and replaced by a new and entirely different
church
Description: This was a small Armenian Orthodox Church located
in Gog Nazar mahalla of Midan in Rusafa. According to a typed
paper by the Prelacy of the Armenian Diocese of Iraq (1975), it
was built by Nazaritian, who was an officer in the Ottoman Army
and who brought some of the remains of the 'Forty Martyrs' from
Sabastia in Turkey and incorporated them within the western walls
of the church. It was the oldest church m Baghdad and its
replacement is a great loss. Its location and photographs of the
new church are found in the Inventory under No. 108.
References:Ba.bu-Is'haq, Kanais Baghdad, Sumer (1964), pp. 285-289

2. al-Thaluth al-Mugadas Church (Holy Trinity)*
Built in 1850
Demolished in 1975 by Amanat al-Assima because of its extensive
state of decay
Description: This was a large Armenian Orthodox Church located
in Aqd al-Nasara and near Shorja Suq in Rusafa. No plans or
interior photographs were found to give details about its former
description.
References: Bábu-Is'haq, Kanais Baghdad, Sumer (1964), pp. 301-302
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D HOUSES

(1) Rusafa

1. Ahmad Sayid Isa House*
Built in 1906
Demolished probably in the 1940's
Description: This was a large house located in Riwaq area of
Shorja mahalla of Rusafa. Although no plans were found, the
seventeen photographs obtamed from the Directorate of Antiquities,
indicate its outstanding architectural qualities (Figure 30). Its
date was found by a close examination of one of the photographs which
shows it painted as 1324 (1906) on a corner of an inscription frieze.
It is of interest to note that Reuther, who published his doctoral
thesis on Iraqi houses m 1910, called this house Sayid Abdulla's,
who was probably the original owner.
References: D. G. A. Photographic Section, Baghdad, Reuther,

Vohnhaus, p. 74, p. 85, Jawad et al, Baghdad, p. 344,
pp. 402-405

2. Alt al-Beer House*
Built probably around 1850
Demolished probably in 1936 when Kifah Street was built
Description: This was a small but interesting house probably located
near Qushal mahalla. No plans were found, but three interior
photographs were obtained from the Directorate General of Antiquities
and these show its former outstanding architectural interest and
especially its detailing and ornamentation (Figure 31).
References: D. G.A. , Photographic Section

3. Fatina Khan House*
Built probably around 1840
Demolished in 1936 when Kifah Street was built
Description: This was a small traditional courtyard house located
in Fadhil mahalla of Rusafa. No plans were found but several
photographs obtained from the D. G. A. show its outstanding
architectural detailing and ornamentation, especially its ursi window
and ceilings. (Figure 31)
References: D.G.A., Photographic Section
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4. German Consul's House*
Built probably around 1840's
Demolished probably in the 1930's
Description: This was a large house of considerable architectural
interest. It was located between Naqib's House and Sultan Au Mosque
in Rusafa, overlooked the Tigris, and was occupied in the early 1900's
by the German Consul, Richarz. Several photographs, collected by
the author from various sources, show its rich detailing and
ornamentation. No plans were found. (Figure 31)
References. Reuther, Vohnhaus, p. 85, pp. 61-62, pp. 84-85, p. 104

5. Hussam Pasha House*
Built probably around 1820's
Demolished probably in the early 1930's when Rashid Street was
widened
Description. This was one of the largest and most important private
houses in Baghdad. According to a map of Baghdad prepared by Zaki
in 1919, it was located in the Maidan mahalla of Rusafa. It was
fortunately accurately measured by the indefatigable Reuther in
c. 1908. His plans (Figure 76) show that its 'haram' part measured
some 17 x 28 m. and its 'thwankhana' 28 x 45 m. These very large
areas indicate the importance of its former Turkish owner. It was
rich in ornamentation and outstanding architectural detailing and its
loss is a great one.
References Reuther, Vohnhaus, p. 29, with plans and figures

6. Jaafar Razag House*
Built probably in 1850
Demolished probably in the 1940's
Description: This was a large house located in Bab al-Agha mahalla
of Rusafa. Although there are no plans, the several photographs which
were obtained from the D. G. A. indicate its outstanding architectural
interest. In particular, its interior and the ornamentation of its
ceilings and ursis. It was also known by the name of 'al-Malaika
House'. (Figure 31)
References: Jawad et al, Baghdad, p. 344 (the photograph shown is

wrongly titled as that of Astarabadi's), p. 346, p. 347,
p. 410
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7. Manahim House*
Built probably around 1880's
Demolished probably in 1954 when Jumhouriya Street was driven
through its area
Description: This was a small house located in the Shorja
mahalla of Rusafa. Plans and photographs by Reuther show
that it measured 32 x 32 m. with an internal courtyard.
They also show its outstanding architectural detailing and
richness of decoration. (Figure 30)
References. Reuther, Vohnhaus, pp. 20-24, p. 68, p. 82, p. 109

8. Muhammad Kubba House*
Built probably around 1880
Demolished probably in 1936 when Kifah Street was driven through
Ru safa
Description: This was a large house located in Rusafa (exact
location is still unknown) of outstanding architectural interest.
The one photograph that was obtained from the D. G. A. shows its
richly ornamented ursis and detailing. (Figure 31)
References: D. G. A., Photographic Section

9. Nawab House* (Old British Residency)
Built around 1850
Demolished probably in the early 1930's
Description: This was a large house located in Sayid Sultan Ali
Aqd in Rusafa, off Mustansir Street overlooking the Tigris.
It must not be confused with the other house of the same well-known
family in Karkh. It was of outstanding architectural qualities and
measured some 35 x 62 m, including two distinct parts - a haram
and a diwankhana. According to Reuther, who measured it in
1908, it was then used as a hotel. It was one of the most
distinguished houses in Baghdad and its loss is regrettable
indeed. (Figure 30)
References: Jawad et al, Baghdad, p. 342; Reuther, Vohnhaus, p. 17,

p. 18, p. 61, pp. 107-109
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10. Rashid Jubran House*
Built probably around 1880
Demolished in 1954 when Jumhouriya Street was driven through
its area
Description: This was a large and a very richly ornamented
house. It was located in Aqd al-Nasara and near the Latin
Church in Rusafa. No plans were found, and the one photograph
which was located by the author indicates its outstanding
architectural qualities. The data relating to the existence of
this house and its demolition was obtained from a personal
communication with Georges Awad (a prominent Iraqi historian)
on 23rd June 1975. (Figure 31)
References: None

11. Sayid Yihya House*
Built around 1840's
Demolished in 1961 because of its extensive decay
Description: This was a large and distinguished house located
near the old site of the Iraqi Museum in Rusafa. Three
photographs, obtained from the D. G. A., show that it was
demolished m August 1961 and that it was of outstanding
architectural interest. No plans were prepared before its
demolition despite the fact that it was only a few metres away
from the Directorate of Antiquities. (Figure 20)
References: D.G.A., Photographic Section

12. Shakur House*
Built probably around 1850
Demolished probably in 1954 when Jumhouriya Street was driven
through its area
Description: This was a most interesting house located in the
Tawrat mahalla of Rusafa. Plans and photographs by Reuther
in 1908 show that it was about 18 x 20 m. in overall dimensions
including a small square courtyard. Although it was not
sizeable by the standards of rich Baghdaths, it was nevertheless
of superior architectural detailing and design. (Figures 30 and 82)
References: Reuther, Vohnhaus, pp. 34-36, p. 84, p. 118
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13. Subhi Darwash Au House*
Built probably around 1840's
Demolished in the early 1950's
Description: This was a large courtyard house located in
Imam Taha mahalla of Rusafa. The eleven photographs,
obtamed from the D.G.A. • show its outstanding architectural
interest, especially m its interior ornamentation and detailing.
It was demolished because of its extensive decay, but unfortunately
was not measured. (Figure 31)
References. D.G.A., Photographic Section; Jawad et al, Baghdad,

p. 411

14. Zubaida House*
Built probably around 1840
Demolished probably in 1954 when Jumhouriya Street was built
Description: This was a large house located in Rusafa,
probably in Taht al-Takya mahalla. Photographs by Reuther in
1908 show its outstanding architectural interest, especially in

detailing and ornamentation of its interior. No plans were found.
References: Reuther, Vohnhaus, p. 54, p. 61, p. 72

(2) Karkh

1. Salih al-Milli House*
Built probably around 1890
Demolished probably in the 1940's
Description: This was a large and interesting house located in
Bab al-Sif mahalla of Karkh and overlooking the Tigris. The
three photographs, obtamed from the D.G.A., show the richness
of its interior, especially of its ursis and ornamentation. No
plans were prepared. It is comparable to the existing Mumm's
House listed by the author as No. 474 in the Inventory of this
thesis. (Figure 31)
References: D. G. A., Photographic Section
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(3) Aadhamiya

1. al-Khdhairi House*
Built probably around 1800
Demolished in the 19401s
Description This was a large and a very interesting house.
Although its location was not recorded on the four photographs,
which were obtamed from the D.G.A. , it was probably Aadhamiya.
The photographs show its rich ornamentation and outstanding
architectural detailing. No plan or exterior photographs were
found. (Figure 31)
References: D.G.A., Photographic Section

(4) Kadhimiya

1. Abd al-Ghani House*
Built probably around 1840
Demolished in 1975 by Amanat al-Assima as part of a clearance project
Description: This was a most outstanding house. It was located in
Tell mahalla of Kadhimiya and numbered 10 3/48. The author managed
to take several photographs before it was finally demolished. It
contained a large internal courtyard with a garden, and its plan was
designed as a complete 'hosh muraba' or peristyle, typical of rich
Baghdadi. traditional houses. (Figure 30)
References: None

2. Bagir al-Sihail House*
Built around 1840
Demolished m 1976 by Amanat al-Assima to make way for a car park
suggested by Polservice
Description: This was a small but very mteresting house located
very close to the south-western corner of Kadhimam Mosque. It
had several very richly and uniquely ornamented oriel windows, and
its interior was also of outstanding detailing and architectural interest.
No plans were prepared but the author managed to take many photographs
before its final disappearance. (Figure 31)
References: None
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3. al_JashiHouse*
Built probably around 1840
Demolished (abandoned) in the early 1970's. It is now too ruined
to be restored.
Description This was a small but very interesting house
located in Tell mahalla of Kadhimiya, and numbered 45/45.
According to a short report written by an architectural
student in Baghdad, "it was built by a famous
master-mason (usta) called Kadhim and it took him about
one and a half years to build and cost its owner some 150,000
Turkish Liras." The same student prepared several excellent
measured drawings (Figure 31).
References: Jassim Hasan, Measured Drawmgs and Report, 1962,

kept at the architectural library in the College of
Engmeering, Baghdad

4. Ma-jid al-Saachi House*
Built around 1840's
Demolished in 1974 by Amanat al-Assima as part of a clearance
programme
Description: This was a large, and one of the most interestmg,
houses in Kadhimiya. It was located in Tell mahalla and
behind al-Aaraji Mosque. The author managed to take several
photographs before its fmal disappearance. It contained a
large open courtyard with a garden, numerous rooms, and a
superbly vaulted sirdab basement. No plans were prepared
before its demolition. (Figure 31)
References: None
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E. HAMMAMS

(1) Rusafa

1. Aifan Hammam*
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in 1936 when Kifah Street was driven
through Rusafa
Description. This was a small hammam located in Fadhil mahalla
of Rusafa and reported by Jones in 1953. There are no written
details about it and no plans or photographs were found.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 316

2. Haidar Hammam*
Built in 1650 (Durubi)
Demolished (partly) in the early 1960's
Description. This was one of the most outstanding public baths
in Baghdad. According to a 'waqfiya' found by Durubi, this
hammam was built in 1650 which makes it of valuable historic
interest. It was partly demolished in the early '60's and is now
used by a textile workshop and several retail shops. Fortunately,
it was measured and photographed before its alteration. Further
details are found in the Inventory under No. 78. (Figure 32)
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 398, Jones, Memoirs, p. 313,

Strika and Khalil, Monuments, Mesopotamia (1973-74),
pp. 290-291 with a plan

3. Gumrug Hammam
Built pre 1853
Demolished in the mid-1930's
Description: This was a small hammam located in Bab al-Agha
mahalla and adjacent to Mustansiriya Madrasa (southern side).
It was demolished in the 19 30's when Mustansiriya was first
restored by the D.G.A. No plans or photographs were found to
give its former description.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 318
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4. Kachu (also Kachachiya) Rammam*
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in 1946 when Rashid Street was widened
Description: This was a large hammam located in Jadid Hasan
Pasha mahalla of Rusafa and on Rashid Street and near to what
is now Suq al-Amana. According to some aged locals, it was
below ground level and was domed in the typical hammam
architecture of Baghdad. No plans or photographs were found
to indicate its former description.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 317

5. Pania AU. Hammam*
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably m the early 1920's when Rashid Street
was completed
Description: This was a small hammam located near Panja
AU. Memorial which was near Mirjaniya Madrasa in Rusafa.
No plans or photographs were found to give any details about
its former description.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 317

6. Pasha Hammam*

Built probably around 1720
Demolished in 1962 and its site was taken by a governmental
multi-storey office block (Estate Bank)
Description. This was perhaps the most outstanding hammam
in Baghdad and its loss is a great one indeed. Its date of origin
is not known, but it is suggested by the author that it was
probably built by Hasan Pasha (1704-1724) who built the nearby
mosque and Sarai Buildings. Further details are found m
the Inventory of this thesis under No. 6. From the original
hammam, which probably included both men's and women's
sections, only a domed central hot room remains. No plans
or photographs of the original hammam were prepared.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 321 (He only mentioned it byname)
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7. Qadhi Hammam*
Built around 17002
Demolished in 1945 and replaced by a multi-storey building
Description: This was an inter estmg hammam located in
Mustansir (Nahar) Street and adjacent to the Sharia Courts.
According to Durubi, it belonged to a certain Shamsi and Layla
Khatun in the form of a 'Thirri' waqf (hereditary type of waqf
abandoned since 1955 in Iraq). There are no plans or photographs
to indicate its former description.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 398

8. Qanbar AU. Hammam*
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in 1936 when Kifah Street was driven through
its area
Description. This was another hammam reported by Jones in 1853
and located near the famous Mosque with the same name. Again,
no plans or photographs were traced to indicate its former description.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 314

9. Raii Hammam
Built pre 1853
Demolished probably in the 19 20's
Description. This was a small hammam located in Smak mahalla of
Rusafa and probably near Bab al-Sharqi. It was reported by Jones in
1853 but he gave no details about its date nor its appearance. No
plans or photographs were found.
References. Jones, Memoirs, p.329

10. Shora Hammam*
Built probably pre 1700
Demolished in 1938 and replaced by modern shops
Description: According to Durubi this' was an 'old' hammam located
in the middle of Shorja Suq of Rusafa and belonged to the well-known
Baghdadi family of al-Witri. It was also mentioned by Jones in 1853
but there are no plans or photographs to indicate its former description.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 398, Jones, Memoirs, p. 327
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11. Sur Hammam
Built pre 1900
Demolished probably in 1936 when Kifah Street was cut through Rusafa
Description: This was a small hammam located in Fadhil mahalla
of Rusafa and was shown on Zaki's map of Baghdad in 1919. No
records, plans or photographs were traced.
References. None

(2) Karkh

1. .Jisir Hammam*
Built pre 1853
Demolished in 1960 when Amanat al-Assima developed its area as
a car park and Law Courts.
Description: This was a small but interesting hammam located near
Shuhada Bridge in Karkh It was mentioned by Jones in 1853 but he
gave no other details apart from its name. No plans or photographs
were traced.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 339

2. Shami Hammam*
Built probably pre 1600
Demolished in 1966 by Amanat al-Assima when Haifa Street was
driven through Karkh
Description: This was one of the most interesting hammams in Baghdad
and its ruthless demolition is a great loss. It was reported by Jones
in 1853 but he gave no details about its date or description.
Ironically, it was 'registered' by the D. G. A. as of architectural value,
and although several protests were lodged to Amanat al-Assima, the
D. G. A. finally succumbed and it was demolished in 1966. It is
saddening to learn that even when the D.G. A. had the advance
knowledge of its demolition this valuable hammam was not measured
or photographed. (Figure 32)
References: D.G.A. , File No. 522, Jones, Memoirs, p. 339
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(3) Aadhamiya

1. Aadhamiya Hammam*
Built in 1535 by Sultan Salim
Demolished in 1970 by Amanat al-Assima when the surroundings
of al-Aadham Mosque were cleared
Description: This was a very interesting mosque located in
Shiyoukh mahalla of Aadhamiya and adjacent to Bishr al-Hafi
Tomb-Mosque. According to Aadhami, it was about 450 sq. m.
in area and of typical Islamic hammam design. a disrobing
room, intermediate room, and a central hot room with recessed
iwams and surmounted by a dome pierced by small skylights.
Its water was originally carried from the Tigris by means of
a water wheel (Kard) and a three-metre high aquaduct. This
historic hammam was restored in 1868 and its aquaduct
demolished in 1923 when modern water-supply was provided for
the area. Its demolition is a great loss indeed and it is
unfortunate that neither the Awqaf, which owned it, nor indeed
the Directorate of Antiquities, which had a clear legal
responsibility to protect it, felt obliged to even record it or
photograph it before its demolition. However, if further
research is made, its former plan and description could be
reconstructed. Some of the local photographers or interested
historians might have an old photograph of it.
References: Aadhami, JamiAadham, Vol.11, pp. 210-212
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(4) Kadhimiya

1. Amir Hammam*
Built probably pre 1700
Demolished (abandoned) in the early 1950's and then partly
demolished and partly taken up by shops
Description: This was an outstanding hammam in Kadhimiya and
probably the largest in Baghdad. It was located in Qattana mahalla
and east of Kadhimam Mosque. An oblique aerial photograph of
the area, taken mthe late 1940's, shows its extensively domed roof
consisting of more than forty domes of varying sizes, and a
rectangular overall form. Some of its original structure was
traced by the author m some of the shops which are also using its
former marble slabs and wall panelling for their shop furniture.
No plans or photographs were found.
References: Khalili, Kadhimam, Vol. I, p. 178

2. Jarmuga Hammam*
Built in c. 1890
Demolished (abandoned) in the 19 20's and now replaced by modern
buildmgs
Description: This hammam was built by Shaikh Mandi al-Jarmuqi
around 1890 and located m Shiyoukh mahalla near to what is now
Kadhimiya Hospital. No plans or photographs were traced to give
details about its former description.
References: Khahui, Kadhimain, Vol.1, p. 178

3. Jawadain (also Shah Zada and Mirza Hadi) Hammam*
Built around 1800
Demolished in 1974 by Amanat al-Assima to make way for a car park
suggested by Polservice
Description: This was a large and interesting hammam located in
Shiyoukh mahalla and near the western walls of Kadhimain Mosque.
It consisted of a men's section and a women's section partly
separated by the (demolished) Turk Mosque. Fortunately, it was
measured and photographed by an Italian archaeological team before
its final disappearance. (Figure 32)
References: Strika and Khalil, Monuments, Mesopotamia (1973-74),

p. 270, with a plan and plates
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F. SUQS

(1) Rusafa

1. Haidarkhana Sug
Built probably pre 1700
Demolished in 1917 when Rashid Street (then Khalil Pasha Street)
was driven through its area
Description: This was a vaulted suq located in Haidarkhana mahalla of
Rusafa and was adjacent to the Mosque of the same name (this is
clearly shown by several old photographs of the mosque). It was
restored by Daud Pasha in 1818. No plans or photographs were traced
to indicate its former description.
References: Coke, Baghdad, p. 298

2. Mustansiriya Sug (also called Suq al_Haraj)*
Built in 1673 by Hussain Silandar Pasha, rebuilt m 1818 by Daud Pasha
Demolished in 1974 by the D. G. A. when Mustansiriya Madrasa was
cleared of its surrounding fabric. Its origin may well go back to the
Abbasid period when it was called the 'Tuesday Market' or Thilatha Suq.
It was about 130 m. in length and about 5 m. in width, consisted of
small shops on either side, and was roofed by a series of domes
supported by pointed arches and pendentives. There exist several
photographs and a plan for this suq. (Plate found in Inventory No. 40).
References. Krunic, Protection, pp. 4-5

3. Qaplaniya Sug*
Built (rebuilt) m 1818 by Daud Pasha
Demolished in 1974-1976 period by the Awqaf and replaced by a new
and a different pseudo-Islamic Suq
Description. This was a small suq of outstanding architectural interest.
It was located near Qaplaniya Mosque and specialised in the sale of rugs
and carpets and was particularly popular with foreign tourists. It was
about 80 m. in length and some 4 m. in width, consisted of typical
small shops on either side, and was roofed by domes supported by
pointed arches and pendentives. Its demolition, according to some
Awqaf officials, was made purely for commercial purposes because it
could have been easily restored to its original condition. The rents
from the new shops are more than ten times the old ones (from fifty to
five hundred Dinars per year). It is also of interest to learn that the
D. G. A. had agreed to this demolition. (Figure 100 and plate in Inventory
References: None	 card no. 41)
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(2) Karkh

1. Babal_SifSug*
Built probably pre 1700
Demolished in 1960 by Amanat al-Assima to make way for a car
park and Law Courts.
Description: This was a suq of outstanding architectural interest.
It was located in Bab al-Sif area of Karkh and contamed probably
the largest Khan in Baghdad, also named Bab al-Sif, and the
famous Bairuti coffee-house. It was about 100 m. in length and
L-shaped in plan with the Khan in the corner. Old photographs,
traced by the author, show its superbly domed roof and monumental
gate. Its demolition was largely urn-lecessary because the car
park and the court buildmgs could have been built nearby without
being obstructed by this Suq. It was not recorded or photographed
before demolition. (Figure 29)
References: None
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G. KHANS

(1) Rusafa

1. Bab al-Muadham Khan
Built in 1876
Demolished probably in the 1940's
Description: This was a large khan located in Bab al-Muadham
mahalla of Rusafa and near the ex-Royal Hospital. According
to Durubi, it was built in 1876 as shown in its waqfiya. There
are no plans or photographs ot give any details about its former
appearance.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 396

2. Barazanli Khan
Built probably around 1850
Demolished in 1940 and replaced by the multi-storey Damarchi
Building
Description: This was a large khan located in Banks Street near
the northern end of Mustansir Street in Rusafa. It was built by
Salih Chalabi al-Barazanli and consisted of rooms around a large
open courtyard. There are no plans or photographs to give any
more details of its former description.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 396

3. Drjai Khan*
Built probably around 1650
Demolished in c. 1930
Des cription: According to Durubi, this khan, which was located
in Shorja Suq, was "one of the old khans of Baghdad". It was
demolished when partly destroyed by a fire in c. 1930. It was
then replaced by a modern building with shops. No plans or
photographs were traced by the author.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 397
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4. G'ghan Khan*
Built in 1590 by Sultan Murad
Demolished: gradually taken over by shops and converted in 1936
Description: This was perhaps the most outstanding open khan
in Baghdad and its loss is a great tragedy indeed. Its date was
seen by Herzfeld (in 1910) inscribed on its monumental portal.
Its title is derived from the name of G t ghala Zada the Great,
a local Governor, who was known in Europe as 'Cicala'. It
was about 42 x 68 m in overall dimensions and located very near
Mustansirya Madrasa in Rusafa. It consisted of two floors built
around an open courtyard and, until its major conversion to shops
in 1936, it was about two metres under ground level which mdicates
its old age. It is now almost totally destroyed and replaced by
Danial Suq and only some of its original elements can be traced.
No plans or interior photographs were found to give further details
about its former appearance and research is needed to reconstruct
its original form and trace its history.
References: Saare and Herzfeld, Reis, Vol. II, p. 198, Jawad and

Jamil, Baghdad, Vol. II, p. 14; Jawad, Niebuhr,
Sumer (1964), p. 51; Ashab, Baghdad, pp. 729-731 with
a plan of the modern Suq, Azzawi, Tarikh, Vol. IV,
pp. 128-129

5. Jani Murad Khan*
Built in 1685 by Haji Murad
Demolished probably in the late 1950's
Description: According to Durubi, this large khan was located in
Shorja Suq in Rusafa and was built by Murad in 1685 as is shown
by its waqfiya. It consisted of two floors built around an open
courtyard. ' The ground floor contained some twenty rooms, and the
upper floor twenty-three rooms including a small mosque. Its
'thin' (hereditary) waqf was dissolved in 1955 and was probably
demolished soon after this date. No plans or photographs were
traced to give any more details.
References: Jones, Memoirs, p. 335; Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 397
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6. Makhzum Khan*
Built m 1699 by Muhammad Ahmad Hafidh al-Makhzum
Demolished probably m the early 1960's
Description: It was located at the eastern end of Bazazin Suq and on
Rashid Street, and was also called al-Nakhla Khan, perhaps because
there was a large palm-tree in its courtyard. Its 'thin' waqf was
dissolved in 1955 which was probably the reason for its demolition.
There are no plans or photographs to give its former description.
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, p. 395

The following khans, all m Rusafa, were reported by Jones in 1853.
He only mentioned them by name and gave no details about their date
of origin as he did for some mosques. They do not exist now and
were demolished probably between 1920 and 1950, the period of road
construction and urban renewal. It should also be said that some of
these khans were not demolished outright but gradually taken over by
shops and warehouses and their names then changed. Their names,
which are listed alphabetically, are followed by their location and then
by the relevant page number in Jones! Memoirs:

7. Adiliya Khan, Mustansir Street, p. 318
8. Affus Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 334
9. AhmadAgha, Babal-Agha, p. 335

10. Andrieh Hanna Khan, Ras Qarya, p. 336
11. Bakir Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 335
12. Breesam Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 334
13. Daftardar Khan, Bab al- .Agha, p. 318 (replaced by the multi-storey

Awqaf Building in the early 1960's)
14. Dmigchiya Khan, Jadid Hasan Pasha, p. 324
15. Hassan Beg Khan, Maidan, p. 321
16. Hayai Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 335
17. Illi Yaki Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 335
18. Juss Khan, Ras Qarya, p. 336
19. Kittan Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 335
20. Madhmawi Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 319
21. Masbagha Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 318
22. Miamilchiya Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 335
23. Muhammad Bagal Khan, Ras Qarya, p. 336
24. Rimah Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 333 (now replaced by a modern

building)
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25. Sultan Ramada Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 335
26. Tamur Khan, Bab al-Agha, p. 318
27. TitinKhan, Babal-Agha, p. 333
28. Yagub Khan, Qaplaniya Suq, p. 319

(2) Karkh

1. Bab al-Sif Khan*
Built probably around 1700
Demolished in 1960 by Amanat al-Assima to make way for a new
car park and governmental buildings
Description: This was one of the largest khans in Baghdad, probably
the largest. It measured about 100 x 100 m in plan and was located
on the banks of the Tigris in Bab al-Sif mahalla in Karkh. It
consisted of two floors built around an open courtyard. It was
unfortunately not recorded or photographed before its demolition and
its description here is deduced from old aerial photographs with the
author. Further research is necessary to trace its history as well
as its form. It is quite possible that some of the locals or interested
historians might have photographs of this interesting khan.
References: None

(4) Kadhimiya

1. Kabuli Khan*
Built probably around 1850
Demolished in the 1940's
Description: This was a large khan located about 350 m. south of
Kadhimain Mosque. It was built by a rich Afghani, named Afdhal Khan,
and measured about 60 x 140 m. in area. It consisted of two parts,
each of which had its own courtyard and was in two floors. It is of
interest to note that it was the first headquarters for the Iraqi Army
(Fawj al-Imam Kadhim). It was replaced by multi-storey office
buildmgs with shops. No plans or interior photographs were traced but
several aerial photographs show its former imposing size and outstandm
architectural qualitr.
References: None
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H. HOSPITALS

(1) Rusafa

1. Dar al-Shafa Hospital*
Built m c. 1360 by Mirjan, a local Governor of Baghdad
Demolished in the 1940's
Description: This was a hospital built by Mirjan Abdulla
Abd al-Rahman al-Uljayiti around 1360. He also built
the existing Mirjan Khan and the partly surviving
Mirjaniya Madrasa. It was located on the bank of the
Tigris and near Khafafin Mosque in Rusafa. According
to Alusi, who wrote his book on Baghdadi mosques m 1903,
this hospital was then being used as a coffee-house called
Qahwat al-Sh.tt and also Qahwat al-Masbagha. According
to Durubi, it continued to be used as a coffee-house until the
late 1940's and was then abandoned and demolished.
Unfortunately, none of the authors who mentioned it and
lamented its loss attempted to describe its appearance or
interior. No photographs were located by the author and
further research could reveal interesting facts. Its loss is
particularly great because no hospital has survived from the
Abbasid or Medieval or even late Ottoman periods in Iraq.
Since its exact location is now known, the Directorate of
Antiquities should mitiate a programme for excavating its
site in order to reconstruct its historical development and
perhaps deduce its former plan.
References: Alusi, Masajid (manuscript), p. 85, Durubi,

Baghdadiyun, pp. 388-389; Azzawi, Tarikh,
Vol.11, p. 94
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I. OTHERS

(1) Rusafa

1. al-Bilat al-Malaki (Royal Palace)*
Built probably around 1900
Demolished in 1974 and is being replaced bya club for army officers.
Description: This was a large palace located on the Tigris in
Kasra area of Rusafa. It was used by King Faisal I as his official
residence durmg the 19 20's and was used by various governmental
departments throughout its later life. No plans were traced by
the author but one rather famt old photograph shows its interestmg
Islamic style and picturesque landscape. Indeed its loss is
regrettable because it would have made an excellent museum for
Iraq's past Royalty. It is quite probable that it has been photographed
by many and further research should locate some of these photographs.
References: None	 (Figure 29)

(2) Karkh

1. Bairuti Qahwa (Coffee_House)*
Built probably around 1800
Demolished in 1960 by Amanat al-Assima together with Bab al-Sif
Suq off which it was located
Description: This was one of the largest and most famous coffee-
houses in Baghdad. Its name is derived from Haji Muhammad who
had come from Beirut in Lebanon and settled in Karkh in 1897.
It overlooked the Tigris and was partly cantilevered over the river.
There are no plans or photographs to give any further details about
its former interior (Figure 29).
References: Durubi, Baghdadiyun, pp. 390-391
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CHAPTER V

THE EXISTING PROTECTIVE MACHINERY

5. 1 Introduction

Conserving cultural property is essentially a multi - disciplinary
activity. The large volume and variety of Iraq's heritage has
consequently meant that the responsibility for its protection,
maintenance and presentation is shared by several agencies, each
of which deals with a specific aspect. Functionally, the existing
machinery can be divided into five broad groups:

1. Preservation. Restoration and Presentation (Museums and
Exhibitions). Mainly carried out by the Directorate of Antiquities.

2. Town and Country Planning. Carried out by Amanat al-Assima for
Baghdad, and by the Directorate of Planning for the rest of Iraq.

3. Religious Buildings: Mosques and other Islamic buildings are
administered by the Ministry of Awqaf.

4. Tourism: is the responsibility of the Tourism Administration.

5. Research and Education: Carried out by the Unesco Regional
Centre for the Conservation of Cultural Property in Arab States,
located in Baghdad, and by the Iraqi Universities.

The preceding chapter has highlighted the alarming scale of destruction
in spite of the existence of these 'protective' agencies. A critical
analysis of each individual agency, therefore, is necessary in order to
diagnose the defects and specific loopholes which have allowed, and
are still allowing, such destruction to take place. It should also be
pointed out that non-governmental private organisations which are
directly concerned with the protection of heritage, such as the Civic
Tx'ust in Britain and Cosa Nostra in Italy, do not exist in Iraq'.
Professional societies, such as those for engineers (including architects),
archaeologists and historians, have hitherto shown very little effort in
even attempting to exert the sort of pressure and lobbying which their
European counterparts have so effectively demonstrated. Indeed, the
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unfortunate lack of 'watch dog' groups and amenity societies has resulted
in the near-total unaccountability of official action. Major blunders and
follies such as the factory in Samarra might have been otherwise averted.

5. 2 Directorate General of Antiquities

The interest in Mesopotamian archaeology first came mainly from the
various European travellers, adventurers, and 'diggers', who were all
hoping to get their share of antiques and other curiosities. However,
this interest took a more academic complexion during the nineteenth
century when famous individuals such as Layard, Rawlinson, Rich,
and Dieulafoy, made more serious efforts to document historic
evidence. The first two decades of the twentieth century witnessed
accelerated but much more systematic archaeological expeditions by
German, British and American teams. The foundation of an Iraqi
museum by the indefatigable Miss Gertrude Bell in 1923 was a trementhous
step and a milestone in the history of Mesopotamian archaeology. She
was also instrumental in the drawing-up of the first 'Antiquities Law'
of 1924, of which the Antiquities Law of 1936 was, more or less, a
revised edition. In spite of the fact that a considerable amount of
cultural property found its way to various European museums the
positive contribution of the West to the better understanding and
documentation of Mesopotamian archaeology should never be underestimated.

Since its foundation in 1923, the Directorate of Antiquities has now become
a large organisation employing some six hundred people of wide-ranging
skills. It has become the main establishment in charge of' protecting,
maintaining, and presenting both movable and immovable cultural property
in Iraq. Administratively, it is subordinated within the framework of
the Ministry of Information. Its organisational structure was laid out
by Regulation No. 46 of 1958 and is shown in Figure 33. As its title
implies, the basic function of the Directorate is the protection of
'Antiquities' - a term defined in the Antiquities Law No. 59 of 1936
as follows 2 (Appendix 1):
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"(Antiquities) - mean anything made or formed by the
hands of man before 1700 AD, and the year 1118 All,
such as buildings, caves, coins, sculptures, manuscripts,
and such objects as are illustrative of sciences, arts,
crafts, literature, religion, customs, morals, and
politics in past ages.

As a consequence of this somewhat arbitrary legal date most domestic
architecture, urban areas and buildings of modern historic or
architectural interest are unfairly excluded from legal protection.
A provision is, however, included in this law which makes it possible
for the Ministerial Cabinet to invoke an order to safeguard a
particular building erected after AD 1700:

"The council of Ministers may pass a resolution to the
effect that any building erected after the year 1118/1700,
shall be considered as an ancient building, if the Council
have reason to believe that its preservation is necessary
for public utility on account of its historical or artistic
value. Such resolution shall be published in the Government
Gazette and the building in question shall thus be reckoned
as an ancient building as provided for in this Law and shall
be subject to the provisions of the Expropriation Law."

An amendment, passed in 1974, made it possible for the Minister of
Information to use this provision on his own without involving the whole
Cabinet. This accommodation for more recent buildings is important,
but its use has been minimal. The author has failed to trace more than
a couple of cases where this provision was used. The Directorate deals
mainly with archaeological sites, ancient monuments, and movable
cultural property. The existing Law does not cover groups of buildings
nor urban areas of historic or architectural merit. The clear emphasis
on archaeology is, perhaps, understandable, but this does not even
extend to the important field of urban archaeology. Urban areas come
under the jurisdiction of local planning authorities and, although these
two aspects of heritage are inter-related, the official co-ordination
between them remains at a very minimal level.

The tasks facing the Directorate of Antiquities are enormous and require
correspondingly enormous efforts. It is beset by typical problems of
bureaucracy, inadequacy, and a general lack of authority. The existing
legal framework within which it is allowed to operate is hardly adequate
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MINISTRY OF INFORMATION

Directorate General of Antiquities*

Director

Deputy Director

Sections
1. Research and Protection of Antiquities and Sites
2. Museums and Exhibitions
3. Engineering and Mamtenance
4. Technical Laboratory
5. Publicity and Photography
6 Library
7. Diwan
8. Accounts
9. Supplies

FIGURE 33 THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF
THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF ANTIQTJIT

Source	 Directorate-General of Antiquities, R egulat ion
No. 40 of 1958 (first edition), Baghdad, 1967

NOTE.	 *The total number of its staff in 1977 is 601.
Out of this total there are 179 qualified archaeologists
of whom 12 hold Doctorates and 27 Master's Degrees.
There are three Sub-Directors in charge of research
into specific historical periods, Prehistoric,
Assyrian, and Islamic These figures were
collected by author in January 1977.
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to overcome these sorts of problems. The Antiquities Law of 1936
itself is now hopelessly outdated, over-generalised, neither providing
sufficient incentives for private owners of architecturally or historically
important buildings, nor sufficient financial penalties against
infringements. For example, article 55 provides for a punishment
to whoever destroys cultural property with imprisonment for a period
not exceeding one year, or with a fine not exceeding 200 Iraqi Dmars,
or both 5 . There is not a single provision for financial incentives
such as tax reliefs and grants to owners of important buildings to help
them meet maintenance costs. The present legislation is more biased
in favour of protecting movable cultural property, excavation of sites,
and traffic in antiquities, than with buildings and areas of cultural
interest.

Perhaps one of the most serious defects in the present legislation is the
fact that it does not provide for the preparation and mamtenance of a
national inventory of cultural heritage. It has already been shown that,
without such a basic prerequisite, the destruction of heritage will go on
largely ignored and even unnoticed. The listingof monuments and
buildings,and the designation of conservation areas will not, alone,
guarantee their survival. It is naive to believe so. But it will at least
make legally known what and where to conserve. At present, the
Directorate merely registers archaeological sites and monuments and then
announces them in the Official Gazette. Clearly, this should not be
confused with listing which involves, inter alia, grading, full documentation
and legal and other controls. Gazzola 6 , a well-known Italian
conservationist, affirmed the urgent necessity of the inventory in his
Unesco report about the question of protecting the heritage in Iraq

"The first task of the Directorate of Antiquities should be
to draw up an inventory of all immovable cultural property
(buildings and sites) to be protected, indicating the type of
protection to be considered, this would provide a clear and
exhaustive archaeological map of the country. Only when
this stage has been completed will it be possible to assign
a plate to the programme for the restoration and presentation
of the monuments and sites within the country' s overall
development plan.
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Other problems that reduce the capacity of the Directorate to cope
with its vast tasks include: the lack of an adequate number of
experienced and qualified staff; insufficient facilities for documentation
and research, and the lack of sufficient funds to finance the maintenance
or protection of a large volume of badly neglected sites and buildings of
cultural interest. While essentially prestige-projects, such as the
proposed reconstruction of Babylon, is allocated twelve million Dinars,
the annual budget of the whole Directorate itself is slightly less than
one point twenty-five million Dinars 7 (Table 23).

The lack of a coherent and consistent philosophy of restoration is another
glaring shortcoming of the Directorate. Numerous examples were cited
m the previous chapter which illustrated this particular form of loss of
heritage. Ill - considered, insensitive and speculative restoration can
be nearly as destructive as demolition itself. Too often, important
historical monuments and buildings have been 'restored' without adequate
historical bases as evidence, and new materials used in such a way as
to make them almost indistinguishable from the original. Bernard
Fielden8 , who is the Surveyor to the fabric of York Minster and a
distinguished conservationist, puts his views on preservation and
restoration:

"It is important to understand both the building and the reasons
for its preservation, the more important the building, the more
painstaking must be the background work, and the more likely
it is that individual decisions will have to be justified. The
mtegrity of a building as architecture depends on its design and
its fabric, full knowledge of which, in their primary and
secondary aspects, may require documentary research besides
physical examination and 'opening up'. A building may either
be conserved in its existing state, with secondary developments
reflecting the whole life of the buildmg, or conservation may
include restoration to a former appearance on the basis of a
design, which like an historical event, has to be reconstructed
from evidence "

Since the early decades of this century, the technological progress m
preservation and restoration has been considerable. The high degree
of scientific discipline and sophistication developed in museums'
laboratories and other research centres call for an equally consistent
and sophisticated approach to the question of the protection of the historic
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TABLE 23 Allocations of Five-Year Plan (1970-75) to Directora
General of Antiquities (Development Programme)

Operations
Total Allocation

Forecast
in I. D.

100,000

30,000

20,000

25,000

40,000

20,000
60,000

25,000

42,000

90,000

195,000

30,000

313,000

Allocations for
Year 1974/5

in I. D.

10,000

8,000

2,000

5,000
6,000

4,000
10,000

5,000

13,000

25,000

31,000

15,000

220,000

Totals	 677,000 I.D.	 134,000 I.D.

Source:

NOTES:

Directorate General of Antiquities, Baghdad

1. The sum of 12,000,000 Iraqi Dinars had been allocated
for the reconstruction of Babylon project by the central
government

2. The annual budget of the Directorate for the year 1974/5
was 1,242,230 Iraqi Dmars (Source: Sumer, Vol.30 (1974))
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built environment. In general, the principle of 'conservative repair'
should be followed in preservation This involves two essential
criteria:

1. That origmal fabric is sacrosanct and should not be damaged,
and that after removal of extraneous matter it should be
preserved so as to arrest the natural process of decay, and,

2. That any new material added for preservation or consolidation
should be distinguishable from the original so that the artistic
or historic evidence is not falsified.

The process of restoration, also a highly specialised technique and
involving the replacement of missing parts, must be preceded by an
architectural and historical study of the building, and must stop at the
point where conjecture begms. Restoration sometimes involves the
important question of what to do with the contributions of different
periods to a monument or a building. According to the Venice Charter
(Article 1i), the valid contributions of all periods to the building must
be respected, since unity of style is not the aim of restoration. In order
to minimise errors and reduce value-judgement, the evaluation of the
importance of such contributions and the decision as to what may be
destroyed or retained should not rest solely on the individual in charge
of the work.

"The revealing of the underlying (fabric) can only be justified
in exceptional circumstances and when what is removed is
of great (cultural value), and its state of preservation good
enough to justify the action. "10

It may be argued that these criteria are so self-evident that their
inclusion within the protective legislation is unnecessary. While this
may be true in general, it is also arguable that, in view of the numerous
ill-advised restoration work in Iraq, there is a real need for some sort
of statutory control over such operations. Of course, the lack of
adequate numbers of qualified and experienced restorers and conservationisi
is one important reason that can be attributed to this problem. It may
be more appropriate for the Directorate of Antiquities, therefore, to
concentrate its effort more on preservation than restoration. Moreover,
in view of the existence of a large number of sites, monuments and historic
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buildmgs that are in need of immediate attention, preservation is ideally
suited as a first-aid measure. Only when the Directorate manages to
increase its pool of technical human resources will it be in a position
to initiate a wide-scale programme of restoration. As for reconstruction,
this should be generally ruled out a priori. The proposed reconstruction
of the ziggurat of Babylon, for example, should be deferred in favour of
preserving the hundreds of threatened sites in the country.

The nature of ancient archaeological sites, which at present constitute
the majority of officially-registered immovable cultural property,
presents special difficulties. Here, the problem is not where to excavate
because there are thousands of unexcavated sites but, rather, how to
ensure the preservation of a site once it is excavated and exposed to the
elements. At present, Iraqi and foreign archaeologists fill the
excavations with sand, or just leave them open to the mercy of nature
which can be a 'destruction sentence'. Jedrezejewska 11 , reported her
deep concern at this particular problem and suggested.

"A paragraph might be added to present Laws of Antiquities
making the directors of archaeological missions responsible
for maintainmg the necessary equilibrium between excavation
and the amount of protection, so that no easily perishable
structures will be left exposed without treatment. In this
way we shall no longer encounter the 'tragedy of Nimrud'
and other places, a tragedy which will repeat itself in the
city of Seleucia, neatly cleaned this year (1968)."

She then rightly suggested that until methods for the stabilisation of
mud-bricks are finally worked out, all excavations should be stopped
immediately, and all the efforts and funds directed to the preservation
of sites already exposed. However, since her report in 1968, numerous
new excavations have been allowed.

Another restorative technique, anastylosis, the reassembling of
existing but dismembered parts, has also been extensively used by the
Directorate in several important sites, especially Hatra and Ukhaidhir.
The Directorate, according to several Unesco specialists on conservation,
has unwisely exceeded the use of anastylosis for reconstruction purposes.
Here, the restoration of a monument is justified providing it is carried
out systematically and expertly. The degree of restoration according to
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anastylosis is, however, still a matter of debate among conservationists,
but it should preferably stop where the original parts of the monument are
no longer found. Expressing his reservations about the restoration work
in Hatra, Gazzola reported12:

"It is not merely a question of anastylosis, as might be thought
at first sight, on the contrary, a great many new elements
have to be added before an original piece can be set up again,
and its original position is not always known with certainty.
The recompositions already completed (in Hatra) are rather
questionable and the work as a whole is liable to be criticised
by the specialists. The importance and renown of the site is
such that it is a centre of world attention."

One of the important tasks of any protective agency is the way
archaeological sites and historic monuments are presented to the public
as well as foreign tourists. As far as the presentation of movable
cultural property in museums is concerned the work of the Directorate
has been admirable. In contrast, its presentation of many important
sites and monuments deserves serious criticism. The majority of such
sites and monuments lack informative signs and routmg instructions,
and often museums are insensitively designed and badly located within
the archaeological area itself, e. g. Babylon.

The preceding critical analysis of the work of the Directorate leads to the
suggestion of several recommendations. At the administrative level,
there seems to be a real need for the creation of a separate section to
deal with preservation, restoration and presentation. This should help
to stop the existmg fragmentation of efforts among the various sections.
There is also a need for the setting up of a highly-qualified advisory body
to discuss, approve, or reject proposed works of excavation, preservation,
restoration and presentation The qualified staff required for these new
bodies could be recruited from other Iraqi sources such as universities,
or from Arab and other countries through bilateral or private agreements.

At the legislative level, there is an urgent need to revise the existing Law
of Antiquities. The new legislation should provide for the preparation of
a national protective inventory, including listing and grading of cultural
property; development control, including demolition control of listed
buildings and spatial intrusion of important monuments, tax reliefs and
other forms of incentives to owners of listed private property, and an
appreciable increase in the penalties against infringements.
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At the financial level, there is a real need for a considerable increase in
central government funds to the Directorate. Only then will it be able
to meet its ever-increasing responsibilities and attract the much-needed
skilled personnel. These general and other pertment specific
recommendations are elaborated in Chapter IX.

5. 3 Urban Planning Authorities

Urban planning and development control activities are carried out mainly
by the Directorate General of Planning and Engineering. This
Directorate, which is located in Baghdad, deals with all rural and urban
settlements in Iraq (Figure 34).	 The Capital itself enjoys a special
municipal status and its municipality and planning are discussed in
Chapter VII.

The highly centralised system of urban planning in Iraq means that local
municipalities have little role to play in the decision-making process
regarding their own environment. Urban planning itself is still widely
regarded by most municipalities as a 'design' activity, and the possession
of a 'master plan' is often seen as a kmd of panacea for the treatment
of their local problems. However, there has been an appreciable shift
towards a more realistic approach and, since 1970, economists,
sociologists, and regional planners have been recruited by the Directorate
in order to achieve this purpose. Nevertheless, physical planning in
Iraq is still largely unsynchronised with national development planning
nor is it based on any realistic fiscal policies.

Local authorities and municipalities expect master plans to lead to a
significant improvement and a quick solution to their urban problems.
They are soon dismayed at the lack of progress and discover that these
'paper' designs are too broad and abstract to be of any immediate value
Full of extrinsic and irrelevant Western planning notions, and not
co-ordinated with national and regional development programmes, they
often lead to more problems and bottlenecks than otherwise. The absence
of plannmg standards, lack of standardised 'module' ordinance survey
maps, lack of detailed statistical data, and above all, lack of detailed
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MINISTRY OF MUNICIPALITIES

Directorate General of Planning and Engineering*

Director

Sections
1. Administation and Personnel
2. Metropolitan Cities: Kirkuk, Mosul and Basra
3. Southern Region
4. Middle Region
5. Northern Region**
6. Statistics, Data and Programmes
7. Lands
8. Surveying
9. Research

10. Transport

FIGURE 34 THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE
DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF PLANNING AND
ENGINEERING. BAGHDAD

Source:	 Data was compiled by author in Baghdad,
December 1976

NOTES:	 *The total number of its staff is about 80, out of
which there are 26 qualified planners (engineers
and architects) and 5 non-engineer research planners.

**A new planning unit has been set up m Arbil with
2 planners to deal with the planning of the Kurdish
region of Iraq.
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planning legislation, all add up to produce an incoherent and bizzare
picture. Shafi, a United Nations planning consultant with five years

of experience in Iraq, reflected13:

In retrospect, I am incimed to reflect that planning
in Baghdad is akin to a dream sequence reminding one of
Alice in Wonderland. The institutional and administrative
framework, as well as fiscal planning, is yet unheard 0ftt

(personal communication, 1974)

The legal framework of planning in Iraq is mainly based on two
provisions: the Law of Municipalities No. 165 of 1964 and the Roads and
Buildmgs Regulations No. 44 of 1935 and Amendments. The Law of
Mumcipahties is primarily related to the procedural and administrative
aspects of local municipalities.

Only one clause is included in this Law that relates to the conservation
of historic areas. It calls on every municipality to take conservation into
account when preparing a master plan for its city14:

• . Designatmg road networks and organising the various
services so that modern growth ensures the conservation
of historic urban heritage of the city, with the necessity
of enhancing its beautiful townscape and buildings and
places of religious or archaeological sanctity. . .."

These few words represent the only legislation related to conservation.
The Roads and Buildings Regulations and the proposed Building Law
do not consider historic buildings or areas at all. Clearly, to believe
that the above-mentioned few lines are sufficient to ensure the
protection of heritage in Iraq is far too optimistic and naive.

The sporadic efforts of a few enthusiastic individuals within the
Directorate have led to the preparation, largely by foreign planning
firms, of one conservation study for the historic citadel of Arbil, and
development plans which included general conservation studies, for
Mosul, Basra and Kirkuk. These studies and firms were as follows

1. Conservation Study for Arbil's Citadel (1970)
Coin Buchanan and Partners, and Iraq Consult.

2. Development Plan for Mosul (1972)
SCET International (Paris), and Dar al-Imara (Baghdad).
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3. Development Plan for Basra (1972)
Liewelyn-Davis and Partners

4. Development Plan for Kirkuk (1973)
Doxiadis Associates

All of these studies have been submitted and although their concern with
conservation is very encouraging indeed, it remams to be seen whether
their plans will be implemented. So many studies have been shelved
in the past that it is legitimate to ask such a question. Arbil and
Karbala are two examples that are critically reviewed here: Arbil
as an example of a study prepared by a planning firm, and Karbala
as one prepared by the Directorate itself.

5. 3. 1 Arbil Citadel

The city of Arbil, whose name means the 'Four Gods' (Arba-Allu)
in Assyrian, is perhaps one of the oldest cities in the Near East.
The existing citadel (Qala'a) of Arbil is of considerable archaeological
mterest and many Assyriologists believe that its interior must contain
some significant ancient evidence. It cannot be excavated easily
because it is inhabited by more than 3,000 people today 15 . It is
roughly cirqular in plan, occupying an area of some eleven hectares,
and its height of about twenty-five metres gives it supreme physical
as well as visual dominance over the rest of the city. (Figure 35)

In 1970, the Iraqi architectural firm of 'Iraq Consult' was invited by
the Directorate and the (now defunct) Ministry of Northern Affairs to
carry out a tFeasibility Study' for the 'Preservation, Conservation,
and Revitalization' of the Qala'a of Arbil' 6 . The 140-page report,
which was jomtly produced with Cohn Buchanan and Partners, was
procured within a period of less than five months. However, it seems
that most of the actual field-work and the presentation was done by
three Iraqi architects, none of whom had any previous experience in
planning or conservation.
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FIGURE 35 THE HISTORIC CITADEL OF ARBIL

Source of Photograph: Aerofilms Limited
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The rather grandiose title of the report did not truly reflect the nature
and scale of the firms' effort. For instance, their conservation
survey, usually a key part m any conservation study, was in fact
conducted as a building survey that was concerned with the physical
condition of buildmgs within the citadel and not with their architectural
or historic interest. They claimed that because the citadel was almost
devoid of any cultural interest they had to resort to investigating
structural conditions and, incredibly, attempted to justify their
action as follows17:

"when dealing with a city which is rich in its variety of old
and valuable buildings, a highly sophisticated approach is
undoubtedly required; however, we feel the standards
adopted in such cities would be inappropriate in a place
like Qala'a. There are several reasons for this: from
our prelimmary investigations we found that, although
there were no buildings older than nmeteenth century,
against any set of criteria none could be classified as
satisfactory on all accounts... Thus, in our survey of
building condition, we were forced to use a fairly simple
system, in essence each building was classed as either
structurally adequate, madequate, or better than adequate."

Thus, their ill-conceived survey criteria resulted in the exclusion of
the majority of buildings of cultural interest purely on account of their
'structural inadequacy' or their not being older than the nineteenth
century. Consequently, only sixteen houses out of a total of five
hundred and fifty (2. 9%) were found to be 'better than adequate' and
also of cultural interest. There is nothing in the protective legislation
in Iraq to prevent a building which is built after 1700 from being legally
protected providing it is approved by the Minister of Information as
having definite cultural interest. In fact, by degrading the majority
of buildings within the citadel the consultants perhaps defeated the
very purpose of the study.

To revtalise the soclo-economic life of the citadel community, some
twenty new buildings were proposed, including a museum, a hotel,
shops, and the reconstruction of the South Gate to house a Kurdish
centre and an institute for historical research. However, the
consultants failed to indicate the specific location of these new buildings
and, instead, their plan (Figure 36) showed that the area to be
redeveloped would have probably involved the demolition of nearly
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eighty per cent of the typical 'before-and-after' sketches mdicatmg
the dramatic improvement of their proposals. The consultants
proposed that the displaced population (which would result from their
extensive redevelopment) should be rehoused by the government
outside the citadel or in subsidised housing within. Ironically,
they claimed that "selective conservation is best suited for the citadel
because it is more logical and in keeping with the aims of the study"18.
They recommended the establishment of a special section in the local
municipality to be in charge of impLementation whose cost was
estimated at three point four million Dinars in 1971. There was no
indication as to how the cost is to be met, nor any reference to the
legal aspects of their proposals whatsoever.

In conclusion, the study was too generalised to be of practical value.
It failed to document the historic buildings and called for a very
extensive redevelopment of the citadel. The report, which was
produced in English and not translated into Arabic, was understood
only by the few who could read it. Not surprisingly, therefore, it
was soon shelved and the citadel has even been allowed to fall into
further decay.

5. 3. 2 Karbala Old Town

Karbala is one of the historic cities in Iraq that possess very
important Islamic shrines which attract a considerable number of
pilgrims every year. Its known history began in AD 680 when
Hussain, the son of Imam Ali, was killed in a battle in this area.
He was buried here and, consequently, his grave gradually attracted
Shu. pilgrims from all over the Islamic World. This typically, acted
as a powerful incentive for permanent human settlements which made
Karbala a fully-fledged town. The existing old town is roughly
circular in shape, occupying an area of about fifty-seven hectares,
and of a diameter of about eight hundred metres. As with most other
historic Iraqi towns, Karbala was surrounded by high defensive walls
which also helped to contain its physical growth. (Figure 37)
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However, with the demolition of the walls in the 1920's the town
quickly expanded in its southern direction and modern development
was allowed to destroy much of its traditional historic fabric. As
usual, the main cause of destruction was large-scale and ruthless
new road and road-widening schemes. The physical and visual
dominance of the two historic mosques of Hussam and Abbas was
drastically reduced. The two mosques are now almost entirely
surrounded by multi-storey commercial and office blocks. Overcrowding
and poverty led to the acceleration of the decay and neglect of these
historic areas. An average population density of about four hundred
inhabitants per hectare has led the local authority to believe that the
mod ernisation of the traditional area was the only way to solve this
problem.

In 1956, Doxiadis Associates were asked by the Iraqi Government to
study the problems facing this town and propose a master plan for its
future development. It is not certain whether the brief, which was
prepared by the Development Board, contained any reference to the
protection of Karbala's heritage or not. It seems likely that it did
not. However, the total absence of any proposals regarding this
very important historic town on the part of the consultants was
unjustifiable. In fact, not only did they ignore its architectural and
historic heritage but, worse still, they strongly advocated the demolition
of most of the core'9:

"The existing conditions in the old part of the town where
congested habitation, lack of sanitary facilities, dilapidated
and very old houses, the resulting health conditions etc.
characterize it as one with the lowest standards in Iraq, a
standard which cannot be uplifted by the implementation of
any kind of amelioration activities without radical and
expensive measures."

It really is very curious how these consultants failed to appreciate any
architectural or historic value in the old town of Karbala. Perhaps
conservation was not in vogue back in 1958, but surely this particular
town with its obvious potential for pilgrimage and tourism, the richness
of its religious and vernacular architecture, represented a special
case for consideration. Perhaps this glaring failure was due to the fact
that the planners did not even conduct a survey of the old town or any
part of it.
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The foreign planners misread the essence of the traditional urban core
when they thought that it was too densely built-up. The town had to
be compact because it was confined within the old walls, and the high
residential density of the traditional layout was a logical solution to
hot, dry climates. It provided the maximum of shade and protection
from the fierce sun and the narrow alleyways were for pedestrians and
not cars. All this may seem elementary, but it is quite surprising
even today to find many planners wrongly interpreting the essential
character of the Islamic town20:

"These houses around the core of the city are compactly
built in the form of a solid building mass, haphazardly
criss-crossed by many narrow streets.., very old houses
and dilapidated houses which are built on very narrow
streets, a lot of which are dead-end, or on very small
plots, in many cases without a street frontage, result
m very high densities.., most roads are so narrow that
they cannot serve any traffic other than pedestrian."

The consultants recommended that the entire old town should change
its function and gradually become dedicated to religious functions only.
Naturally, this very impractical proposition was not implemented, but
it is fair to say that Doxiadis's plan was mstrumental in the loss of a
great many buildings of architectural or historic value.

By 1970, Karbala had been allowed to expand m so many directions
that is led the Directorate to prepare a new master plan. This new
plan provided for the protection of the old town but did not elaborate
on its detailed conservation. In 1974, the Governor of the Muhafadha
of Karbala approached the Directorate on the question of redeveloping
the historic fabric between the two main mosques of Karbala. The
main reason for this new proposal was not the protection of heritage
but "to create a direct physical and visual bond between the two mosques"
The real intention of the local authority was to demolish most of the
buildmgs that lie between the mosques irrespective of their value.
The Governor managed to muster central government support and was
allocated the sum of seven million Dinars to implement this project.

This massive but basically unnecessary project was given to only one
architect-planner working at the Directorate. In a 33-page report, he
proposed three different alternatives for the redevelopment of the
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prescribed area. This area covered some twenty-two hectares out of a
total of nearly fifty-seven which represents the area of the whole old
town 22 . Again, as was the case with Mosul, the study area represented
only a part of the total old town (Figure 37). This partial approach is
obviously contrary to the objectives of comprehensive planning and
should, therefore, be avoided especially when historic areas are
concerned. All three alternatives mvolved a considerable amount of
demolition only some of which was perhaps justifiable. But the most
serious defect of this project was the fact that it did not stipulate the
preparation of a conservation survey for the historic area. The only
survey that took place was a physical condition investigation which
classified buildings as good, medium, fair, and bad. This is akin to the
defunct Arbil conservation study, also based on a building condition and
not a conservation survey.

It is utterly mdefensible to carry out a major redevelopment programme
on one of the most historic and architecturally interesting areas m Iraq
without first having the detailed knowledge of what is involved. Karbala's
historic core possesses some of Iraq's finest examples of vernacular
architecture and the implementation of this proposal will inevitably result
in the destruction of a considerable portion of the historic area.

In conclusion, the Directorate of Planning and Engineering is still beset
by many serious, outdated and Westernised planning attitudes. It has
not proved itself as an effective guardian over historic towns in Iraq.
The existing urban planning legislation is hardly sufficient to deal with
the scale and urgency of present problems. There is an immediate need
to introduce new comprehensive urban planning legislation including
specific references to the question of urban conservation of Iraq's
historic towns. Historic areas should be surveyed, documented and
declared 'Conservation Areas'. All modern development and demolition
within these areas should be strictly controlled. The new legislation
should also make it obligatory to co-ordinate such activities with other
related government bodies such as the Directorate of Antiquities and
Awqaf. Finally, legislation alone cannot be sufficient and, unless it is
coupled with the determmation of Iraqi planners, supported by public will,
to protect their own heritage, it will have little or no effect.
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5.4 Mmistry of Awgaf

In Iraq and other Islamic countries, mosques, religious schools, and
most other buildings of religious significance, are usually owned by
the 'Awqaf' mstitution. According to the traditions of Islam, a 'waqf'
property, be it movable or immovable, is perpetually of God, inalienable,
not transferable, and any income from which is tied to the Awqaf as a
charitable investment for the good of the community (Figure 38).
Waqf endowment is probably unique to Islam and is said to have
originated since the days of the Prophet or even earlier23.

The increasmg accumulation of waqf property had inevitably resulted
in the development of detailed and comprehensive legislation to help
administer its vast volume. Under the Abbasids, certam judges
(Qudhat) were appointed for this purpose. The Ottomans consolidated
the institution of the Awqaf by even more legislation, administered it
from Istanbul with the local Wali acting as its effective head. The
endowment was officially recognised in a hand-written legal document
called 'Waqfiya', often elaborately inscribed with immaculate Arabic
calligraphy. The waqfiya usually included, among other things, details
about the original ownership and its date. Consequently, the availability
of this document is obviously very helpful for the architectural historian
and conservationist.

Today's organisation of Awqaf can be traced back to the days of the
British occupation of Iraq in 1917-1918. The British created an Awqaf
Secretariat in Baghdad and appointed Richard Coke, who had written two
books on the history of Iraq, as a consultant director. He served from
1918 to 1930 and played an active role in the restoration of several
important mosques and historic buildings in Iraq24 . In 1920, the
Provisional National Government established the first Ministry of Awqaf25
and, since then, there have been numerous administrative and
legislative changes almost corresponding with every change of government.
However, since 1970, the Awqaf has been directly linked to the Diwan of
the Presidency of the Republic and is now an important Ministry m its
own right.
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A. Charitable (Khairi)
	 B. Hereditary (Thin)

Endowed for charity such
	 Usually estates held over

as mosques, schools, 	 for the descendants of those
libraries, etc.	 making the bequest. This

type was dissolved in 1954
because it was used by the
rich families to perpetuate
their wealth and also to
evade taxes (Law 28, 1954)

Exact (Madhbut)	 Attached (Muihag)
Property admmistered by 	 Property administered by an
the Awqaf itself	 appointed private guardian

(Mitawali)

I	 I
Direct (Mubashir)	 Indirect (Ghair Mubashir)
Bequeathed by the real
	 Bequeathed by the Sultans

owners of the property	 in the past, or by the
government now

General Wagf (Aam)
Estates bequeathed to
charitable uses such as
mosques

Prophet's Wagf (Nabawi)
Property bequeathed to
the sacred cities of
Mecca and Madina and
their poor

FIGURE 38 THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF WAQF PROPERTY IN IRAQ

Sources:	 Kingdom of Iraq: Iraqi Directory, Baghdad 1936, p. 124
Directorate of Awqaf: Nashrat al-Awqaf, Baghdad, 1958,

pp 5-11
Republic of Iraq: Iraqi Directory, Baghdad, 1960, p. 269
Diwan al-Awqaf: The Awqaf m three years, Baghdad, 1974
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The Awqaf today is a large organisation employing well over two
thousand people of various skills and disciplines (Figure 39 ).
Its real-estate wealth must run into hundreds of millions of Iraqi Dinars
but exact figures are not available. It has been, since the early 1950's,
very busy building up its stock of commercial and residential blocks.
In Baghdad alone it was estimated in a United Nations report in 1971,
that it owns more than ten thousand dwelling units 26 . Its annual income
has increased from about three hundred thousand in 1946 to well over
two million Iraqi Dmars in 1976 (Table 24). Most of this income is
spent on the construction of new apartment blocks and staff salaries.
An examination of unpublished account records at the Awqaf, by the
author, revealed that only about sixty thousand Dinars was spent on the
maintenance of mosques (both modern and old) in Baghdad in 197527.
This somewhat meagre sum represents less than three per cent of
the total budget of Awqaf and clearly shows its scant regard for the
protection of Islamic heritage.

One of the most serious defects in the existing Awqaf legislation is
that they do not refer, in any way, to the vital question of protecting
historic religious architecture. It has never been stated clearly,
either in its laws or any other official Awqaf documents or guidelines,
that it has a duty to maintain faithfully the historic and architectural
authenticity of its buildings. In fact, the only reference to such issues
is found in the Law of Antiquities (article 7) which reads as follows28:

"Mosques, masjids, synagogues, churches, convents,
monasteries, and other ancient buildings, owned or constituted
in waqf, in the occupation of persons de facto or de jure
whether registered in Tapu or being of proved ownership or
waqf, either by legal deeds or by royal decrees, shall
continue to be in the occupation of the owners or the guardian
provided they are used for the purpose for which they have been
built, subject to the supervision of the Antiquities Department
from time to time. The owner or guardian thereof shall be
responsible for carrying out any necessary preservation or
repair work. Should the guardian or owner prove to be
incapable of doing so, the Department of Antiquities shall
carry out the necessary preservation or repairs, provided
that the owner or guardian abandons his right of occupation
to that Department."

This somewhat tough article has seldom been used by the Directorate of
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MINISTRY OF AWQAF*

A. DIWAN:	 Minister
Deputy Minister

B. AWQAF BOARD. 	 Seven Members

C. THEOLOGICAL BOARD: Six Members

D. DIRECTORATES. 1. Planning & Development**
2. Finance & Administration
3. Education & Religious

Inst itut ions
4. Information & Religious

Guidance

FIGURE 39 THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE AWQAF
MINISTRY (1977)

Sources:	 Law of Awqaf 78 of 1976
Official Gazette No. 2538 of 5. 7.1976, Baghdad,
Law of Budget of Awqaf No. 15 of 1976
Official Gazette No. 2513 of 9. 2. 1976, Baghdad,
Data on number of employees in Baghdad was compiled
by the author in Baghdad, December 1976

NOTES.	 *111 1976, the Ministry of Awqaf had some 2325 officials
and employees in all Iraq. In Baghdad alone, it had
167 staff mcludmg 19 engineers, and 65 workers and
daily employees.

**The details of the administrative structure of Awqaf
are found in Regulation No. 8 of 1977. However, as
far as mamtenance and restoration of waqf property
are concerned, this is the responsibility of the
Engineering Section which consists of the following
sub-sections: Design, proj ects outside Baghdad,
projects in Baghdad; and maintenance.
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Antiquities and, therefore, remains largely ineffective. The author's
conservation survey of Baghdad had revealed that the majority of
mosques, masjids, madrasas and tombs, are either very badly
neglected and decayed by the Awqaf, not protected by the Antiquities
under this article, or rebuilt entirely differently by the Awqaf.
Numerous examples have already been given m the inventory of lost
heritage which clearly shows that the Awqaf was the agent for
demolishing many a fine mosque in Baghdad.

The reasons for this irresponsible disregard for Islamic architectural
heritage by the Awqaf are varied. First, as is the case with other
'protective' agencies, it lacks the necessary skilled staff to carry out
the required preservation or restoration of its vast wealth of fine
buildmgs. The whole Ministry employs only nineteen engineers, none
of whom is qualified or experienced in Islamic or general architectural
preservation or restoration29.

Second, the Ministry is far more preoccupied with its modern buildings -
both commercial and residential - than the 'unprofitable' activity of
conservation. This fact was clearly demonstrated by the demolition
of Qaplani Suq 3 ° and by the meagre amount of expenditure which is
annually spent on restoration in comparison with its other activities.
Third, its existing laws and regulations do not even mention the question
of protecting the Islamic heritage. In fact, these laws do not apparently
recognise the existence of such heritage. Fourth, reasons such as
sheer ignorance, apathy, and even folly, must also be included here to
explain this tragic but avoidable destruction by the Awqaf.

To illustrate the glarmg madequacy of this Ministry, some examples of
serious defects are given. Smce its establishment in 1918, the Awqaf
has been in charge of administering and 'guarding' hundreds olmosques
and other very important historic buildings in Iraq. Yet, in 1977, it
has yet to prepare a documentative catalogue of such buildings. It does
not possess even the simplest form of systematic documentation of
these buildings, by photographs for example. It has not prepared a
single proper measured drawing for any of its mosques since its
foundation. Some mosques have 'files' but these sometimes include
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TABLE 24 The Annual Revenue and Expenditure of the Ministry of
Awgaf

Year	 Revenue	 I	
Expenditure

1946

1947

1948

1949
1950

1951

1952

1953

1954
1955

1956

1957

19 58/9
19 59/60

1976

312,045

338, 530

386,745

388, 132
400,146

396,120

425,781

468,304

434,672

443,887
408,412

470,360

599,010

690, 390

2, 173, 000*

238,889 I.D.

286,444

401,102

444,550

348,451

368,453

350,935

390,178
423,812
458,999

415,424

553, 500
9

7

2,158,000

Source:	 Directorate of Awqaf: Bulletin of Awgaf, Baghdad, 1958,
pp. 54-5, Iraqi Official Gazette No. 2513 issued on 9. 2. 1976

NOTE:	 *This figure includes the amount of I. D. 638,000 from
the Ministry of Finance
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only one basic sketch plan and hardly any other information that could
be of use to a future restorer.

The vast Awqaf library, which boasts thousands of rare books and
valuable manuscripts, contains only one book that refers to the mosques
of Baghdad, written by Alusi in 1903 and not by the Awqaf. The total
absence of any research mto the important issue of the preservation
and restoration of Islamic architecture in Iraq is very regrettable
indeed. The Awqaf does not possess a restoration workshop equipped
by a permanent team of skilled workers and restorers. Instead, most
T restoration' work is usually advertised as a tender and given to the
lowest bidder. Moreover, this trestorationt often means simply
demolishing the old buildmg and replacing it with a modern and entirely
different one. Thus, many historic mosques and buildings, together
with their authentic inscriptions, ornamentation, decoration, and also
furnishings, have been irretrievably lost.

In conclusion, the Ministry of Awqaf is a very rich organisation with
a very poor record. In its sixty years of official existence it has yet
to show its concern for the protection of its vast heritage of religious
architecture. There is an immediate need for the incorporation of the
protection of heritage in its legislation. Restoring and maintaining the
authenticity of its historic buildings should also be clearly and explicitly
stated either in its Laws or regulations and treated as a top priority.
Its good financial status gives it a rare opportunity to attract
conservationists from Iraq as well as other countries m order to set
up a specialist department in charge of its heritage. This department
should be equipped with photogrammetric and other documentative
apparatus to enable it to record its heritage accurately and speedily
and keep a constantly updated inventory of its cultural property m Iraq.

There is a real need to create a specialist workshop for training young
students and building workers in the skilled arts of Islamic architecture
and restoration. The training should include theoretical as well as
practical demonstrations of traditional building techniques, Islamic
ornamentation, calligraphy, and t kashanj t tile glazing. This workshop
should be augmented by recruiting the few surviving old master-masons
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(Ustas) who are best suited to transfer their rapidly dying skills to
young hands. This workshop could also be linked to a materials bank
for storing old buildmg materials and architectural elements for re-use
mstead of destroying them.

The creation of an Awqaf museum should also be contemplated. This
museum should not only exhibit the available rare copies of the Quran
and other superbly illuminated manuscripts, at present kept hidden in
the library, but also any detached waqf property of historic or
architectural mterest such as wooden minbars, mthrabs, glazed tiles,
carpets, and calligraphy.

Last, but not least, the Awqaf must be made aware of its tremendous
cultural heritage and its responsibility for its protection. Co-ordmation
and co-operation with other official protective bodies is a prerequisite
for a more effective and comprehensive approach towards conserving
the cultural heritage of the nation.
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5. 5 Tourism Administration

This official agency is also subordinated to the Ministry of Information
and is therefore administratively related to the Directorate of
Antiquities. Tourism in Iraq is a relatively recent and small activity
despite the long knowledge of the existence of numerous famous
archaeological sites and monuments as well as large areas of
outstanding natural and landscape mterest. According to a consultative
report on tourism in Iraq31 , the average number of non-Iraqi tourists
is about half a million per annum, of which Arabs account for nearly
eighty per cent 32 . The report also showed that since 1965 the flow of
tourists has been steadily increasing at an annual rate of four point five
per cent, but concluded that the Administration has not yet fully
exploited Iraq's potential for tourism.

In many countries, conservation is directly linked and planned with
tourism, but it seems that this obvious relationship is not well
recogrnsed in Iraq. It should be noted that the Tourism Administration
is not primarily concerned with conservation, it is neither legally bound
to do so, nor has it the skilled staff to fulfil its share of protectmg the
nation's heritage. Its main concern lies in the provision of accommodation
and information for tourists. However, in meeting these needs this
agency has hitherto shown little sensitivity or care towards the heritage.
Many important archaeological sites, historic towns and villages, have
been harmed by sporadic and insensitive development including hotels,
rest houses, restaurants and other social facilities designed in a modern
idiom totally unsympathetic with their historic surroundings. Babylon
and Ctesiphon are two tragic examples of this particular problem.

This agency must be made more aware of the fact that it is directly
beneficial to tourism to provide accommodation by upgrading and
restoring old buildings, to remove eyesores, and to clean up and enhance
historic areas. The encouragement of tourism, especially cultural
tourism, is a potent force which can help local communities to develop
a pride in the distinctive qualities that attract other people to their area.
This should not only help to invigorate the stagnant economy of many such
areas but could also gather more public support for, and participation in,
conservation.
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5. 6 Regional Centre for Conservation of Cultural Property in Arab States

In 1970, the general conference of Unesco adopted a resolution for the
establishment in Baghdad of an Arab regional centre for the conservation
of Arab heritage. The specific aims of this centre were stated as

33follows

"1. To train specialists and qualified persons in
preservation of cultural property,

2. To carry out experiments and research with a view
to finding solutions to problems of preservation of
cultural property in all Arab countries, and,

3. To establish a large library and a modern technical
laboratory.

The Centre, which was set up in 1972, is now administered by an
independent governing board consisting of representatives from:
the Iraqi Ministries of Information, Education, and Higher Education
and Scientific Research, each Arab state that contributes to the Centre,
Unesco; and any other international organisation that contributes to the
Centre. The Iraqi government provided the premises, furniture,
operating costs, and also promised to erect a new building for the

34Centre at a cost of 750,000 Dmars , and to pay for all Iraqi staff
and trainees. In turn, Unesco agreed to provide experts and technical
assistance, scientific equipment and textbooks, and offered ten grants
for students from member states.

The Centre has organised several courses since its foundation and
trainees came from various Arab countries. Lectures were given by
a number of well-known conservationists m Europe, and included
'The role of architects in the conservation of monuments and sites'
and practical visits and demonstrations. However, in its five years
of existence, the Centre has yet to recruit on a permanent basis even
one conservationist. In an interview with its Director 35 , the author
was told of the desperate need to recruit skilled and experienced staff
and of the need for photogrammetric equipment. Because of the lack
of architect or planner-conservationists, the emphasis so far has been
largely on preserving movable cultural property, notably manuscripts.
Very little has been, or is being, done to document or study immovable
cultural property. It is legitimate to conclude that, perhaps with the
exception of Iraq, the Centre has not yet received the whole-hearted
support of other Arab states.
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5. 7 Educational Institutions

Educational institutions can and should play an important role in
protectmg the national heritage and propagating the ideas of conservation.
Universities, which are usually equipped with large libraries and
techrncal laboratories, are perhaps especially suited to give courses
and research in conservation. However, only a few universities m the
world offer such specific studies, and the majority offer studies that
are closely related to conservation such as archaeology, architecture
and planning.

The College of Arts in Baghdad offers degrees and postgraduate research
in history and archaeology. Historical studies tend to be mostly related
to historic developments and specific events or characters and do not
include architectural history. The courses of the Archaeology Department
are generally more concerned with the specific technical aspects of
ancient archaeology, such as excavation and preservation of sites.
Very little is taught on the important field of urban archaeology and a
development in this direction is needed. Postgraduate research m this
College is similarly unconcerned with conservation or its closely related
topics. Out of the several hundreds of Master's thesis submitted here
only four were on architectural history and two on urban history36.

The School of Architecture (of the Engineering College) is another
important institution which can play a key role in popularising conservation
amongst architectural students. Here, restoration of historic buildings
is not taught and conservation remains absent from the syllabus.
Moreover, although architectural history is mcluded there is relatively
little emphasis on local and traditional architectural history or techniques
In this connection, Hassan Fathi, the internationally-known Egyptian
architect, rightly accuses Arab universities of neglecting the good lessons
to be taken from traditional architecture37:

"Arab architecture is completely ignored in the curricula
of design and theory of architecture and often considered
to be 'exotic' in general histories of the subject. The
result is continued, widespread examples of the most
inappropriate designs - witnessed in almost all cities of
the Near East, such as Cairo and Baghdad - while the
traditional buildings are being mercilessly demolished."
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One very good project, sadly discontmued a few years ago, was that
architectural students were obliged to prepare detailed measured
drawings of local buildings of cultural interest. These drawings are
now badly kept at the library and an appreciable number of them has
either been looted or damaged by bad storage. The author was allowed
to photograph most of them in 1975 and, since then, many have been
destroyed or lost when the library was moved to a new building.

The lack of co-ordination between the various protective agencies has
led to a wasteful fragmentation and duplication of their efforts to
record the heritage. For example, the historic Haidarkhana Mosque
in Baghdad has been independently measured and drawn by a student,
by a surveyor for the Awqaf, by another surveyor for the Directorate
of Antiquities, and by an Italian team of conservationists. This is an
awful waste of human effort and, in view of the scarcity of measured
drawmgs, these efforts could have been directed towards recording
other unmeasured buildings. It should be borne in mind that because
of the intricate and ornate nature of most Islamic buildings, it is often
difficult and time-consuming to prepare accurate measured drawings.
It is also important, therefore, to employ photogrammetric techniques
so that the finer details are faithfully and speedily recorded.

The Centre for Urban and Regional Planning (of the Engineering College)
was set up - with the help of Sheffield University Department of Town and
Regional Planning - in 1972 to offer graduates a two-year 'High Diploma'
course on planning. However, since its foundation, the Centre has had
an uncertain future. This is bemg caused mainly by the, perhaps
unreasonable, refusal of Baghdad University to recognise the Diploma
as a Master's degree, which would have made it more attractive to Iraqi
applicants. The present syllabus does not include conservation as a
subject in its own right and despite th]s defect it is encouraging to find
three theses on conservation in Iraq. This suggests the popularity of
conservation amongst students and it would be positively beneficial to
introduce it as a full subj ect. Other measures could include collective
student projects on conservation and the preparation of studies of certain
historic areas in the country. This Centre could also co-operate with
the Unesco Conservation Centre in Baghdad and organise joint seminars,
lectures and field studies.
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CHAPTER VI

BAGHDAD: ITS HISTORY AND MORPHOLOGICAL
EVOLUTION

6. 1 Introduction

A general review of the morphological evolution and development is
essential for the understanding and appreciation of the existing heritage
of Baghdad. It therefore follows that systematic and effective
conservation policies cannot easily be formulated nor can protective
measures be taken without a basic knowledge of the historic perspective
of the City and of the relevant documents and literature. Baghdad's
history can be divided into the following distinct periods:

1. Early Abbasid (762-946)

2. Buwaihid (946-1055) • Persian influence on Caliphate

3. Seijugid (1055-1152), Turkish influence on Caliphate

4. Late Abbasid (1152-1258)

5. Ilkhanid (1258-1338), Mongolian occupation

6. Jalairid (1338-1411)

7. Turkoman (1411-1468-1508), Black Sheep and White Sheep
Dynasties consecutively

8. Safavid (Persian). 1st Stage: 1508-1523
2nd Stage: 1529-1534
3rd Stage: 1622-1638

9. Ottoman (Turkish) 1st Stage: 1534-1622
2nd Stage: 1638-1917

.0. British Mandate (1917-1932)

Baghdad has had a long and disturbed history with much building at
times of emmance but great destruction in between, due to frequent
floods, fires, and devastation by conquerers but recently by the work
of developers. Whereas the earlier historical periods are scarcely
documented and from which very little evidence remains today, the
later periods, especially since the eighteenth century, are reasonably
well-known and documented and from them numerous books, travellers'
accounts, maps, and buildings survive (Tables 25-27) (Figures 43 to 50).
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6. 2 Historical Background

Available archaeological evidence suggests that the site of Baghdad
was occupied by various settlements long before the Arab conquest
of Mesopotamia. The famous 'Michaux Stone' 1 found by a French
physician living in Baghdad in 1780, referred to a Babylonian city
named 'Bak-da-du' in the twelfth century BC 1 . A legal document
of Hammurabi's time (1800 BC) and other Assyrian inscriptions also
refer to the same city2.

The region of Baghdad, located within the narrowest strip between the
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, was amongst the most fertile in the
Near East. Its strategic location commanded several important
trade routes as well as numerous navigable water canals. Other
considerations, such as climatic, political and economic factors,
were recognised by the Arab Abbasids who chose it for the site of their
new capital.

The second Abbasid Caliph, al-Mansur (762-775), began to build his
famous Round City (also known as 'Madinat al-Salam' or City of Peace)
in AH 145/AD 762. The city, which took some four years to complete,
was built on the west side of the Tigris between present-day Kadhimiya
and north of Karkh. So much has been written about it that it will
suffice here to describe its general form only. It consisted of three
concentric functional zones separated by three defensive walls and
intervallums (Fasils), and crossed by four roads radiating from the
Caliph's Palace and Mosque at the centre. The space between the inner
wall and middle wall was allocated for residential use and was divided
into four equal quadrants by vaulted markets (Suqs) which spanned the
full distance between these two walls. Security and tribal hierarchy
were so important that the residential quarters were apparently
allocated by Mansur himself on a strict and segregated tribal basis
(Figure 40).

The circular form of Baghdad was a remarkable example of town
planning but not an Arab imiovation as was suggested by some contemporary
writers. Circular cities, such as Hatra, Uruk and Madam, were not
unfamiliar in the Near East and could have influenced the architects of
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Mansur 3 . However, an interesting innovation was the L-shaped or
'broken' entrances of the four gateways of the city. These entrances
had been deliberately so designed as to force the attacker to turn his
direction to the left, thereby exposing his normally unprotected right
side to the defenders. It is of interest to note that this device was
also used m domestic buildings to provide privacy until the 1920's
when it was discarded in favour of a straight type of entrance.

The limited capacity4 of the Round City to accommodate future growth
inevitably resulted in gradual but vast extramural expansion. This
expansion first developed southwards but soon spread to the other side
of the Tigris. In 768, Mandi, the son of Mansur, was given a large
area on the east side of the river to lodge his large army. This
essentially tactical move by the Caliph was to have a lasting morphological
influence on later Baghdad. The new military settlement, which was
called Rusafa (not to be confused with today's historic core of Rusafa),
was located opposite the Round City and near the important shrine of
Abu Hanifa. By AD 946, the seat of the Abbasid government and centre
of gravity had shifted from the west side to the east side - a fact which
still persists today. Several surviving tomb-mosques and cemeteries
help urban historians to trace the spatial dimensions and functional
patterns of the city during this early period. These include:

Tomb-Mosque of Kadhimam (Quraish Cemetery)
Tomb-Mosques of Maaruf, Junaid and Hallaj (Shonaziya Cemetery)
Tomb-Mosque of Aadham (Khaizaran Cemetery)

The climax of Baghdad's history and material wealth was reached during
the reign of Harun al-Rashid (786-809) and his immediate successors.
During this phase, the eastern side extended from Shamasiya (now
Silaikh) to the southern boundary of Mukharrim (Figure 41). The
western side of the city grew in all directions but mainly south and
southwest and almost reached as far as al-Muhawal settlement.
During the early Abbasid period (762-946), Baghdad became one of the
most important capitals of the East and its intellectual functions were
actively supported by the Caliphs. The celebrated University of
Bailt al-Hikma was widely renowned as a centre for science and knowledge.
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Important works such as those by Herodotus, Ptolemy, Pliny and
Strabo, were translated into Arabic and later rediscovered by
Medieval Europe5.

The short-lived transfer of the Caliphate to Samarra by Mutasim,
which lasted for only fifty-six years (836-892), signalled the decay
of Baghdad. Because of Samarra's existing monuments and sites,
urban historians have been able to gain useful insights into Abbasid
architecture and planning, especially when no similar evidence exists
in Baghdad from this early period. When Mutamid returned from
Samarra to Baghdad in 892 he chose to live on the eastern side and
the western side was allowed to diminish m size and significance.

During this unstable phase, Mustam (865-866) fortified both sides of
the city by semi-circular walls but these seem to have been destroyed
by floods in the early decades of the tenth century. The eastern side
of the city included, inter alia, the pre-Islamic Tuesday Market
(Suq al-Thalatha) whose linear feature can still be traced in today's
commercial centre of Rusafa, and numerous outstanding Palaces such
as Taj, Firdaws, Barmaki, and Hasani. Most of these important
Palaces as well as other buildings were later surrounded by a
semi-circular wall and the enclosed area became known as Dar al-Khilafa
(Royal Precinct). The surviving minaret of the Mosque of the Caliphs,
though rebuilt several times, gives direct physical evidence of the
existence and site of this royal complex. (Figure 41)

The Buwaihid period, which lasted for about one hundred and ten years
(946-1055), was characterised by general unrest and weak government.
The city shifted gradually southwards and settled, much reduced in size,
roughly where modern Rusafa and Karkh are today. Floods destroyed
the Round City and the Walls of Mustam, while famines drastically
reduced the population 6 . However, several important buildings were
built by the Persian Buwaihids during this period. These included
several hospitals (Maristans) such as al-Adhdi; palaces such as the
Maaziya, built in 961 at Shamasiya, Munis al-Mudhafar Palace in
Suq al-Thalatha, and the Buwaihid Palace in Mukharrim near today's
Sarrafiya7.
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The Turkish Seljuqs who ruled Iraq for another century (1055-1152)
exerted a more lasting morphological influence on the city than their
predecessors. To this day, the existing form, function and spatial
distribution of the old city can be easily traced in Rusafa. The most
important physical feature, the defensive wall which surrounded the
eastern side, can now be identified by following the road pattern of
its outer areas. The wall continued to provide protection against
floods as well as attacks for more than eight centuries but was
unfortunately demolished by Midhat Pasha in 1869. The wall is
generally attributed to the reign of Caliph Mustadhi-ur who built it
between 1095 and 1118. During this Seljuqid period, the extramural
quarters of Shamasiya (Older Rusafa) and Mukharrim seem to have
been abandoned and then probably withered away or demolished. Three
bridges, constructed of boats, spanned the Tigris at its narrowest width.
The bridges, two of which were known as the Thalatha Suq and Bab al-Qarya
were later replaced by a single one moored to a location that was, more
or less, continuouslymaintained until its replacement by a modern iron

8	 9bridge in 1941 . The outstanding buildings of this period included

Nidhamiya Madrasa, built in 1066 and located in Thalatha
Suq. It lasted until the mid fifteenth century.

Sultan Mosque, built in 1092 and located in today's Alwadhiya
Abu Hanifa Madrasa, built in 1966 and still exists though m a

different and modern fabric
Muafaqiya Madras, later replaced by the existing Sarai Buildings
Tutushiya Madrasa, later replaced by Wazir Mosque.

The Abbasids soon recovered their power from foreign domination
and lasted for another century (1152-1258) which has been called the
Abbasid Renaissance. The famous Arab traveller, Ibn Jubair, visited
Baghdad in 1184 and his account helps to reconstruct some of its
physical aspects 10 . He wrote that in spite of the ruinous state of the
walled western side of Baghdad it still had seventeen self-contained
mahallas, each of which possessed its own hammams, suqs and mosques.
He also saw the Mansur's Mosque of the Round City, the Aadhdi Hospital,
and the Tombs of Karkhi and Kadhirnam. According to Jubair, the
eastern side had four gateways, over thirty madrasas, three friday-
mosques and many tombs including those of Abu Hanifa and of the Caliphs1.
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During the last decades of this period, the city was seriously damaged
by fires and floods, the worst of which was the flood that occurred m
121712. Despite this devastation, several buildings and monuments
exist today to witness the magnificent architectural achievement of the
Late Abbasid period. (Figure 42) These include:

Khafafrn Mosque (Minaret), built in 1202 (Inventory No. 49)
Zumarrad Khatun Tomb, built in 1202 (No. 410)
Karkhi Tomb-Mosque (Minaret), built in 1215 (No. 411)
Abbasid Palace/Sharabiya Madrasa, built m c. 1226 (No. 1)
Qumriya Mosque, built in 1228 (No. 467)
Mustansiriya Madrasa, built in 1234 (No. 40)
Sahrawardi Tomb, built in 1234 (No. 372)

Baghdad was captured and sacked by the Mongols in 1258. Led by the
fearful Hulago, they devastated a considerable part of its eastern side
and put to death as many as eight hundred thousand or more of its
population 13 . The Ilkhanid period that followed this destruction lasted
for some eighty years (1258-1338) and was marked by strife and
religious sectarianism. There are three known contemporary accounts
describing the city durmg this period, the most interesting and famous
of which is that of Ibn Battuta in 132714. Among other things, he
mentioned that the western side had thirteen mahallas, he also saw
Mansur's Mosque, the now ruined Aadhdi Hospital, and the Tombs of
Karkhi, Junaid, Siqti and Kadhimain. He described the eastern side
and mentioned the Thalatha Suq, Nidhamiya and Mustansirya Madrasas,
and the Mosques of the Caliphs, Rusafa and Abu Hanifa.

The overall pattern and function of Baghdad seems to have survived
the serious blow by the Mongols who, after their adoption of Islam,
repaired some of their damage and built new mosques, madrasas and
khans' 5 . During this period, the settlements of Aadhamiya and
Kadhimiya became more or less separate townships and contmued to
be so until the 1930Ts. Two buildings survive from this period:

Caliphs Mosque (Minaret), rebuilt in 1289 (No. 311)
Aquli Mosque and Madrasa, built around 1328 (No. 136)
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FIGURE 43 BAGHDAD DURING THE FLOOD OF 1374
ARTIST

Source:	 British Museum (enlarged and redrawn by Author)
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The Jalairid period, which lasted for seventy-three years (1338-1411),
was also marked by a disruption and decline of the city's social and
political life. It was twice sacked by the Mongol Timur the Lame in
1393 and 1401 and many of its fine public buildings were destroyed16.
Although the Jalairid mfluence on the city's physical development was
largely insignificant several buildings survive today which indicate the
sophistication of the local architecture of this period. These include.

Mirjaniya Madrasa/Mosque, built in 1356 (No. 159)
Mirjan Khan, built in 1359 (No. 65)

The earliest pictorial representation of the city that has been found so far
is an illuminated illustration by a Persian artist depicting Baghdad during
the flood of 1374 and shows the Bridge of Boats and numerous buildings
and mosques most of which are unidentifiable today (Figure 43).

From 1411 to 1508 Baghdad was ruled by the Turkoman so-called Black
Sheep and White Sheep dynasties consecutively. During this period, the
city seems to have suffered considerable decay and stagnation. This
was reported by Maqrizi 17 , who under the year 841/1437, wrote that

"Baghdad is rumed, there is no mosque or congregation,
and no market. Its canals are mostly dry and it could
hardly be called a city."

It again suffered more destruction by the Persian Safavids who occupied
the city on three different occasions during their bitter struggle with
the Ottomans from 1508 to 1638. Important Sunrn tomb-mosques were
burnt down, including those of Abu Hanifa and Gailani' 8 . Several
Europe.n travellers visited Baghdad during this period and their accounts
give a glimpse of its description and social conditions (Table 21). The
earliest detailed account of the city by a European was given in 1574 by
Dr. Leonhart Rauwolf, a famous Dutch physician and botanist19.

Another account was written by Pietro della Valle who visited Baghdad
20in 1616 . Tavernier visited the city in 1632 and again in 1651, and

he was the first to point out to Europe the mistake of referring to Baghdad
as Babylon 21 . His description, which was accompanied by a generalised
map of the walls of the eastern side (Figure 44), included the following22:
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FIGURE 44 TAVERNIER'S MAP OF BAGHDAD IN 1632

Source:	 Budge, By Nile and Tigris
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"The town is 1500 paces in length, and 700 or 800 in
breadth, with a circuit of three miles. The walls
are of brick, and are provided with great towers, on
which are sixty cannon, the ditch is five or six toises
deep (1 toise is about 64 feet). The town has four gates,
three on the land side and one on the river, the bridge
of boats, thirty-three in number There are five
mosques and ten khans, or public guest-houses
The population is about 15,000 souls.. U

Another pictorial map of Baghdad was prepared by Mitraqi who
accompanied the Ottoman Sultan, Sulaiman the Magnificent, during his
military campaign against the Safavids in 153423. This illustration is
important because it shows clearly the general layout of both sides of
the city, and some of the buildings shown in it are now identifiable
(Figure 45). It shows the eastern walls with their four gates
(Bab al-Talism is not shown for an unknown reason), the citadel on
the north-western corner of the eastern side, the bridge of boats, and
many conically-domed mosques including those of Gailani, Sahrawardi,
Zumarrad Khatun, and the mosques of Sultan and Karkhi. Several
important monuments and buildings survive from this period, including
the following:

Kadhimam Tomb-Mosque, built in 1534 (No. 577)
Gailani. Tomb-Mosque (Dome), built in 1534 (No. 355)
Abu Yousif Tomb-Mosque, built in 1535 (No. 479)
Zurur Khan, built in 1534 and now in a very neglected

state (No. 59)
Muradiya Mosque, built in 1566 (No. 107)
Wazir Mosque, built in 1600 but rebuilt several times (No. 12)

During the long Ottoman rule, which lasted for nearly three centuries
(1638-1917), Baghdad continued to lose its former status as an important
capital but essentially maintained its overall morphology and social
structure. Ethrnc conflicts and religious sectarianism intensified and
both were reflected spatially on the identity and distribution of
residential mahallas. The Turks, who represented the ruling class
and were of the Sunrn Muslim sect, lived mainly in the northern parts
of the eastern side of the city because of their proximity to the military
citadel and centre of power, e.g. , Haidarkhana, Barudiya and Maidan.



FIGURE 45 MITRAQPS MAP OF BAGHDAD IN 1534

Source:	 Jawad et al, Baghdad
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In contrast, the Shii Arabs and Persians lived mainly in Kadhimiya, while
the Sunni. Arabs lived elsewhere but especially in Karkh and Adhamiya.
The Christians lived mainly in Ras al-Qarya and Aqd al-Nasara, a self-
contained mahalla where three churches are still located. The Jews
occupied the Tawrat mahalla located north of Suq al-Ghazil and adjacent to
the important commercial centre of Suq al-Shorja (formerly al-Rihaniyin)
(Figure 55). For security reasons, some of these mahallas had their
own walls and were controlled by main gates. For example, the Tawrat
Jewish mahalla was "protected by great wooden doors, which were shut at
sundown, and fastened with massive bolts. ,,24

European travellers of this period are numerous (Table 26 and 27) and
their accounts often include maps, illustrations and other topographical
data. The most important description of the city in the eighteenth century
is that of Niebuhr who visited Baghdad in 1765. He also prepared the first
scaled map of the city and copied most of the Arabic inscriptions of its
principal monuments 25 (Figure 46). The following is a summarised
version of the relevant references to the city26:

t v Baghdad lies on the east bank of the Tigris, and is governed by
a Pasha of the first rank. On the other side there is a wall,
much of which is in ruins. The town proper, which is close to
the river, and the part containing the Sarai or Palace, and the
Bazaars, are well built. The streets are narrow, and the bazaars
roofed over, and at night many of the streets are closed. The
houses are built of burnt brick, are tolerably high, and have few
windows looking into the streets Each has a sirdab, or cellar,
beneath it, in which the inhabitants take refuge from the heat in
summer. On the north-west side is the Gate of Bab al-Muadham.
On the north-east are the Gates of Wastani and Talism. The
latter was built by Caliph Nasir in 1221, and when Murad IV
passed through it after his capture of Baghdad (m 1638), it was
blocked up, and has not been opened since. There was also the
Gate of the Bridge of Boats. There are ten large towers or
bastions on the city wall and several small ones. The Takyas
are numerous and were founded by several different orders of
dervishes. The Tigris near the city about 600 feet wide.
The Bridge consists of thirty-four small boats chained together,
but the floods sometimes sweep it away. In Western Baghdad
there are many gardens (Basatin), and the northern half of it
represents a part of the oldest city. In Baghdad there are
twenty mosques with minarets and a great many without.

The importance of Niebuhr's map lies in its contents and its scale. -
Previous maps have all been too generalised and drawn as an illustration
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rather than as an accurate representation of the city. The Citadel,
a prominent feature since the fifteenth century or earlier, is clearly
shown with its walls and towers. It has always served as the place
for army headquarters and is still being used by the Ministry of Defence.
Its walls, however, have all been demolished except for a small section
on its north-eastern corner (Inventory No. 15). The street pattern in
the map closely resembles that of early twentieth century Baghdad.
Many of the streets and features shown exist today, for example, Maidan
Square, the Sarai and its Street, the Suqs Area, some elements of
today's Rashid Street, Mustansir Street and Gailani Street. This
confirms that Baghdad' s urban structure has been largely static since
the twelfth century. Its overall morphology changed very slowly through
six centuries and only began to change rapidly after the First World War.

The system of government of Baghdad, which roughly resembled
Constantmople's, consisted of the Pasha (Wali) who held supreme
local power, a Minister (Katkhuda or Kahya) as the head of admmistration,
a Daftardar in charge of finance, a chief of the chancellory (Diwan
Efendisi); and a Majlis (Council) which included the Qadhi (Judge) as

27the head of the judiciary . However, the 'High Porte' was the real
power because it appointed the Wali in the first place. The political
changes, intrigues and coups, were so frequent that the welfare of the
city and its population was often neglected. From 1638 to 1704 (sixty-six
years), Baghdad was ruled by not less than thirty-four different Walis,
giving an average term of office of less than two years for each Wali28.
However, the building and repair of mosques received some attention
and so did the defensive walls (Table 25).

The first decase of the eighteenth century witnessed an intensification
in the conflict between the urban government and the hostile Arab tribes
who controlled the countryside. The appointment of Hassan Pasha in
1704 inaugurated the Mamluk (Slaves) phase which saw the excessive
power of the janissaries checked and the tribes pacified. Nadir Shah,
the Persian Monarch, attempted twice to capture Baghdad in 1737 and
1743 but failed to achieve his objective largely due to the skilfulness
of Ahmad Pasha. During the reign of Sulaiman Pasha (1748-1761), the

29Mamluk rule was consolidated and recognised by the Sultan . In 1766
the first British Residency was established marking the beginning of the
British influence on the city.
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TABLE 25 Architectural and Urban Contributions of Ottoman
Rulers in Baghdad between 1534 and 1917

Ruler

Sultan Sulaiman
(1534)

Murad Pasha
(1569-1570)

His Main Architectural and Urban Contributions

Built a new dome for Abu Hanifa Mosque, a
khan, hammam and shops nearby, and restored
the madrasa of the Mosque. Completed the
restoration of Kadhimain Mosque and rebuilt
Abu Yousif Mosque in Kadhimiya. Restored
the Sarai Buildings and built the existing
Zurur Khan

Built Muradiya Mosque

Sinan Pasha	 Built Gghan Khan near Mustansiriya	 I

(1590)	 now almost totally replaced by Suq Danial.
Restored Khafafin and Asifi Mosques.
Restored Gailani Mosque and built its dome

Hassan Pasha	 Built Wazir Mosque in 1597. It was the
(1597-1600)
	

largest mosque in Baghdad

Sultan Murad IV	 Restored Abu Hanifa and Gailani Mosques,
(1638)	 and built Qalaa Mosque in the Citadel

(Kuchuk) Hassan Pasha	 Built three more towers for the walls of the
(1638-1639)	 city and consolidated the walls

Dali Hassan Pasha	 Restored Qumriya Mosque in Karkh
(1644)

Khasaki Muhamad Pasha Built Khasaki Mosque in Ras al-Qarya
(1656-16 58)

Silandar Qara Mustafa	 Restored Abu Hanifa and Sahrawardi Mosques.
(1650-52, 1664, and
	 Restored the bund which surrounded

1666-16 70)
	

Aadhamiya township

Silandar Hussain Pasha Built Mustansiriya Suq and Hussain Pasha
(1671-1674)	 Mosque, and restored Karkhi Tomb-Mosque

Qaplan Pasha	 Built Qaplaniya Mosque in 1676
(1676-16 77)

Silandar Omar Pasha	 Built Omariya Madrasa adjacent to Qumriya
(1677-81, 1683-86,	 Mosque m 1672, and a new dome for Hussain

and 1687-89)	 Pasha Mosque. Restored Abu Yousif and
Karkhi Mosques

Continued...
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TABLE 25 (Continued)

Ruler	 His Mam Architectural and Urban Contributions

Ibrahim Pasha	 Built Sayid Sultan Ali Mosque in 1681
(1681- 168 3)

Katkhuda Ahmad Pasha Built Fadhil Mosque
(1691-1693)

Ismail Pasha
(1690)

Hassan Pasha
(1704-17 23)

Sulaiman the Great
(1780-180 2)

Daud Pasha
(1816-1831)

Midhat Pasha
(1869-1872)

Hassan Pasha
(1891-1896)

Nadhim Pa sha
(1910-19 11)

Khalil Pasha
(1916-19 17)

Built Ismailiya Mosque, also known as
Wafaiya Mosque

Rebuilt Sarai Mosque, also known as
Jadid Hassan Pasha Mosque

Built Sulaimaniya Madrasa and Sarrajm Suq.
Restored Abu Hanifa Mosque and the walls
of the eastern side, and built new walls for
Karkh. Built the Sarai Buildings. The Mosque
of Ahmadiya was built by his Minister,
Ahmad Kahya in 1796

Built Haidarkhana Mosque and three Madrasas.
Restored Azbaki Mosque and the Suqs

Built the Municipality Building, a hospital,
several schools, a clothing factory at Abakhana,
and a tramway between Karkh and Kadhimiya.
Converted Aliya Madrasa into the Sam School.
Completed the Sarai Buildings. Demolished
the walls of Baghdad but kept the Gates.

Set up a new bridge of boats in 1899

Built new bund to protect Eastern Baghdad
from floods

Built new Khalil Pasha Street, now known as
Rashid Street

Sources:	 Jawad and Susa, Dalil, Coke, Baghdad, Azzawi, Tarikh
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The reign of Sulaiman the Great (1789-1802) was noted for its stability
and building. Similarly, the rule of Daud Pasha (1816-1831) was noted
for its prosperity and security 30 . He built three important mosques,
several madrasas, suqs, and restored numerous other buildings
(Table 25). The fall of the Mamluks was aided by the terrible flood
and plague of 1831 which claimed thousands of lives and destroyed
over seven thousand houses31.

The detailed report and survey of Baghdad by Felix Jones in 1853 is
perhaps one of the most outstanding urban analyses ever taken for an
Arab city in the nineteenth century32 . This extraordinarily accurate
and systematic work was not only prepared by a distinguished surveyor
but also by a man of supreme patience and intimate knowledge of local
conditions. His map (Figure 47) shows almost every important urban
and architectural feature, the defensive walls on both sides, and most
of the roads in the city. He also included a panoramic view of the
river-front for either side and indicated the names of features on them.

According to Jones, the area enclosed by the walls of the eastern side
was 591 acres (236 hectares), while the area for the western side was
146 acres (58 hectares) 33 . The eastern walls, which had seventeen
large towers and a hundred smaller ones, were 10,600 yards (9,688 m.)
in circuit and provided with loop-holes for musketry. The eastern walls
consisted of thirty-one small towers and were 5,800 yards (5, 300 m.)
in circuit. In all, Jones named the following34:

63 Mahallas in the eastern side
25 Mahallas in the western side

309 Alleyways (Aqds) in the eastern side
55 Mosques in the eastern side
35 Mosques in the western side
47 Suqs in the eastern side
39 Khans in the eastern side

105 Coffee-Shops (Qahwas)
15 Hammams
7 Takyas

Although Jones unfortunately omitted Kadhimiya and Aadhamiya -
probably because they were not regarded as part of Baghdad at the time -
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his study is, nevertheless, surprisingly relevant today. Many of
the names and places he mentioned in 1853 are still being used: out
of the eighty-eight mahallas he mentioned, fifty-four are present,
out of the ninety mosques named, sixty-two exist today, though much
restored or rebuilt since then., In contrast, the hammams, khans
and suqs mentioned have now mostly gone: from the fifteen hammams
only three survive, from the thirty-nine khans only two remain and
the rest were either taken over by shops, or simply demolished, from
forty-seven suqs only fifteen survive while nearly all the coffee shops
have now disappeared.

As was mentioned earlier, Baghdad's morphology from the twelfth
century to around 1860 has been largely static. The few changes that
have taken place occurred mainly around the peripheral intramural
zones, but more significantly, in the extramural areas immediately
above and below the eastern city. The reasons for this can be attributed
basically to the city's flood defences. First, the foundations of the
riverside buildings on both banks of central Baghdad have effectively
checked the erosion and overflow of the Tigris while, in contrast, the
meanders of the river near Kadhimiya and Aadhamiya have been changed
appreciably since the Abbasid times. Second, the defensive walls,
which surrounded both sides of the city and had their ditch linked with
the river, provided reasonable, though inadequate, protection against
flooding. Consequently, the size of the city was physically limited by
these necessary walls, and the ground level of the populated areas
gradually rose as the crumbled residue of previous occupations was
built over 35 . In some localities the level rose between one and eight
metres 36 . Jones's map shows that only about half of the enclosed area
of Eastern Baghdad was occupied by buildings, while the rest was
cultivated, excavated for bricks or, exceptionally for a Muslim city,
used for intramural cemeteries37.

Between 1860 and 1914, Baghdad underwent a series of Western-inspired
modernisation schemes by two energetic Pashas, Namiq (1861-63) and
Midhat (1869-72). The most significant change that occurred during
this phase was the demolition of the old walls of the city. Midhat, who,
incidentally, left the four Gates undemolished, intended to build
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French-style 'boulevards' in place of the wall but only managed to complete
a few stretches of roads. This resulted in exposing the city to the
dangers of flooding but also opened the way for further expansion which
first began to take place north of the Citadel. Other important works
during the reign of these two Pashas are shown in Table 25. (Figure 48)

Nadhim Pasha (1911-12) built a new earth bund around eastern Baghdad
to protect the city from floods. This bund started from the extreme
northern part of Aadhamiya (Silaikh), surrounded the city proper at
about four kilometres away from the old walls, and ended at the southern
area of Karrada 38 . The large area enclosed by this bund was designed
to allow expansion m all directions. With German help, Nadhim also
opened a road from Bab al-Sharqi to the central Suqs Area. It was
widened and extended later to Bab al-Muadham by Khalil Pasha in 1916
who called it after his name. It became known as New Street by the
British and then as Rashid Street by the Iraqis, and is now the most
important commercial street in the city. Another significant morphological
factor was the linking of Baghdad to Europe by rail. Just before the
outbreak of the First World War, German engineers completed the
coimection and founded the nucleus of today's extensive railway yards,
station and residential development in Karkh 39 . (Figures 49 and 50)

The failure of Nadhim's bund to withstand the floods of 1911 led the
British, who occupied the city in 1917, to construct yet another bund.
This second bund started also at Silaikh, utilised the existing earth
embankments of the ditch which surrounded the old walls, engulfed the
new military camp of Hinaidi (now Rashid), and ended at Diyala River.
The security offered by this new bund extended the 'urbanisable' land
and initiated the linear expansion of the city along the Tigris. Aadhamiya,
which had hitherto maintained its six centuries long isolation, now began
to be integrated with Rusafa. No such protective measures were
necessary for Karkh because of the existence of two bunds, one of which
was built by the Germans for the railway, and the other was offered by
the raised level of Ramadi Road40.

The British population, who lived mainly near their Residency in Sinak
mahalla, began to occupy the areas just south of Bab al-Sharqi.
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They soon developed it into an exclusive British colony, set up messes
for their army officers, built a large club (now the Alwiya Club), and
even used the Abbasid Gate, Bab al-Sharqi, as their 'St. George's' church.
The openmg of the pontoon Maude Bridge in 1918 linked Salhiya on the
western side to Abakhana on the eastern side, and eventually resulted
in the shift of the British Embassy and colony to Salhiya.

The western influence on the local urban and architectural environment
has been considerable. The new residential developments were now
based on regular grid-iron layouts, such as Sinak, Batawiyin and Saadun.
These new mahallas reflected a definite shift, and later a departure,
from traditional vernacular architecture and town planning. The inner
courtyard, which had been persistently used for millenia, first began
to lose its popularity as street windows on ground floor rooms became
socially acceptable, and was later discarded altogether. The new streets
were now wide and uniform, and were not designed for pedestrians but
rather for horse-drawn carriages (Arabanas) and motor cars. New
constructional techniques, some of which were imported from British
India, such as the so-called 'jack-arch' which involves the use of
I-section steel joists to support shallow brick vaulting, became the
most widely used method for roofing until the late 19 50's when it was
superseded by remforced concrete. This particular technique is a
useful criterion for dating traditional houses and other buildings m Iraq
from external evidence because it gives a rough date of 'not before 1917'.

In conclusion, apart from other factors which affected the city, the walls
and the Tigris must be singled out as the most significant. The walls
severely limited its capacity for growth and helped, therefore, to maintain
its stagnation since the twelfth century. The Tigris ., affected not only its
overall imearity, but also threatened its very existence. Consequently,
protectmg the city against flooding was a paramount consideration. The
demolition of the walls in 1869, therefore, marks a fundamental
morphological change in the city's long history, and allowed its lateral
expansion which took a sudden acceleration within the last three decades.
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TABLE 26 Travellers, Writers and Artists with Accounts on Baghdad
from 800 to 1899

Date	 Authors of Accounts (with date if known)

800-899	 Ibn Taifur (d. 893), Ibn Khurdaba, Balathuri,
Qudama; Ibn Batriq, Yagubi (891)

900-999	 Surhab (900), Ibn Serabion (908), Ibn Rusta (902),
Ibn Faqih (903), Masudi (940), Istakhari. (951),
Hamza Isfahani, Tanukhi (970), Ibn Hawqal (978),
Maqdisi (985), Ibn Mishkawaih, Waqi (d. 918),
Tabari (910), Naftawaihi (d. 935), Arib, Aghani,
Fihrist, Shabushti.

1000-1099	 Khatib Baghdadi (1058), Mawridi, Sabi, Nasir
Khisraw, Imad al-Din, Bakri, Zumakhshani,
Ham adani

1100-1199 Samaani, Iskandari, IbnJawzi, Attar, IbnJubair
(1184), Khaqani (1136), Benjamin of Tudela (1160),
Sibt Ibn Jawzi (d. 1200)

1200-1299	 Yagut Hamawi (1226), Dubaithi, Ibn Najar, Dimishqi,
Ibn Khaliqan (1256), Ibn Taqtaqa, Barhebreaus,
Marco Polo, Chang Te (1259), Ibn al-Athir

1300-1399	 Ibn Abd al-Haq (c 1300), Anon. Marasid (c 1300);
Rashid al-Din (1310), Ibn Battuta (1327), Ibn Furat,
Abu al-Fida, Abu al-Faraj, Mustawfi (1339),
Dhahabi; Safadi, Ibn Badis, Ibn Rafi, Fakhri. (1300)

1400-1499	
I 

Sharaf al-Din, IbnTaghribidi, Mirkhawand, Siyuti

1500-1599	 Tadifi, Mitraqi (1537 map)l Caesar Fedirigo (1563),
Leonhart Rawoif (1574), Ralf Fitch (1583), John
Eldred (1583), Sir Antony Shirly (1599), John Newbery
(1580), Balbi (1580)

1600-1699	 Hap Khalifa (1657), P. Teixeira (1604), Bandanigi,
John Cartwright (1613), Pietro della Valle (1615),
Tavernier (1632 and 1651), Ewlia Celebi. (Chelebi)
(1656), Thevonet (1664), Dapper (1680), Vincenzo
da Siena (1656), Maundrell (1697-99)

1700-1799 Murtadha Nadhmi (1700), A. Hamilton (1721), Amin
Umari, Richard Pococke (1743-45), J. Otter (c 1748),
E. Ives (1754), Captain Elliot (1757), Niebuhr (1765),
Samuel Evers (1779), Joseph Beauchamp (1782); James
Capper (1779), Donald Campbell (1796), Dimishqi
(1726), Burckhart (1776), Parsons (1775),
G. A. Olivier (1796-97), J. Otters (c1745)

Continued.
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TABLE 26 (Continued)

Date	 I	 Authors of Accounts (with date if known)

1800- 1899 Thabit Afandi, Mulla Rasul, Midani, Basri, Bustani,
Mirza Abu Talib Khan (1803), Jaubert (1806),
Rousseau (1808), Dupre (1808), Claudius Rich (1808),
Buckingham (1816), Heude (1817), Gaspara Balbi
(1817), Ker Porter (1818), Munshi Baghdad (1822),
G. Keppel (1827), Texier (1830), J. Welisted (1830).
J. B. Fraser (1834), W. Ainsworth (1836),
A. N. Groves (1830), H.Southgate (1840); Lynch
(1841), E.Flandin (1841), de Costa (1841),
B. Poujoulat (1841), J. Fletcher (1850), F. Hoefer
(1852), Felix Jones (1853), A. Lychiama (1867),
F. Webb (1870), Anne Blunt (1878), G. Geary (1878),
Tristam Ellis (1869), Mignan (1821), Kinneir (c1810),
Dieulafoy (1881), Henry Binder (1887), H. Cowper
(1894), C. Sachau (1897), Pasons, Aucher, Eloy,
Ritter, Oppert et al, Thielmann, Ernouf, J. Heer,
Jeannier, Mez, Chilet, Mignot, Yasin Umari,
Petermami (1856), J. Peters (1897), H. Geere (1890),
Layard (1887), William Fogg (1874), Loftus (1857),
W. Andrew (1857), M. Wagner (1856), Chesney (1850),
Ritter (1844), Fowler (1841), Bensch (1838), Sir Henry
Budge (1888), Rawlinson

NOTES:	 Underlined names indicate works of particular interest to
the urban history or topography of Baghdad
Names of travellers and authors were compiled from
numerous sources such as books and bibliographies
The dates shown are of travel or writing and not of
publication.
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TABLE 27 Data on Ba	 d obtained from Travellers and Writers

Sources and Date	 Main Data on Baghdad

Istakhari (940)	 City Area of both sides (east and west)
25 sq. miles (64. 75 sq. km .)

Khatib (1058)

Ibn Jubair (1184)

City: Area ofE.B. 27,000 Jaribs (33 sq. km .)
Area of W.B. 16,750 Jaribs (20 sq. km .)

Buildings: Six Friday mosques, and the rather
exaggerated figure of 60,000 harnmams

City: E. B. dommant, W. B. largely ruined but
surrounded with its own wall with four gates,
and had 14 mahallas.
Buildings. 11 Friday mosques m all, three of
which were in E. B. Thirty madrasas in E. B.
He was told of 2,000 hammams in the city

Yaqut (1226)	 City Main street m E.B. was Aadham, the
contmuation of the Tuesday Suq. Dar al-Khilafa
occupied nearly one third of E. B. Old Rusafa
(near today's Silaikh) was walled and had its own
mosque. W. B. had its own walled quarters.
Buildings. He mentioned the Mosques of Abu
Hanifa, Mansur, Kadhimam; and Dar al-Khilafa
and Shoniziya Cemetery.

Ibn Battuta (1327)

Mustawli (1339)

City: His account of Baghdad is largely based
on that of Jubair. Both sides were walled.
Reported two bridges.
Buildings: Did not give number of mosques but
mentioned the Mosques of Mansur, Rusafa and
Sultan (all non-existent now). He saw Mustansiriya
Madrasa and gave interesting details about hammams.

City: His account again resembles that of Jubair.
Both sides were walled, the circuit of E. B. wall
was 18,000 paces and had four gates, the circuit
of W. B. was 12,000 paces and had two gates, and
of Kadhimiya 6,000 paces.
Bualdmgs. He reported seeing the Mosques of
Kadhimain, Abu Hanifa, Gailani, Karkhi, the
Tombs of the Caliphs and that of Ibn Hanbal

Texeira (1604)	 City: Between 20,000 and 30,000 houses in all
Baghdad

Contmued...
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TABLE 27 (Continued)

Celebi (1655)

Niebuhr (1765)

Main Data on Baghdad

City. Wall of E. B. was about 5 km. in circum.
and built-up area was about 30 hectares. The
ditch 6 toises deep (about 38 ft. ) • and had four
gates. He prepared a sketch map of city,
population 15,000.
Buildings: There were five main mosques and
ten main khans m Baghdad.

City. Wall circuit for both sides was about 11 kms.
Ditch was 60 Dhras m width and was connected to
Tigris.
Buildings: Nine main mosques and numerous small
ones, two madrasas, 700 takyas, two good khans,
500 hammams, eight churches and three synagogues.

City : Wall circuit for E. B. 3. 2 km. with ten large
towers and many small ones. He included a
scaled map of the city.
Buildings: Twenty main mosques and numerous
small ones, 22 khans and 20 hammams. He
described many important buildings including
Gates, Citadel, Sarai, Mustansiriya, and the
Mosques of Gailani, Abu Hanifa, Kadhimam,
Karkhi, Zubaida, Bahlul Dana and Yousha.

Umari (1779)	 City. Population 300,000
Buildings: 80,000 houses and 13,000 shops

Buckmgham (1816)	 City. He estimated the population between 80,000
and 100,000. Included illustrations.
Buildings: 30 khans and 50 hammarns

Baghdadi (1822) City: Both sides walled. Population was estimated
at 100,000, including 1,500 Jewish and 800 Christian
families
Buildings. 200 mosques including 20 mam ones,
20 hammams

Fraser (1830)	 City: Estimated population at 150,000
Buildings: 200 mosques, 6 madrasas, 20 khans

Felix Jones (1853) I Refer to text in this chapter

I Salnama t (1882)	 Buildings: 46 main mosques, 36 small mosques,
600 (2) khans, 21 hammams, 16,303 houses, 21
madrasas, 34 primary schools, 184 coffee-shops
and 3,244 shops

Continued...
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TABLE 27 (Continued)

Sources and Date	 Main Data on Baghdad

'Salnama' (1903)	 I	 y: Population 90,000
Buildings: 145 mosques, 20 takyas, 8 churches,
4,000 shops, 285 coffee-shops, 135 orchards
(Bistans), 6 primary schools, 8 schools for
non-Muslims, and 12 bookshops

NOTES: E. B. and W. B. denote East and West Baghdad respectively.
Dates shown are of travel or writing and not of publication.
Data was compiled by author from numerous sources
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CHAPTER VII

BAGHDAD TODAY ITS HISTORIC CORES AND PLANNING

7 1 Introduction

Since its foundation in AD 762, Baghdad has nearly always maintained
its supremacy as the most important urban centre in Iraq Its rapid
growth since the end of the Second World War has increased its overall
dominance, from a built-up area of about 6 sq. km . around the first
decade of this century it mushroomed to 238 sq. km . in 1970, and is
expected to reach about 467 sq. km . by 20001. This would represent
a physical increase by a dramatic factor of over seventy-seven times
which vividly illustrates the scale of the problems which face Baghdad
today (Figure 51)

The growth of its population has been equally dramatic From around
140,000 in 19042, the population of the city increased to an estimate
2,270,000 in 1971 g . This last figure represents eighty-five per cent
of the total population of Baghdad in Governorate and about twenty-five
per cent of the total population of Iraq for the same date. The population
of Baghdad was estimated at around three million in 1975 but is
expected to reach some five and a half million by 1990. This alarming
population growth is generally attributed to two main causes, the high
rate of natural increase, and the influx of rural migrants into the city.
The rate of natural increase for the period 1947 to 1970 amounted to
3. 05%, a very high rate indeed. Rural migration into Baghdad during
the same period was nearly seventy per cent of the total for Iraq, or
about 700,000 migrants. These migrants, who tend to come mostly
from the poor southern regions of the country, settle either in the old
areas of Baghdad or in suburban low-cost housing

The concentration of economic and industrial activities in Baghdad is
clearly revealed by the following statistics in 1969 which are related
to the city as a percentage for the whole country. private residential
constructions and repairs accounted for 54. 2%, and their costs 63. 8%,
the number of constructed commercial buildings was 43. 39%, while the
number of constructed industrial buildings was 52. 5%, and the number
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FIGURE 51 GROWTH OF BAGHDAD OVER TWELVE CENTURIES
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of employees in the building mdustry was about fifty per cent. Baghdad
Governorate claimed sixty-three per cent of all the larger industrial
establishments (those of over ten employees) and employed over
sixty-five per cent of all employees of this class in Iraq

Similar concentrations are also found m educational, health, cultural
and other social facilities. In 1970 Baghdad claimed about forty per
cent of all secondary school pupils and seventy-three per cent of university
students in Iraq. More than half of all Iraqi doctores practiced in
Baghdad which contained 43. 8% of all the hoppitals8.

The effects of these concentrations on the morphology and the historic
fabric of the city have been overwhelming, especially during the last
three decades. Massive urbanisation, resulting from largely unplanned
economic growth and due to the reasons mentioned earlier, has
inevitably caused a sharp demand and competition for physical space.
Because modernisation and redevelopment first started withm the confines
of old Baghdad, especially Rusafa, the four historic cores took the brunt
of their pressure. This is m contrast to some North African Arab
madinas where most modern development took place outside the old walls
and not inside them. Thus, the historic nucleus of Baghdad continued to
function as the centre for a much enlarged metropolitan city. Of course,
modern growth spilled outside the old city and new local centres have
siphoned off some of these pressures but only after much damage had
been done to its historic fabric.

Modernisation, which was - and still is - envisaged as closely following
the Western model, was realised through two major processes: first by
improving accessibility for motorised traffic, opening and widening streets,
and providing parking, and second, by the clearance of old areas and their
replacement by high-rise modern development to provide the maximum
space for busmess and commercial uses. The competition for central
urban space has increased the price of land in old areas to such a degree
(as much as three hundred Dinars per square metre m Rashid Street) that
it made it profitable for owners and land speculators to let their old
properties decay and then to replace them by modern structures of more
intensive use. Consequently, the majority of old buildings which are
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within the historic cores are now so badly neglected that they await
demolition.

Naturally, old areas become a haven for the poor because of the low
rents of the traditional houses that are only to be found there. The
resultant overcrowding worsens their already bad physical, as well
as hygeinic, conditions. It increases the population density,
lowers the standard of living and accelerates the rate of decay
and destruction of historic buildings within these areas. The
juxtaposition of the old and the new, moreover, accentuates the
radical differences between life styles and social strata. This
leads not only to unrest, but perhaps more important as a social
phenomenon, to the resentment to and rejection of the traditional9:

"The 'old madina-new city' phenomenon is caught
up in a situation of cross-cultural borrowing with
all its attendant psychological strains. In such
cases, man's view of the problem is even more
likely to transcend aesthetic and utilitarian
considerations. Old and new are then likely to
become symbols of ultimate values - the old madina
as a refuge and locus of traditional religious piety,
the old time in the old time city. Or the old city
becomes a stifling museum of antiquities and the very
symbol of 'our backwardness'."

This dilectic process of the indigenous versus the intrusive new
continues apace in Iraq and remains as a fundamental obstacle against
popularismg the concept of conserving the traditional heritage. The
misleading subconscious tendency to associate modernity with
Westernisation has led some Iraqi planners and politicians to resist
conservation as a reactionary romanticism. The latter are more
significant because they are the decision-makers.
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7. 2 The Existing Historic Cores

The modern city of Baghdad contains four cores of historic or
architectural interest: Rusafa, Karkh, Aadhamiya and Kadhimiya.
In all they cover some six square kilometres and consist of seventy-five
traditional mahallas (Table 28). They represent the vestiges of the
past four townships, mterspaced and surrounded by modern urban
growth, and physically well-defined by their characteristic urban
fabric and by the roads which have replaced their old walls (Figure 52).

These historic cores are eseentially the urban expression of a past
traditional age. As such, they exhibit the urban constitution and layout
of typical Islamic cities of the Near East. A considerable amount of
scholarly debate and research has already gone mto the question of the
nature of the Islamic city, and m spite of the divergent range of opmlons,
there seems to be an overall consensus amongst them that the Islamic
city shows a remarkable unity throughout the Near-Eastern region.
According to some scholars' 0 , ancient Mesopotamian and Hellenistic
mfluences provided the bases and background for the evolution of many
Islamic urban and architectural elements: the suq developed from the
colonriaded avenue, the khan from the basilica, the hammam from the
thermae and the mahalla from the Babylonian quarter, and so on.
However, it must also be emphasised that Islam, being an urban religion
and a way of life, must have been a strong factor in the shaping of such
cities 11 . This is manifested m such elements as mosques, madrasas
and shrines, and in such formulations as waqf, different religious
schools, professional guilds and the 'ulama' (those learned in theology),
and their close connection with the commercial class.

Another important generalisation about the Islamic city is its 'inside-
outside' dilectic. The obsession of Muslim society with privacy has
had a direct effect on its built environment. As Balbas' 2 correctly
observed:

"private life turned mwards, towards the courtyard
and not the street... a life where the basic units, the
families, touched externally without minglmg to form
a civitas."
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Karkh

Aadhamiya
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TABLE 28 The Four Historic Cores of Baghdad, their Area,
and the Number and Incidence of their Listed It ems

Area (ha.)

360. 00

85. 00

20. 00

Items Listed	 Incidence of
by author*	 Item per ha.

288	 0.80

63
	

0.74

12
	 0.60

	

Kadhim iya	 58. 59
	

236
	

4.05

	

Totals	 523. 59
	

603

Source.	 The Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77

NOTES:	 These figures exclude Archaeological Sites, Views and
Conservation Areas
The items were listed by the author and not by the
government
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Max Weber 13 attributed this absence of municipal institutions in Islam
to the tribal traditions of the Arabs. This is a valid observation which
partly explains the lack of civic-consciousness in today's Arab cities,
and one that was realised by the famous Arab historian, Ibn Khaldun
(1332_1406)14.

The medieval Islamic madina was usually defensive in its external outlook.
The wall, which surrounded more than its built-up area, was the first
line of defence. Several strongly guarded gates pierced it at locations
facing the main routes into the countryside. The madma itself consisted
generally of numerous self-contained residential quarters (mahallas)
which radiated from the centre towards the outer wall. Usually, they
contained homogeneous ethnic or religious groups and possessed their
own wall. Within their pedestrian labyrinth of alleyways (zuqaqs, aqds)
were located the inward-looking courtyard houses, and often the whole
length of an alleyway was inhabited by one clan or one extended family
providing a strong sense of solidarity that still lingers today. (Figure 53)

By contrast, the centre was the setting for public life. It contained
most of the major public buildings such as Friday-mosques (jamis),
suqs, khans and hammams. Friday-mosques were located at prominent
places like crossroads or open squares. The suqs, often hundreds of
metres in length, were a very important urban feature and had a distinct
hierarchy of functional organisation based on the different needs of
commercial groups, traders, artisans and craftsmen. Khans, always
located off suqs, provided storage and lodging for traders and visitors.
Hammams (public baths) were usually located near mosques because of
their religious significance to Islam in providing bodily hygiene. A
citadel, normally located peripherally in a commanding position, housed
the ruler and his military garrison. With the exception of a few madinas,
such as Baghdad, the main cemeteries were always located outside the
city walls.

Today, Islamic madmas exhibit an atmosphere of spontaniety, looseness,
informality and an apparent lack of deliberate design. This gives them
their visual excitement and character. However, their different parts,
often contrasting and competing with each other, were held together, like
a living organism, by the unifying force of Islam and its strong sense of
tradition.
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7. 2. 1 Rusafa

Rusafa, the largest of the four historic cores of Baghdad at about
360 hectares in area' 5 , is what remains of the old eastern side.
It is roughly rectangular in form with its three kilometres-long
south-western side bordering the Tigris. It consists of fifty-three
mahallas of an average population density of around three hundred
inhabitants per hectare' 6 (Figures 54 and 55).

Bab al-Shaikh, which was probably in existence before the building
of the late twelfth century Gailani Mosque, the most important urban
feature in Rusafa, is today the largest mahalla at 73. 75 hectares.
A typical mahalla, however, ranges between three and twelve hectares.
The average percentage of building coverage - mainly by courtyard
houses - reaches some eighty-eight per cent, but twenty-four per cent
of this is in fact 'open space' represented by the open private
courtyards, the remaining twelve per cent is taken up by pedestiran
alleyways'7.

The borders of mahallas are no longer physically clear, nor are they
easily recognised by any identifiable periphery or pattern as their
old walls have long been demolished. Consequently, for the purpose
of this research, their administrative boundaries were used. However,
Sinak and Murabaa mahallas were easily identifiable because of their
relatively recent fabric and architectural characteristics. Mahallas'
names, in contrast, yield more information about their origin and
general function than their boundaries. The names are often derived
from their past ethnic and religious structure, tribal affiliations, a
mosque or a tomb of a Shaikh within, or the type of work associated
with a particular mahalla. Individual alleyways are often named in
the same way (Table 29).

Because Rusafa still functions as the centre for the whole of Baghdad,
its historic fabric has been under tremendous pressures for modern
development and consequently it has suffered the worst losses compared
with the other three cores. Although it is more than six times larger
than Kadhimiya's historic core, its incidence of listed items is only a
fifty of Kadhimiya's (Table 28). Since World War I, it has lost more
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than twenty-three per cent of its total area through demolition for
new streets and clearance schemes alone (Table 30). If one takes
other causes into account, such as redevelopment, mdividual
rebuilding and demolition, the real figure would probably be nearer
to fifty per cent. These alarming figures show clearly the wide scale
of destruction: between them, the Streets of Rashid, Amin, Kifah,
Wathba and Jumhouriya, destroyed more than sixty-eight hectares of
historic area, or the equivalent of about nineteen per cent of the total
area of Rusafa.

Inevitably, these streets, which had been ruthlessly driven through old
Rusafa in a straight line, have profoundly altered the social, functional
and visual character of the major part of the core. It has been the
empirical lesson in most Arab cities that almost immediately after a
new street is cut through a historic core it is turned into a linear
commercial strip. The same is also experienced along the approaches
to new bridges. This is partly due to the almost total lack of zoning,
and partly due to the very intentions of local authorities to 'modernise'
their dilapidated areas. Indeed, it could be argued that, in Baghdad,
these new streets were primarily constructed to induce modern
commercial and business enterprises and not - as one might expect -
to improve vehicular traffic and accessibility to the existing areas and
buildings. (Figure 56)

Unlike the other three cores of Baghdad, the number of Rusafa's
inhabitants has been largely static between 1952 and 1965 in contrast to
its residential density which has been steadily on the increase. This
could be explained in two ways: first, more demolition took place in
Rusafa than in other cores and, second, housing opportunities decreased
as traditional houses were demolished and replaced mainly by non-
residential buildmgs (Table 31). However, although accurate estimates
of population since 1965 are not available these could show an increase
because of the acute housing shortage which has developed during the
last five years. Population densities in Rusafa in 1965 ranged from as
high as 1337 inhabitants per hectare in Hanun al-Saghir to as little as
forty inhabitants per hectare in Bab al-Agha mahalla (Table 31). Apart
from the major disruption caused by new streets, its functional structure,
rather remarkably, still retains some of its historical roots.
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TABLE 30 The Destruction Caused by New Streets and Clearance
in Rusafa and Percentage of Total Area

Project

1. Rashid Street

2. Arnin Street

3. Wathba Street

4. Kifah Street

5. Jumhouriya Street

6. Maidan Parking

7. Shorja Parking

8. Awama Clearance

Totals

Historic
Area Destroyed in ha.
Dimensions in nl*

40 x 3000 = 12. 00 ha.

50x 900 = 4.25

50x1250	 6.25

50 x 3200 = 16. 00

80 x 3700 = 29. 60

130x 250 = 3.25

lOOx 250 = 2.50

300x 300 = 9.00

83. 10 ha.

Percentage of
Total Area of
Historic Core

3. 33%

1.25

1. 73

4.44

8.22

0.90

0.69

2.50

23. 06% of
Rusafa' s
Historic Core**

Source:	 Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77

NOTES:	 * Widths of streets mclude modern development on
both sides

** This figure excludes the destruction caused by the
numerous other smaller streets
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The clearance being carried out in 1954 for the construction of
Jumhouriya Street and the approach to the new Jumhouriya Bridge,
also under construction, can be seen clearly in this photograph

FIGURE 56 DEMOLITION IN RUSAFA

Source:	 Aerofilms Limited
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For example, Bab al-Agha, Taht al-Takya and Suq al-Ghazil mahallas
continue to house the major suqs as they did for centuries, the Sarai
maintams its former function as an administrative complex, the
Citadel is still used by the military, and the Cemeteries of Ghazali
and Wardiya maintain their old function.

7. 2. 2 Karkh

The historic core of Karkh is situated opposite Rusafa on the western
side of the Tigris, and is what remains of the oldest parts of Baghdad.
It is roughly triangular in form, covering an area of about eighty-five
hectares, and consists of fourteen mahallas of cultural interest
(Figure 54). Its river-front is about two kilometres long and is still
largely occupied by traditional houses which occasionally project over
the river giving it a picturesque character (Figures 29, 53, 57 and 58).

Its average population density is high at 437 inhabitants per hectare.
It ranges from as high as 1,260 in Shaikh Ali mahalla to 230 in

Ras al-Jisir mahalla (Table 32). It is also significant that, despite
the large-scale destruction by Amanat al-Assima, Karkh has managed
to increase its population between 1952 and 1965. The conservation
survey of this research resulted in listing sixty-three items of cultural
interest, giving it an incidence ratio of 0. 74 items per hectare which
ranks it third of the four cores.

Modernisation first came to Karkh when a tramway linked it to Kadhimiya
in 1869. The horse-drawn service was started in Shaikh Bashar
mahalla (just west of Nawab House) and ended at the southern side
of Astarabadi Suq in Kadhimiya. A straight street, fifteen metres wide
and 1,200 metres long, was driven through the mahallas of Shaikh
Bashar, Suq Jadid, Sitta Nafisa and Tikarta. When the service was
stopped in 1964 this street (now called Musa al-Kadhim Street) was
widened and soon developed into a typical linear commercial street.

Similarly, the construction of the first permanent bridge between Karkh
and Rusafa in 1941 brought major changes and re-adjustments on both
sides. For Karkh, this bridge (now known as Shuhada Bridge) and its
approaches have almost completely wiped out Ras al-Jisir mahafla,
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destroyed many important mosques and buildings 18 , and attracted
considerable modern commercial and administrative buildings,
especially along and off Nasr Street.

Another major destruction in Karkh was caused in the late 1960's by the
construction of Haifa Street. This new street was arbitrarily and
perhaps unnecessarily cut straight through six traditional mahallas.
Falahat, Fahama, Shaikh Sandal, Jami Atta, Suq Hamada and Jiaifir.
It destroyed a strip 60 m wide and 1, 500 m. long (more than ten per
cent of the total area of historic Karkh), including the outstanding Shami
Hammam and numerous other buildings of cultural interest 19 (Table 33).

The new Bab al-Muadham Bridge, now under construction, will span the
Tigris between the northern tip of Rusafa and the northern mahallas of
Karkh. It has already caused the loss of most of the areas of Khidhr
al-Yas and Tikarta mahallas, while its approaches ruthlessly cut across
the mahallas of Suq Hamada and Shaikh Ali. It is almost certain that,
within the next decade or so, most of the northern mahallas of Karkh will
be replaced by modern commercial development. Already, the price of
land near and around the bridge has shot up remarkably quickly in
anticipation of this future development.

The interesting views of the long river-front of Karkh, especially at
Tikarta and further down at Bab al-Sif and Shawaka, will soon be
destroyed by a projected 'Corniche' Street along the banks of the Tigris.
Karkh has already been drastically disrupted and its character
considerably changed and any remaining areas and buildings of interest,
therefore, must be strongly defended against further encroachment.
This corrnche street which has been constructed in some places will
almost certainly affect the structure of the early thirteenth century
Qumriya Mosque whose unique and fragile minaret lies only a few
metres from the Tigris. It will also result in the destruction of
Khidhr al-Yas Mosque and scores of superb houses on the river-front.

Within the last three decades, historic Karkh has lost about twenty
hectares of its fabric through two new streets and two bridges which alone
represents a loss of more than twenty-two per cent of its total area
(Table 33). This figure, however, does not reflect the true scale of
destruction of Karkh as the numerous new small streets, redevelopment,
and individual rebuilding are not recorded and therefore excluded.
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TABLE 33 The Destruction Caused by New Streets and Bridges
in Karkh and Percentage of Total Area

Project and
Dimensions (m.)

1. Shuhada Bridge,
Square and Parkmg
(100 x 300)

2. Bab al-Muadham
Bridge and its
Approaches
(60 x 900)

3. Nasr Street
(60 x 300)

4. Haifa Street
(60 x 1500)

Totals

Historic Area
Destroyed (ha.)

3.00

5.40

1.80

9.00

19. 20 ha.

Percentage of
Total Core

3.50

6. 35

2.11

10. 58

22. 50%

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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7. 2. 3 Aadhamiya

Aadharrnya is what now remains of the Abbasid Shamasiya and Rusafa.
This historic core was first developed as a cemetery by the Sassanids
and the Abbasids continued to use it as a burial place. However, when
the celebrated Sufi, Imam al-Aadham Abu Hanifa died in 768, he was
buried here and his shrine soon induced pilgrims and urban settlements.
The cemetery was then known as al-Khaizaran after the mother of
Caliph al-Rashid who was also buried here. During the early Abbasid
and Buwaihid phases Shamasiya continued to be physically integrated
with the larger complex of Eastern Baghdad. Since the fall of the
city in 1258, it has shrunk considerably but mamtained its core because
of the importance of its mosque. This mosque and its cemetery,
therefore, are very important historic landmarks. It still remains the
most important urban feature in the whole of the northern zone of
Eastern Baghdad.

The existing historic core of al-Aadhamiya consists of four traditional
mahallas, all clustered around the mosque. They are: Shiyoukh, the
largest of the four, Safina, Hara, and Nassa (Figure 59). According
to the 1957 Census, the population of the four mahallas was 27,421 which
gives a density of 144 inhabitants per hectare. However, this
relatively low figure is misleading because the administrative
boundaries on which the census was based were not confined to the
historic fabric but included considerable areas of modern development,
orchards, and vacant land. If one takes Hara, which was exclusively
traditional, as a more representative example, then the density rises
to 373 inhabitants per hectare (Table 34).

Although the total area within the administrative boundaries of the
four mahallas is 190 hectares, the historic fabric that remains of
interest today is only about twenty hectares. This is because of the
large-scale destruction caused by modern development that has taken
place within and around it since the early 1940!s. The main
destructive cause was, as usual, a new street. The al-Aadham Street
effectively ended the centuries-long relative isolation of the core from
Eastern Baghdad, but destroyed a long area of al-Nasa mahalla and its
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FIGURE 59 AADHAMIYA - TRADITIONAL MAHALLAS AND SURVEY
BLOCKS
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former cemetery. It soon became a commercial street, thus
attracting even more modern development in and around the historic
core. The surrounding green areas of palm orchards were subdivided
and cleared for new residential suburbs.

The erection of al-Aima Bridge in 1957, which replaced the earlier
bridge of boats located in Safina mahalla, effectively shifted the
development emphasis nearer to the mosque. Again, as was the
case with Shuhada and Ahrar Bridges, this bridge triggered the
destruction of the greater part of Hara and some parts of Shiyoukh.

The construction of a corniche street along its river-front resulted
in more losses and intrusions. Some of the traditional houses
destroyed by this street were of outstanding architectural value, a
number of which were originally built by rich and notable Ottoman
families who preferred to live nearer to the sacred Sunni shrine than
in East Baghdad. Formerly, the whole of the river-front of historic
Aadhamiya was physically defined and stabthsed by a high brick
embankment. The embankment protected the town from floods but
it was also used by the houses to cantilever their living rooms over
the Tigris. Aesthetically, the effect was very pleasing indeed and
gave a dramatic visual interplay and physical affinity with the waters
of the Tigris. Indeed, before the advent of the French-inspired
corniche streets, Karkh, Rusafa, and Aadhamiya, were all
characterised by this strong urban element. Then, the Tigris was much
more effectively used as a means of transport than today, and the
embankment (Msanaya) was provided with many stepped landings and
bays (sharias), which played a vital role in the social and commercial
life of the city.

The most recent wave of official destruction came about when the
Awqaf and Amanat al-Assima cleared an area of about fifteen hectares
west of the mosque to facilitate its expansion. Some fine buildings
were unnecessarily pulled down, including several mosques and a
sixteenth century hammam built by Sultan Sulaiman20 . The author's
conservation survey resulted in listing only twelve items of cultural
interest which means an incidence of 0. 60 items per hectare, making
it the last rank amongst the four historic cores of Baghdad (Table 28).
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7. 2. 4 Kadhimiya

Kadhimiya, the fourth historic core of Baghdad, is relatively more
preserved than the others. This is also mdicated by the number of
items of cultural interest listed by the author in his conservation
survey: 236 items within its sixty hectares giving the highest incidence
ratio in Baghdad at 4.05 items per hectare (Table 28). For this
reason, it is treated in more detail here than the other cores. Its
existing core is typical of all shrine-cities in Iraq such as Samarra,
Karbala and Najaf. It is roughly circular in form, about one kilometre
in diameter, and with the mosque occupying its centre and dominating
its functional and social life as well as being one of the finest in Islam.
The core consists of four traditional mahallas. Shiyoukh, the largest,
Tell, Dabagh Khana, and Qatana (Figure 60). The southern and north
eastern mahallas seem to be its oldest parts.

Kadhimiya derives its name from the shrine of Imam Musa al-Kadhim,
the revered Shu descendant of the Prophet who died and was buried
here in AD 800. During the early Abbasid period, the same area was
used as burial grounds for those who belonged to the Quraish tribe of
Mecca and became known as 'Quraish Cemetery t . It is said that when
Jaafar, the son of Caliph Mansur, died in 767, Mansur and other
mourners walked from the Round City to Quraish Cemetery where he
was buried21 . This suggests that Kadhimiya may have been nearer
to the Round City than some scholars believed. Among other notables
who were buried here are: Ibn Hanbal (d. 903), Abu Yousif (d. 799),
whose Tomb still exists near the Kadhimain Mosque, and Zubaida
(d. 831), the wife of Caliph Harun al-Rashid, whose grave has long been
destroyed but is still mistaken for that of Zumarrad Khatun in Karkh.

By the late Abbasid period, Kadhimiya seems to have developed mto
a small township which probably included the cemetery within its walls
Kadhimiya has suffered, like old Baghdad, from destruction by fires,
recurrent floods, sectarian conflicts such as the one in 1051, and by
Hulagu in 1258. However, the town began to thrive again and, when
the Muslim Safavids occupied Baghdad in 1509, it was boosted by several
important works, one of which was the complete rebuilding of the
Kadhimain Mosque.
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FIGURE 60 KADHIMIYA - TRADITIONAL MAHALLAS
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Kadhimiya's long sustained autonomy and physical isolation from the
rest of Baghdad was largely due to its position as one of the most
important SI-in pilgrimage centres in Islam. Every year, it attracts
thousands of pilgrims from all parts of Iraq and other parts of the
Near East, especially Persia. Consequently, it still exhibits a marked
Persian influence in its social, urban and architectural character.

Because the Censuses of 1947 and 1965 used administrative boundaries
which are different to those of the traditional mahallas of Kadhimiya,
especially Shiyoukh, the population of its historic core cannot be
determined. The population of the 'Census' Kadhimiya increased from
just over 38,000 m 1947 to about 45,000 in 196523. However, Polservice
carried out a survey in Kadhimiya in 1973 and estimated the population
of the historic core at 28,000 inhabitants based on a ten per cent sample2
This gives an average population density of about 482 inhabitants per
hectare. As in other cores of Baghdad, the density fluctuates and is
not uniform throughout its mahallas. Dabagh Khana, whose area was
given by Susa as 12. 75 hectares 25 , had a density of about 542 and 1952
but reached a stageering 1214 inhabitants per hectare in 1965 (Table 35).
These figures demonstrate the overcrowded conditions in Kadhimiya.
According to Polservice 6 the occupancy ratio was as high as 2. 26
persons per room.

Polservice's survey of the core revealed that it contained a total number
of 3329 buildings, out of which 2323 (about seventy per cent) are of
traditional design 27 . The sizes of residential plots, which numbered
3008 in 1973, varied mainly between 50 and 150 sq. m. It was also
revealed that the overwhelming majority of these plots are privately
owned, of which 58. 8% are owner occupied, and 40. 5% are rented28.
This survey, as well as the author's conservation survey, showed that
the majority of buildings within the historic core are in a poor
structural condition29.

Accordmg to Polservice's soclo-economic survey, which involved 466
households, as many as 97% of the households were only earning up to
fifty Dinars per month30 . This means that the core is almost solidly
occupied by the poorest income groups and, therefore, should have a



This fine view of Kadhimain Mosque from Zahra Street is severely marred
by unsightly poles and overhead wires which intrude upon the beauty of its
traditional architecture

FIGURE 61 EYESORES IN KADHIMIYA

Source of Photograph: Author, 1976
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direct effect on any future conservation plan. It would be unrealistic,
for example, to expect owners to pay for conservation programmes
themselves and consequently other alternatives would have to be found.

Kadhimiya's introduction to modernisation started m 1869 when its long
isolation was effectively ended by the tram service. The tramway was
started at a purposely-built terminal buildmg (listed as No. 794) and
located two hundred metres southwest of the mosque. Its morphological
mfluence, as in Karkh, was immediate and revolutionary. It soon
induced and attracted many modern commercial and business developments
along the southern fringes of the old core. Among these were the
important Astarabadi Suq, and many large khans such as Kabuli31.

In 1884, Kadhimiya was linked physically to Aadhamiya by a bridge of
boats which was later moored several hundred metres down river and
located near the new textile factory of Fatah Pasha (built in 1926).
Numerous other governmental buildings began to be built, mamly in the
southeastern fringe of the core. These included the Sarai Building,
built in 1900, the Post Office, built in 1935, and the Royal Hospital,
built in the late 1930's (Figure 60). But most of these modern
developments did not directly affect the historic fabric of the core itself,
their effect bad been mainly functional and spatially peripheral.

Politically, Kadhimiya, being an imporant seat of the Shii sect, has
nearly always been at odds with Sum-dominated past governments.
This observation could explain, perhaps, the relatively well-preserved
state of its core, governments were either not too concerned with its
moderniation, or too sensitive to take radical planmng decisions that
might lead to local unrest and opposition. This was illustrated by the
tragic so-called 'Post Office Incident'. In 1935 the government started
erecting a new post office buildmg at about four hundred metres
southeast of the mosque and at a site of an old but still revered cemetery.
A large crowd of local mhabitants rioted against the loss of this
cemetery and burnt down the new buildmg. The clash with the police
led to thirteen deaths and more than eighty casualties 32. For nearly
twenty years after this incident Kadhimiya seems to have been largely
excluded from major governmental development programmes.
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TABLE 36 Kadhimiya. Main Causes of Destruction and
Percentage of Total Area

Project and
Dimensions (m.)

1. Sharif Radhi Street
(12 x 200)

2. Qibla Street/Square
(22 x 200)
(20 x 200)*

3. Zahra Street
(60 x 300)

4. Modern Building
near Astarabadi
Hous e

5. Bab al-Murad Square

6. Clearance west of
mosque

7. Clearance north of
mosque

Totals

Historic Area
Destroyed (ha.)

0.24
0.40

0.44
0. 50
0.40

1.80

0. 35

1.00

0.60

0. 50

6. 23 ha.

Percentage of
Total Area

0.4%

2. 28

3.07

0.59

1.70

1.02

0 85

10. 63%

Source:	 Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad 1975-77

NOTES: *The dimensions of streets mclude modern development
on both sides, and are calculated by author.

Bab al-Dirwaza Street is excluded

Total area of historic core is taken at 58. 59 hectares.
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The increased sense of security and stability during the early and
middle 19 50's began to affect Kadhimiya as much as it did other areas
in Baghdad. New streets were constructed, a new permanent bridge
(Aima Bridge) replaced the old one in 1957, and considerable modern
residential and commercial development quickly surrounded and
penetrated the old core. The new streets of Sharif al-Radhi (12 m. wide)
Qibla (22 m. wide), and more recently, Zahra (30 m. wide), were
forcibly driven through the dense historic fabric of Shiyoukh and Qatana
mahallas (Table 36). Zahra Street, completed in the late 1960's, is
a direct consequence of the Aima Bridge. It not only caused the
destruction of three hectares of some of the most interesting parts of
the core but also brought with it a concomitant array of modern
multi-storey blocks which are mostly unsightly and unsympathetic to
their surroundings

Table 36 shows that, since the 1950's, more than ten per cent of the total
area of the historic core has been demolished, nearly three-quarters of
it within the last decade. The clearance of the historic fabric that
surrounded the mosque accounted for 2.6 hectares or 4. 5% of the core.
The clearance of the fabric round mosques and other important
monuments in Iraq is a recent unfortunate practice whose philosophy seerr
to be based on an ill-conceived imitation of Western architecture.(Figures
62 and 63)
Indeed, it is ironic that the clearance west of the mosque was first
proposed by the Polish firm of Polservice whose. planners were charged
by Amanat al-Assima to prepare a conservation plan for the historic
core of Kadhimiya. Today, the mosque stands alone in a pool of
vacant land surrounded by half-amputated traditional houses on the north
and by insipid multi-storey modern buildings on the south.

In conclusion, because of various past religious and political factors,
Kadhimiya has managed to evolve and retain a very rich and interesting
historic core. Despite the.recent tragic losses which it has suffered
under the onslaught of insensitive modern development and 'planning',
there is still a rare but brief opportunity to stop further destruction
and conserve its unique core.
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FIGURE 62 KADHIMAIN MOSQUE AND iTS TRADITIONAL SURROUNDINGS
IN THE 1040'S (see Figure 63 for comparison after the
demolition of surroundings)

Source:	 Aerofilms Limited



The separation of the Mosque from its normal close-knit surroundmgs
in 1976 has made an isolated spectacle of the Mosque instead of treating
it as part of the living environment. It thus becomes more a tmuseum
plec& than remaining the focus of the everyday worship of the ordinary
people.

FIGURE 63 KADHIMAIN MOSQUE IN 1976
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7. 3 Urban Planning

Efforts to plan for Baghdad t s modern development go back to the late
Ottoman era. During the British occupation the city witnessed several
important developmental projects, services and general municipal
improvements. Major J. M. Wilson (d. 1965), an architect in the
British Army, was appointed as Director of Public Works in the 1920's33,
and was instrumental in the preparation of a sketch master plan for
Baghdad and designs for numerous public buildings 34. Another master
plan was prepared in 1936 by ]3recks and Bronoweiner of Berlm3
Because of the lack of records of this plan in Baghdad it is not possible
to assess its effect, if any, on the city. It is known, however, that it
was designed for an 'ultimate' population of half a million, and that it
was obsolete by the time it was submitted as the population had reached
this figure by the early 1940's.

During the 19 50's, major developmental programmes were initiated and
for which extensive foreign technical help was sought. The lack of
experienced personnel, coupled with the incessant drive of municipal
authorities to emulate Western cities, resulted m a wholesale importation
of Western planning know-how. Within less than ten years (1956-65), three
firms from three different Western countries were called to prepare a
master plan for Baghdad: Minoprio, Spencely and Macfarlane (U.K.),
1956, Doxiaths Associates (Greece), 1958, and Polservice (Poland), 1965.
This rapid succession of plans could be interpreted not only to reflect
the instability of the Amanat, but also the laissez-faire way in which it
treated planning. Evidently, the problem lay not in the lack of a plan
but rather within itself as a feeble administration seeking an unattainable
panacea.

Indeed, even important decisions such as inviting a foreign firm seem to
have been impromptu and taken by a few or one influential official with
little or no experience in planning. This was implied in a letter to the
author from Mr. Macfarlane of the British firm36:

"Mr. Minoprio was invited by the British Council to give a
talk in Baghdad on town planning. The Lord Mayor was in
the chair. Soon after this we were invited to prepare the
Baghdad master plan. But agreement was with the
municipality and followed the lines suggested by us."
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7. 3. 1 Amanat al-Assima

Amanat al-Assima, called Amanat hereafter, is the municipality of
Baghdad. It is the largest municipal body in Iraq, employing thousands
of people of various skills: 1082 civil servants and 10, 661 ancillary
staff37 . Administratively, it enjoys a special municipal status and is
linked directly with the central government, its Mayor (Amin al-Assima)
acting as a Cabinet Minister. This direct administrative lmkage was
devised so that the Amanat can now obtain special governmental funds
to finance its large projects and secure a speedier sanction of its
policies.

The Mayor, who is appointed by the government, chairs the Municipal
Council which is composed of seventeen members charged with the
formulation of general policy. The Council is assisted by an executive
committee in charge of studying and carrying out the Council's
resolutions and recommendations. The organisational structure of the
Amanat consists basically of mne departments each of which deals with
a particular municipal activity (Figure 64). The majority of its
personnel (85. 5%) are in fact ancillary workers mostly employed in
daily municipal services and local branches. The technical department,
which is the one relevant to this study, employed a total of 165 civil
servants (officials) and 242 workers in 1972.

The technical department is responsible for development control, issuing
planning permits, the implementation of the master plan and its follow up
However, according to Shafi 38 , a United Nations planning consultant
in Baghdad from 1966 to 1972, the planning section of this department
had "three qualified planners, four architects and a few engineers,
and assistants and draughtsmen". This gives a ratio of one planner
for nearly every million inhabitants in Baghdad. This is a very serious
shortage indeed, and in his report to the Iraqi planning authorities in
1970, Professor James suggested a crude rule of thumb ratio of one
planner for every 50,000. If one is to follow this method to estimate
the number of planners needed by the Amanat then it would be at least
sixty. It is of interest to note that he quoted the rate of one planner to
every 10,000 to have been a short-term target in Britain40 . To ensure
a competent planning team this department would have to be augmented
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AMANAT AL-ASSIMA

A. Mayor (Cabinet Minister Status)

B. Municipal Council (17 members)

C. Executive Committee

Workers
269

55
36

3518
240
346

2

D. Departments:
1. Administration
2. Fmance
3. Legal
4. Services
5. Transport
6. Abattoirs
7. Zawra Park
8. Local Branches:

Mthiñfsfr f6ri
Central
Karkh
Aadhamiya
Kadhim iya
Karrada
Thawra
New Baghdad
Maintenance

9. Technical
Head Office
Planning
Design & Lab.
Implementation
Master Plan

Officials
583
143

80
91

181
85

7

2
92
99
78
70
63
45
38

9

18
14
35
45

2

Totals	 1802	 10661
Grand Total	 12,463

FIGURE 64 THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF AMANAT
AL -ASSIMA

Source:	 Amanat al-Assima, Amanat al-Assima in Four Years,
Baghdad, 1972 (Modified by Author)
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on a substantial scale by more planners and skilled personnel from
other related disciplines.

Financially, the Amanat is largely dependent on central government
funds and regular allocations. Although its small budget increased
from 4. 3 million Dinars in 1969 to 7. 8 m 1972, Baghdad city received
more than 40 million Dinars between 1970 and 1974 from the central
government41 . The annual per capita income of the Amanat was less
than 2. 6 Dinars in 1971 (about £3. 6 for the same period), and its tax
and permits revenues constituted only 20% of its budget for the same

42period . It should also be noted that most of its budget must to into
salaries and maintenance work and into the implementation of specific
projects. Consequently, under such conditions its capacity and
efficacy for urban improvement are minimal.

As an official body in charge of planning Baghdad, the Amanat has shown
little interest in conservation. Indeed, it has already been shown here
that it was itself responsible for the demolition of considerable areas
of cultural interest. Its present technical, adm nistrative and
financial conditions add to its apathy towards its heritage. The Master
Plan Law (No. 156 of 1971) refers casually to the importance of
conservation, but this issue has not yet been elaborated in regulations.

However, within the last few years, there have been some positive steps
for conservation which were probably caused by this Law. Several
ad hoc committees had been set up from the various protective
orgamsations in Baghdad and were charged specifically to study the
question of protecing Baghdad's heritage. One such committee was
made up of representatives from the Amanat, Awqaf, Tourism and the
Unesco Conservation Centre43 . Another one, set up in 1971, included
representatives from the Directorates of Antiquities and Planning.
Several meetmgs were held but, unfortunately, their minutes and
recommendations were classified as confidential and, therefore, not
made available to the author. The reason given was that the records
included recommendations to purchase certain privately-owned
properties which, if prematurely revealed, could cause speculation44.

Another committee was set up in 1973 and fortunately this time some
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details have come indirectly to the author. It seems that after
reviewing the reports of previous committees, it submitted its own
to the Ministry of Information. In turn, the Mmistry secured the
approval of the Ministry of Planning to allocate the sum of half a
million Drnars to finance the committee' s intended appropriations and
other work. In March 1974, the Planning Board responded favourably5

"To create a new article in Chapter 25 to be number 5 in the
annual tables of 1973/74 and under the heading: Conservation
of Cultural Property in Baghdad, in the amount of ID. 500,000
and to allocate another ID. 50, 000 in the five-year plan, in
addition, an amount of ID. 20,000 annually, and authorising
the Mjnistry of Information to carry out the order."

According to Shaman46, the following six buildings of outstanding
architectural interest were designated by the committee for
appropriation and preservation. The first two buildings have been
purchased and are being converted into museums:

1. Astarabadi House in Kadhimiya (Inventory No. 729)
2. Naqib House in Smak (No. 225)
3. Sasson House in Mustansir Street (No. 85)
4. Haidar Hammam in Mustansir Street (No. 78)
5. Shahrabali House (Masbagha Ahliya) in Suq al-Ghazil (No. 192)
6. Iqbal al-Dawla House in Kadhimiya (No. 731)

These recent developments, which involved the Amanat in conservation
for the first time in the hundred or so years of its existence, give
reason for guarded optimism. The same applies to the other protective
agencies, especially the Antiquities whose authorities are now seemingly
willing to relax their interpretation of the arbitrary legal terminal date
of 1700. However, while note intending to minimise the value of their
efforts, there are several critical observations that ought to be made.
First, the various committees were basically transitory in nature and,
therefore, did not constitute a formal conservation authority. Second,
their attempts only dealt with individual buildings and not with areas;
and only with Baghdad and not other historic cities as well. Their
work was unconcerned with the problems of decaying inner-city historic
cores and their proposal to preserve six buildings is a paltry
proportion of the real potential already shown by the inventory of this
study, probably because of financial constraints. Third, it is difficult
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to envisage how the Ministry of Information, a body neither
qualified nor experienced in conservation, is going to administer
effectively its appointed overall responsibility and financial management.

7. 3. 2 Planning and Historic Cores of Baghdad

Baghdad has been 'planned' four times within the last four decades by
four different foreign firms. Yet, in every case, the important
question of conserving the city's heritage has been either totally
ignored or, at best, superficially considered. Indeed, it has already
been shown that such planning and other measures disguised under the
pretext of modernisation were, directly or indirectly, responsible
for the destruction of more than a third of the total historic area of
the city. Lamenting this tragedy, the late Arab planner, Dr. Shiber,
condemned this planned destruction in his characteristic style47:

"(Baghdad's) master planning should have been sensitive
and grand. Instead, the insensitive, absurd 'chop-up'
approaches have been followed by 'dotting-up' the city
with insipid, featureless 'modern' buildings. This is
tragic for this great Arab city, a tragedy it dubiously
shares with sister Arab cities that have fallen prey to
the workings of a motley group who have almost literally
raped those cities and, with them, the great Arab heritage
and history in urbanism and architecture. The 'planning'
of Baghdad during the past eight to nine years is, perhaps,
the most tragic example of that type of abject planning that
is the epitome of vacuity and insensitivity."

Both master plans, the one prepared by Minoprio and Partners and
the other by Doxiadis Associates, have not only ignored conservation
but they positively advocated the total demolition of the historic cores
of Baghdad. The following statement is quoted from the report of
Minoprio's plan48:

"The old, central areas of Rusafa and Karkh, together
with the smaller areas of Adhamiya and Kadhumarn,
largely comprise a dense mass of congested buildings,
intersected by narrow, winding alleys. They are
without any open space or other amenities... These
areas should be demolished and comprehensive layouts
prepared for their development."

Both plans were largely concerned with physical planning and 'surgery'
typical of the prevailing attitudes of the 19 50's and, devoid of a social
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and economic context, they failed to diagnose the real problems of
the city. The planners introduced alien plannmg concepts based
on a glaring misunderstanding of the indigenous urban fabric, those
'congested' areas were consciously so built in response to climatic
and social conditions. The fact that historic areas lacked
infrastructural services should not have been used by the planners
to 3ustify their total demolition. Naturally, some of the blame must
fall on the Iraqi municipal authorities for their lack of experience,
vague briefs, and for their general blind belief in the superiority
of Western planning.

Doxiadis's plan was even more alien in concept than its predecessor.
In this case the admirable philosophy of 'Ekistics' seems to have been
reduced into a mere exercise in simple geometry. It is of interest
to realise that in his article 'Confessions of a Criminal', the late
Doxiadis admitted his own 'crimes' and complicity in failmg to
satisfy the basic human needs when planning for the Third World49:

"This.., is important if we think of the many forces which
infiltrate the developing countries from the so-called
developed ones, meaning they are economically and
technologically more advanced though they may be less
well balanced with nature."

He called his own creation, and that of other architects and planners,
the 'anti-human city' and advocated a return to a human world which
is ecologically balanced with nature. The lack of concern for historic
areas in those two plans is often attributed to the unfashionability of
urban conservation in the West itself during the 19 50's. However,
the credibility of this argument is tenuous because, as far back as
1910, the French planners Lyautey and Prost were actively engaged
in conserving old madinas in Tunisia and Morocco 50 , and Patrick Geddes

51mlndia

By 1965, six years after the submission of the Doxiadis plan, the
Amanat authorities, rather habitually by now, diagnosed the reason
for the increasing problems in Baghdad as the need for a 'good'
master plan. Thus, their seemingly quenchiess thirst for master plans
led them to offer the city to the international planning market and the
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competition was subsequently won by Polservice. The first agreement,
which was signed in September 1965 at a cost of ID. 124,000, did not
contain any provision for the conservation of the four historic cores;
nor did it provide for a comprehensive land use survey of the city.
These defects in the original brief were to cost the Amanat another
sum of ID. 156,900 as a second agreement was necessary. The
second agreement provided for the preparation of a survey, a detailed
development scheme based on the master plan, detailed plans for the
central area, and "To prepare detailed plans for some areas selected
for urban renewal and histpric preservation"52.

The overall approach of the Polish planners to the historic cores has
been that of redevelopment and renewal rather than conservation.
Apart from Kadhimiya, which was chosen as the study area referred
to in the second agreement, the planners seem to have more or less
written off the prospect of conserving the other cores as a whole.
They believed that

"in general, old quarters are destined for destruction and
replacement by modern structures, only groups or
individual buildings particularly worthy of preservation
should be selected. "3

In relative terms, the Polish planners were more aware of Baghdad's
heritage than their predecessors. Their Master Plan of Baghdad for
the year 2000, however, does not propose the creation of conservation
areas in Rusafa, Karkh and Aadhamiya. In fact, their detailed plans
for the redevelopment of several blocks in central Rusafa show a
'planned' attempt to change substantially the historic character of these
areas (Figure 65). If carried out, which is likely, this redevelopment
will involve the wholesale demolition of one of the most interesting
historic parts of the city. Even if the buildings of outstanding cultural
interest in the area were to be left undemolished the removal of their
urban context would be a serious loss of their authentic setting.

The comprehensive redevelopment of the cores, if one were to accept
the planner's fatalistic submission that only important buildings should
be preserved, must be preceded by a carefully conducted conservation
survey. However, this was not done by them as they were paid to
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prepare a conservation survey for Kadhimiya alone and not for other
cores. Their map of 'Historical Heritage' shows only twenty-eight
items in Rusafa (most of which are already preserved), seven in Karkh,
and one in Aadhamiya54.

As conscientious planners who called their task of planning Baghdad
"greatly responsible but magnificent" 55 they should have at least warned
the Amanat that before such massive redevelopment takes place
identifying what is to be preserved should be a first priority. How
otherwise can the Amanat or the planners hope to avoid destroying the
valuable items ? Again, the Iraqis must share some of this criticism
for their apathy and approval of the planners' proposals.

7. 3. 3 Old Kadhimiya Study

Because of its relatively well-preserved fabric, Kadhimiya was chosen
for 'redevelopment and preservation' . According to Polservice, the
main obj ective of the study was to "formulate guidelines for redevelopment
of the area and to establish the policy of conservation of buildings of
historical and traditional artistic value"

Between October and November 1973, the Polservice team carried out
a basic survey of old Kadhimiya which investigated the technical
condition of its buildings, their use, height, and their cultural interest,
and the socio-economic conditions were examined. Their forty-eight
page report, which was submitted to the Amanat m August 1974, did
not, however, contain any specific data on individual buildings. Instead,
their survey findings and proposals were presented in generalised form
on eight maps (Figure 66). It should be stated at the outset that,
relatively, this survey is perhaps the best of its kmd yet attempted by
a foreign planning firm in Iraq, within its terms of reference it has
been more comprehensive than any previous official so-called
conservation study. However, as shall be explained, it was not without
its own defects and rnisjudgements.

The planners identified three main elements which determine the
character of Kadhimiya. the mosque, the residential areas, and the
commercial and business uses (Table 37). Their investigations
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TABLE 37 Existing and Proposed Land Use m Old Kadhimiya
by Polservice

The Mosque

Residential

Schools

Comm ercial

Public Facilities

Open Space

Streets

Alleyways

Parking

Vacant
Totals

Existing Use
(1973)

Area
(ha.)

	

1.99	 3.40

	

40.53	 69.30

	

0.65	 1.10

	

3.48	 6.50

	

0.44	 0.70

)	 9.85	 16.8
)
)

	

1.29	 2.20

	

58. 59	 100%

Proposed Use
(2000)

Area
(ha.)

	

1.99	 3.40

	

34. 30	 58. 30

	

1.60	 2.70

	

5.90	 10.10

	

0.40	 0.70

	

2.75	 4.70

	

7.36	 12.60

	

3.30	 5.60

	

0.99	 1.70

58. 59	 100%

Source.	 Polservice Consulting Engmeers 1 Kadhimiya, p. 28
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revealed that sixty-six per cent of all buildings within the study area
(3,329 in all) were in bad physical condition, twenty-eight per cent
fair, and six per cent were good 57 . Their estimation of the age of
buildings was, however, not so precise. Probably because of their
unfamiliarity with local architectural and constructional historical
development, they were content with grouping the buildings under three
general categories, less than ten years old, ten to thirty years, and
more than thirty years old. The last category, which constituted
fifty-seven per cent of the totalS&, is obviously too generalised to
be of any practical value, especially in the context of a conservation
study where the date of buildings is often a prerequisite. Moreover,
as the author's own conservation survey shows, a significant number
of buildings belong to the mid to late nineteenth century. Their maps
do not show this data on individual plots.

The report and the way in which the findings of the survey were
presented indicates that the planners did not thoroughly examme
every traditional building within the study area. The report itself
does not explain the methodology of their survey. This is a serious
defect because it is a well-known fact that the overwholeming majority
of vernacular buildings here are inward-looking and consequently do
not usually exhibit any sigrnficant external signs which might lead to
a quick recognition of their architectural richness. To the experienced
or tramed eye, however, even seemmgly insignificant details can
sometimes give a hint of the quality of the interior. But there is no
reason to believe that the foreign planners were particularly familiar
with the intricacies and niceties of local architecture. Even if the
planners and their Iraqi assistants did manage to enter the courtyards
of some buildings it seems unlikely that they were allowed to examine
the interiors of individual rooms.

Another serious but related defect was the fact that the planners did
not document the buildmgs of cultural interest within the study area.
In other words, they did not prepare a comprehensive inventory of
this heritage. Perhaps this was not part of their brief. But, again,
it is emphasised here that without the precise and detailed knowledge
of the qualities and merits of buildings designated for preservation,
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the dangers of their being demolished are not avoided. Indeed,
since their report was submitted, several very important buildings
(including three of grade one) 59 that were identified for preservation
have been pulled down. What is suggested here is that perhaps
these demolitions could have been avoided had the full details of
their value been documented and distributed to the relevant authorities
Consequently, it was decided to extend the conservation survey of
this study to Kadhimiya largely to ameliorate these defects.

Three grades were used by Polservice to classify the cultural interest
of traditional buildings within the study area60:

Grade 1: Highest aesthetic and/or historical value.
rich original layout, structural details and
decorations. Must be preserved.

Grade 2: High aesthetic and/or historical value,
structural details and decorations within
slightly rebuilt unit. Should be preserved.

Grade 3: Some elements of tradition, still easily
noticeable either in layout or structural or
decorative details. Groups should be preserved.

Table 38 shows that, according to Polservice, the number of buildings
of cultural interest is only 18. 4% of the total building stock, that out
of a total of 626 graded buildings only 116 are in a fair physical
condition, while the remaining 510, i. e. 81. 46% of the total, are in
bad condition. The highest concentration of graded buildings is around
the mosque but especially in western and north-western mahallas.

Because the planners did not explain their methodology it is difficult
to assess the validity of their grading criteria to individual buildings.
In fact, their report included only two pages on historical analysis61,
and in any case, the grades themselves are not shown on individual
plots but only in blocks of plots in a map indicating the limits to
redevelopment. However, general comparative analysis with the
author's own conservation survey show that Polservice's grading is
largely over-rated. In other words, Polservice's grade one is
roughly equivalent to the author's grade two, and so on.
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TABLE 38
	 Kadhimiya: Number of' Graded Buildmgs, their Physical

Condition and Percentage of Total by Polservice

Grade

1

2

3

Totals

Number of Samples

	

Physical	 NumberCondition

Fair 24
Bad 55

	

Fair 40	 196
Bad 156

	

Fair 52	 351
Bad 299

	

Fair 116	 626
Bad 510

Percentage of Total
Number of Buildings

(3, 329)

2.4%

6.0%

10. 0%

18.4%

Source:	 Polservice, Kadhimiya, p. 14
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The important question of the proposed new uses for some of these
graded buildmgs was dealt with by the planners rather casually and
even inconsistently. They suggested the following four yardsticks9

1. "The best buildings are to be converted to museums.
Two smaller ones furnished in a traditional way will
represent the old type of houses. Others may become
a frame for any exposition."

2. "Very valuable buildings are to be adapted for various
cultural uses: clubs, libraries, artists' studios."

3. "Old buildings spacious enough and easily accessible,
ought to be adapted for hostels, while smaller buildings
located at the main walkways may be adapted for other
commercial or business purposes."

4. "Buildings of any historical category located deep
inside the residential areas should remain residential.
This also regards the buildings which are located
conveniently from the commercial point of view and
are very well maintained by their owners. Their
further use as residential will be more successful
than any commercial usage may guarantee."

The planners did not identify which building is to be used for what
purpose. All they indicated was a table showing the proposed uses
in numbers only (Table 39). Curiously, this table shows only two
grades - 'necessary' and 'desirable' - which were respectively
defined as 'hbsolutely must be preserved" and '!may be demolished if
further preservation is impossible"63 . This is contrary to their
earlier three-grade system and does not even correlate with their
own previous definitions. Moreover, the same table shows only
420 graded buildings out of their original number of 626 buildings
(Table 38), the planners did not show what was to happen to the
remaining 206, nor did they explain why the remaining buildings were
graded in the first place.

The survey revealed that over sixty-three per cent of all plots within
the core are less than one hundred square metres in area (Table 40).
In order to decrease the high residential densities, which are largely
due to small plots, the planners proposed plot mergers. Eventually,
they hoped to decrease the percentage of these plots to only 3.4%.
Increasmg the area of plots without destroying the fabric of historic
buildings is certainly an attractive idea. However, it is difficult to
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TABLE 39 Kadhimiya: Number and Floorspace of Buildings
Selected for Protection by Polservice

Proposed
Use

Museums

Cultural

Hostels

Comm erce
and
Busmess

"Cons ervat ion
Necessary"

Number of Floorspace
Buildings	 (sq. m.)

	

5	 2,900

	

8	 3,200

	

43	 22,800

5	 I	 2,800

"Conservation
Desirable"

Number of	 Floorspace
Buildings	 (sq. m.)

1
	 450

Hammams	 1*	 650	 -

Schools	 1	 2,500	 -

Residential	 227	 61,200	 129

Total	 290	 96,050	 130

Grand Total: 420 Buildings of 123,250 square metres

Source:	 Polservice, Kadhimiya, p. 29

NOTE: *Hammam al-Murtadha or Dirwaza

26,800

27,250
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see how merging several small traditional houses can be achieved
without destroying some of their historic fabric. The planners did
not elaborate on how the actual practical work is to be achieved.
A merger in itself does not necessarily lead to a significant
improvement in functionality as they claimed64 , while on the other
hand, it requires a collosal amount of legal and administrative work.
Difficult problems of complicated forms of Islam c ownership of plots
would have to be surmounted. The planners did not even refer to the
very important question of the financial implications of implementing
plot mergers, who is to pay for the mergers; and what is to guarantee
the owners' acceptance? Without the answer to these basic questions
the scheme is likely to remain within the realm of theory.

Another related misconception is the planners' belief that plot merger -
would eventually lead to a sharp decrease in the number of inhabitants
living in the core from 28,000 in 1973 to 10,000 in the year 2000.
This target is extremely unlikely because larger plots still mean the
same number of rooms which, in turn, mean the same occupancy
ratio. The question of overcrowding is directly related to socio-
economic reasons and not the size of the plot. The likelthood is that
the urban poor and rural migrants will always be attracted to these areas
as long as they contmue to offer cheap accommodation. Because of
their desperation and the seemingly endless housing shortage, whole
families will be prepared to live even in a single room of a much
enlarged house.

In dealing with the question of pedestrian and vehicular movement
within the core, the planners proposed to detach the whole core by
a ring road off which some seventeen ciil-de-sacs would penetrate
the core and be linked with small car parks of a total capacity of four
hundred cars (Figure 67). The plan also suggests the construction
of three large car parks to "ensure access to the mosque from the
east, south, and west" 65 . The northern carriageway of Zahra Street
is to be used by vehicular traffic which will be led to a large underground
car park (four hundred car capacity) located just next to the mosque.



FIGURE 67 TRANSPORTATION PROPOSALS FOR OLD KADHJMIYA
BY POLSERVICE
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Besides parking the planners stated:

"this arrangement will ensure direct access to the
mosque for taxis, buses or other vehicles which
will come there just to pick up or drop their
passengers without parking." 66

Moreover, it was proposed to pedestrianise the southern carriageway
of Zahra Street; and the streets of Qibla, Sharif al-Radhi, and
Bab al-Dirwaza.

Planning experience in Iraq has shown that the introduction of new
roads into central residential areas, even when they are minor roads,
are very likely to attract commercial and other forms of modern
development. The planners' road proposals should, therefore, not
be implemented without making sure of strict zonmg regulations.
The planners' major blunder, however, resulted from the implementation
of their proposal to demolish the area west of the mosque to allow for
one of their new car parks. It is curious to learn that very soon after
this proposal the bulldozers of the Amanat were hard at work. The
demolished area, which amounted to about 6,000 sq. ms., included
several fine public buildings such as the Turk Mosque, and the
Jawadain hammams, and a number of fine houses such as Ali Tarraza
and Baqir al-Sihail. In fact, the demolition has already exceeded the
planners' own proposals and is still going on. Realising their
disastrous mistake, they attempted to justify their guilt by adding a
small note at the very end of their report67:

"The survey of the area was completed in October 1973.
In March 1974 extensive demolition works took place in
the western vicinity of the mosque. Among others some
buildings of historical and artistic value have been demolished
too. (Incidentally, these were classified as grade one by the
planners.) Thus some consequences of these works had to
be taken into consideration in the further elaboration of
the Plan."

To rectify the massive problem of visual intrusion, the plan suggests
several remedial measures. The pedestrianised section of
Zahra Street is to be partially covered with a "roof structure which
would hide modern alien buildings, help to transform the street into a
suq and form a vista on the mosque" 68 (Figure 68). The facades
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of intrusive modern buildmgs in Bab al-Dirwaza Street are to be
replaced by new facades "which would introduce a visual correlation
between the existing old and modern elements" 69 . New buildings
are to harmonise with the visual character of the area, while new
car parks are to be screened by trees. Generally, these visual
measures are perhaps necessarily superficial. The planners did
not elaborate them with detailed examples and unless they are thrashed
out m specific working drawings they will remain purely conjectural.
Furthermore, the planners again failed to indicate in their report how
the costs of these operations are to be met.

The implementation of the plan was proposed in three stages excluding
mitial measures which involve pulling down some ninety-five buildings
of dangerous physical condition by 1975. According to the planners,
some of these buildings have historical or artistic value and "if quick
actions are taken, these values may still be saved" 70 . Stage one
(1980-85) is to involve the preservation of valuable buildings and
construction of two car parks, stage two (1985-90) is to deal with
preserving buildings but also with pedestrianisation and with the
provision of underground car parking while, during the third stage,
(1990-2000) all car parks are to be completed. The estimated cost
of implementing the first stage was put at ID. 2,416,000 at 1974 prices
(Table 41). The approximate costs of each particular project
included the cost of construction, land, and a compound interest of
seven per cent which is, according to Polservice, "the rate usually
applied by money lending banks"71.

They estimated the cost of 'reconstruction' of each house between
ID. 3,500 and 4,000, and maintained that the 'economic' rent of a
house in Kadhimiya would amount to about ID. 240-280 annually;
this rent includes amortisation of the initial capital, interest, cost
of repairs and cost of management. Accordingly, only economic
groups C and D (those earning between 101 and 200 and 201 plus
Dinars monthly, respectively) will be able to afford such 'economic'
rents, groups A and B, which amount to almost 99. 9% of the total
population of the core, "will have to be helped financially, either by
loans or by grants" 72 . Assuming that a family can afford to buy a
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TABLE 41
	

Kadhimiya. Estimated Costs of Implementation
of First Stage

Proj ect

Commerce and Business

Hotels

Facilities

Transportation

Public Utilities

Green Areas

Reconstruction of Houses

Total

Estimated Cost in I. D.

425,000

405,000

145,000

246,000

200,000

230,000

765,000

2,416,000 Iraqi Dinars
(at 1974 current prices)

Source. Polservice, Kadhimiya, p. 44
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house for a price not exceeding two to two and a half times its
annual income, the planners concluded that group A could afford
ID. 800, and group B could afford ID. 2200. By assuming again that
their plot merger scheme will succeed, which is unlikely because of
the reasons outlined earlier, they calculated that the two groups
could be granted ID. 300,000, while the remaining ID. 465,000 (60%)
is to be met by the inhabitants to make up the total of ID. 765,000
required for the 'reconstruction' of all the houses in the three groups.

The report ends with a very brief list of recommendations which included
the need for creating a special 'Architectural Service', new legislation,
research, and pilot projects. In conclusion, this study is a relatively
good effort by a team of foreign planners who, because of their lack of
intimate knowledge of local conditions, were unsuspectmgly driven to
put forward several unrealistic policies that were based on erroneous
or over-optimistic assumptions. Moreover, it seems that because of
contractual and brief defects they were not obliged to prepare a
documentative inventory of cultural heritage for the area. Such an
inventory would have probably helped to avoid the loss of several
important buildings which were demolished partly because of the
consultants' proposals and partly because of the enthusiasm of some
Amanat officials to tcleart the area.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE CONSERVATION SURVEY AND INVENTORY OF
CULTURAL HERITAGE

8. 1 Aims

The aims of the conservation survey of Baghdad, which was carried
out by the author between 1975 and 1977 and was of crucial importance
to this study, were three fold:

1. To investigate the four historic cores of the city and to
analyse their general characteristics and individual
urban and architectural elements

2. To identify their problems and the scale and different
causes of destruction with the aim of preparing a
documentary inventory of cultural heritage lost between
1917 and 1975 (Chapter IV)

3. To select, grade, and photograph individual items of
interest, and to document other relevant data with the
aim of preparing a comprehensive inventory of the
existing cultural heritage in the city.

8. 2 Scope and Limitations

The conservation survey was limited to the area enclosed by the
present municipal boundaries of Baghdad City. It, therefore, excluded
even those items of interest which are located just outside the boundarieE
such as Aqarquf. The date of 1932 was used as the upper limit for the
selection of items. However, it must be pointed out that selection
was applied much more cautiously to items of a more recent origin,
i. e., 1918-1932, of which only those of outstanding qualities were
included inthe inventory. With only a few exceptions, the overwhelming
majority of selected items are found within the four historic cores.

The coverage of the survey and the inventory was intended to be
comprehensive. The author investigated nearly every single alleyway
in all four cores and managed to enter the majority of selected items
including private houses. The higher the grade of the item, the more
rigorous and intensive was the examination and documentation.
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Consequently, it may reasonably be claimed that, as far as items of
outstandmg cultural interest are concerned, i. e. grades A and B,
none was likely to have been missed.

8. 3 Methodology

In order to carry out the survey, there were four basic and essential
requirements. These were the following.

1. Official permits
2. Base maps and aerial photographs of the old cores
3. Standardised survey data cards
4. Photographic and measuring equipment

The official permits enabled the author to carry out photographic work,
to interview public officials, and to obtain maps, aerial photographs,
and governmental reports. Furthermore, they were of enormous help
as far as entering private houses was concerned. The occupants of
such houses felt somewhat more assured when they saw the official
letter and they allowed the author to investigate the interior quite freely.
It can be categorically stated that, without such kind help, selection and
grading would have been drastically incomplete.

The maps, obtained from Amanat al-Assima and the Directorate General
of Surveys, were somewhat incomplete, and of different scales and
vintages. They also included several detailed planning proposals.
A set of aerial photographs, taken by the Iraqi Air Force in 1972, was
very helpful in filling the gaps and updating base maps. They were
also very useful in tracing the shapes and structures of inaccessible
roofs of mosques, churches, and other large public buildings.

The survey followed the same blocks and numbers of the Amanat. For
Kadhimiya, however, the blocks used by Polservice were followed but
with a different numbering system. This was because the maps of
Kadhimiya were of 1:500 scale showing much more detail than the maps
of other areas and, consequently, a more refined block division was
needed (Figures 59, 69 and 70).
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Again, with the exception of Kadhimiya, the survey was generally
conducted from northern blocks down to southern blocks. Thus, for
Rusafa, the survey started with the northern blocks of 114 (Maidan
and Jadid Hasan Pasha) to block 110 (Bab al-Agha to Ras al-Qarya),
then from the northern block of 112 (Barudiya and Haidar-Khana) to
block 108 (Shorja and Ammar) to block 104 (Smak). Similarly, from
the northern block of 113 (Fadhil) to 107 and 117 (Bab al-Sheikh).
(Figure

In Karkh the survey was also conducted likewise. From the northern
block of 210 (Sheikh Ali to Jiaifir) down to block 212 (Suq al-Jadid to
Ras al-Jisir), thei to block 216 (Sif to Shawaka to Kraimat). In
Kadhimiya which is, unlike other historic cores, circular in form,
the survey was carried out in a clockwise direction. It started from
the north-eastern blocks of 401 and 415 down to the south-eastern
blocks of 416 to 425, and ended with the north-western blocks of
426 to 434.

A prototype survey card of size A4 was designed for the purpose of
wiritng quick field nots and remarks that are relevant to the particular
building under investigation. A thousand copies of such cards were
printed in Baghdad and were used for the preparation of both inventories.
The card was laid out to include, inter alia, the following data:

Serial number of item
Address details
Block and mahalla
Estimated or known date
Proposed grade
Physical condition
Past restorations and dates
Ownership
Group value
Architectural description
Photographic references
Location plan
Bibliographical notes

The compiled data for each item was later transferred to a final card
which was	 used for the inventory (Vols. II to III). Because most
streets, especially alleyways, are not named, or have lost their historic
names; and because the numbers of buildings themselves have been
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recently changed (in 1976), it was decided to include all shown
numbers to ascertain identity. Furthermore, it was also decided
to include the official census numbers which are usually found fixed
on front doors. This was done to maximise the identifiability of
the selected item and correlate it with official census records.

The names of owners of selected items were obtained either from
the occupants themselves or from electricity and water bills where
the name of the owner was printed. However, this was not always
possible but they can be obtained easily if government records are
made available. The Awqaf was the owner of the overwhelming
majority of mosques and masjids, while other religious buildmgs such
as takyas, husamiyas and tombs, were largely privately-owned.
The Directorate of Antiquities owns all archaeological sites, and
some buildings and monuments in Baghdad.

The names of mahallas were obtained from the 1957 Census and from
Dr. Susa's Atlas of Baghdad, published in 1952. The names of
particular alleyways (Aqids), which are not published in those documents,
were obtained from local people. In such cases and in other enquiries,
old men who had lived for a long time in the locality were invariably
a very useful - though not a wholly reliable - source of information.
Consequently, double checking was always necessary.

The authorts own photographic equipment was used for the survey and
inventory. Some 138 black and white films (about 5,000 exposures)
and 25 colour slide films were used. A wide angle lens (24 mm.) was
indispensible for recording small interiors and facades of buildings in
very narrow alleyways. Each film was identified by a number and
every exposure was noted in the Survey Card for subsequent
identification and analysis. Most of the films were developed in
Baghdad to check that they successfully exposed before returning
to Sheffield.
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8.4 Criteria of Selection

Some argue that the qualities of a building, at any one time, cannot
be objectively evaluated by an individual, that his own assessment
is inevitably based upon his whims or subjective criteria. However,
while this argument may be true in some cases, it is largely false
and even misleading. This is because the required standard of
selection and assessment is not usually based solely on individual taste
but rather on objective architectural or historical evidence. This
view is effectively defended by Earl':

"When we are dealing with objects which can be described
in terms of authorship, style, system of proportion and
ornamentation, plan form, spatial organisation,
structural system, innovating qualities and historical
associations, we are dealing almost entirely with firmly
ascertainable objective facts. The degree of architectural
or historic interest is not too difficult to establish within
sensible limits."

Similarly, the criteria used by the author in selectmg items of
cultural interest were based on largely factual and objective considerations,
These included the age of the building, the scarcity or otherwise of its
type, its restorability, its architectural or historic interest, locational
significance and group value.

The age of a building was obviously a very important consideration in its
selection. The existing Law of Antiquities of 1936 protects those built
before 1700 AD. This particular limit was also used by the author to
select all such buildings which exist now in anything like their original
form. The date of 1869, which marks the arrival of Western-inspired
modernisation by Midhat Pasha, was used because of its historic as
well as architectural significance. Consequently, most buildings and
items built between 1700 and 1868 - a period that included the important
phase of the Mamluks - were also listed, while selection was necessary
for those built between 1869 and 1917.

The end of the long Ottoman rule and the arrival of the British in 1917
witnessed, among other things, several urban and architectural changes.
The date of 1932, which marks the end of the British Mandate of Iraq,
was a convenient upper limit for listing buildings for the inventory.
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The question of the architectural interest of a building, which is
perhaps the one criterion that is subject to more controversy than any
other, was assessed in terms of design, plan, materials used,
structural and constructional systems, and richness of detail and
ornamentation which is perhaps especially relevant to Islamic
architecture. Some buildings stand out as fine examples of art and
architecture, while others exhibit a particular style or a structural
innvoat ion.

The historic interest was related to a building when it was associated
with well-known historic characters or historic events. Often, hosevei
old buildings are bound to be of some historic value especially for
architectural and urban historians. A historic place in the community
such as a mosque, for example, can have high architectural interest as
well as a high historic interest. On the other hand, cemeteries and
tombs in Baghdad usually have more historic value than architectural
value.

Only a very few buildings are known to have had some association with
well-known historic figures. The vast majority of the private houses
of historic national figures, poets, and artists, remain unknown. This
is very regrettable indeed and there is a real need to mitiate intensive
research in this field. The authentication that a certain house has once
been inhabited by a certain national leader, for example, can be a very
good reason for listing it. It can also be a very effective and mterestmg
way of enrichmg the nation's cultural heritage.

Occasionally, some buildings and items have an added topographical
or locational value. This value is only applicable to items built before
1700 because it is usually associated with older buildings, For instance,
the existence of a small part of a medieval city wall is usually of little
architectural value but of a very considerable locational value. It
represents indispensible historic physical evidence of the existence of
such walls and helps to trace back earlier lines of fortifications.
Thus, the Wastani Gate, the remaining wall of the Citadel and some
road patterns help both urban archaeologists and historians to follow
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the walls of Rusafa both visually and cartographically. Moreover,
because surviving historic buildings and urban features are often
referred to in old books and accounts of travellers, they help historians
to use them as spatial fixations to locate historic features that have
disappeared a long time ago. The location of Nidhamiya Madrasa is
now known only because of the existence of such historic 'spatial
anchorages' as the Madrasa of Mustansiriya and the vestiges of the
Tuesday Market.

Lastly, the group value of a building was also used in the survey as
a consideration for its selection. In Baghdad, this value was
particularly relevant to terraced traditional houses where they appear
to form one long building.

An attempt was made to quantify the relative importance of selected
items according to these seven criteria. It must be emphasised,
however, that the scoring system devised for this purpose does not in
any way claim to be an accurate method of representing the true qualities
of selected items. It must only be used as a general guide and regarded
as a crude approximation. The scoring table, which is included in
every inventory card is, nevertheless, useful because it illustrates the
main reasons for selecting a particular item in the first place. It
shows graphically what outstanding qualities a selected item has without
necessarily having to read the accompanying text.

A total of 100 pomts was apportioned to the seven above-mentioned criteria,
to each according to its relative significance. Age was given a maximum
score of 25 points, while other criteria such as architectural and historic
interest were given a maximum score of 15 points each. A minimum of
5 points was made obligatory to be scored on age and another 5 points on
either architectural or historic interest for any building to qualify for
listing. In other words, a building which is built after 1932 is
automatically excluded even when it possesses high architectural interest.
However, an exception was made for some historic mosques which have
been rebuilt by the Awqaf recently. Similarly, a building built between
1918 and 1932 which does not possess any appreciable architectural or
historic interest is also excluded even when it can score 15 points for
its high restoration potential, and so on.
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The listing of buildings built between 1918 and 1932 was highly
selective and only those with a definite quality and character were,
therefore, selected. The estimation of undated buildmgs, especially
traditional houses, is discussed later under the analysis of individual
urban and architectural elements.

The scarcity, or otherwise, of a particular type of building was
another consideration which is obviously not subject to any value
judgement. As far as Baghdad is concerned, traditional houses
were more abundant than other types of selected buildings. Houses
which show their date of original construction are relatively scarce
in Baghdad (and Iraq) and, therefore, those with such provision
deserved more attention than other similar but undated houses. Dated
houses serve to testify certain architectural and constructional
developments and as such they are extremely helpful to historians and
architectural cons ervationists.

Second came mosques, masjids, and tombs. However, there are
very few existing authentic takyas (religious hospices) and husainiyas
(Shu religious buildings also used as mosques) and, consequently, they
were given more consideration for listing than other abundant buildings
of similar function. The scarcest types are hammams, madrasas,
churches, walls and gates, cafes and shops (Table 47).

The restorability of a building was another important consideration in
its selection and grading. The restoration potential of a building is a
function of its physical condition, the cost of its repair in relation to
its importance, and in case of important buildings, the availability of
documentary evidence such as measured drawings and old photographs,
and adaptability for a new use. It follows, therefore, that a small
traditional house, which is m such a poor condition that it would need
a large sum of money for its repair, is obviously of a low restoration
potential. The question of adaptability for a new use is perhaps more
relevant to larger and more important buildings, such as mosques,
hammams, than to small traditional houses.
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Buildings and other items which scored between 100 and 70 were
considered to qualify for grade A, those which scored between 65 and
35 points were considered to qualify for grade B, and those between
30 and 10 were considered to qualify for grade C. Only eight houses
scored between 60 and 65, but were listed grade A because of their
exceptional qualities. However, apart from the general guidance
that was obtained from the scoring system, these three grades were
defined to show their relative importance as follows.

Grade A. These are items of exceptional architectural
and/or historic interest, of national importance,
and must be preserved.

Grade B. These are items of special architectural and/or
historic interest, which warrant every effort being
made to preserve them. Some of these items
could be, eventually, upgraded to grade A.

Grade C: These are items of sufficient architectural and/or
historic interest to be considered for protection.
Some may possess a special local interest or
group value. Ilormally, they should also be
preserved and could be re-assessed regularly
either for upgrading or removal from any future
statutory list.

Table 42 shows the number of listed items according to their grade and
location. All listed items of all three grades are distinguished by some
quality or other. Consequently, they should all be protected and
defended against encroachment or loss. Buildings of grade C should
not be dismissed lightly as being 'third rate' items and allowed to be
demolished without a very good and unavoidable reason. Some items
older than 1700, which are supposed to have been protected under the
present Law, have been demolished or substantially altered. It must
be stressed that the three grades were used to indicate the relative
importance of selected items and not to indicate the degree of difficulty
or ease of their demolition. It was precisely for this reason that some
countries such as Britain decided to discontinue the use of grade III.
The inventory prepared by the author is not a 'final' one, nor is it an
official document. Any officially prepared inventory may well use only
one or two grades. It is not the number of grades that is really
important in this issue but, rather, whether the will and determination
to protect the cultural heritage of a nation exist or not.
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TABLE 42 Inventory Items: Their Grade and Percentage of Total

Core

1. Rusafa

2. Karkh

3. Aadhamiya

4. Kadhimiya

5. Others

Totals

Percentage
of each
grade of
Total No.

% of TotalGrade A Grade B Grade C Total No. No. of Items

	

50	 115	 124	 289	 47.9

	

10	 23	 31	 64	 10.6

	

5	 2	 5	 12	 1.9

	

11	 86	 138	 235	 38.9

	

2	 1	 -	 3	 0.5

	

78	 227	 298	 603	 100. 0%

13%	 I 37.6% I 49.4% I 100%

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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8. 5 Analysis of Urban and Architectural Items of the Inventory

The data and architectural description of selected items and buildings,
especially of grades A and B, were obtained from the following three
major sources:

1. The author's conservation survey, field notes and
observations,

2. The author's photographic documentation, sketches
and measured drawings,

3. Published and unpublished works, including manuscripts,
measured drawings by architectural students and several
theses by Iraqi students in Baghdad University.

A list of published and unpublished references was compiled for all
important buildings. These bibliographical references, which are
found in the inventory for each building, were inthspensible in documenting
the historical background and factual data for these buildings. These
references were continuously compiled and updated throughout the
research period. They can be of considerable help to any future
preservation and restoration work. One hundred and seventeen items
were found to have written references. This low figure is due to the
fact that nearly all houses, which represent sixty-nine per cent of the
inventory, have no references (Table 43).

All the relevant data of each selected building was then coded and
compiled for computer sorting and analysis. The data included: the
grade, serial and block numbers, the title and address of item, the
date of origin and the date of the last major restoration (if known), its
physical condition, type of ownership, existing use, and availability of
documentation. A key of explanations of codes is found at the beginning
of every computer printout.

The computer was then programmed (usmg ICL Direct Access Sorting
Package XSDC) to compile the inventory of 603 items according to five
different arrangements:

1. According to serial and block numbers (see printout ; Volume II)
2. According to three types of grades (see Appendix 3, Volume III)
3. According to six types of ownership (see Appendix 6, Volume III)
4. According to fifteen types of existing uses (see Appendix 5, Vol.111)
5. According to four types of physical condition (see Appendix 4,Vol.III)



	298	 601	 99. 60

	

32	 154	 25.53

	

4
	

71	 11.77

	

19
	

47	 7.79

	

2
	

117	 19.40

220

70

19

11

48
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TABLE 43 Inventory Items. Availability of Documentation

To of Total___________ GradeA GradeB Grade C Total (603 items)

Exact Date	 39	 33	 35	 107	 17.80

Black and White
Photographs	 83
(by author)

Colour Slides 52(by author)

Plans (and/or 48Sections)

Elevations	 17

References	 67

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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The 603 punched cards and the different computer printouts have the
advantages of quick information retrieval, can be very easily corrected
updated, or removed, and can be reproduced in any required quantity
by computers in Iraq. The printouts, which were used extensively
by the author throughout the research period for analysis, can also be
of immediate help to any interested governmental body in Iraq. An
Arabic version of the same inventory could very easily be made by
using the same methodology but with Arabic codes.

The conservation survey and inventory resulted in the identification
of three broad urban elements of cultural interest m Baghdad:

1. Archaeological Sites
2. Conservation Areas and Zones of Visual Interest
3. Individual items of interest

The proposed Conservation Areas and Archaeological Sites were not coded
for computer analysis but are found in this chapter. This was because
their data was different and could not be coded as mdividual items.

8. 5. 1 Archaeological Sites

According to the official 'Atlas of Archaeblogical Sites m Iraq' of
1976 and other sources 2 , there are some 53 archaeological sites
within the present municipal boundaries of the city of Baghdad
(Figure 71). These sites vary in area, physical condition, and age.
Some are simple mounds (Tells), while others are ruins, or excavated
or unexcavated structures which have become buried over the centuries.

Because they are all within Baghdad they have been subject to serious
encroachment and destruction by modern demands for urban land.
Some very valuable sites have been allowed to disappear under modern
residential neighbourhoods and public buildings. The Tells of Dirawi,
Husniya, and Nasrat Pasha, for example, have now all been built over
by residential developments in the Mansur area of Baghdad. The
same unfortunate fate overtook the Tells of Althawi in Kadhimiya,
Zagrutiya, and Manathir north of Mansur. It is important to realise
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that all these Tells were supposed to have been 'protected' by
the Directorate of Antiquities. This can only show the apathetic
way with which the Directorate regarded its sites.

There are many other regrettable examples. The famous site of
Khiyut Rabua, which belongs to the Parthian Period (148 BC to 126 AD),
has now been largely disrupted by modern development. The site was
excavated in 1936 and is now reduced to only a small area which is
completely engulfed by the modern 'Recreation City' of Eastern Rusafa.
Similarly, Tell Dhubai, which belongs to the Sumerian-Akkadian Period,
is now reduced to a site of only 150 x 300 metres in area and again
surrounded by modern houses. Other man-made urban features such
as canals, which can sometimes be of high archaeological mterest, e.g.
the Masudi Canal, have been destroyed. Even the assumed site of
the Round City has now been extensively disrupted by the vast railway
complex of Shalchiya.

The archaeological sites of Baghdad are only mdicated in the official
Atlas maps by a small dot. What is needed is their precise location
and boundaries in relation to existing modern growth around them so
that any future encroachment can be avoided. The protected
archaeological area should not only include the excavations or tells
themselves but also a part of their surrounding area. This would
allow for further discoveries in the future and provide a sort of
'buffer zone' against offenders.

Another important but seemingly neglected aspect of urban archaeology
is related to the frequent finds of archaeological material during
excavation works by building operations. More often than not,
building contractors are reluctant to report such finds to the authorities
because of their fear of the inevitable bureaucratic delays or even the
appropriation of the site itself. Consequently, the majority of such
finds go unreported and what might be archaeological evidence of great
significance is often destroyed simply because of this understandable
fear.

This unfortunate situation leads to the proposal of several remedial
measures. First, it seems necessary that the Directorate of Antiquities
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should prepare special maps which chart all urban areas that have an
archaeological potential. It is not too difficult to prepare such charts.
The four historic cores of Baghdad must have considerable
archaeological evidence buried underneath them. This potential for
finds was attested by Dun when he reported3:

diggmg the foundations of the new building of the
Rafidain Bank (a multi-storey block), about fifty yards
from Samawal Street, a kitchen was struck, very likely
that of Dar al-Khilafa. . . . The limits of Mustam Wall
eastwards corresponds approximately to the Nazim Pasha
Bund as is shown from digging foundations of new houses."

Second, any new building or other large-scale operation, that requires
relatively deep excavation work within these charted areas, should be
reported by the planning authorities to the Directorate of Antiquities
prior to commencing work. A qualified inspector could then be
allocated the responsibility of reporting any find. As a corollary,
an 'emergency squad' of specialist archaeologists and architects
should be set up to rescue sudden finds within these areas. Its most
important task would be first to assess the scale and archaeological
sigrnficance of the find and, second, to organise quickly a team to
document immovable finds and salvage movable items.

Third, depending on the significance of the find itself, there should be
adequate legal provision for financial compensation (possibly on a
dailyrate basis) to contractors who suffer delays and stoppages, and
attractive rewards and incentives for any person who reports such finds.
In this way, it is hoped that, even when a contractor attempts to hide
such finds, his workers will find it profitable to inform the authorities.
This would, in turn, expose the negligent offender who would be open to
appropriate fines or other punishment.

Last, but not least, the Directorate of Antiquities must be made aware
of the tremendous importance of urban archaeology and it must act
quickly to safeguard its stock of urban archaeological sites. Immediate
measures are needed to surround these sites by appropriate protective
fences. It is not incorrect to assume that the majority of such sites
are perhaps even more important, in terms of their cultural value, than
most listed buildings. Therefore, an even greater effort is needed to
preserve them.
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8. 5. 2 Conservation Areas and Zones of Special Visual Interest

Conservation Areas are those areas which possess special architectural
or historic interest. It is a recognised fact that the quality of
heritage lies not just in buildings themselves but in building groups
and even entire environments. The conservation survey resulted in
the identification and designation of twenty-three such areas m Rusafa,
nine in Karkh, and two in Aadhamiya, while the historic core of
Kadhimiya is designated as one Conservation Area (Table 44, Figure 72).

The broad aim of designating Conservation Areas is to make their
special character subject to special legal planning control thereby
ensuring both its protection and enhancement. As was mentioned
earlier, the basic concept of conservation is that of a mixture of planned
change and continuity and, similarly, a Conservation Area should involve
a flexible arrangements of the old and new. By the concentration of
planning within these relatively small areas, it is hoped that they will
be able to assimilate the necessary changes while maintaining their
essential overall character.

By definition, therefore, these areas are to be the responsibility of
planning authorities and not preservation authorities, i. e., Amanat
al-Assima and not the Directorate of Antiquities 	 Consequently, the
legal provisions that are required for these areas should be incorporated
within the legal framework of planning. These legal provisions should
not only deal with the relevant administrative and financial aspects of
urban conservation but also with specific aspects such as development
control, conservation plans, permitted development for non-listed
buildings, listed building control including demolitions and alterations,
mfil], and enhancement including landscaping, provision of street
furniture and removal of unsightly poles and overhead electricity and
telephone wires.

The boundaries of the proposed Conservation Areas are broadly based
on the official block divisions of Baghdad by the Amanat. They were
not based on the Census boundaries because these boundaries are not
physically defined as the blocks are. The blocks have been defined
along existing street patterns or other physical features such as railways
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TABLE 44 The Proposed Conservation Areas in Baghdad

Corresponding Block
(Approximate)

Rusafa
1. Citadel Complex
2. Sarai and Jadid Hasan Pasha
3. Suqs Area/Bab al-Agha
4. Ras al-Qarya/Mustansir Street
5. Sabounchiya
6. Haidarkhana/Aqouliya
7. Imam Taha to Shorja 1
8. Churches/Dahana
9. Ammar

10. Murabaa
11. Sinak
12. Fadhil/Qaraghol/Hammam Malih
13. Qanbar Ali/Tawrat/Shorja 2
14. Qushal/Hitawiyin
15. Saraj al-Dm/Ras al-Saqya
16. Bab al-Shaikh
17. Abdulla/ Mandiya
18. Ghazali Cemetery
19. Wardiya Cemetery/Sahrawarth
20. British Civilian Cemetery
21 British Military Cemetery
22. Turkish Cemetery
23. Batawiym

Karkh
24. Jaifir
25. Tikarta
26. Shaikh Au
27. Sitta Nafisa
28. Jami Atta
29. Suq Jadid
30. Shaikh Bashar
31. Sif/Shawaka/Kraimat
32. Shaikh Maaruf Cemetery
33. Shaikh Junaid Cemetery

Aadhamiya
34. The Mosque and Cemetery
35. Safina

Ka dhim iya

114
114
110
110
112
112
108
108
108
104
104

115 & 113
111
111
109

119, 117 & 107
123
129
131
103
143
116
101

212 & 210
212
210
212

212 & 210
212
212
216
208
202

312
312

36 The Mosque and Surrounding Core 	 I	 400-434

NOTE: The location of these proposed Conservation Areas is shown
in Figure
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and canals. The proposed areas vary in size, character - both
functionally and architecturally - and in the number of selected
buildings within them. Conservation Areas will perhaps always be
centred on listed buildings, but exceptions should be allowed. For
instance, an area which includes only a few listed buildings could have
an interesting historical street pattern or some other features of
archaeological value. Such an area should also be considered for
designation.

The number of selected buildings within these proposed Conservation
Areas usually gives an indication of the intensity of its cultural interest.
Table 45 shows the incidence of selected buildings and other items per
hectare. The highest incidence in Rusafa is claimed by block 110 which
includes the historic mahallas of Bab al-Agha and Ras al-Qarya. The
same block also contains the greatest number of grades A and B in the
whole of Baghdad. In absolute terms (of all grades), block 104, which
includes Murabaa and Sinak mahallas, contains the greatest number.
Kadhimiya's historic core, which contains 235 selected buildings
within an area of about 59 hectares, has an incidence ratio of about
four items per hectare - the highest in Baghdad.

However, it must be emphasised that these incidence figures should
only be taken as general indicators and not as 'absolute' facts.
This reservation is due to two reasons: firstly, the figures are arrived
at by treating equally all selected items of all grades and, secondly,
the selection of the items was done by the author alone and not by an
official team. Such a team is quite likely to select a different number
of items, especially of the C grade, thereby arriving at different
incidence ratios.	 -

Most of these areas have been invaded by all types of modern land uses
and, as a consequence, have suffered considerable physical loss and
visual intrusion. However, some still possess certain nodes and
landmarks which have managed to maintain some of their former
visual interest and contribution to the historic skyline of parts of the
old city. Such areas have been identified by the author as
Zones of visual interest. In general, they fall into three main
categories (Table 46, Figure 73):
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TABLE 45 Grades and Incidence of Inventory Items per Hectare m
Survey Blocks of Rusafa, Karkh and Kadhimiya

I Area IncidenceBlock No. Grade A Grade B Grade C Total Items/ha.(ha.)

Karkh

218
210
216

Kadhim iy

402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
412
413
414
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434

40
50
25

2
1.2
0.45
0. 9
0.9
0. 7
1. 35
2. 25
1. 35
0.97
1.5
0. 6
1.6
1. 5
1.6
1.0
1.5
1.8
1.8
0. 6
0. 8
1. 26
2. 7
1.0
1.0
0. 5
1. 5
1.65

0.85
0.08
0.72

0. 50
11. 70

2. 20
10. 00
6.70
4.30
7.40
1.30
3. 70
4.12
1.30

15. 00
3.12
2. 70
4.40
4.00
8.70
9.34
1.70
6. 70
3.75
7.14

11. 11
13. 00
5.00

26. 00
12. 70
6.00

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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1. Landmarks, such as large mosques with lofty
minarets and domes

2. Nodes, such as those represented by a small group
of buildings of high visual interest

3. Views, especially long continuous views, such as
riverfronts or streets.

Forty-seven such zones have been identified in the conservation
survey. They include twenty-six landmarks, ten nodes, and eleven
views. Although all of these zones are within the proposed Conservation
Areas, they demand, nevertheless, more strict visual and planning
controls. For landmarks, a protective visual tbuffert circle of not
less than 150 metres radius is proposed. Within these circles,
high-rise development (more than two storeys) should be strictly
banned and, depending on the size and character of the landmark
itself, special development regulations and guidelines should be
formulated. For nodes and continuous views, on the other hand,
buffer circles are obviously not practicable, but again they should be
treated with special care.

It is not realistic, nor perhaps desirable, to issue a standard
specification for the definition and protection of Conservation Areas
and Visual Zones. However, while it should be quite legitimate to
allow a certam amount of modern development to take place within the
former, it should not be allowed within the latter. In this connection,
such activities as removal of accretions and eyesores and other
enhancement schemes should not be regarded as forms of modern
development and, therefore, must be encouraged. The survival
chances of listed buildings, Areas and Zones, are heightened if the
environment in which they stand provides attractive living conditions.
Enhancement provides the incentives for continued care and investment
in maintenance.

A Conservation Area should not be treated as a 'line on a map', its
designation is only a necessary preliminary to ensure that suitable
steps are taken and policies formulated to retain its special character
by a conservation plan of action within the larger framework of the
City's Development Plan.
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FIG.73 ZONES OF VISUAL INTEREST IN BAGHDAD



20. Sandal Mosque	 8. Qurnriya/Ajmi
21. Hallaj Tomb	 Mosques
22. Zumarrad Khatun Tomb
23. Maruf Karkhi Mosque

Aadhamiya
24. Aadham Mosque	 9. Royal Cemetery!

Aal Bait College

Ka dhim iya
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TABLE 46 Proposed Zones of Visual Interest in Baghdad

Landmarks	 Nodes	 I Long Views

Ru safa
1. Citadel
2. Sarai Buildings
3. Suqs Area
4. Churches Comple
5. Sa raj in and Sa gha

Suqs
6. Tabat al.-Kurd
7. Sahrawardi/

Wa stani

1. Ahmadiya Mosque
2. Haidarkhana Mosque
3. Sarai Mosque
4. Numaniya Mosque
5. Adiliya Mosque
6. Khasaki Mosque
7. Husain Pasha Mosque
8. Aqouli Mosque
9. Sultan AU. Mosque

10. British Residency
11. Fadhil Mosque
12. Mnawra Khatun Mosque
13. Khulafa Mosque
14. Saraj al-Din Mosque
15. Khulani Mosque
16. Gailani Mosque
17. Qushla Clock Tower
18. Mirjan Mosque
19. Lynch House

Karkh

1. Rashid Street
2. Mustansir St.
3. Riverfront!

Citadel to Sinak
4. Al-Ghazil Suq
5. Shorja Suq

6. Hidanda Suq
7. Riverfront!

Tikarta to
Kraimat

8. Riverfront/Sifina

25. Khadhimain Mosque	 10. Aaraji Mosque!	 9.
26. Haidari Husairnya	 Cemetery	 10.

11.

NOTES: The location of these zones is shown m Figure
Areas of landscape interest are excluded

Bab Dirwaza St
Astarabadi Suq
Mufid St. Suq
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8. 5. 3 Individual Items of Cultural Interest

The conservation survey and the inventory of Baghdad resulted in
the identification of several broad-use groups into which fell most
of the selected items. These groups are as follows:

1. Residential: Mostly houses, but also some hotels and
hostels (Manzils). This group makes up
about 69% of the inventory.

2. Religious:	 Mostly mosques and masjids, but also
madrasas, tombs, takyas, husainiyas, and
churches. This group makes up about 22%
of the inventory.

3. Commercial: Includes suqs, khans, shops. This group
makes up 5. 8% of the mventory.

4. Others:	 Includes hammams and schools. It makes
up 3. 2% of the inventory.

Between them, residential and religious uses make up 91% of the total
number of items m the mventory (Table 47). The same table shows
that the order of abundance of the different types of items is as follows

Houses
Mosques
Tombs
Khans
Suqs
Others
Hamma m 5
Churches
Takyas
Madrasas
Husainiya S
Shops
Cafes

The table shows that out of a total number of 603 items, 104 have beer
either converted mto another use or are being used for a purpose that
is different from their original use. This represents a change in use
of 17. 24%, most of which has affected houses.

Table 48 indicates that about 74% of the items of the inventory are
privately owned, and some 18% are owned by the Awqaf Ministry.
Table 49 shows that while 45% of the items are in fair physical
condition, more than 51% are either in poor or very poor physical
condition
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Grade A IGrade B I Grade COwnership

275

8

5

9

1

298

Total Percentage
of Total

	

446	 13.96

	

110	 18.25

	

18	 2.98

	

16	 2.65

	

8	 1.33

	

5	 0.83

603 I 100.00

	

16	 155

	

48	 54

	

2	 11

	

2	 5

	

8	 -

	

2	 2

	

78	 227

Private

Awqaf

Government

Government -
Mu3ammada

Antiquities

Church

Totals
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TABLE 48 Inventory Items: Types of Ownership

Source. Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77



Grade and Number
% Good

A (78)
	

5. 12

B (227)
	

3.08

C (298)
	

1.00

% Very Poor

12.88

7. 12

4.36

354

TABLE 49	 Inventory Items: Physical Condition

Condition I Grade A I Grade B I Grade C

Good
	

4
	

7
	

3

Fair	 38
	

102
	

136

Poor	 26
	

102
	

146

Very Poor	 10
	

16
	

13

Totals	 78
	

227
	

298

Total No. Percentageof Total (603)

	

14	 2.32

	

276	 45. 78

	

274	 45.44

	

39	 6.46

	

603	 100. 00%

TABLE 50
	

Inventory Items: Percentage of Condition Types
According to Each Grade

Physical Condition

	

% Fair	 % Poor

	

48.70	 33.3

	

44.90	 44.90

	

45.63	 48.99

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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TABLE 51 Inventory Items. Estimated Cost of Repair and
Restoration

Estimated Costs
of Repair

and Restoration

Under 5,000 ID

Under 20,000

	

Grade Grade Grade Total	 Range of
A	 B	 C	 No.	 Total Cost*

20	 51	 200	 271)	 1,355,000 ID
87%

28	 134	 92	 254)	 1,270,000-
5, 080 , 000

Under 50,000

Under 100,000

Over 100,000/
Special Fund

Totals

	

18	 32

	

3	 2

	

9	 8

78	 I 227

-	 50

-	 5

61 23

298 I 603

1, 000, 000-
2,500,000

250,000-
500,000

2,300,000

6, 175, 000-
11, 735, 000

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77

NOTE: *The costs are calculated between minimum and maximum
estimates and do not mclude maintenance costs
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According to grades, Table 50 shows that more than 46% of all
Grade A items are in poor or very poor physical condition, and
that more than 52% of all Grade B and Grade C items are in poor
or very poor physical condition.

The costs of repair and restoration of each item in the inventory
was indicated by a general estimate falling into five groups from
'under 5,000 ID' to 'over 100,000 ID'. The estimate is indicated
on each inventory card. Table 51 shows that the cost of repairing
and restoring all the selected items of the inventory ranges between
six million and twelve million Dinars, or around an average of
about nine million Dmars. Obviously these figures are only general
approximations and must therefore be considered with some caution.
However, it is sigrnficant to notice that as many as 87% of all items
(the first two groups in Table 51) only require between 2,625,000
and 6,435,000 Dmars to repair and restore. It is also important
to realise that thirty-four Grade A items (40%) are already restored
by the various protective agencies.

Because of the many unknowns and variables involved in this sort
of estimation, it is difficult to arrive at more definite figures.
These figures, however, contrast sharply with the estimated costs
of the conservation of Kadhimiya's historic core by Polservice.
They show that the planners' figure of about 2. 5 million Dinars is
considerably underestimated. The costs of implementing conservation
plans for the Conservation Areas proposed in this research would
obviously require special central government funds and regular
allocations in the national development plan.
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A. Houses

Frequent floods, fires, wars and other disasters, have resulted in
the total destruction of all medieval houses in Baghdad. Consequently,
it must be stressed at the outset that none of the surviving traditional
houses date back beyond the early decades of the nineteenth century.
The word 'Traditional' is used here to describe houses which are older
than 1918 and of vernacular design, while 'Transitional' describes
those built between 1918 and the late 1930's because of their differing
architectural and constructional characteristics. Arabic architectural
words (Iraqi usage) are explamed in the glossary at the beginning of this
volume. Because houses form the major part of the mventory they are
discussed here in more detail than other items.

Despite the disappearance of medieval houses it can be safely assumed
that existing traditional ones are essentially a continuation of their
predecessors. This assumption is based not only on historical accounts
but also augmented by contemporary illustrations such as those by
Hariri4 . It should be realised that the majority of medieval houses
were probably built of mud-bricks and not of kiln-fired bricks and,
therefore, they could not have survived the ravages of man, time and
nature. It is known, for example, that most houses of the Round City
of Baghdad were built of mud-bricks. Only important buildings such
as mosques, madrasas, hammams and large houses of the rich were
built of durable materials.

Another reason for the disappearance of older houses was perhaps that
they were not regularly maintained or restored. In contrast to mosques
and other revered items, houses were allowed to dilapidate before being
eventually demolished and replaced by new ones. In other words, there
seems to have been a continuous urban renewal process in traditional
mahallas throughout Baghdad's history. Thus, while some items of
public interest survive from the late eleventh century (Wastani Gate)
the oldest surviving houses date back only to around 1840 (Nos. 642,
855 and 905). More than 91% of all inventory houses were built between
1869 and 1932, while only 8. 7% of the listed houses were built between
c. 1840 and 1868 (Table 52). (Figure 74)
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TABLE 52 Inventory Houses: Age Groups, Grades and Percentage
of Total

Age Group

pre-1700

(1701-1868)

(1869-1917)

(1918-1932)

Totals

Percentage of
Grade A Grade B Grade C Total Total Number

of Houses (333)

5
	

21
	

3
	

29
	

8.70

3
	

80
	

100
	

183
	

54. 95

	

15
	

106
	

121
	

36. 35

8
	

116
	

209
	

333
	

100. 00%

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad. 1975-77

NOTE	 The percentage of inventory houses according to their
grades A, B and C are 2.4, 34. 8 and 62. 8% respectively.
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FIG. 74 INVENTORY HOUSES IN BAGHDAD (grud6 A & onty)
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TABLE 53 Inventory Houses: Physical Condition and Grades

Physical
Condition

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Totals

Grade Grade Grade Total Percentage of Type

	

A	 B	 C	 No.	 of Condition of Total

	

-	 -	 2	 2	 0.60

	

3	 63	 55	 121	 36.35

	

4	 44	 145	 193	 57.95

	

1	 9	 7	 17	 5.10

	

8	 116	 209	 333	 100. 00%

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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Table 47 shows that nearly twenty per cent of listed houses have either
been converted to another use or are being used for purposes other than
residential, such as workshops and stores. The survey also shows
that nearly 94% of all listed houses are privately-owned, while the rest
are owned by the government. Over 63% of all listed houses are either
in a poor or very poor physical condition, while about 36% are in a fair
physical condition and only 0. 6% are in a good condition. It should be
stressed that houses which were in a very poor state were listed only
if they possessed exceptional architectural or historical qualities.
This explains the relatively low figure of items in poor condition.
(Table 53).

The Plan

All traditional houses in Baghdad are planned around a central open
courtyard. The courtyard (Hosh, Fana) represents the focal element
and its use has been effectively employed over the past several millenia.
An over-riding consideration in the design of such houses was privacy.
Although the courtyard provided privacy, it evolved as a response to
the severely hot-dry climatic conditions. In addition to using it as a
general working space, it acted as an effective temperature regulator
cooling the house during the daytime. (Figure 75)

It is significant that the Arabic word for a house - 'Maskan' - is derived
from 'Sakma' or 'Sikun' which literally means 'quiet' - The traditional
life of Moslems was sharply divided between the private and the public,
between man and woman. Each house was a private introvert
enclosure; shut off from its surroundings by high and solid walls, it
provided its occupants with a marked contrast to the hustle and bustle
of public life. It is important to understand the social and spiritual
implications of Islam on architecture. These sharp social and
traditional divisions were reflected in physical terms by the division of
the house into two distinct sections: the 'Diwan-khana t - for the males
and their male guests, and the 'Haram' - for the women, servants,
and women guests. Often, these two sections had their own separate
entrances. Similarly, the preoccupation with privacy resulted in a
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general neglect of external elevational treatment and in a concentration
on the interior. The interior was always more important than the
exterior and in time this emphasis began to shift m the opposite
direction. Thus in more recent traditional, but especially in transitional
houses, external surfaces began to play an increasingly more important
role.

The social requirements of the traditional Iraqi family were substantially
different from those of today. This fact is particularly important when
the individual architectural elements are considered. For instance,
the majority of rooms were not designed for a specific fixed purpose.
While houses in the West are divided according to various functions:
living rooms, dining rooms, studies, and so on; houses m the Near East
provided for more people at a time and are divided largely according to
social criteria. There is no fixed dining room or bedroom, the occupants
could eat anywhere they liked depending on the occasion and the season.
This was possible because of the simple and easy eating-customs of
Muslims. Meal times were not rigidly adhered to as in the West, tables
and chairs were not needed because people sat cross-legged on the
carpeted floor and ate communally from large trays.

Similarly, people preferred to distmguish individual rooms according to
whether they are more pleasant to live in, or sleep in, in summer or
winter, at morning, noon or night. Thus they moved according to
season or time of day from the cellar up to the roof and, therefore,
the idea of 'bedroom' is as meaningless as that of 'dinmg room'. In
the summer people slept in the cellar durmg the hot afternoons, and
on the flat roofs during the cool breezy nights. In winter, they slept
in first-floor rooms and especially in those facing south.

In general, the ground floor did not get as much architectural attention
as was given to the first floor. More often than not, it was the
arrangement and planmng of rooms (Talsil) of the first floor that determined
the position of walls and partitions of ground floor rooms. There are
several possible explanations for this peculiarity. First, the ground
floor was nearly always reserved for service rooms, such as stores
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(Umbars), kitchens (Mutbakhs), hammams, and toilets, all requiring
a basic 'functional' architectural approach. In contrast, the upper
storey was often used to include the 'Diwankhana' section of the house
and, therefore, it required the maximum architectural attention and
detailing. The elaborate ornamentation and decoration of some first-
floor rooms was meant to impress the guests and enhance the social
status of the owner.

The restricted space within the confines of the old walls of Baghdad
resulted in a scarcity of urban land and high residential densities.
In contrast to country houses which were usually large and spread
horizontally in one floor, urban houses were always built with two or
more floors. With the exception of a few large mansions or palaces,
the overwhelming majority were built on small, irregular plots of an
area which ranged between 50 and 150 square metres.

Jpper storey rooms could be projected over the street in such a way
.hat their irregular shapes could be corrected. It was often the case
that these projections took the shape of a serrated row of oriel windows
(Shanashils). This serration only occurred because of the need to
correct the irregular shape of the plot and not because of the need to
observe the street from the narrow side-windows of the projected
shanashils. This fact explains the non-existence of serrated shanashils
in more recent mahallas such as those in Siriak, Batawiyin, and Karbala,
where a grid-iron layout is used. The serration occurred only when
two streets intersected at an agle of less than ninety degrees.5

The plan of a typical medium-sized traditional house in Baghdad consists
usually of the following elements:

Ground Floor
An elaborate portal
L-shaped entrance
Open Courtyard, sometimes two
A central room, either as 'talar' or 'liwan'
Service rooms, such as kitchens, hammams, stores, etc.
Cellars (sirdabs) and/or half-cellars (neems)
Stairs
Occasionally, an 'ursi room'
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First Floor
A colonnaded 'Tarma', a sort of colonnaded gallery, provided

with a balustrade and used as the main circulation corridor
A central room, either as 'talar' or 'liwan' or 'ursi'
Wing rooms, at either side of the central room
Iwanchas, or side access corridors
Shana shils
Kabishkans, small corner rooms at mezzanine level
Stairs
Flat roof, with a balustrade around the courtyard opening,

and a parapet wall on the perimeter.

For most traditional houses, even modest ones, an elaborately
ornamented entrance portal was nearly always provided. In larger houses
or important public buildings, these portals can be very imposing indeed,
and often help the surveyor or investigator to deduce the architectural
importance and date of the house from external signs (Figures 77 and 78).
The entrance and its corridor was always broken by a nmety-degree
turn to make it impossible for strangers and passers-by to see
accidentally the women of the family. As was indicated earlier, this
was a device that was used by the Abbasids in the Round City of Baghdad.
The corridor was usually either a long vaulted passage (Mijaz), or a
square, hectagonal, or hexagonal domed room called 'Dolan'. It was
sometimes closed off from the interior by a lockable door or at least
provided with a curtain. In larger houses, a room was provided off
this entrance lobby for the porter or door keeper. Masonry benches
(Dakas) were incorporated within wall niches and acted as seats for the
door keeper and visitors' servants.

The entrance corridor, which was usually located at one side of the house,
opens directly on to the open-air courtyard. The courtyard was always
rectilinear in plan and its dimensions ranged from 3 x 3 metres in small
houses to over 10 x 10 metres in larger ones. Its height, which was
often more than eight metres, was generally greater than its plan
dimensions, thus affording adequate shade even from the near vertical
midday summer sun 6 . Many courtyards were provided with a fountain
(Shithirwan) which was placed at the centre and helped to raise the level
of humidity and cool the air within the walls. They were also planted
with trees which helped to provide more shade as well as cool and
enliven the area.
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The terms 'Liwan' and 'Iwan' are used to describe a room, usually
placed centrally at the side of a house, with its three sides walled
but with its front side opened towards the courtyard at ground level
or towards the tarma at first floor level. It is not provided with
columns and this is the basic difference between it and the 'Talar'
which is always provided with two or more wooden columns. Some
traditional builders use the term 'liwan' for these rooms if they
opened through an arch as in most mosques, for example. According
to Reuther, it is characteristic of the liwan to lie perpendicular to the
tarma and along its longitudinal axis7.

The talar and iwan are summer or winter spaces according to their
orientation and position in plan. If they faced north, they were shaded
and therefore were cooler in summer, if they faced south, they were
used mostly in winter where the inhabitants could enjoy the warmth of
the winter sun. Some of the latter traditional houses of early twentieth
century were provided with removable ursi-wmdows which covered the
iwan. In winter, this window was put in position to provide shelter
against cold and wind, in summer it was removed and the space used
as a proper iwan. Both iwans and talars were usually provided with
windows at their side walls to allow some light to penetrate into
adjacent rooms or half-basements behind (neems). These windows were
usually screened either with wooden lattice-work or lattice work with
inlaid geometric pieces of coloured glass.

The talar was used as a living space and for many other daily activities.
The talars of upper storeys were often raised higher than the tarma by
three to four steps. In such cases, the talar was sometimes separated
by a bannister which meant that it was only possible to enter it through
side doors. The talar, like the ursi-room, was arranged so that its
longitudinal axis was parallel to the tarma 8 . Very few houses with talar
that lie behind the tarma were encountered by the author during the
conservation survey. A rare example of this arrangement is provided
by the house listed as number 303 in the inventory.

Service rooms, such as kitchens, stores, bathrooms, toilets, and
servants' rooms, were always placed on the ground floor. If the house
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was not a complete peristyle, then service rooms were placed together
on the open side of the courtyard in a one-storey row. In houses of the
rich, the servants' rooms were positioned close to their place of work,
th ecook near the kitchen, the porter near the gate, the horseman (Sayis)
near the stable (Tole). The hammam was usually a small room with
an asphalt floor and walls and was provided with an asphalt bowl for
hot water. Small houses of the poor did not have bathrooms and the
occupants used nearby public hammams. In larger houses of the rich,
the hammams had a proper steam-room, a disrobing ante-room, and a
servant's room.

The toilets (Adabs) were usually very small and of the squattmg type,
but even in smaller houses there were several. They did not have a
fixed position on the ground floor plan and were slotted anywhere. In
the ideal peristyle plan (Hosh Murabaa) they were often placed within the
thick walls behind the main stairs. According to Reuther, earlier
toilets built on the roof were abandoned by the beginning of the nineteenth
century9 . This is a useful dating device for traditional houses in Baghdad.

The kitchen of the smaller houses of the poor was usually a small open
room, often simply a recess within the walls of the courtyard. In the
larger houses of the rich, the kitchen was not included in the main
courtyard but was provided with its own small open courtyard
(Hosh al-Mutbakh). Around this smaller courtyard the cook' s and other
servants' quarters were located as well as other store-rooms. In such
houses, two or more kitchens were provided - one for the Diwankhana
section and a main one for the haram section of the house. Occasionally,
small coffee kitchenettes were placed near the main rooms of the
diwankhana, either in an iwancha or on one side of the tarma
(Inventory number 25). (Figure 76)

Drinking water was provided by special water-carriers called 'Saqqa'
who brought the water from the Tigris and poured it into large barbotine
vessels (Hibbs). These hibbs were always located in shady niches,
usually near the main entrance. Larger houses also had their own
water. The wells were either in the courtyard or were provided with
a proper opening within wall niches. (Inventory number 642).
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Storage was a very important consideration even in small houses.
Food, especially grain and animal fat, was stored in large quantities
in particular rooms. Food requiring cool temperatures like fresh
fruits and date syrup (Dibis) were kept under the 'Takhtabosh', i. e. in
the 'Rahrau' in the half-cellar. This store was often directly linked
to the kitchen or the kitchen-yard by a special stairway. Bulky objects
like saddles and sacks of produce were kept in stores on the ground floor.
Clothes, blankets, and other similar objects were kept in ornate wooden
chests. Small objects were stored in numerous recessed shelves
(Rufufs), some of which were provided with wooden doors which made
them into built-in cupboards. In older houses, these recesses (Razunas)
were so numerous that they often occupied the whole area of the main wall
thereby creating a very interesting pattern of solid and hollow masses.

In traditional houses m Baghdad and elsewhere in Iraq, the cellars
(Sirdabs) and half-cellars (Neems) were very important elements of
the ground floor plan. They were extensively used for siesta sleepmg
as well as for storing large quantities of food. The etymological
derivation of the word 'Sirdab' is from the similar Persian word meaning
'cold water'.

In traditional houses in Baghdad the concept of 'Tarma-House' design
was, as a rule only implemented in the upper floor. However, the same
basic concept was sometimes employed in the arrangement of the neem
cellar which was placed behind and around the central room of the talar,
as were the wing rooms around the talar, ursi, or liwan in the first floor.
The central area of the neem cellar was usually built lower than the wings,,
its floor could be up to three metres below the courtyard. Because
direct and steep stairways were not popular for the neem, each side of
the ground floor talar had steps leading to the neem which was lit by
several screened windows m the back wall of the talar. (Figure 82)
The neems under the wing rooms often joined the large central neem
through an arch which was closed off by a wooden railing so that one could
see the central neem as from a balcony. This arrangement of neems is
typical of Baghdadi houses and, for this reason, the talar which is m
front of the neem is known as the Baghdadi talar.
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Sometimes, the place of the Baghdadi talar was taken up by the neem
cellar. The wall of this enlarged neem was then supported by columns
thereby creating two aisles. Reuther found that this particular
arrangement was akin to the Persian style' 0 . The two aisles followed
closely the arrangement of the central room of the first floor. Side
neems or wings were sometimes constructed with timber and then
called 'Takhta-bosh'. Two-aisled neems had their wooden takhtaboshes
mostly on the narrower aisle which lay under the tarma. The space
under the wooden platform, or takhtabosh, was often a few steps lower
than the main area of the neem and served as a store room called 'Rahrau'
The takhtabosh was often preferred to the neem because it offered cooler
temperatures without the dampness of the neem or the sirdab. It was
also used by the servants or younger members of the family as a platform
from which the fan (Punka) was kept moving and thus allowed the older
members to sleep comfortably. The etymological derivation of this word
comes from the Persian 'Takht' or platform, and the Turkish tEosh?
or hollow, and therefore, it signified a platform with a hollow space
underneath1

Older Baghdath houses also had deep underground cellars called 'sirdab&.
These were illuminated by daylight from several skylights at courtyard
level. Their plannmg was largely limited to an ante-room and a main
room, but sometimes the whole courtyard had cellars underneath it.
The commonest type of sirdab was the domed room with elevated liwans
on its four sides often with a fountain (Fasqiya, Shithirwan) of an octagonal
bown in the middle.

The use of proper underground sirdabs seems to have been abandoned by
the turn of this century. Very few sirdabs exist today in Baghdad but
are still found in other cities such as Karbala and Najaf. They have
either been blocked up or are no longer used because they tend to collect
water from adjacent areas or act as seepage tanks for underground water.
The roof structure of all neem cellars consists of pointed arches which are
vaulted by shallow round domes from which the load is transferred by
cross-ribbed, triangular, pendentives. The domes, which are commonly
known as 'Araqchins' are often very elaborately ornamented by geometric
patterns in brickwork (Figure 83).
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The neems and sirdabs were ventilated and cooled by several wind-
catching shafts called 'Badgeers'. On the roof these wind-catchers
are always higher than the parapet wall and were oriented so that they
could catch the maximum amount of wind which, in Baghdad is from the
north-west. Occasionally, water jars were placed at the base of the
badgeer in the neem, which was called 'Zanbour', so that they were
cooled by the action of passing breeze and evaporation. Excellent
neems and takhtaboshes are found in houses listed as numbers 192,
193, 642, 645, and 729, in the inventory.

Architecturally, the stairs were not regarded with importance by
traditional architects in Baghdad, There were no staircases in the
European sense but merely masonry steps within the usually thick walls.
Consequently, they exerted little if any influence on the overall design
but had the advantage of flexibility. In houses with only one courtyard,
this stairway was located conveniently near the entrance and sometimes
directly off it. However, in the peristyle ('Hosh Murabaa' design) the
stairs lay between the central room of the first floor, e. g. ursi, or talar,
and the wings. If the central room was an ursi that was divided by two
'Iwanchas', they were then sandwiched between these iwanchas and the
side wings. Stairways of this arrangement were also used to provide
access to 'Kabishkans' at mezzanine level through a small stairway.
The stairways seldome went up in straight flights but were always
constructed with a quarter or half a turn, either above or below.

The 'TJrsi' is a large sash-window which usually took up the whole width
of a room on the first floor (Figure 85). This Persian term is carried
over to the type of room with such wmdow. Sometimes, this window is
replaced by a row of glazed doors and this arrangement was especially
common in Kadhimiya and Karbala' 2 . In a normal ursi, the sash window
was placed on the long side of the room which lay behind the tarma.
When it took up the whole width of the wall, as it usually did, the entrances
to this room had to be placed on the narrow sides. Sometimes, however,
walls stood on either side of the sash window to provide the entrance doors,
but this was more common in Karbala than in Baghdad.
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The ursi window was often the show-piece of the house. It was usually
made up of an odd number of smaller, vertically sliding, sash-window
units. These modular units were about 1.7 metres high and their width
ranged between 70 and 95 cms, in Baghdad the commonest number of
units seems to have been seven. The units were always very elaborately
and richly ornamented by extremely complicated geometric patterns of
wooden and colour glass lattice-work. The upper part of the ursi.
window, which was always fixed, was about two netres in height and was
also ornamented in similar manner. Double-sided ursis were also
found, especially in richer houses and are a sign of their relatively
recent date, i. e. 1850 onwards13.

The inside view of an ursi window is always more interesting and dramatic
than its external view. This is because, mside, the richly colourful
patterns are fully seen against the light of the courtyard and the black
silhouette of the lattice-work. The ursi room was usually used in the
winter especially when it faced south. According to Reuther, the
ursi-type of room was also common in Chinese houses' 4 . The most
outstanding ursis which still survive are found in houses listed as
numbers 85, 642, and 729 in the inventory (Figure 85 ) In Iraq, the
ursi room was never used for the wing spaces in contrast to Persian
houses where the ursi room was especially reserved for wings15.

The word 'Shanashil' is used to describe oriel windows which project
into the streets. They also were made up of smaller, modular,
sash-window units but were generally less elaborately detailed than ursis.
The word itself is also used to describe the room which contains the
shanashil windows. Occasionally, a room was provided with an ursi.
window inside and with a shanashil outside. As was mentioned earlier,
the use of staggered shanashil windows was mainly for correcting the
odd shape of the plot. However, the serration of these projected
wooden windows often gave the traditional house its typical external
characteristic appearance. In Egypt and some other Arab countries,
it was called tMashrabiyat but also t Roshant . The etymological origin
of the word is from the Persian word 'Shah Nashin' meaning the 'King's
Seat'.
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Earlier shanashils had little or no glazing, their individual sash -window
units were made of wooden panels and were often devoid of any protective
iron bars. In later houses, probably from 1880 onwards, coloured
glass and vertical iron grilles were extensively used. This observation
could also be useful for dating traditional Baghdadi houses from external
evidence. Outstanding examples of shanshil windows are found in houses
listed as numbers 193, 236, 323, 641, 646, 731, 738, and 740 m the
inventory (Figures 86 and 87)

It was a strictly established rule in traditional design to plan the first
floor so that each room was always directly accessible from the
circulatory tarma. This rather rigid and self-imposed stipulation had
obvious plannmg implications. By having to use unnecessary corridors,
a lot of space was wasted. In rooms like the ursi or an elevated talar
on the first floor, the 'problem 1 of providing the central room with
direct access was solved by using a device called 'Iwancha' which literally
means a 'small Iwan'. These were placed, for example, between the
ursi and the adjacent rooms so that they were directly entered from the
tarma. Moreover, because of the over-ridmg preference for symmetry,
one iwancha was placed at either side of the ursi or talar.

Iwanchas and wmg rooms were usually provided with mezzanine-level
small rooms called 'Kabishkans'. These kabishkans, which were often
of very low ceiling height sometimes as low as 1. 50 metres, were
provided with their own ursi windows. These small wmdows overlooked
the central room of ursi or talar and were, therefore, used by the women
of the family as 'theatre boxes' m certain festivities which occasionally
took place m the ursi room. Externally, kabishkans were expressed by
their own small oriel windows which projected like the shanshils of the
first floor. These small shanashils were very effective architectural
elements that helped improve the external facade of traditional houses.
According to Reuther, these kabishkans were used in Syria and Egypt
by singers and musicians on festive occasions, but this does not seem
to have been the case in Iraq16.

Transitional houses n Baghdad show significant departures m their
plannmg and construction from their traditional predecessors. These
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The most obvious difference between the transitional and the traditional
house was the method of construction. Traditional houses had palm
tree-trunks or round timbers for joists spaced at about 40 cms. centres
and on top were woven reed mats, covered with'a layer of earth and with
shallow square bricks formmg the floor surface. The roof was constructed
in a similar manner but finished with a mixture of wet earth and straw
gently sloped for dramage. The ceilings of many traditional houses
were very richly ornamented which reached an almost unbelievable
complexity and woodwork sophistication (examples are found in Nos. 76,
192, 642, 645, 646, and 729). (Figure 90)

External walls were often very thick indeed, between 36 and 80 ems,
while internal partitions were between 12 and 24 cms. thick. The first
floor of a traditional house was nearly always constructed in a timbe-
framework with brick infill. Timber studs were placed at about 90 cms.
centres and the intermediate spaces were filled with either 12 cm. thick
brick walls or standardised unit sash-windows.

With the end of World War I, however, the British occupation of Iraq
led to the introduction of the so-called 'Jack-Arch' structural system.
This involved the use of I-section rolled steel joists, at about 70-80 ems.
centres, supporting very shallow brick tunnel vaulting. Precast
terrazzo tiles (Kashi) became popular as a floor finish. In other words,
steel joists simply replaced timber joists and, consequently, the new
system did not alter the basic appearance of the transitional house.
In dating such a house the use of jack-arching indicates that it was built
after 1918.
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B. Mosques

Islam is such an all-embracing religion that it is inextricably related
to the socio-cultural life of community. The importance of Islam is
therefore evidenced everywhere by the large number of mosques.
Mosques represent the physical expression of its spiritual message,
they function not merely as places for worship but are used for
educational, legal, political, and intellectual purposes.

Higra, the first year of the Muslim Calender (AH 1 = AD 622), marks
the flight of the Prophet from the persecution by Meccan pagan lords
to Madma where he built the first mosque in Islam. The Quran itself,
which was transmitted by the Prophet as inspired utterances and m a
series of dicta, is regarded by Muslims as the literal word of God
(Allah). Tradition (Hadith), on the other hand, records the Prophet T s
words, actions and judgements. Because of the complexity of Islamic
Law and the archaic and obscure language of the Quran, professional
scholars (Ulama), became a very influential class in Muslim society
by their responsibility for theological interpretation.

The mosque as the place of prayer (Salat) was demanded by Islam
and all Muslims are required to attend the Friday prayer at noon every
week. However, the five obligatory daily prayers may be performed
at onet s home or virtually anywhere provided it is conducted facing the
direction of Mecca which, in the case of Baghdad, is due south-east.
Small masjids, which are usually erected by individuals as pious works
and endowed as waqf for God, are also used for daily prayer especially
by the local inhabitants of its immediate environment. Only on Fridays
was the attendance at the great mosque (Jami) compulsory for every adult
Muslim (male and female).

The first mosque, built by the Prophet in Madina, consisted simply of an
open courtyard with a shaded area surrounded by a wall which had three
entrances in it' 7 . This mosque could be regarded as the prototype for
all subsequent mosques. In Iraq, as well as in other Arab countries,
early mosques were built largely to resemble the Prophet's model.
In Basra, founded by Ghazwan in 14/635 as a military centre, the mosque
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was linked with the administrative block of 'Dar al-Imara'. In Kufa,
founded by Waqass in 17/638, the same arrangement was followed.
Agam it consisted simply of a large open court (Sahn) with a shaded
area (Dhulla) erected on its southern side, and the whole building was
surrounded by a trench 18. However, occasionally and to emphasise
the victoriousness of the new religion, christian churches and other
temples were converted to mosques. The Iwan of Kisra at Ctesiphon,
for example, was made into a mosque by Waqass, in Damascus,
St. John's Church was first divided so that its eastern part was used
as a mosque but later converted into a fully-fledged mosque by Walid
in 89/705.

Essentially, the basic requirements of a mosque remained very few
and simple: an open court for prayer m hot weather and a sheltered
room for prayer in cold weather. A niche, called 'Mihrab' incorporated
in the wall, indicated the direction of Mecca (Qibla). Because
cleanliness is a necessary preliminary ritual to prayers, mosques are
always provided with ablution places. The call to prayer (Ithan) is
usually made by a 'Muathin' from the balcony of a minaret, although
today electric loudspeakers are largely used instead. The faithful
always leave their shoes outside and step inside the carpeted prayer
area (Haram, Musalla). Masjids do not usually have minarets, but
now they are often provided with loudspeakers; they have no pulpit
(Minbar) for there is no sermon (Khutba) but only a mihrab.

However, with the expansion of the Islamic Empire and the subsequent
increase of contacts with other cultures, mosques evolved into a variety
of types and a high degree of architectural sophistication. Gradually,
memorial tomb-mosques became popular and a vast number of such
mosques now exist throughout the Islamic World. Graves of revered
ancestors and saints were turned into mosques. Today, nearly 42%
of all listed mosques in Baghdad are m this category. By tradition,
tombs were always separated from the prayer area and, similarly,
mosques near cemeteries were discouraged. In Iraq and elsewhere
the tombs were nearly always surmounted by a dome. Often another
dome, or domes, were present especially over the mihrab area and to
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differentiate between them the tomb's dome was finished with glazed
'kashani' tiles. It must be noted that Muslims are not buried m
sarcophagi or coffins but directly in the ground, tombs are marked
by a dais-like cenotaph (Sanduq) made of wood for mosques or masonry
for cemeteries. (Figure 91)

Other types of buildings in Iraq in which prayers are conducted include
'Husainiyas', 'Takyas', and Madrasas. Husainiyas are religious
buildings used only by the Shii sect for prayers and for other Shii
religious occasions. Therefore, they are mostly found in predominantly
Shii areas of Baghdad such as Kadhimiya. Two outstanding examples
of such buildings are those of Haidari (No. 906) and Sheikh Bashar
(No. 469). All are privately owned and administered, the former
contains tombs of its founders and its plan closely resembles domestic
architecture, while the latter contains no tombs but is built in the
much sought after 'Hosh Murabaa' style.

Takyas (Khanqa in Turkish) are usually privately owned and administered
but, in contrast to Husainiyas, they are used by Sunrns for prayers as wel'
as conducting regular sittings (Thikir). They normally consist of
individual cells, assembly rooms, sheikhs' rooms and, as in mosques,
an arcaded portico Takyas are associated with the numerous Sunrn
religious methods (Tariqas), such as the Qadiriya and Rifaiiya in Iraq.
Outstanding examples of takyas in Baghdad today include those of
Bandanigi (No. 360), Sheikh al-Halqa (No 337), and Ihsai. or Khalithya
(No. 69), all of which contain the tombs of their founders and have mihrabs
for prayer. Both husainiyas and takyas have no minarets but can have
domes.

Madrasas are theological colleges for teaching the Quran, exegesis,
tradition, and canon law. In Iraq, madrasas became very important
institutions and, under the Seljuqs and late Abbasids (late eleventh to
mid twelfth centuries), they became patronised by the state with
salaried staff. Architecturally, they are often more interesting than
other types of religious buildings. Three outstanding examples of
madrasas in Baghdad today are those of Mustansiriya (built in 1234, No. 40),
the Abbasid Palace or Sharabiya (built in 1226, No. 1), and Aliya (built in
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1762, No. 4). All of them are designed in two floors with arcaded
galleries and cloisters around a central open courtyard. All contain
mihrabs to indicate the direction of Mecca. Mustansirya was designed
to cater for all four Sunni Schools (Mathahib) - Shafu, Hanafi, Maliki,
and Hanbali. - to each of which was allocated a corner. All of these
madrasas are now used only as museums by the Directorate of Antiquities.
Shii madrasas follow the same architectural plannmg of Sunrn ones,
the most outstanding example of which is the superb Madrasa of Yazdi
m Najaf. Today's religious schools, which are run by the Awqaf, do
not resemble their earlier predecessors, they are obliged to teach almost
the same curricula as that of ordinary schools under Act No. 44 of 1967.

Originally, there was only one Friday Jami in every Muslim town.
But with the growth of Islam and its urban centres, the need arose for
several such mosques for large towns. Yaqubi (278/891) mentioned two
Friday mosques in Baghdad, one at either side of the Tigris. Another
was built near the Palace of the Caliphs mEastem Baghdad in 893.
Khatib (1058) reported four such mosques for Western Baghdad and two
for its easter side. Ibn Jubair (1185) mentioned the existence of
eleven Friday mosques m the whole city. The proliferation of Friday
mosques has resulted in an unfortunate lmguistic confusion, the words
'Jami' and 'Masjid' are now freely interchanged to describe any type of
mosque.

There are about 150 mosques in Baghdad today. Nmety-one of them have
been selected by the author for listing. The Conservation Survey
revealed that mosques are amongst the most interesting buildmgs of the
city, and that forty-six per cent of all grade A's and twenty-one per cent
of all grade B's are mosques (Table 54). Table 55 shows that nearly
twenty-two per cent of all the listed mosques are either in very poor or
poor physical condition. However, the figure of more than seventy-three
per cent, which indicates the percentage of those in 'fair' physical
condition, should be seen agamst the figures shown m Table 57. This
deceptively high figure is due largely to the fact that more than forty-six
per cent of all listed mosques have been completely rebuilt recently
(not scientifically restored to their origmal condition) by the Awqaf.
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Table 57 also shows that only about a quarter of all listed mosques,
including relatively recent ones, have managed to keep their original
fabric. This is very alarming indeed and justifies the criticisms
made against the Awqaf in Chapter V of this work.

The majority of the listed mosques in Baghdad belong to the Ottoman
period while the majority of mosques in Iraq show a hybrid mixture of
Abbasid, Persian, and Ottoman influences on their plan and architectural
treatment. Although it is difficult to formulate safe generalisations
about mosques in Baghdad because of the successive and often major
restorations, the survey revealed some common planrnng and
architectural elements. This concerns only their constituent elements
which are:

1. An open courtyard in which ablution places (Matahir) are located.

2. The mosque building proper is normally provided with a colonnaded
or arcaded portico m front of the prayer area. It is sometimes
provided with its own mihrab and is used as a summer prayer area.
The entrance, usually centrally located off the portico, leads
directly to the carpeted prayer area.

3. The prayer area is usually rectangular in plan with its south-western
wall containing the mihrab. In older mosques, i. e. before the advent
of jack-arching or reinforced concrete, it was always divided into
two or more aisles and roofed by a system of domes (Figure 92)
which were supported by pointed arches and, in large areas, heavy
brick piers became necessary. The load was transmitted from the
domes to the piers or walls by characteristic triangular cross-ribbed
pendentives. Often the dome over the mihrab area was the largest
and highest. In tomb-mosques, the tomb is always placed separately
in a single square room off the haram area. The tomb itself is
presented as a cenotaph-box (Sanduq) always covered with green
drapery and surrounded by an elaborate wooden screen.

4. In Friday mosques (Jamis), a pulpit (Minbar) is always provided
for the sermon (Khutba). It is basically an elevated chair reached
by steps and is always located at the right of the mihrab. Some
minbars can be extremely rich in their ornamentation. They are
made either of wood or marble but sometimes of brick.



FIGURE 92 TWO EXAMPLES OF MOSQUES IN BAGHDAD

Source:	 Strika and Khalil
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TABLE 54 Inventory Mosques: Age Groups, Grades and Percentage
of Total

Age Groups Grade Grade Grade
of Mosques	 A	 B	 C

I Percentage of
Total I Total Number

I of Inventory
I Mosques

pre 1700

170 1-1868

1869- 19 17

19 18-1932

Totals

	

12	 3	 -	 15

	

8	 12	 -	 20

	

3	 3	 2	 8

	

13	 30	 5	 48

36	 I	 48	 I	 7	 I	 91

16. 48

21. 97

8.80

52. 75

100. 00%

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77

NOTES: 1. If the last 'restoration' of a mosque was in effect a
complete rebuilding operation, then the date of this
rebuilding is taken for the age group in this table.
Otherwise, the original date is taken.

2. The percentage of inventory mosques according to their
grades A, B and C are 39. 5, 62. 8, and 7. 70 respectively.

3. The percentage of inventory mosques according to
grades A, B and C of all items are 46. 15, 21. 15, and
2.35% respectively
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FIG. 93 INVENTORY MOSQIJES AND OThER ISLAMIC BUILDINGS
I N BAGHDAD (with inventory numbers)
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TABLE 55 Inventory Mosques. Physical Condition

Percentage ofPhysical	 I Grade I Grade I Grade	 Total Total NumberCondition	 A	 B	 C	 of Mosques (91)

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Totals

	

2	 2	 -	 4

	

31	 29	 7	 67

	

2	 15	 -	 17

	

1	 2	 -	 3

36	 I	 48	 I	 7	 I	 91

440

73. 62

18. 68

3. 30

100.00%

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77



8Major Mosques
(without tombs) Haidarkhana, Ahmadiya, Murath

45Small Mosques
(without tombs) Ammar, Naqib, Aaraji, Masraf
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TABLE 56 Inventory Mosgues Types and their Number

Type of Mosque

Grand Memorial
Tomb-Mosques

Major Tomb-Mosques

Small Tomb-Mosques

Sub-Total (1)

Number	 Examples

3	 Kadhimain, Aadhami, Gailani.

14	 Karkhi, Sahrawardi, Idris

21	 Sheikh Au, Ajami Askari

38 Tomb-Mosques

Sub-Total (2)
	

53 Mosques without tombs

Grand Total
	

91 Mosques

Source: Authorts Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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TABLE 57 Inventory Mosques: Authenticity of Historic Fabric

Authenticity of Historic 	 Number of
Fabric of Mosque	 Mosques

Percentage of Total
Number of Inventory

Mosques

Mosques which survive
substantially in their 	 24

	
26. 37

original condition*

Mosques which survive
partially in their	 25

	
27.47

original condition

Mosques which have been
substantially altered
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46. 16
by total rebuilding

Totals	 91	 100. 00%

Source:	 Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77

NOTE:	 *Includmg relatively modern ones, i.e. 19 17-1932
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5. Minarets are only present in Friday mosques. They are usually
located at one corner of the mosque near the portico but sometimes
incorporated within the entrance arch. In Iraq, minarets are usually
cylindrical in body, unlike the square minarets of Syria and North
Africa. They rise from an octagonal base to a round balcony from
which the call for prayer used to be made. The balcony is usually
corbelled out in two or more rows of 'muqarnas' brickwork. The
upper section of the body is smaller in diameter and crowned by a
fluted cupola and a metal beaded fmial. Most minarets are provided
with one internal spiral stairway, but the minaret of the Mosque of
the Caliphs - unique in Baghdad - contains two (Figure 94).

All mosques in Baghdad contain one minaret with the exception of
Kadhimam Mosque which contams four, all minarets are provided
with only one balcony with the exception of that of Asifi which has
two; all cupolas of minarets are fluted except eight mosques (Khafafin,
Karkhi, Qumriya, Caliphs, Mirjaniya, Fadhil, Numaniya and Gailani).
The cupola of Aquli Mosque was originally plain but is now wrongly
restored with flutings (Figure 94). Some minarets have a second
low-level 'balcony t (Caliphs, Gailani, Maslub) but it is usually used
as a platform to ascend the minaret and not for prayer call. The
majority of minarets in Baghdad are finished in very richly coloured
and patterned glazed kashani tiles. These tiles often include one or
two bands containing inscriptions in Kufic or some other type of
Arabic script.

It is more difficult to generalise about domes. They range from the
pointed type, depressed, shallow, raised on a drum, to the conical.
Often they are finished in plain turquoise colour tiles, but some
mosques contain richly ornamented domes in geometric or foliated
patterns. The domes and minarets of important Shu mosques, such
as Kadhimain, are often finished in gold-plated tiles. Generally the
glazed kashani tilework in Baghdad shows close resemblance to that
of Persian mosques (Figure 95).

6. Miscellaneous: Most mosques in Baghdad had what is called
'Saqaya' or 'Sabil-Khana'. These are public water fonts which
were erected by pious individuals as waqf endowments. Although
their idea was probably adapted from the Roman or Hellenistic
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'Nyphaeum', they soon became almost an essential part of the
mosques. They were often very richly ornamented and usually
located on an outside wall overlooking the street. It is unfortunate
that none of the originals exist today in Baghdad, the few which
are present are only modern versions. Elaborate water fountains
which once existed in the open courtyards of mosques have now
been either removed or disused. Instead, prayers use modern
water taps for their ablution.

Other changes due to modern technological developments include
electric lighting and air-conditioning. Originally, mosques were
lit by oil-lamps and later by 'Qanadils' which were hung from long
chains. Light, when has a divine significance in Islam, was
particularly emphasised near the mihrab area. Today, mosques
are fitted with electric lighting. Important and large mosques are
often very extravagantly equipped with sumptuous chandeliers but
also with inappropriate fluorescent and neon lighting. The resulting
paraphenalia of modern fittings such as fans, coolers, wires, and
switch-boards, disrupt the historic character of mosques. This is
not to advocate a return to oil-lamps but rather a criticism of the
insensitive way in which historic mosques are treated today.

Waqfiyas, or legal waqf documents, are often very useful for
architectural and urban historians in the study of mosques.
However, waqfiyas are not always available and, for this reason,
inscriptions that are found in mosques and other Islamic buildings
can help throw more light onto their past history. 'Epigraphy',
the reading and analysis of such old inscriptions, is a very important
but largely overlooked field of research. Foundation inscriptions
were customarily erected for all mosques and often contain
elaborate titulature, formal terminology, Quranic verses, and
even poetry. Few of Baghdad's mosques have been studied in this
conection, perhaps because Arabic calligraphy can sometimes be
very difficult to decipher. It is regrettable indeed that the Awqaf
should be responsible for the destruction of many a fine inscription
in the mosques of Baghdad. Today very few authentic inscription
panels survive and must therefore be particularly well protected.
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Because most mosques m Baghdad (as m all Iraq) are surrounded by
shops or houses, they lack exterior elevations. Only a few can
justifiably claim to have consciously-designed facades. Indeed, even
large and important mosques such as Kadhimiya and Gailani. are
surrounded by a plain wall; many small mosques are very difficult
to thstinguish from ordinary houses from the outside. Often, the only
external sign of a mosque is a small portal or frontispiece. Recently,
the Awqaf has, rather ill-advisedly, 'added' new elevations to several
important mosques, e.g. Asifi, as an attempt to enhance their external
appearance. Needless to say these elevations are purely conjectural
and should therefore be discouraged.

C. Hammams

Hammams, or public hot baths, are a common urban feature m all
Islamic countries. They possess religious sigrnficance because they
fulfil the ritual duties of a Muslim to maintain bodily cleanliness and
hygiene. For this reason, harnmams are usually found near mosques
and their continued existence today is a proof of their association with
Islam.

It is more or less accepted by most architectural historians that Islamic
hammams first originated from Roman or Hellenistic thermae m the
Near East. Byzantine baths continued to be used in Syria and elsewhere
long after the Muslim conquest and thus acted as models for early
hammams. The most outstandmg examples of early Muslim hammams
are Uniayyad-Qusair Amra and Khirbat al-Mafjar. However, it must
be emphasised that even those early hammams show certain adaptations
and modifications to the classical thermae. These modifications
mcluded the diminution of the 'frigidarium t and the enlargement of the
disrobing room or 'apodyterium' into an important audience hall'9.
The baths of classic antiquity were largely abandoned in Medieval
Islam. By the twelfth century, the 'hypocaust' system, which mvolved
under-floor heatmg, was largely disused m favour of the simpler system
of providmg a furnace 25 . By the fifteenth century, accordmg to
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Soudel-Thomine, the intermediate unheated room was discarded in
favour of the further enlarging of the mner hot room 26 . Such
generalisations about all hammams should, however, be considered
with caution because wide variations exist even within one country.

The importance of hammams in the social and religious urban life of
Muslim society is indicated by the relatively large number of such
buildings in all towns. According to Ibn Asakir, Damascus had some
fifty-seven within its old walls in the twelfth century. Al-Sabi gives
seemingly exaggerated figures for Baghdad - between 1,500 and 60,000
in Abbasid times 20 , Dun gives a figure of forty in 188421. Mosul is
claimed to have had some 210 hammams m the middle of the thirteenth
century22 . Lane gives a figure of seventy for Cairo in the early
twentieth century 23 , while Sanaa is known now to have eighteen24.
Ibn Battutats description of the hammams of Baghdad is particularly

25interesting

tiThe bath-houses m Baghdad are numerous, they are among
the most sumptuous of baths, and the majority of them are
painted and plastered with pitch, so that it appears to the
spectator to be black marble... . In each of these bath-houses
there are a large number of cubicles, each one of them
floored with pitch and having the lower half of its wall coated
with it, and the upper half coated with a gleaming white gypsum
plaster, the two opposites are thus brought together in
contrasting beauty. Inside each cubicle is a marble basin
fitted with two pipes, one flowing with hot water and the other
with cold water. A person goes into one of these cubicles by
himself, nobody else sharing it with him unless he so desires.
In the corner of each cubicle is another basin for washing in,
and this also has two pipes with hot and cold (water).
Every one on entering is given three towels, one of them he
ties round his waist on going into (the cubicle), the second he
ties round his waist on coming out, and the third he dries
the water from his body. I have never seen such elaboration
as all this in any city other than Baghdad, although some (other)
places approach it in this respect.

Today, there are about sixty hammams, old and new, in Baghdad26.
According to Ashab, these harnmams are used by an average of 3,525
people daily, or 0.24% of the population of the city 27 . It is sigrnficant
that thirty-seven of these hammams are located inside the four historic
cores. He found out that as many as fifty per cent of the mhabitants of
mahallas regularly use hammams. However, out of the fifty or so
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FIG 96 INVENTORY HAMMAMS IN BAGHDAD (with inventory numbeis)



Age Group

pre 1700

1701- 18 68

Grade B
	

Grade C

Malih (1800'?)
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TABLE 58 Inventory Hammams: Age Groups and Grades

Grade A

al-Sayid (1400?)
Haidar (1650)

Ayub (1713)
Pasha (1720?)
Murtadha (1750?)

18 69-1917
	

Rauof (1880)

1918-19 30
	

Rafidain (1930)

Totals	 5
	

2
	

1

Source: Author's Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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hammams which existed a hundred years ago, only seven were
discovered by the conservation survey; out of which only four still
function as hammams. The increase in the use of private baths in
houses has obviously resulted in a drastic reduction in the relative
numbers of those using them but they remain a social centre for the
inhabitants of traditional mahallas.

To understand the plan of hammams it is necessary to understand the
functional procedure of taking a bath in one. After disrobing, the client
puts on a simple loin cloth and proceeds to the intermediate room
(barrani, or wastani-barrani). This room is not heated but is usually
warm and humid because of its proximity to the heated section. Then
he goes into the hot room (bait al-harara) where he can be vigorously
massaged by a 'kayyas, or dalak'. The client can also have his bodily
hair removed by a special chemical (dawa, a mixture of arsenic and
noura). Then he can go to a second hot room in which the steam will
help him to perspire. Fmally, he will wash himself or immerse in
warm water and then goes back to the dressing room where he can
regain his lost energy by resting for a while. (Figure 97). In Iraq, a second
hot room is normally not provided.
Thus, the basic plan of a hammam consists of a series of spaces
designed to meet this sequential programme. This includes:

1. Disrobing room (manza') (Figure 98)
2. Intermediate room (wastani-barrani) with latrines
3. Heated room (wastani-jawani) )

) usually combined in one
4. Steam-room (jawani)	 )

Several planning generalisations can be made about the hammams of
Baghdad. The disrobing room is nearly always rectangular in plan
and is often the largest space in the hammam. The steam room, on
the other hand, is usually of the cross-axial four iwans type, and
nearly always octagonal in plan. Often it is the most interesting
room in the whole hammam. This is largely due to its structure
and not ornamentation which is totally lacking in Baghdadi hammams.
It is always surmounted by a large dome pierced by small round oculi
which are arranged in an interesting geometrical pattern. The dome
is supported on heavy piers, pointed arches, and more frequently with
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squinches and never muqarnased pendentives. The iwans themselves
are often barrel vaulted and are provided with brick or stone benches,
and with hot and cold water taps and small water basins for use by
individual bathers.

The furnace room (firn, khizana) is separated from the hot room by a
thm wall which is sometimes pierced with holes to allow steamy air
to pass. In the furnace room, which always has its own outside
entrance, large cauldrons are heated and stoked from underneath
The fuel was rarely wood - a scarce material in Iraq - but mostly
rubbish collected from the neighbourhood. The ash is then sold for
building purposes which, when mixed with lime (noura), is used in
foundations. Nowadays, the heating is carried out by modern liquid
fuel burners The roof was used for storing the fuel as well as for
drying towels.

Like mosques, hammams in Baghdad are not expressed externally.
All of the seven listed hamrnams are either entirely sandwiched by
shops or simply provided with a plain wall. Unlike many Ottoman
hammams, which are often very richly built and ornamented, those in
Baghdad seem to have been regarded only as functional buildings and
therefore treated with austerity 	 Indeed it is very curious to see
that even the interior is completely devoid of any attempt to enhance
the structure and other architectural elements by ornamentation,
especially when so many ordinary houses in Baghdad often contain
very elaborate neem roof structures and ornamentation.

Very little research and documentation has been carried out so far
on hammams in Iraq The few available statistics indicate that they
are being demolished or replaced at an alarmingly fast rate. This
is very regrettable because, unlike many traditional houses, their
relatively large size, interesting structure, and central location,
makes them good candidates for a variety of new uses.
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D. Sugs and Khans

The suqs, bazars or markets, are another important urban feature
of Islamic cities of the Near East. Centrally located suqs, which
are always architecturally more interesting than local suqs of traditional
mahallas, are often divided by trades for functional as well as
administrative convenience. In Iraq, as elsewhere m Islam,
traditional suqs fall into three main types:

1. The covered suq,
2. The open suq, and
3. The open market square, or 'Maidan'.

The first type is usually consciously designed and more permanent.

The market is possibly the oldest urban feature in history and suqs
must have been in existence long before the coming of Islam, but
their developed architectural form was likely to have been influenced
by Roman or Byzantine markets. This was shown by Sauvaget in
Aleppo and Damascus, where arcaded Roman thoroughfares (tabernae)
were gradually adapted into small booths typical of Islamic suqs28.

The 'Khan', which is the prmcipal suq building, is also belived by many
historians to have been developed from the Roman agora. It usually
consists of an open central courtyard, storage rooms on ground floor,
and lodgings on the first floor. It is often provided with a grant entrance
portal and a row of shops on its external perimeter, e. g. Khan al-Zurur
in Baghdad (No 59). Visiting traders from other towns or countries
rented the stores of these khans and lodged in the rooms above them.
Khans were important buildings and therefore were mostly owned by
rich merchants, governors, or endowed as waqf. Khans must not be
confused with 'caravansarais' - also called khans in most Arab countries
because caravansarais were buildings primarily built in desert locations
between towns to lodge travellers and merchants with their laden caravans
Similarly, the word 'Qaisariya', is not to be confused with khans - as is
the case in some Arab countries - because qaisariyas, whose name
clearly indicates their Roman origin, are lock-up suqs especially
reserved for valuable goods. They were patrolled by watchmen at night
and therefore did not have lodgings in them. Only one such suq was
encountered in the conservation survey but they do not seem to have bee'
common m Iraq.
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The most extensive, and perhaps the oldest, suriving suq complex in
Iraq is the one found in Rusafa, Baghdad (Figure 99). As it stands
now, it is roughly square in shape, about 300 m by 300 m., or nine
hectares m area. Of course this regular shape is not original but is
largely due to the modern streets which surround it today. Its original
extent went well beyond its present boundaries and several important
suqs which branch off it indicate this, e. g. Mustansir Street and
Shorja Suq. The site of this suq complex is believed by several Iraqi
historians to have been used for suqs since Sassanid times. It is also
indicated in some historical accounts that it included the famous Tuesday
Market whose name suggests that it was probably a large open market
held only (or mainly) on Tuesdays.

Baghdad's suqs today still show the characteristic division of trades,
goods, and crafts Each suq or group of suqs occupies a certain
location that is often mter-related with its adjacent suqs because of
functional connections. For instance, Sarai. Suq, which specialises in
books and stationery, is located next to Mutanabi Street which
specialises in printworks and stationery storage. Similarly, Sarafin Suq
which is occupied by money lenders and exchangers is now conveniently
situated near a modern street of banks.

The survey resulted in listing fifteen suqs and fifteen khans, mostly
located in this complex. The covered type of suq which, because of
its interestmg roof structure deserves more architectural analysis than
other types, is basically a narrow street with a row of small shops on
either side. Its width ranges from two to three metres but its length
can run into several hundreds of metres, sometimes even more than a
kilometre The shops are usually raised about half a metre above
ground level to allow for a better view and to act as seatmg for customers.
Because they are usually very small (by Western standards) they do not
have adequate storage space and therefore use nearby khans for this
purpose. Furthermore, because wholesalers still operate in these suqs
and as shops are not usually provided with rear doors, the already
crowded narrow suqs are made even more congested by pedestrians,
porters, and heavily-laden carts.
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18 Muradiya Suq o	 50
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25 Pasha Kabir Khan
26 Wafaiya iiosque

FIGURE 99 THE MAIN SUQ AREA IN RUSAFA, BAGHDAD

Source:	 Authors Conservation Survey, Baghdad, 1975-77
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The roof, usually constructed in brick and mortar, consists basically
of a long series of pointed arches at about 2 m. centres with vaults
or domes between Often the dome which surmounts a crossing of
two or more suqs is emphasised by its larger size or increased height.
In Baghdad, the arches are often expressed on their own by their raised
surface beyond the rest of the roof structure and thus resemble a series
of ribs m a long dark tunnel. The vaults or domes are normally
pierced with small round oculi. and, like hammams, these skylights
throw very interesting bands of sunlight in daytime. The roof structure
is often built in a parquet-like (hasiri) pattern in brickwork. The oculi,
however, do not provide adequate levels of illumination and, consequently,
neon-lightmg is now extensively used by shopkeepers.

Neglect and lack of regular maintenance have resulted in the decay and
collapse of several traditional suqs m the city. Some roofs have been
replaced by cheap corrugated iron sheets fixed on timber or iron girders
which resemble typical Europan pitched roofs. The sheets are then
pierced with numerous small holes for sunlight. Several suqs contain
an upper storey for additional shops or storage, e. g. Sarrajin and
Astarabadi. Sarrajrn Suq has recently been well restored by the Awqaf
and serves as a good (but rare) example of how restoration can be
successfully achieved without destroying the original fabric, as was the
case with the superb Qaplani Suq demolished by Awqaf in 1976
(Figure 100)

Architecturally, khans closely resemble domestic buildings perhaps
because they are also used for residential purposes. Unfortunately,
very few medieval khans exist today. The most outstanding examples
in Baghdad today are Khan Zurur and Khan Mirjan (Nos. 59 and 65
respectively). Khan Mirjan, which was built in 1356 by an Ilkhanid
governor, is perhaps unique in Islam because its courtyard is entirely
covered by a splendid vaulted roof. (Figure 101)

Some old khans have been so much modified or taken over by modern
shops that their original fabric is hardly recogrnsable any longer.
Khan Gghan, now known as Suq Danial, is a good example of this type
of gradual destruction. Built in 1590 by a local Pasha called Gghal Zada,



FIGURE 100 QAPLANI SUQ - DEMOLISHED BY THE AWQAF r 1976
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it remained to function as a major khan m Baghdad until the early
decades of this century when it began to be taken over by shops.
Its once open courtyard is now entirely occupied by a modern suq
According to Ashab, 22.4% of all khans in Baghdad have been
slightly modified by modern uses, and 30.4% have been considerably
modified, khans demolished or replaced accounted for 5. 6%, while
36% remain unchanged. However, his figures include 'Aiwas'
which he wrongly regarded as khans These are buildmgs primarily
built for the storage and wholesale of grains or vegetables29.

Several suqs in Baghdad like Safarin (Coppersmiths) and Sagha
(Goldsmiths) have specialised in certain crafts. Such suqs tend to
be of the open type, perhaps because of the nature of their industrial
processes and resultant fumes. Local craftmanship has diminished
considerably over the last few decades largely as a result of the new
competition from modern, often plastic, goods. Consequently, many
valuable traditional skills have almost disappeared or been modified
to cater for new types of demand. Safarin Suq is now almost totally
devoted to the production of stereotyped tourists' souvenirs as a typical
exam pie.

As with other Islamic urban features m Iraq, there has been relatively
little research and documentation on suqs and khans. Apart from
Khan Mirjan, now owned and administered by the Directorate of
Antiquities as a museum, no other khan has been restored or measured
Khan Zurur, built m 1534, is in an ashamedly bad state of neglect.
It is the only khan of its type and certamly of its age that survives
today and, if quick preservative and remedial measures are not taken
soon, it is heading for destruction.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Conclusions

The first part of this thesis, which dealt with the general aspects of
conservation and their relevance to Iraq, was intended to provide the
background for the more detailed second part which concerns Baghdad.
It was shown that, if the protection of heritage is to be fully effective,
it must be extended to groups of buildings, areas and even whole towns
of historic or architectural interest. In effect, urban conservation
has now rightly become part of the planning process. It follows,
therefore, that the protection of historic areas should be concerned
with broadly similar obj ectives to those of urban planning but usually
on a more detailed and concentrated scale. In other words, conservation
should not only be involved with buildings but also with their use, the
people who occupy them, and the traffic and infra-structural public
services of the area.

To be realistic, conservation policies and plans should be integrated
and co-ordinated with the overall development plan of the city. It was
concluded that this integral approach is particularly relevant to the
traditional Islamic madina of the Near East where, because of its
characteristically very dense urban fabric, it is often very difficult to
preserve or restore a historic building in isolation from its surroundings.
This fact was shown to run in direct contradiction to the recent unfortunate
'monument-object' approach by several official bodies in Iraq where some
very important historic monuments had their surrounding historic fabric
cleared. Because conservation is primarily concerned with areas, it
follows that, without the effective control of the total environment,
individually-preserved buildings can be exposed to damage and eventual
destruction by allowing insensitively-designed or incompatible modern
development to surround them.

The designation of a Conservation Area or the preparation of a conservation
plan should not be regarded as an end in itself. They are merely the
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first steps of a long and slow process and must be followed by systematic
action. It should also be recognised that to the central government and
local authorities, new housing, education, health, and other public
services will perhaps always receive priority over conservation.
Consequently, conservationists should argue that the building of new
districts and the rebuilding of central areas both involve large public
investment without an immediate return and that, similarly, the
rehabilitation and conservation of historic areas should benefit from the
same advantages. It should be the aim of conservation that, through
careful and sensitive planning, such new development is m harmony
and sympathy with the overall character of the historic area. It should
seek to reach a fine balance between the new needs of modern society
and the need of conserving its national heritage.

If Iraqi conservationists are to succeed in securing both official and
public support, then conservation itself must be expressed not in vague
aestheticism but in clear and realistic social and cultural objectives.
Euphoric and subjective exhortations about the heritage are not only
useless but can often be counter-productive. It should not be considered
as a nostalgic and emotional attachment to the past, nor should it be
approached through a dogmatic ideal to preserve everything old. Such
attitudes are very likely to be rejected by politicians and decision-makers.
Equally, it should not be associateçl with naive and indiscriminate attacks
on all forms of modern development. Historic towns, like living
organisms, have evolved in the past and must be allowed to evolve now.

In many countries, conservation has been shown to contribute positively
to the quality of today's environment. In this age of oppressive
uniformity, alienation and supposedly efficient pluralist society,
conservation is keeping familiar socio-psychological anchorages in

distinctive but contrasting old towns alive and thus giving joy and inspiring
pride among citizens.

The concept of conservation is a relatively recent development, even in
some European countries, and therefore the question of the loss and
protection of heritage in Iraq should be seen in this light. Only recently
has conservation been introduced to Iraq and its likely success or failure
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should be assessed on the basis of the socio-cultural and economic
context of Iraqi society. During the last three decades, Iraq has
experienced a dramatic transformation towards urbanisation. The
once agriqulturally-based traditional society is now being rapidly
urbanised and mdustrialised. This fundamental change is being aided
by a very high rate of natural increase in its population and by a massive
influx of rural migrants into a few large urban centres. The present
population, estimated at about twelve million, is expected to reach some
twenty million by 1990, and the urban population is expected to increase
from the present percentage of about sixty to about seventy-five by 1990.
Inevitably, the effects of such alarmingly rapid changes on the historic
fabric of cities have been, and will be, serious and considerable.

Urbanisation has long been a familiar social phenomenon in the Near East,
Islam itself is largely urban in concept and is closely associated with
urban-based culture. What is new and alien, however, is the strong
tendency to link urbanisation and modernisation with Westernisation.
The incessant and indiscrimmate importation of Western culture and
its technology has unfortunately - but inevitably - resulted in the
rejection of the traditional. Thus the old and the indigenous have now
become dirty words falsely associated with reaction and conservatism.
In physical terms, this blind rejection was quickly expressed in the
neglect or outright destruction of historic areas and much that was
valuable has now been lost for ever.

Modernisation does not have to be based on the Western model and the
supreme irony today is that, while the Western society is going through
a process of self re-appraisal and discovering some values and wisdoms
in its past, 'follower' societies such as Iraq are busily trying to emulate
and eventually catch up with the West. However, it could also be argued
that this race is not wholly self-imposed and that other deeper forces,
such as economic and technological colonialism, are at .rork. But
while this is partly true it should also be recognised that a cultural
time-gap between different societies will perhaps always exist and
therefore the end of this race is fundamentally illusory. International
cultural and technological co-operation and borrowing is necessary but
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it must be selective and adaptive. Indeed, this is one good way by
which Third World countries can take advantage of the Western experience
and avoid its costly mistakes. Some Western conservationists have
recognised the positive example offered by the traditional Islamic
madina and praised its humanity and ecological balance with nature.

Iraq's cultural heritage, architectural and urban, is among the finest
and richest in the Near East. Its long and eventful history has endowed
it with a massive and varied heritage of immovable cultural property.
Four broad types of such property were identified:

1. Archaeological sites and features
2. Ancient and historic monuments
3. Villages and rural areas of architectural or historic

interest, and
4. Groups of buildings, areas and towns of architectural

or historic interest.

This study has shown that cultural property located within urban areas
has been, and is being, rapidly destroyed by pressures for modern
development. In contrast, sites and monuments which are located in
remote regions are relatively safe from danger except from ill-advised
excavation or restoration work. For the same reason, it was possible
to generalise that historic monuments have suffered more damage or
destruction than ancient ones. The survival potential of cultural
property was found to be dependant largely upon three factors: location,
religious significance, and durability of its building material. This
explains why mosques, for example, tend to have a higher survival
potential than other types of buildings; and even when they are replaced,
the site itself often continues to be associated with a similar function.
Consequently, the substantial majority of Iraqi mosques possess
locational and topographical value.

This research has also shown that Iraq's heritage is being destroyed at
a disturbingly rapid rate through several destructive processes. These
were identified as follows:
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Large-scale engineering works,
Neglect and decay,
Demolition of buildmgs and clearance of areas,
Ill-advised restoration work,
Looting and vandalism,
Spatial intrusion and removal of context.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the loss of heritage in Iraq.
First, that the majority of the destruction is being caused by official
actions, the destruction by the private sector is minimal compared
with that caused by governmental projects such as driving new roads
through historic areas. Second, that the most common causes are
neglect and road constructions. Third, that the overwhelming majority
of the lost heritage has not been recorded or documented; that even when
some authorities were aware of a potential or an inevitable case of
demolition of an important building none has shown the willingness to
undertake such a minimal task.

These conclusions were substantiated by an inventory of lost heritage
since 1917 and by the conservation survey of Baghdad in general.
It was revealed that more than twenty per cent of Baghdad's historic
fabric has been lost since World War I. The inventory of lost heritage
showed that some 160 buildings and urban features of outstanding
architectural or historic interest have been lost, mostly by official
actions. This inventory included 81 mosques, 20 houses, 30 khans,
17 hammams, 4 suqs, 3 gates, and 2 churches. These figures,
however, must represent only a small proportion of the total loss for
the same period. Because most of this lost heritage was not documented
it remains very difficult to trace back.

The legislative, administrative and financial arrangements of
conservation in several European and Arab countries were outlined in
order to discover their relevance to Iraq. By and large, European
countries seem to have adequate legislation and administrative
conservation machinery. This legislation is usually incorporated within
town and country laws and may include financial incentives and tax reliefs
to the owners of private buildings. In nearly every European country,
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there is a strong private conservation lobby and considerable public
interest. By contrast, legislation in Arab countries was found to be
largely prohibitive in nature and containing no financial incentives or
tax reliefs to the owners of private buildings of interest. Very few
historic towns m the Arab World have documented their cultural heritage,
and most vernacular architecture remains unlisted and unprotected.

Because of the lack of enforcement, legislation m Arab countries has
proved ineffective in solving the problems which beset historic areas.
Without the other concomitant and necessary measures the protection
of heritage cannot be secured even by good legislation. Several
successful measures in some European and Arab countries seem to merit
introduction to Iraq. Generally, these include 'positive' legislation
which encourages and helps private owners of buildings of interest,
centralised conservation administration, and the protection of historic
areas through strong development control measures. Specifically,
these range from the concept of 'Conservation Areas' to the provision
of a 'Statutory List', a national inventory of heritage, zones of visual
interest, special laws for individual historic towns, and co-operation
with Unesco and other international organisations to conserve threatene
areas or towns.

The existing protective machinery in Iraq is functionally divided into
five broad groups which include restoration, urban planning, and the
admmistration of Waqf property. The constituent protective agencies
are:

1. Directorate of Antiquities
2. Directorate of Planning
3. Amanat al-Assima
4. Ministry of Awqaf
5. Tourism Administration
6. School of Architecture and Centre for Urban and Regional

Planrnng, Baghdad University
7. Unesco Regional Conservation Centre

The critical analysis of this research has revealed several serious
weaknesses and defects in this machinery. It was shown how some of
its official organisations such as the Awqaf and Amanat al-Assima were
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themselves responsible for much destruction of historic fabric in
Baghdad. Generally, this machinery has shown a poor record in
protecting the national heritage for the following reasons:

1. A general apathy and a lack of interest toward the
value of heritage and the need for its protection.
This applies especially to the Ministry of Awqaf
and Amanat al-Assima.

2. Inadequate legislation. This applies especially to
the urban planning machinery and Awqaf. There is
almost a total lack of legislation regarding areas of
historic or architectural interest, no listing or grading,
and very few development controls. The present Law
of Antiquities puts more emphasis on archaeology than
on historic areas of towns.

3. Negative nature of legislation. This applies especially
to the Directorate of Antiquities whose Law does not
provide for any incentives or rewards for private owners
of buildings of interest. It is largely prohibitive in
spirit and moreover its penalties have proved insufficient
as a deterrent against offenders.

4. Lack of legal enforcement. This is especially
applicable to the Antiquities but also to Amanat al-Assima.
By and large, the protective machinery has shown a
general laxity in enforcing the existing legislation.

5. A general and serious lack of documentation of heritage,
especially by the Ministry of Awqaf and urban planrnng
authorities.

6. A general critical shortage of qualified staff and techrncal
specialists in conservation. This is particularly true
for the planning machinery and educational centres.
Both the Awqaf and the Antiquities suffer from a shortage
of experienced craftsmen and traditional buildmg masons.

7. Inadequate or sporadic co-ordination and co-operation
between the various protective organisations. This
applies to all these organisation and is one of the most
serious weaknesses m the existing system.

8. Insufficient official promotion of public interest in
conservation by all organisations. The almost total lack
of public involvement m conservation is also shown by
the lack of interest by professional societies and the
non-existence of private pressure groups.

These broad defects illustrate the immense tasks which face those who
are engaged in protecting the heritage of Iraq, and point the way for
the proposal of remedial measures and solutions designed to overcome
these problems.
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The second part of this thesis, which was specifically concerned with
Baghdad, outlined its history, morphological evolution and its present
planning and conservation. The city's tremendous overall dommation
and concentration of industrial and economic activities was shown to
have resulted in correspondingly high pressures for modern development.
The four historic cores of Baghdad, namely Rusafa, Karkh, Aadhamiya,
and Kadhimiya, took, and are still taking, the brunt of these pressures
thereby loosing much of their historic fabric. It was shown that Rusafa,
perhaps more than any other historic core m Iraq, has suffered
considerable damage and destruction especially during the last three
decades of rapid development. The conservation survey of this research
has revealed that as much as 23% of Rusafa has been destroyed since 1917
by new streets and official clearance projects alone. Similarly, Karkh
and Kadhimiya were shown to have lost more than 22% and 10% of their
historic fabric respectively.

The various attempts to plan Baghdad, all by foreign planning firms,
have been largely concerned with physical development and none was
seriously related to conservation. In fact some Master Plans, such as
those by Doxiadis Associates and Minoprio and Partners, even advocated
the demolition of the historic cores. However, the plan by Polservice
and especially that for Kadhimiya, represent a hopeful development.
But despite its good intentions the Kadhimiya Study was shown to have
been responsible for the demolition of an important part of this core.
It failed to prepare a detailed and documentative inventory of the area
and its general proposals were found to be either over-optimistic or
impracticable. This confirmed the fact that, without the availability
of detailed knowledge of the mdividual buildings and character of the area,
a conservation study would stay largely irrelevant and of little practical
value. The inventory is a basic tool and, therefore, to attempt a
conservation plan for an area without it would be not unlike attempting
to prepare a development plan for a city without the basic census data
and the knowledge of the size, age groups, and socio-economic conditions
of its population.
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The third part of this research also dealt with Baghdad and included
the methodology and analysis of the conservation survey and the
inventory of cultural heritage. Among other objectives, the survey
investigated the problems of the four historic cores and analysed their
mthvidual urban and architectural features. On the other hand, the
inventory resulted in:

1. Listing 53 sites of archaeological interest.
2. Proposing 36 Conservation Areas.
3. Identifying 47 zones of special visual interest.
4. Listing, grading and documenting 603 individual

items of architectural or historic interest, including
412 houses, 91 mosques, 22 tombs, 18 khans, 15 suqs,
8 hammams, 6 takyas, 5 churches, and 4 madrasas.
According to grades, there were 78 A's, 227 Bts and
298 C's.

The present Law of Antiquities limits legal protection to items built
before AD 1700 - a date which automatically excludes the protection of
virtually all vernacular domestic architecture. Consequently, the date
of 1932 was used for the upper limit in the inventory largely to correct
this particular defect and also to ensure the documentation of these
unprotected items before their possible destruction. The survey findings
confirm that the cores are being gradually but consistently destroyed
and replaced by modern uses. These cores, which constitute only
some six per cent of the total municipal area of the city, contain the
overwhelming majority of its heritage.

The inventory shows that more than a half of the listed items are either
in a poor or very poor physical condition, that houses and mosques
constitute the majority of listed items, and that nearly a half of all
listed mosques have been rebuilt by the Awqaf which resulted in the
destruction of much of their historic fabric. It was also shown that
about seventeen per cent of all inventory items have either been converted
to another use, or are being used unconverted for a new use that is
different from their original one. The findings highlighted the glaring
inadequacy of documenting the city's heritage: only about eighteen per
cent of listed items are of a known date; less than twenty per cent have
written references, about ten per cent have plans or sketch drawings,
and none has comprehensive and accurate measured drawmgs or
photogrammetric coverage.
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As a rough estimate the cost of repairing and restoring all the listed
items would be somewhere between six million and twelve million Dmars,
while the cost for eighty-seven per cent of these items (mainly houses)
would be between 2. 6 and 6. 5 million Dmars. However, the implementation
of conservation plans in all proposed Conservation Areas would require
much more financial resources than the restoration of several hundred
buildings. This is because conservation would not only involve restoration
but also the general environmental improvement of the area, the removal
of eyesores, the provision of mfrastructural services and other works
which would enrich and enhance the area. Consequently, in the absence
of such plans it is difficult to estimate such costs. But the implementation
of any conservation plan is necessarily carried out in several stages and
therefore such finances would not all be needed immediately. They could
be phased and co-ordinated with regular governmental allocations and,
therefore, could be spread over a fairly long period.

Apart from the essential cultural value of historic areas to the nation,
it has now become more economical to conserve many such areas.
The recent sharp increases m the price of building materials, inflation,
acute shortage of both housing and urban land have all swayed the
cost-benefit argument in favour of up-dating and conserving the existing
traditional housing stock. Furthermore, historic buildings and areas
are a scarce national resource and their loss is irretrievable and should
therefore be protected for future generations. Indeed, it is argued that
the present favourable movement towards recycling materials and
conserving depleatable natural resources presents urban conservationists
with an expedient and perhaps unique opportunity to see their policies
approved and initiated by the central government.

Although successful conservation in Iraq will ultimately depend on
central governmental support and action, initiative is also required
from private and public sources, especially from the locality where
action takes place and problems first arise. In the final analysis,
therefore, success will depend upon the formulation of an overall
protective policy, the will to legislate, administer and enforce these
powers, awakening public opinion, and the provision of financial,
technical and professional resources necessary for implementation.
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9. 2 Recommendations

The preceding conclusions and fmdmgs lead to several general and
specific recommendations. These recommendations are presented
here in two main parts: the first consists of proposals designed to
improve and strengthen the protective machinery according to its
individual constituent agencies; and the second is related specifically
to Baghdad and includes action that is urgently required to safeguard
particular items of its cultural heritage.

9. 2. 1 A New Conservation Authority

A central recommendation of this study is the creation of a new
official advisory agency to act as a national conservation authority
for Iraq. In order to exercise its work effectively and impartially,
this Authority should be administratively independent of the present
planning machinery in Iraq but linked directly to the Presidential
Secretariat.

The administrative structure of this Authority should be kept as
small and as simple as possible. Broadly, it should consist of
a director, an advisory council of some ten to fifteen members,
and a small administrative section. It is anticipated that the
director and the members of the council will be directly appointed
by the Presidential Secretariat on the basis of their professional
experience, technical expertise and interest in conservation.
The members could be recruited from Iraqi universities, research
centres or professional societies.

The main aims of this Conservation Authority should be as follows:

1. To advise the Planning authorities, i. e. Amanat
al-Assima for Baghdad and the Directorate of Planning
for the rest of the country, on conservation matters
generally; and to give its expert consultative assessment
on specific problems which arise from conflict between
modern development and conservation.

2. To co-ordinate the work of those protective agencies
which are to be involved in the preparation of a
national inventory of immovable cultural property.
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3. To bring to the attention of central government,
protective agencies and the public, any general
or specific dangers which arise or might arise
from official or private action affecting the heritage.

4. To receive complaints or suggestions from the owners
of affected property and from the general public which
it can pass on to the appropriate authority with its
recommendations, and,

5. To promote public interest and participation in
conservation through regular national campaigns
and the active use of the mass-media.

It is proposed that planning applications which affect the character
of a Conservation Area or a listed building of grade A or B should
be referred to the Conservation Authority for a consultative opinion.
The expert evaluation of a particular case by the advisory council
should always be respected but, for practical reasons, should not be
made legally binding. In other words, the final decision should
remain with Amin al-Assima (Mayor) for cases in Baghdad, or with
the Minister of Municipalities for the rest of Iraq.

9. 2. 2 Directorate of Antiquities

The existing Law of Antiquities of 1936 should be generally up-dated
to cope with the new developments in protecting the heritage. It is
recommended that this Law should remain as the main legal framework
for the protection of single buildings and monuments of cultural interest
as well as archaeological sites. However, specifically, the following
recommendations are proposed:

1. To introduce the system of listing and grading of
single buildings or monuments, and change the legal
date of their protection to 1917 instead of 1700.
The existing provision to protect items of a later date
(i. e. Chapter II, article 14) if needed, should be kept;

2. To provide incentives and financial tax reliefs to owners
of listed buildings. In general, public funds should be
used when private owners are not able to afford their
normal obligations to maintain their listed buildings.
The owner of a listed property should undertake to
protect it agamst neglect, and unauthorised alteration
or demolition. The building should be totally exempted
from income and estate taxes.
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3. Failure to maintam a listed building properly should
result, after serving an official notice and givmg a
certam period to comply, m compulsory purchase
at values estimated by appropriate authorities and
from which tax reliefs and other incentives should
be deducted. This would then replace the somewhat
harsh article 7 from the Law, which obliges negligent
owners to "abandon his right of occupation" to the
Antiquities;

4. The owner of a listed property (especially grades
A and B) should be legally obliged to open his property
by arrangement or at specific times to the public;

5. Any change in ownership must be notified to the
Directorate of Antiquities before it is effected and
such conveyance should not change the status of the
listed property;

6. Depending upon his income-group, the private owner
should be eligible for grants of up to nmety per cent
of the total cost of repair and restoration,

7. Owners of listed property should be allowed to obtam
low-interest loans from the Real Estate Bank, 'Iqari
Bank', which hitherto grants only to new houses;

8. The maximum penalties should be mcreased.
Article 55 of Chapter VI of the existing Law, which
calls for an imprisonment of up to one year or a fine
of two hundred Duiars or both, has certainly proved
inadequate. The fine should be unspecified but calculated
according to the nature and extent of the offence itself.
The fine should also apply to cases of unreported
archaeological finds durmg building excavations. The
terms of imprisonment should be increased to five years
maximum.

9. It is recommended that the respect of historic
authenticity of the fabric of any listed item should be
clearly spelled out either in the Law itself or m its
regulations. It must be made clear that the restoration
or preservation of the historic fabric should be carried
out only by qualified personnel and be stopped where
conjecture begins, and that new materials should preferably
be made distinguishable from the old. It should also be
compulsory for all protective agencies to document all
such operations.

10. The Directorate should start preparing maps of urban
areas of potential archaeological interest in Iraq, and
introduce specific references m the Law to the question
of finds during building excavations, penalties against
offenders, and financial compensation for delays. The
Directorate should set up a specialised 'rescue-squad' to
take prompt action whenever the need arises.
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9. 2. 3 Listing

The main purpose of listing buildmgs and other types of immovable
cultural property is to identify them for legal protection. Thus in
order to protect a historic building it has to go through three
processes: first, it has to be selected and legally declared as
listed, second, it has to be repaired or restored, third, it has to
be provided with a suitable use, inspected and maintained regularly.
It is recommended that listing is formally introduced to Iraq and
that two types of lists should be used:

1. Approved List:
This should be a national statutory list containing
all listed items built before 1917. It essentially
contains only a minimum amount of necessary data
on each item, such as grade and address. The
Directorate of Antiquities should give the preparation
of this list top priority and it is estimated that such
a list could be completed in two to three years.

2. Supplementary List:
This list should also be of national coverage but should
contain items built after 1917 which are considered
worthy of protection. This list should be attempted
only after the completion of the approved list. It is
to be basically of a reserve value for future listing,
and an item included in it should also be protected
wherever possible.

The approved list should be published in the official Iraqi gazzette,
'al-Waqai. al-Iraqiya', and also m a cumulative form and made available
in all relevant governmental offices, local authorities, libraries,
universities and research centres. It should also be made available
on sale to the public. The listing should be carried out by qualified
experts, such as archaeologists or architectural historians. It is
recommended that listed buildings are identified by means of a
suitable external sign showmg its listing number and grade. Listed
buildmgs which are associated with historical figures could be
provided with additional data including the relevant name and date.
Major alterations or demolitions of listed buildings should be opposed
as far as possible. It should be made an offence to alter, sell, or
demolish a listed buildmg without first obtaining a written consent
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from the relevant protective agency. In cases of grade A and B
buildings, the agency should refer the applications to the Conservation
Authority for a consultative opinion. In order to preserve the
original character of a listed building it is necessary to control
internal and external alterations. Such alterations should require a
special written official consent before the work proposed can be
carried out. Generally, the following should be regarded as
operations affecting the character of the listed building:

Removing original features including doors, windows
and ursi and shanashil windows, balustrades, columns
and archways, decorated ceilings, cornices, panels and
friezes, badgeers (air-scoops), screens; and glazed
tilework. In the case of mosques and other types of
Islamic buildings, original features such as mihrabs,
minbars, inscribed panels qanadils, carpets and other
mosque furniture should also be included in this category

Replacing original features with modern substitutes in
a design and material different from the original.
For example, replacing wooden sash ursi windows with
iron windows, or replacing a decorated door by a plain one

Adding new features like modern doors and windows,
courtyard roofs, false ceilings, canopies, railings and
staircases. Unsightly signs, flue pipes and drainage
should not be located on the face of the listed building

Repairs in unsuitable materials such as brick in place of
natural stone or marble. The use of artificial substitutes
for the repair of original features should not be allowed

Painting unpainted brickwork or stonework, or repainting
walls, windows and doors in unsuitable colours or in
colours different from their original.

The consent should be made compulsory even when the application is
by an official organisation such as the Awqaf. A consent to demolish
a listed building should not be issued until it is fully recorded and
documented by the relevant authority. In such a case, the private
owner should be legally obliged to give adequate access to officials
making the documentation.
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9. 2. 4 National Inventory

The preparation of a national inventory of immovable cultural
heritage m Iraq is another important recommendation of this study.
This inventory, which should be attempted only after the completion
of the approved list and the designation of conservation areas, should
be prepared by the various protective agencies under the co-ordination
of the proposed Conservation Authority. It should be divided mto
three main parts:

1. Sites and features of archaeological interest,

2. Buildings and monuments of architectural or historic
interest, and

3. Areas of architectural or historic interest (both
rural and urban).

The first and second parts of the mventory should be carried out by
the Directorate of Antiquities which is best qualified for this work.
The third part is to be prepared by the planning authorities. The
inventory is a basic reference and a census of items of cultural
interest. It should be produced in a standardised form and systematically
presented, perhaps along the lines of the inventory of this study.
Similarly, the basic data should be coded and computerised so that
it can be quickly reproduced, altered and updated.

The documentation of the inventory should be authoritative, accurate
and as comprehensive as possible. Measured drawings or photogram-
metric documents should be extensive and capable of being used for the
reconstruction of a listed item if it is destroyed for some reason or
another. Given the will, determination and expertise, such a mammoth
task could be accomplished by a well-equipped and staffed team within
fifteen years. However, it must not be regarded as a once and for
all job, it should be continually fed back, corrected and up-dated.
Students and other interested mdividuals who prepare measured drawings
of listed buildings, or research papers on them, should be rewarded by
an appropriate honorarium. The Conservation Authority should keep a
central register of measured drawings so that duplication can be avoided.
The drawmgs and research papers should then be linked to the inventory.
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9. 2. 5 Architectural Restoration Section

Steps should be taken to establish a new section within the
Directorate of Antiquities to carry out the necessary architectural
restoration and maintenance of listed buildings. It is anticipated
that this section would deal largely with vernacular architecture
which will become protected when the legal date is raised to 1917
as proposed. However, this restoration is to be co-ordinated with
the Conservation Authority which may advise on such restoration.

It is recommended that a materials bank associated with this section
should be started. Storing architectural elements such as windows,
columns, ursis, and accessories such as wrought iron work and brass
work, and so on, is a very useful and economical way of recycling
traditional building materials. It is to be noted that, fortunately,
many architectural elements of the domestic architecture in Iraq are
standardised which increases their inter changeability.

To make it possible for this section to carry out its tasks, it is
essential to recruit qualified and experienced architects and restorers,
both Iraqi and foreign. It is also recommended that several well-known
master-masons are recruited and a training *orkshop set up to transfer
their rapidly dying traditional skills to younger hands. These skills
should cover such fields as brickwork, woodwork, wrought-ironwork,
calligraphy and ornamentation. Masters and workers should be well
paid and preferably employed on a regular basis. Some type of
qualification certificate should be given to enhance their self-respect
and prestige.

There are various other suggestions which are recommended here in
outline.

*To increase the protection and supervision of archaeological
sites, especially those m urban areas which should be fenced
as soon as possible

*To improve the presentation of sites and monuments by the
sensitive planning and location of tourist facilities, and to
provide them with informative placards
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*To discourage prestlge-pro3ects such as the
Ctesiphon Panorama or the proposed reconstruction
of Babylon in favour of essential work such as
preservation

*To increase and improve the existing research and
documentation facilities, and intensify research into
the problems of mud-brick preservation

*To increase central government funds to the Directorate
by a substantial amount to enable it to carry out these
improvements.

9. 2. 6 Planning Authorities: Directorate of Planning and Amanat al-Assima

The lack of legislation specific to town and country planning calls for
immediate action. It is recommended that the appropriate authorities
should start drafting the necessary laws as soon as possible. It is
proposed that this new legislation should include the concept of
protecting and enhancing rural and urban areas of historic or
architectural interest. In particular, the new law should specify the
following measures:

All municipal authorities, including Amanat al-Assima of Baghdad,
should, with the help of the Directorate of Planning and the proposed
Conservation Authority, seek to identify 'Conservation Areas' in their
own towns and villages. Such areas should then be accurately surveyed
and their individual buildings and other items of interest marked on
a base map.

Approved Conservation Areas should then be officially designated by
the planning authorities as such and announced to the public. These
areas should be clearly defined as protected areas on the master or
development plan of towns.

A programme of action and a conservation plan should be prepared for
these designated areas primarily by the Directorate of Planning but also
in co-ordination with the Conservation Authority. Pilot schemes could
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then be initiated in various towns to show how conservation can improve
and enrich the environment, to study and meet the problems
encountere4 during such action, and to gather public support and
participation.

Development control is usually the cornerstone of the town planning
process and through it conservation is conveyed and enforced. The
planning authorities should be obliged to exercise stringent and
sensitive control of development m Conservation Areas. They should
formulate policies as well as general guidelmes for the protection
and enhancement of these areas. Apart from the proposed listed
building controls in the-Antiquities Law, the new planning legislation
should elaborate special control measures including: general
environmental improvements, such as the removal of eyesores,
control of modern development such as infill, external design, and
advertisements. However, special development controls and policies
may be formulated for areas or towns of particular character or needs.

To establish a Conservation Section utthe Directorate of Planning and
in Amanat al-Assima to carry out these conservation proposals and
administer planning applications and development within Conservation
Areas. These sections could be staffed by Iraqi as well as foreign
planners or architect-planners with some experience in conservation
work. However, they could be recruited only if sufficient financial
incentives were offered. Iraqi personnel inexperienced in conservation
could be given special training courses at either the Unesco Regional
Conservation Centre in Baghdad or Iraqi universities.

There are other various specific recommendations which Amanat
al-Assima and other local authorities are asked to undertake:

*To prevent speculation, the price of land in historic areas,
especially in Conservation Areas, should be controlled.
Such control has already succeeded in many countries and
persuaded private owners of buildings within such areas of
the validity of regular maintenance and upkeep. But this
demands strong governmental action and a strict enforcement
of planning legislation.
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*To create pedestrian areas and traffic-free zones,
and to restrict vehicular parking in streets and areas
of special visual, historic or architectural interest.

* To improve the amenity generally, by removing
insensitive advertisements which detract from the
architecture of listed buildings, replacement of garish
and obtrusive shop signs by appropriate ones sympathetic
to the character of the area, and by removal or rewiring
of overhead telephone and electricity cables, especially
m zones of visual mterest.

*To regard the question of introducing or improving public
infra-structural services, especially sewage and surface
drainage, as a top priority as far as historic areas are
concerned. The present condition of these areas in wet
seasons is intolerable and is seriously damaging both the
health of the inhabitants and the fabric of buildings.

*To preserve existing trees and encourage suitable planting
in these areas.

*To introduce floodlighting to illuminate monuments and landmarks
of outstanding historic or architectural interest. Citadels
such as those in Kirkuk and Arbil and Grand Mosques would
particularly benefit from such a measure because of their
height and dominant skyline in relation to their surrounding
areas.

9. 2. 7 Ministry of Awgaf

It is recommended that the principle of protecting Islamic architectural
heritage is added or embodied to the existing Law of Awqaf. The
authenticity of listed mosques and other waqf buildings of religious
or historic significance should always be respected and maintained.
this question could be dealt with in the Law or in its regulations.
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Any restoration or reconstruction work of a listed waqf building
should be carried out only after the approval of the Directorate of
Antiquities and the Conservation Authority, and such work should
always be recorded.

A systematic programme to document its buildings of cultural interest,
both listed and unlisted, should be introduced. The documentation of
listed mosques could be carried out in co-ordination with the
Conservation Authority so that such work as measured drawing is not
duplicated. It is also recommended that the Awqaf should make a
start in documenting its lost buildings of outstanding architectural or
historic interest by searching through its existing files, waqfiyas,
and documents. In particular, all available waqfiyas should be
recorded, microfilmed and published in bibliographic form.

An Awqaf Museum should be established. This museum could not
only exhibit the valuable rare copies of the Quran, illuminated
manuscripts and other movable waqf cultural property, but also
such architectural elements as mihrabs, mmbars, glazed tiles,
calligraphy, and other mosque furniture. This museum could also
be used to promote public interest in Islamic architecture and the work
of Awqaf in preservation and restoration.

The Awqaf should establish its own restoration and maintenance section,
workshop and materials bank. This section could also be in charge of
the regular mspection of historic mosques and general enforcement
work. Again, the required restorers and architects could be recruited
from local sources as well as Arab and other Islamic countries.

The architectural presentation of all mosques should be improved
generally. In particular, listed mosques should receive special
attention and should be provided with informative signs or plaques
briefly showing their history and overall description. These could be
of a standard approved design as in many European countries. Grand
and other important mosques should be illuminated by floodlighting
instead of the present system of using chains of individual electrical
bulbs or neon-lighting.
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Research into the history and architecture of Iraqi mosques should
be encouraged and initiated by the Awqaf. Private researchers
and writers could be helped by financial grants or rewards and by
giving fuller access to its historical records.

9. 2. 8 Research and Educational Centres

Conservation and its importance to the national heritage is still
recognised only be a very small minority of professionals and scholars
in Iraq. It is recommended that the appropriate educational
authorities should involve schools and universities in conservation
and its various aspects.

In particular, conservation should be included m the curricula of the
College of Arts, School of Architecture, and the Urban and Regional
Planrnng Centre of Baghdad University. Research and involvement
into conservation, urban archaeology and Islamic architectural history
should be encouraged at both under and post-graduate levels. Projects
could be organised to engage students in practical schemes to
investigate and document the conditions and problems of historic
buildings and areas. Joint training courses, seminars and workshops
could be arranged with the existing Unesco Conservation Centre in
Baghdad and with the proposed Conservation Authority. Special
emphasis should be placed upon the value of measured drawings and
it is strongly recommended that a resumption of such work by the
architectural school is organised as soon as possible.

9. 2. 9 Tourism Administration

It is recommended that this Administration should not be permitted
to carry out restoration work on its own historic buildings. Instead,
such work should be referred to the Directorate of Antiquities whose
speciality it is to restore such buildings.

It is strongly proposed that the location of tourist facilities at sites
of archaeological, historic or landscape interest, such as rest-houses
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and restaurants, should be very carefully considered, and implemented
only after the approval of the conservation section in the Directorate
of Planning and the Conservation Authority.

The existmg architectural section of this Administration should, m
conjunction with the Directorate of Planning, formulate general
guidelines for the design of tourist facilities near historic areas and
buildings. These guidelmes could attempt to reach overall design
suggestions on such questions as scale, proportion, materials,
colour and general presentation work. The over-riding principles
m such suggestions should be the respect of the integrity of the
historic monument or site and the sympathetic location and sensitive
design of modern development.
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9. 3 Miscellaneous

The following is a list of various miscellaneous proposals which are
not specifically related to any of the aforesaid authorities:

To establish open-air museums m historic towns. These should
deal mainly in vernacular architecture, and exhibit houses and other listed
buildings whose demolition becomes unavoidable and which are capable
of being dismantled and re-erected. They should be arranged in such
a way as to recreate a street or a small mahalla typical of the region in
which the museum is sited.

To organise a regular national lottery for conservation. National
appeals to collect funds for specific monuments should also be
considered.

To set up a national society for the protection of heritage in Iraq.
The organising committee should include as many outstanding
personalities as possible and should seek central government help but
mamtam its independence and political impartiality.

Special national campaigns should be organised on certam days or weeks
to promote public interest m conservation. An 'Arab Heritage Year'
could be organised by the cultural section of the Arab League or the
Orgamsation of Arab Cities.

Wherever possible, the original names of historic streets and mahallas
should be restored and used for official purposes mcluding postal
services. This should also apply to buildings and especially mosques.

To start a periodical dealing with the various aspects of heritage in
Iraq, such as architecture, urban planning and conservation. This
periodical could be published by the proposed national society for the
protection of heritage but should be subsidised by the Ministry of
Information.

The Iraqi government should propose to the Arab League the setting up
of a special 'Inter-Arab Conservation Fund' to help finance conservation
programmes for historic areas and buildings throughout the Arab World.
This fund would be particularly beneficial to the poorer Arab countries.
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9.4 Baghdad

The establishment of a conservation section within the administrative
structure of the Amanat al-Assima was proposed earlier. It is
envisaged that this section will not only be in charge of protecting
the four historic cores of Baghdad but also in development control
and planning within them. The section could operate initially within
the framework of the Law of the Master Plan of Baghdad of 1972 until
more detailed planrnng legislation is passed.

The first tasks of this section should be the identification and mitial
designation of Conservation Areas. The approval of these areas
should be fmalised in conjunction with the proposed Conservation
Authority. However, some areas of outstanding architectural or
historic interest are now seriously threatened by decay and by intrusion
by incompatible modern development. Consequently they are in need
of immediate remedial action and any long delay could undermine
their very existence. These areas are:

Rusafa
Jadid Hassan Pasha (in block 110)
Bab al-Agha and Mustansir Street (in block 110)
Murabaa (in block 104)
Smak (in block 104)
Batawiyin (in block 101)

Karkh
Sitta Nafisa (in block 212)
Suq al-Jadid (in block 212)
Sif, Shawaka and Kraimat (m block 216)
Jnaid Cemetery (in block 202)

Kadhim iya
Whole core (blocks 400 to 434)

These areas need to be surveyed immediately and conservation plans
for them prepared. Specialist help could be enlisted, from Unesco
or other international organisations, to prepare such plans. Meanwhile,
several first-aid measures and general improvement programmes should
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include the provision of efficient sewage and surface drainage systems,
paving of alleyways and suqs, cleaning up and removal of eyesores
such as garish signs and advertisements, and the removal or tidying-
up of overhead wires.

To implement these measures, it is recommended that the Amanat
makes full use of the available fund which was started in 1974 by the
Ministry of Planning under the heading 'Conservation of Cultural
Property in Baghdad'. This fund, however, is not sufficient to
meet these measures and therefore additional allocations are necessary.
These could be obtained from the central government either as grants
Or loans.

It is also recommended that Polservice's plans for the intensive
redevelopment of Rusafa and Karkh are entirely re-assessed on the
basis of the listing of buildings and the designation of Conservation Areas,
The conservation plan for Kadhimiya, also prepared by Polservice,
should be revised but it is recommended that its overall proposals,
especially pedestrianisation and visual improvements, are adhered to.
Its plot-merger proposals should be abandoned on the basis of
impracticability and possible destructiveness.

There are several other projects which the Amanat is recommended
either to revoke or radically re-assess. These include the proposed
elevated corniche road along both banks of the Tigris affecting both
historic cores of Rusafa and Karkh, and the projected use of overhead
mono-rail transport system through the city including its historic cores.
If these two very large-scale projects are implemented as they are now
proposed they will very seriously alter the character and also damage
the fabric of the last remainmg historic areas of Baghdad. It is also
strongly recommended that the recent practice of demolishing the
areas surrounding historic monuments is immediately stopped.

In addition to threatened historic areas, there are some 71 individual
buildings and urban features which are today either in immediate or
near-immediate danger of being seriously damaged by decay, major
alteration, or even demolition. Consequently, they need urgent
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protective action by the various appropriate authorities. It is
assumed that these buildings will be listed by the Directorate
of Antiquities and that, perhaps with some help from the mventory
of this research, an official statutory list will be compiled for
Baghdad within the first year of commencing its work.

The following list of such buildmgs and features is derived from
the inventory of this research and it mcludes only grades A and B.
It is envisaged that mosques and tombs in this list will be preserved
or restored by the Awqaf, whilst houses and other buildings are
recommended to be protected and restored by the proposed
architectural restoration section in the Directorate of Antiquities.
This would probably involve some use of compulsory purchase
powers which are provided for in existing legislation. To sum up,
the items in this list should be officially listed as a first step
towards their protection. They should then be preserved or
restored and provided with an appropriate use.
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Seriously Threatened Buildings of Cultural Interest

1. MOSQUES

A. 007
B. 077
B. 087
A. 124
B. 189
B. 274
B. 298
B. 307
B. 321
A. 873
A. 906

Nurnaniya Mosque, Jadid Hasan Pasha, Rusafa
Arnin al-Pachachi Mosque, Mustansir Street, Rusafa
Numan al-Pachachi. Mosque, Ras al-Qarya, Rusafa
Hussain Pasha Mosque, Haidarkhana, Rusafa
Ammar Mosque, Ammar, Rusafa
Saada Mosque, Sinak, Rusafa
Tayar Mosque, Hammam al-Malth, Rusafa
Khidhir Beg Mosque, Qanbar Ali, Rusafa
Khidhairi Mosque, Sidriya, Rusafa
Aaraji Mosque, Tell, Kadhimiya
Haidari Husamiya, Tell, Kadhimiya

2. TOMBS

A. 031
A. 219
B. 318
B. 346
A.400
A. 401
A. 415
A. 522
A. 551
A. 552

Najib al-Sahrawardi, Markaziya Secondary School, Rusafa
Abu al-Faraj al-Jawzi, Smak Riverfront, Rusafa
Muhammad al-Alfi, Sidriya, Rusafa
Abi al-Nithur Abdulla, Abdulla, Rusafa
Junaid and Saqti, Junaid Cemetery, Karkh
Balilul Dana, Junaid Cemetery, Karkh
Hussain b. Mansur al-Hallaj, Near Karkhi Cemetery, Karkh
Maryam b. Urn ran, Karradat Maryam, Karkh
Abu al-Hasan al-Noun, Suq al-Takya, Aadhamiya
Urn Rabaa, Ras al-Hawash, Aadharniya

3. HAMMAMS

A. 006
A. 078
B. 212
B. 296
A. 319
A. 475
A. 752

al-Pasha Hammam, Suq al-Midan, Rusafa
Haidar Hammam, Mustansir Street, Rusafa
Rauf Hammarn, Murabaa, Rusafa
al-Malih Hammam, Hammam al-Malih (Mahalla), Rusafa
al-Sayid Hammam, Suq al-Sidriya, Rusafa
Ayub Hammam, Shaikh Bashar, Karkh
Murtadha Hammam, Off Bab al-Dirwaza Street, Kadhimiya

4. SUQS

B.055 ZanjilSuq, Babal-Agha, Rusafa
B. 057 Ibrisarn Suq, Bab al-Agha, Rusafa
B. 063 Tamgha Suq, Bab al-Agha, Rusafa
B.064 SarrafinSuq, Babal-Agha, Rusafa
B. 312 al-Ghazil Suq, Suq al-Ghazil (Mahalla), Rusafa
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5. KHANS

B. 047 Sumikh Khan, Bab al-Agha, Rusafa
A.059 al-ZururKhan, Babal-Agha, Rusafa
B.052 TabatabaiKhan, Babal-Agha, Rusafa
B. 062 Pasha al-Kabir Khan, Bab al-Agha, Rusafa
B. 800 Farman Khan, Mufid Street, Kadhimiya

6. HOUSES

B. 018
B. 022
B. 023
B. 070
B. 073
A. 076
B. 081
A. 085
B. 120
B. 137
A. 192
B. 193
B. 225
B. 228
B. 248
B. 303
B. 323
B. 327
B. 359
B.477
A. 645
A. 646
A. 647
B. 728
B. 731
B. 738
B. 840
B. 855
B. 857

Salima Daud House, Jadid Hasan Pasha, Rusafa
Shabandar House (1), Jadid Hasan Pasha, Rusafa
Shabandar House (2), JadidHasanPasha, Rusafa
House 5/25, Ras al-Qarya, Rusafa
House 3/38, Ras al-Qarya Riverfront, Rusafa
Butrus Kaka House, Ras al-Qarya, Rusafa
Lynch House, Rashid Street, Rusafa
Sasson House, Mustansir Street, Rusafa
Hamid Salman House, Haidarkhana, Rusafa
Aquoliya House, Aquoliya Mahalla, Rusafa
Shahrabali House (Masbagha Ahliya), Suq al-Ghazil, Rusafa
Shahrabali House (Annex to 192), Rusafa
al-Naqib House, Sinak Riverfront, Rusafa
Inspectorate House, Smak, Rusafa
al-Yahu House, Smak, Rusafa
Muiz Amin House, Tawrat, Rusafa
Muhyi al-Gailani House, Bab al-Shaikh, Rusafa
Ibrahim al-Gailani. House, Bab al-Shaikh, Rusafa
Abd al-Rahman al-Naqib House, Bab al-Shaikh, Rusafa
Waheed Hotel, Shaikh Bashar Riverfront, Karkh
Nawab House, Tell, Kadhimiya
Qasim Khan House, Tell, Kadhimiya
Qasim Khan House, Tell, Kadhimiya
Amir Astarabadi House, Qattana, Kadhimiya
Iqbal al-Dawla House, Qattana, Kadhimiya
Abd al-Amir al-Khatib House, Qattana, Kadhimiya
Abd al-Ridha Atifa House, Shiyoukh, Kadhimiya
al -Khalisi. House, Shiyoukh, Kadhimiya
Kubai House, Shiyoukh, Kadhimiya

7. MISCELLANEOUS

B. 034 Law Courts, Jadid Hasan Pasha Riverfront, Rusafa
A. 146 Panja Ali Memorial, Imam Taha, Rusafa
B. 794 Tram Station, Shiyoukh, Kadhimiya
B. 874 al-Aaraji Cemetery, Tell, Kadhimiya

Finally, it must be stressed that these items represent only a small
proportion of the total number of the inventory, they were enlisted here
only because they are more immediately threatened than the others.
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	 Article 8 —lVlien the etietence of ititiquities is no entabli i-cc! 'et ri ill th0
Dc1 ac-tnneet of Anicqusties the lin .cter rely des ide whtther

MINISTRY OF CIJLTURE .thD GLIDANCE eudi cite end eco.iling to ecientilie rcqucrtnc.ntn the
,UrTOiInIILng 10011 705) be cocci lend as an historical cite,
subiect to ti a publication of sinAi iicccnoo in the Roveri nit 'it

DIRECTORATECEhERAL OF	 not present the ossner Irene enjOycn,( his

ANTIQUITIES LAW No 59 OF 1936.

Article 9—The (ioci'a.meut mrs acquire ann .ii,i iont bu1ldcc. 1, or histoneal
ci p as ci m'rtti r of it idit il ii t	 i.,uler • lit I tlri t l r i ltiiiic I -in,
art! alit flertsS-,n right of non or rientis f set i Liii rein

In sa'rtin'r 'r it! for cmii acquisition no nec-stint shall b.
whce of the esist, flee or snitie of nnuitttiii.0 niiich are O'cictclig
icr bate been founit on or in such land

Article II) —Tire Goceriiiiuo.it si oil Se erititicd to render niosnile and to

Ceoro e anY irniiosiiola ant qilitos from their on; .ini ploce to
ate thor pi ciii; orb, to th 0 owner cc thit land c&Lnljien,at l r a for
t'o reparatiil'o ot di nip ci .t-irnwl I.' tho laud li.roiils s ic hi
re-iota! 'uVliere (I a land is goscriimeiit laud no stoic
compensation shall b, pool

.trtscla 11 —tnt person cci us i'tscnsers on itninocable ontti1iulr und 'inc
onoer or proprietor o t land sehere st.ch ant qt.iti lion ii en
dracovered cchn bconn of such iliccosern and -u.s prtuiW .,.rvon
Sheibh of a tr.i-e Sork.il 3fukhar of a vi t Lie or quarter cci o
b,ows of su:h thscovere shall report the lame wiehin ten da-i
toe bout admiustratava nutooritoei.

Ar-ide 12 —Ais occupier of Iud contaiicin- or iios-i Ic •nt q ,Itie% -°

allow the Dircctr of hntu1critirs and ann oil Cr citcial
3rti Ei"an -cutbortoed b-c' hit to 'stcr thtt lard at 0.1 aj.poprtite ci tie.

wdh the a m of eta. iming it, drawing mops ami takiig
photogripha. thercof

ArttuAe 13 —o persOn al ift, scitirosit o1siisl peciili-'sioit. reit,l,r .inv

niimocnblci aicuquitv or dispi.-io of nay of to ionctrurio,ial
materials or uti'iae ri ich ant quity in a r100oc. sob u-h in I i.c.c
to injure or dc-story it or .tltcr ie i.li traitor

Art cIa 14 —The Council 0f Ifinutere iliac' p-s-.s a ci-so'ilioii I.. ilic' • i Ct ii, it

ni) bi.tldcn- erect ci ofo- tie scar 'i'S at 	 oil 1c)i) it,
haIl b. Co scidercu s oti am	 it ii diii i; if tic Council lose

reflson to hi-li-c that it-u 1irtses .ition c u,cess..'a o
Utiiitc on a.count of its htstoricai or artist 	 sat ..e	 Such

"t' cnios do rest lot on chail lie pub! ushed in the Gail i -' mi_i.: G'se to an
the baulding an queotic'u ..Iio,1 tics be rrcin ie.1 ..n .0 aiit c-ni
buulcitoig as provided for in ti is lass and ci ill b. oib.-ct to the
govis icon of the Tpropnat.oa I ass

.Artic'e 1—Tar tic iri']rli • of ii	 list lb5 teni	 hit j it	 metal
'ins thiu,c,r U tile tsr fun i,-. t ha i ii- liii I iii ii I i lull	 Ii u '	 si

noil lii.	 Si ir	 lilt	 tic	 •ii'l a-.	 is ili'iic._-i	 iate. .oinc
i&Uijituuii	 Illic -cr it-. nun	 ,cnl i oti i'- i s an	 hit it ice of
.. ieiaes arts c '-oft-., titertI ire r. ti. liii, c-its	 is iii r-uls aoii
isi c lit i - iii p'-.t ig%.s

Article 2 —.huttiiji lilt-s 	 In11	 hi, mi-lit cii	 I is lid	 iru.o i -si, rile_ores
nuiira toli' ansi in'mos aiin.

	

I miii,, rUe Intispmi 'il'i	 iii, 1mb ui 1 ii. li i i	 i5 .-rai,t! on
i il alt 4111.1 to tb. sit	 at.	 tmiuia I	 roil. i us,, and
ens l),,s-1, li.it ic's alt 	 h	 I to Iii ii,! i._- ai , Itsl. ci,o-iitl lip
a port th,cres

	

.ini ccliii	 I iutiqct,ea	 cit-I iii,' iii	 I p tiCs 'c tail ,n!
feisty tT o S ii iir trion liii lii ,s iii' ace c--i Is 15,1.1, 5 i-sI iii. ri Ii
mu trin .ji'nrti ii to his iii!, 	 ;nl in

krt,cle 3--'11l a iiu,jic.Lrrs du.nmsc .w.l	 in	 Er rj cii i 1rcr a nc.
ii,imuiiis bk' ti at are Ito,. i ii s,'iii,!er sire s i- i.e rf 'I ,. - ii -shall
h. roost in rcd (ii lit t'sm' in iinnc,. lro,ucrct if fuu	 'i ill	 'in
indivun'ss!s us ,roi ;i re iii lu! u di III	 nf In 'I pr ri-Or or
rinhiii lii, hUh r Isc 1n Or. rc it " . 1 :1 liii', r (lit p	 siui-.	 this
laiw

3.rticle	 4--tb. l ,lnuir lii, cit 1 urn i-lu Ii nirt etiiriht i t ,	 ens ii - Ti lu-p oaf
iii, sun uji (vs ilu'u,i*ire I eluDe ,n,hir tic shill nc-er I t lou1
nor ils.t * it i itiqu I ii in . sr's lie fir 'm inliit,i 4 iii mu

Art ile 5 —ft is (orb i dcii to irs I. riuslit lie it s Ill or ii uric ,n	 nt u titles
sclnctli,-r i iOsJ	 'c liuhISlI * liii

Ct1AIOTFR If
IlitfItli till P i\ titji lih1

C 7 t O--Tilc I)ireurcu'-sui ,,	 iii 'nu1 ruitu -s si. 7 i u, -cc ,.ri alt,	 ton',
mess anlus nut-sb sites c-si ii	 u,i ira1 loin' ljst un at, or'
mien. nt ciii in is crier-i no t'n rewi hi tori! cr c a a sj	 at 'i's
fore ich auiajel

.'trtieh, • —M lcl(llis i ls1 l lhi 05 Isl,ogu.cS c-I i rcA. iiiis.imta, llI ',rioa

gnu other at. rot ini .liirs oniurJ or rouotit.ui,d in tV qi in
ti p iiCclI 1 utrut i of n i_ mn, ic /0010 or Jr ji it 5i hti r r gr I crc]
in the To1,. or bc op of prori.l nssner.iicp or 'it -i-i other lam
1-I .ini. or inc	 ii al cii cress in ii'. cnntirue te Fe in ii
occ. i u-mtun ri c-f tic liner, ir tine grrititiin pros lr'u I ii cv are U cr1
(cur '	 I lrpui	 fi,r nhirh lb,v ii ice Os. Ii haul 	 u t u j ri t to tic
ihifuerts us of tb, A otic1 sitie. Dci .utr r t 's	 s 'ire Im, tine
1 Ire oiu n C nr _c ,iti'nn tiurreef ,T ri' hi rr 	 in s lie fir. lrrs,rig
hut abs ncr co-an pre'r to attics uur eq air sirs 	 alto ii I the
;cuuriiurl lit own r i-lose to hr snuq-uu'r of dii 	 on, ti..
ii, c_u a rt uu'	 liii 1rntir,	 rulurli	 i rrv	 I fir..	 liii nary
fires fl Inn sr ri- 1 sire pmnsuchrl U at II 	 am	 r crc put silas

Anicle 1, _lui,riin* iiili. or titus, i-. luelcurig.ng to the Stahi shall be ni.thuer
sold iso" ,i,hijeu teil to prcscrs1utise niea.ures preccr.ting Ii; 11
procedure

CHAPTER lIE

TIOVATUY h'STTQT ITU:'-.

Anile 16 —'cfosai'e aintlqltstics nlli.im at the tunic 'if tie issue of t si-i T,an
are iii the pci-u-casino of pr sate pei-scits Tel (5CC ie fai-'o Or
jare shha!' reniain iii their pOnic.r01 fires ic I t0at thee or,
repisti risE ii itli tire Durp irr,neot of tnt u j unit is osit! Inc t nuanta
from the oate a' lii,, cacti thin of thin Law

Toe period n 1 ich soul not iii teis than to veil" icr i'e
reglu.trntlout of trial-si rIphl in 'irbu. elYr etcrs SliOli Ic
binsstcd las a re;ui.tmoa

Article 17 —Whoesnir, by chi.urce .hiserusers o tccoa-sii'e antii 1u ty oboe t'e

issue of ti is last si-ill raport hi-i itmlro* ens- to 5 hrnu goverurirt
office or a 4 r-iin'stra ire -iu'h, r is- nt-ire t in, the pias p sf
diocoscry ai ti,i'm, seven lit-i Tine aiittrnri'v ci s st,s 'we 4 'iii,
acknaacei'0e the upon in ii rim ir a-sd sisnil • msciitilla clv to ' v

the J),r i totals ii, %,uiir,ci(u a ci issr,hii,'s 	 sill is, l's-	 s itt1 a
trouui Oct ii it,	 1 lire I, ctYii duO	 lun I) r, tuirlic cit i5 i,5uuitue.
ni us un tie un lu. int,,rih lv is it-si arc ' h,a il l ,!,., I) ii,.
colts liii is of U,. 'In,1 )licori a or i'nit to Icase i' is. ii,
pc.r.eoaioa of ('cc F irler

(.i) If tin. l)ircstrrslc lii iii	 to I,,.- t ',i'	 nt	 i is it shi cl us t
th	 ,lior,.su' rer a cc ut-ihdi r . in! i u lrislu r' ii nt	 its ii,,' ii	 ut

,!il	 niiser or; rh	 illil	 irucr i thin lii	 iii	 it I	 it	 h,i trill
urn	 drin, , s i'iuv ui lice ni tsr ii o ii, a_s i ' t r - irliu'ss rt mt-i
oritsqmsu 5	 h iii,, Iusl,ujm itirl Inidaih ii su I,

(1)	 If	 the	 h).'as (,iie	 ci,. lii,. lii	 is sc iii	 -' iiiulrci I	 ui tin
i_-.ue,_ sti	 t till	 fcIiru sri I	 irlch t r	 lu,,il is,	 i-_u I ru	 -sI

rtiuil,ui I hut iii flit IC - I iii a	 si cult, a	 lii a cit	 rita rcig Ii
line ' ' c ui ilue rs. iii

itrticle tic__ins wuu,hul	 ccii,	 is biicccf ii lii 	 ps u-slush	 iiu	 clii
hi-u u1 c,fhlir;r,rrrul	 rcsr-rlr I u-u arl,lr i('r,ti * hut al
Irts r '!li	 l c u irr cri t rclsl mli c lrlln u corrccc r i t	'I ,iritiu-.
U rids flIrt	 i'rci I	 ' I	 ti Ii,. ccl, IC II I	 ' i ii I	 - I III
cii cl ii tu ,rtluuruit

Ar. 1c t't	 iitt i	 ru'lt. hnr,u	 if I l i	,Ir	 is rs 5f ii 1	 'i	 '	 I
ic-u rut di	 Ire lilt	 'i a cli r'	 I liii	 ills	 i	 ii

gent I thur I ii r nit is surf,,	 re iii at	 1	 ii	 1)	 ii S



48 2	 Article. 29 — tpphit-atii.,u for a licence in tn i ftc in S hil l it,	 -1 III ItO ci
ti_i thou Dutt,ti,rote of Oi tiujihItuis	 ill	 lit	 utii..lI't
er'te-e,l tli0 II'tlOO Ill tilL Iilt1tl l i iii- liSt fIll, II, ((iS Ills pitt,
of ri i u ,lenea, the tam'. a solteic ic nt,hi,, t,i triuhe ii ii up ode, enS
of Lu b,ininest offite

Article 20 —(a) 1 lii I), p,rin .i,t of nttitIuiile, ills a, quire iit'* of tlii
ri ,ri.t roil sin'. hI. ontu1,.iti,. in pria is 0' i c 11101 ii tin
valOr 111111 ill!! a lugri ii iin.iti Its loiili r •ri 4 or in .iti ituit
of agr. . flu. itt to Ii. 115111 ha	 Oi,iii! ot	 riot, ihhirs I nno.t
lug of an alit, tail represetittiag 	 tiit Pt psruiateuit iii
Ailtiqihutflis i urintittee of ti,. It it r Intl a 11110.1 pi r in
egieril lut'OhI il till ft 	 ii hull taittte'i liii to E,TOO (tOOft
itr tilirti pl'rson ii	 nit ill tlii a he t1i iaiui oh b Ill..
'idii' I ni-.t ruts I Cnuunctl

(It) if flit at'. tier nf ill i ntl t t lh hls tl.',-i tit '. in ill C1 the 'spott ti,1
Ailnii,ii-trotus i Cit tart! iii ill iprou I tito arltitr itoru it t
request of (lie Pireu"nrat' o hntiqiuities

cc) The Iloard of Jtrb t'-atnr-. shall be formed nf r."..,l,nto ,it
' trnq regirihlons of their a, tItian-ui lv 'and irs tIuc tilog i 'ha'1
beftna'

.Art,cla 2! —liii. Dint total 1 of Anaiquiti t i Oh	 4eittd Fron,	 p€iionS
po-.scn u.Is: in 11111 is j i. ._-iila re...,'."a,l 'an'. ii'	 It atli , Ia'
1)epartnueiii ii,	 ii l}t'(et 'ir	 (ii C' till c Icr (ii fiui t I	 I,'
ci usili hr itt thci ig pl iito,..i"i itt, or I 011 I' diet. o part hui	 tat 1
ontIqutta at 11 b ret trill' 'cu	 .' osi. or all,,. th '.'. I., is' 1t,ia,b'-
i.-Ias	 'ilie cast.,	 n' t'it' I tta'uIii	 I' ti ((IS 0111(1 II. 0 5 t I a
TI .leIi t iii is, hick nitat OIl	 I (. It tie Ii tI tIi0 -a .1 'an inn ii'.
ol,alI hi0 in tI, tIe euatrd'u at the Dr-,t ui'ti,i, it of iti iu,t iii
tliniu1_botit the. porno! cilintig ssliltiu '10 'inhiiiuita 'a ii tin. ii
the poostasion ni the slid Dup'irtntuut fhe coat ut trinl')ort
aiiafl h0 horn ire tile D1t i -it tel t of % nttqt	 .'. T1 nrltr or
fl'irOS .1 "intl not ip; Is tilt i sis of iuttqi I cc re:,- -I-ti In
Ito! iuiinre-.

Art,, le 22 —it 14 hex-otis p rol iili t ted to rountorfi ut or fur,e at lip itir- si,v
Sezeinliot or t ri .t wtshing to iei'te n,t.n,tl. a n.l nm 101.. of t t I
inhtt1tittte-i nh all oh t'itn the pi rot itsilill iii lilt' P. ian at-ut cx
Anl 01(1 1 104 titr Cliii I i-t	 sijt rite' s	 ((lint,! i,,	 to
moikis lie u',ntl sit at'. the i nit ititwic III! ". unto st .. I, , i'ioil-
pre-'eni.etl	 l,s th, p	• iii! O t reel t i--oh i n ,o-,lt'u to want I OIls
prob 1b111 r of • 'tenting or forgers

Article 23 —All tile moS liii nut qu it I.. vulitchi are iii iii fat' 1 5. 111 • ft lie
005. risni, it sir ill r'.	hiii' 1i! in lire rtt 1 h,r itil c,i tilt- t- in t1ue
lI , iit.It u liI a%hitiil ire inst tihwI iii d1	 C .;.th tt	 'a-. asia	 .1. in
Tsr iuiln It tails intl it pl ties 1, p in root,, si r, , , rihii_t i	 i
Tie Pepnrtment itt,'.	 eoi t o'a t flhhlttta i,iu 4 1 0-i fr,,ti I COlti 1-

S1 itlIlJ tIi	 niuse,(iits latin lIttle to hum	 tecorili	 It) I

	.trtLt'e 2-i —'i°o'. litli' 'uuult,jlittii i 55111, ii tituis ll ulit esi s ',! IS iI ltstI(	 Ct lilt
ah,tn,l .uire it, stutil-ir itsiiti 1 il l thriot ItI tl e in9; \1, I ill-.
nail vhtti-., los-. lts die D,pirtna,t,t if initquit o'. sail! on
in, pitt in nor so iv II,. • iltie iii the In9, it, 'eu t' mis' Ito
nolal	 pros r1 1	 hut	 uhit'	 iti-aritll pt 'coil	 It n'i es ni ai cli
a.itiqiiutten t,hill lit. op eriftisi los i n it,, ii ri gtuaitt ti

.krhele 2% --'lii P. p irtunen' tif A uiliqtutti 5 ((Iii il1itifl Va 'I l'	 Ii 01 tile
Ministry ecritiuhtri uert'. in int,qutthut o mu its	 fl'1t 'or for
•ltltii 1 iiitues p flsiitlt0tl ha otoer t,uiuoptmiu S itUl SI et I IC IS! a -
tuna, pro-tided that ouch an echuiige tend to in, Iti . tile
vsluc of ctiihtc'ioot in the 'Iniqi Mutet,ttus

'ti-tic1 ' 2 — so person shall osport .1115 antii1aitv rx- Ir.aq save uo,kr
5'. i-ittoii pc'uilt a uod It, tb ,. DurectoraL. ot AntIli.l t iea Thu
pam t shall opeclfy the nature an,! ile e lptuoo at the intqui.y
in 'such 0 El rsner a-. to d.t,a iiiahi it frito oher, irV000
de'nnng to e'c.nort nan not Otilt'. in hIs fa.'.'.-C.lOfl	 -.ub,i.
an appltc it,ott in asI,ich lie '.hll mc 111011 di,. I) 1)0 of intit1u_ity
its de-.crupt,nt te as'ai lie aeqo 10' it Vs dcstutatta,u antI the
name of the person to whom t' it betog soot lie I ill ,1.eLna
tie anion ard ,h,, t iser tie ant ci. Is tr't1 er with i', phot.rr..pIi
to the Directo'nt of knttuut en at fc-a an doris on is Lkeit
thereon

The Direc'ornte of 4ut.quittes asling u 1t ii tile ailura of a
,ctenttflu Comt,llt'ee nt'ir pet-rut tho esportattoza o' Vie

antuqutta or ri-it_se peniui..ion or may pun 1.-t'.e +e onte t 0'.
tl'e viii e tI,,rl'treal tn ii '. ,p1altrnt,rn for e ilrur itif I' tnie
Dmr11ctorlte .rantl perilius on br tine es1,oct at the ati ui, ty the
exporter shill Ci ttt(thV 501111 t1rue '-,Poas itg reqtilrel.tc to

(a) He 0h'.11 pay the esi ortattot I.e
(It) H0 '.l,-,il drools as di ilu tire n-tIers of the Direct ante ha

connetion saiii die i,tc'hintl of p'achaa
(c) the p'tpn'tat on tt'e nit-ill be rha'ir1el-i' ails the ha t. of i

perecaiige to Iii. prascrilo 1 Ins sjnecu ii r-".,rI-ttin,tt pros li 'i it
chat! n, I u'scte,' (itt nts 01 per ri rt ot h ,lecl iroil a ' '.e of
the ailtiqiuits • Thin fee ola II n' el ic'. tin Ci StOIQO .101

The price iloch'uro,l Its' the esorter shall be coo. li rd a
baste for Vie s-,inai n' the •an t mquatv frtle pu'-nn-ie of elite: Ii:
the fee-i unless the Dir,ctor 'a a comas lint enl of tie 1.51 	 I Ce
obvious du°ercnc It, 'i-i n th1 'c hirei' silt_c anti the •' fri Ii

alne of the at-uicjui'v in niettion In nianlu c-iou. the Ice sna'l
Ito' cF..'gsil on the anine e,tr - '.'l .1 It) the Departire t of
Ailtlquxtico

C1l\f9R iv
TR't,l-FIC ri %'s1QIhF1FI

Article 27 —'so peraitn h, II i iois t I ta_i tr-i I itt in, uiiiiies tit l e s I
0ht,0. a sor, flen hun, (I c °rntat the P.1 iii II 0' C I 1.1 tO1 .11 Ci
signal 1.'. the tlnnastir of Fior'ttiir aui I the Dure,ur of
Aaitiqnittcs

Article 23 _ 3.ntuqllihit. Oh, II ii .v It- smut	 , u ,	 tit s'! ii, t'n'..
rett s te ct l in (hue It te	 n of in is, It is IC tilo; t .
praTt iOta'. unf Ii. ale	 To.- ii ti -tnt, ill,, in	 ri u1ui,t,e-. i
cit .nhut'e (In li,,lmhcr bu 'I ii at hit	 ill 01,1	 tel or iqt
reçu-a,dle,, of Ins, sir I, alit qtthii sir, lie 11511 rIle (or [a r hu'u

Arttcle 30 —9 Ito lit once shall lie grinhirl fi,r 'i t i itual to on,, sear n,il y 'soil
liii) l,e ouhut-,t1tii iutl y ntis it..l aairi	 'I I.e 0.,, trtuoent of
Antiqi,itae-i lIt all hiS, ui0 r I t il.. al si mi thu-i- to gr t iit 1I'e
11(01150 U" r. flit. (Ii titi "ii 110 ut fr iii In, ii 'm ph i ,x- it 'Or
us(iftab'e 0105000 pCi.'. lilt ii 11.1 t 1110 ipphtt cia is notifteul

accon(iiig ty A p '-oteot ii . '. I'.. Itiaiie to (lao I 'it. atioti C aunt I
him	 hi a i1iva i * (Ii.	 itt of (hi	 laos	 iaotif i ittni, .l4 4.1

th,, llefitloii	 ( (hi,, 0, li rt lit t t 01 4 ni ( ta1 ii hits u' lit . aii	 ru i , iral
of (he l icense	 TIe tiCci thiun 0	 (',,,iocil .li ull lie fi'u1

Article 31 —ihae Director of Atttaqtu'i p, or ins- offucini aitthuoni-od It'. luilul
IllaS, at ash tiitiec JItligi it entu'.eimu pot fo' •nspet 1 at enter and
Inspect tI o pr-tn ,es llaItm ii fi,r tt ,ftxt' tiu utai 1. the. and
examine Ann regict, r 'to'. tif tlte 'a titl uitmen esr.(ltig ill're II

If the 1)Ci lilt '-04 ineluttormed has tire mb tier in 1 .t tilt t in! st-Un -
Dient as (lie pi cliii e s 'or Imts I ii.iiies - Fr Ills I ri1 ,iiittiitnte
thot pIn. e tar tire fltrptt le of this I -it. nix-ill iie Cr ll . lthere I a
couunuerciil 'tire 50d '.1,11 lan olIhiject to I11p tItso a alit I tile
on in the ci', of itla citIu,r eoin;icrcaal !irio'1,eo

Acticic 'l —Naa person shtaIl ito gmsen ii iiu'enie to t.oflte to sntip ithes in
riorit din 01(1 toacut q tati the i.nl,ha r a f i be no.' eluill not
etlenmi tIle loon-. of Itu. lamisint as bes tjtm1 the naimnitin ii lunits
of the cita for is 1tieh tie urea', to c0rrc ott 'itch a tr'affac
has been obtained

krlta Ic 'P1— rotm hieensett tle'uher slnhl fialftl lire lii,loss it n-i oct1 on
oar other mutilation, as iii. Ii tins lie said al In the I ethIC nailer
uuntrc,,t 004 issi;eui hIs' the isiit'tl'r --

(") lie sha'l posi a noise ns.r (Itoh nor of liii eg-i-Iere rre.nI-.es
intltcati;mg tIm	 lie is It eo.ei In tli(°IC ill itutiti lit

(b) lie -dial! not 1ir Id in st-'I. or be p a r if t Ire ant qu ties
o cant far 'aiLs III mt i 1 'a0	 th r 11,-on the	 l0Iflh'i'O
o lihhi.baetl foe hIs ho-.ini'-"-

(c) lie sit-tO keep o reg*ster iii hut form Flip ir	 h-u' sine
D i rector slinsnung tine tnnttu,t, iii Ii 	 -.t'mre in iiehn I u,,!

	

acco-iliitg the tritr1siirttstin e f lu	 laii-uoe..s iii ii arc ti og
to itistri 'ianns i.atoii its lb0 niud rca ie1or

) II. stu Il 'tll Tiitlit	 Itt itts lul I tiltim, ti.i hId 1)1101 tar C 0 than
pr no rejtro-euita a,, (tic Ihiret torot.	 Ill) nail 191 at-i u Ins
rIossootmon

(e) lIe -iii iii	 pros ala,,	 liii	 II,, 1,nrtutmiut ot 	 'tnalqtiit;. a,	 It
not l soir'm C itli hlt	 Iilinlogriltli. Of 515 111119 II(	 lIt 1110
pit-ad

(I) lIt 511211 slulifltlt to the I)e1t trims itt of tmis1uities a ,'..t iile*1
ot'tietot tit taf man itfi ujiumia hino;lit h 5 llittt itti tine is st
cia-s oIler rh, pun It_i.e lie 'li-ill al-il 'utitnit to the Dnpirt.
mont of Antaqttttie .a Ca ilae its tI -nm a at it, 0 etat 501155 lug
otis objet I stilt1 iliun staltellietlt 10(1st he -ii.iic-d li3 ltnt U
time tie Iler iit,1 ihi tatma or not! niiuuis t',e tuItion anal hOst rip.
lion of tha Iinttole

(g) This licen'.eai ileller or OtIs- •ler-ottI e'ttplosnul lay 11101 shall
gas e the Dire, i,,r ale at011 the iii! ii lilt relict nt'ivattg I t ill thami
fli-CeSsaY-s lit ilt t .mitil JSSI'.Ian, C sheii t lrry- lI.g out the
inspection

(It) 0 lien a tle'ilLr ,icslres tti luau'. e Iii. hit-amp-5-. to itut-
pl'sce Fe shill itifttnn tine 1)cu irttta at a,! hilaflIjIlilici Of
tile lot .l(iu,it of lii,. lion. l ireulilnes it It alt one ,ii.eI.. before-
band

Artu Ic 3-1 —Thus filet junte of 	 tt'1t1t(itue-i Ill is- as ill tirass' tile 1 ee,s nor
truffie In 'it. nell us ilac ho ui-p fur .eh'ataig 'ha munat m if the
hoitier neglrs h-I or I olitrs I let lila ii! lii. rns1i i n-,l t , i h i t.. t s -or
nbhig'iliotio if lIe Is situ,, mit ed liv ins rinti. l ietetat cliii '.t laIr au
act whirl ll,is he noo-tiale-til 31(0 r msenlio ia to tim provisions
of thu1 Low

otclll.he 1-, —If mull the t \1,iraut itlli (If hut Is ri m 1,1 (II,, Ia. eli-c Vie lii ;ei Io alt
of touhitihitll o i-u lu-es ui rt'ia, as' tIn, Ill mti , 	 iah ml lIt hera-, ni
Itt tin. tutu	 iii ltil oa fitt-ml iii	 ,tiirtl,i he salI,	 raathe '(I
of titli less (itt h,ttlili	 shi ill ia _r t,uleil -s I cia e of s-It, univ
for 1 1u.nila! iui u t c--il c t nlatlg uan.n Ii '. I lain ic tI r sit 1
rinp'ice tile fl 111CC lush ti Iloaso (I , ul iuti- I' tao p -t iima ..o Its'
anottlrer ont rent_lao 0 ' Ira oaa,.,i to 'tell inlu1 t utti

Tint lii (1110 itlt ill et.Iiilp its l, tt l.i i r has h. - i It in' lii %it(I st
1mni lulilen for thi, V 0 ut it, It tlilhIit - 55 la II ale I tat all
[.11011 S alon hint hUlIl thu I ut lie It II It, itils i is aithll'r itlti'lilitIm
55-lIlt (Ito intents,,, of he lltif, iii till Ill 	 t'ttt, spIts of II
c.ail perinil I'ac lull il itic ss'atclu ni I liii Ill hIs P 51,5-Ion oh ill
be toi m'ort,ti intl i,ltar'. in than 1tt-,s-,atntif pros ilc ii thus it', its
l or 1 r / to the pruaa	 .n n. of .\ i ti tn I C t,f ahn s °t-'asa

hirtttle 16—It fl,	 hInt as e.itht basso ailuirliami,. let uuc	 ;i ntsa	 .,.. of
Arhu,le ii tile lI utise. shall 1,'. .1.-, intl	 0551i r "-ii
tI I itt, ai nt Cal Ii, I dr5 (I	 1 I tIn ss tauliti r	 I	 'Ira, Ss! i 0.5,,r
JOe at_ti 1 uulmt. rot,, alutit_ 0(111 lai ii	 ii .1' ho (oils ,iti.d .a
LefI it t-eu1	 i,miit1lnnt	 a II ttaOlitlg III 0,,, j,r,, I 1.11 01 .1t1'i u.
itt nati 17 i.f (lain lot

trtatl,	 i7_,t	 ei of .' lai lIIn,,n P1'! i,' ,all iu,ii fo I	 lit'	 I,.- tome.
Iii. tu',, ii, ii It'll I hi ,ma l iui Ill tlIi,ii,l hut I he run	 ti1 m,	 t'ai m'__
:aiil .1 l•e (sg lti'uirt Sr tin,. itmi'i 0 ii) (II i 1,1,111'

¼tial It "l, - the ill,, mu r art 	 tioo 1 i iu	 .	 is ralmi ii, I Ii	 arm,	 rho1 I a
is	 lie	 t..s1amim aif	 ii ct	 am	 ii	 ia ma,'	 i	 i,1at ,	 I •

petis'usactls mit trIm I,	 it	 1 lii c I	 is



	

Article 39 —(a) V hisser a Silts to utah, • j,,e.tnt of or tell jut ii' I1IIItV	 483
III hi,	 iii,sv,4ttiit to LIII 	 IILIMII1	 he rh ill iuiu'ni the

Pt 1iartiiiviit of i ii, lijilitli • of due LRO

(1,) '1 lie silt or in ihut,,r a pri seiit of an entisplitY noe, tot

iii1ih tb. ru . lit lii e'c1sut w ith a, t a Ii; o toe antler the
prot isious of this It a
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Article 40 —4)ni, the (,,usetiitn&iit anti ,rnhupa or iuuilistuli ti autIiortxtn t bs
I lIe (10'. rntasiit unukr flits l,.,s ,,iiiili he retitled to carat' ic 'or

ant iu1Ult IL.
No one u, this reface, etititlt .1 to ese us ite for ootui1uities,

etcH in his ut' II lilitli tiIili,.0 lie ,il,toiii, an oft C -.1 penuuit

Article 41 —l'eniii(s to esr I ii (C ci all lit is iii ihi'e iitth ii, CI tent Re uocicties

tutu iii-,titiitioiii, Slut to qtualiti ii ,o hu,,'zur' of e.talulished
art liroloptil Capt. itt frau i t1i. La cotiflu stat to irrr'I poiuits of

snow

Artut Ia 42 —Ap1hir itiouis for juniiut to ese iv,it.	 h iii he moult to the

3) rectorate ut &uitiqOitio sell ii forth f ntis nrt i-ulart
nl,out liii n1,jilic uat itiul liii iuiu uficit in. rc in cc. 003'or rod
515011 lIt, (lie iiotiiiil int'l of tiii i'ra it is hitch I ,j to etc is ate

suit a geuural jurornu toe of the sorl. to Iic iolo.ced 'n the

.xcavation,

The ijurector of 'intucuities shrill 'i)lv esini no the rooue't
ant! -,ohi i (lie rinse toet ii r stitli hi' oh., rs St on-, to the

lint. ter o F t'i n'itin It th, \iisu icr ipp as es of t'is cream-
memlatuon of the Director tli 5 'c'sui t shall ha gran'u! ged

by both the Minister nod fit. Director

Article 43 —Ftc-as ition, oh ill ito cirrh.,! out seieutite-.ilv urulor the

etiperstuon of in F-cpeditti'n Composed of at leist four
.pecinuusts -

(s) A director ,,hu	 .h.hl be a sell imuon truhuneotogist with
previous es1iertiIlct in or. h-ieolo_tr'il esensations

(b) 5.n trchi,trct .p,ii-tliring in arrh-.eailngural irilsitecture

(c) A geiuernl i'nist,i t competent Ic uim*. log and pltotogripttv

(ul) An epi6aptttct pos se suti too forest in knowledge of ancient

lnngs.age. and scripts
(e) ¶ehe Directorate of ntiotiitics mw n.r.c to do without th 0 last

•pecrsltst it the tile dcstred for eteirition belongs to prehistoric
or ancient periods smelt do not require itt epiariphist

Arttde 44 —The holder of the permit shill comply with the following

cond tints -

(aj To form the esu'svituog eipculitlon is hid town in the previous

article

(Ii) To orovule (itt. rcputtinn with nil the equinmest necesrart
fcc 'he rsrivsiistn nlsiifngrnph i-it! p'o ervit on nf intiqititoc
by merits of rreorntzi d ccielri' methodc

(r) Thin! titi. rperntsnns of the ccclxi' Ins 'nil' cnrtinuo icr a
pen'.' cc is l'ist (hirer mon'fs ci i sour s sir . ; tire e'eav.tirn
tic citngietc? with its a shitirter period

(ul)

	

	 00ut evict' f rio srht at heist to 'h.. flu-ectar,te of
(olin. u 1 irs i rips-f on the rpert,rn. o er-vt' s's ml their
ctult' n. c -i-sip -neil	 ft ii thet silt -if ill sliest ti,. ituucovored

(e) To prepira ii! necu sc-in ni-rn-,	 sit ios,i u'r,-tsg. soul
pbntegr-'phs of '1' hlsuhi'io:s i'isrnst ret Vie wp- nod
sectional driwisig-' sh i ll he r,int te en a 'ci!' ot it heist tj t ti(l -situ,
sits!! conhin dc t iii; slits og the s,t' -i t hie Ii' t'i tori n' the
tires of disenvrrx soihttient to pci-it t of reroi .t; rtsn 'then
ccce.'ary

(f) lEo snail ott d.iiiaiisli uir Tt love try a	 ii. Ii. ii
etcept ui or t t.e f iil5'i-ietut 01 tie roid r -, lii' liars ii, -
pre y on paragraph nod wit h 0 alii.5v3' of tIe Pie.t ,ate of
jutiouities

(g) lie ibm!! ho, p a usfs 'ed .cion! Sr rcg ster in s,,irhi a rot ird
ib ill be made & ala th0 r,ova'ile antiqit ties iii to crc,' with
all neceflary 0ciensific de,cnotuor. to a tic--n agreed upou
be'ween bitt, and the Directorate of Aottqotit-s

(Is) lie tu sh pit to (lit. flirrelorat. of tntioiit i's 're resl-"ar
ai'owa,,cei for mu nr.g (I e expei.-ie. of toe repreot utatir of
tht 3) rictorite	 -

A n,intl', r t,f gii5 I-i iii ' Ic Igriril lip iii It tstefl	 liii iii tie
Diretturitu. tat	 ii' ji lie. ii	 1 be nt liii at I-is ttaii itct1(ti(si
at the tile of cii is huh thirt y 0 tue a utile ci, is itio i sri in
lull nit, tilt, cc	 'loin flu iij. r I lulls

U)	 lii	 iii 1 i tn i ill jul ii it-u ii' tn,itire, fir t'i 	 pr.	 nail it of
il, .tIee I,	 lii iii ily unluioiiti,'l rut iii,, I 	 ci	 iii,!

lii.. v h,,thiir thiri,Iui 	 i h iliiiut I	 tinitit tilt, itt hliiiTii 5 iii	 tilt liii

(lt)	 lit	 liii o pp's iii Pur.iti,rs, if tuitti j iit I...	 iii. iii 't ii
.1 lite sri ii i ' it Iii ti l t,, ai'ht it city if	 'ic tell	 ,	 s-u!
aiititjUtI u tog ii 5r a 1¼ it rnui	 ii.	 11,1, ii .1	 ,

utus 1io an! iii;. ci	 live bent i t rasn • 1 f ii	 1	 i

to, i. c a

irticle 45—She Ministry 0f L.tiict.ttiu lily upon the propos ii of the )irca-
torata of Anttouitiio, in em I t-un iiu,t.rt i restrict the hcont tn
ntcasote w tia certo,uis coo,! tons in au1 i' i liio to ci te ,su rot
pronmor a, laid dunn iii the pros ion, articte puss 'cit 0.' stilt
road tuone arc impcti'd jim' to itrant ns thi. pet-taut 'c-id
intro.! a. ott in the toot of the pent- it at tnrii.ii t i a ouij i,kmeut
attothied to it

Article 46 —The te coerivated and th0 atitt 1ui'ieu ducisoruuI , ill, at til
tunes, be ones for rasp eLton by the Direrto-a'r iii Ant quince,
tta repreirntnt Se Os 0t7 other &.atiqatty ulllei.ile apeiiolly
delsgatid Is1 tIse I) reittorate

Article 47 —The hchtier of the tserm t rho!' be ciositlered rcspuustble for Ii e
following uadertatingo -

(ii) lie shill svttliin sso tuicir'uo of tile conclusion of t_e seuro.i a
dtgg-ng, uu jilt it, a to-ut au,ibl for pot'usattcn Isy lii a
]3u'n.srtn rut o Aaiiquttii. or in a font of a p-unipLlet or articlu,
to Iso pi ithutihiol in one of titus r.vo 0 tu,it .1 aicht teu'oiea1
penioulul il-i a otiuuueiry r.port of the n suit re-iulti of tin.
earns ittti't

(b) Be shall proilure- a utliin a psrunil of tsto ic-ira -uftcr the comple-
tion of toe ertsutuouis ii ulttailcd ot entiRe piih't-attou i-stand-
lug ti,1 vier'uI results ci tite u Seas -tunis ss ttlt a mention of the
p'us eli-lithe of (lie anti stuit es foitod nui a record of their
ri-ipirtise lot itiututa In u-I.e the rssl.its of the escnsatuoc.s are
of s iriotto entegortes out ire Co toutitit, it tO telL1 ii linger
p.r o,l fiu stutuls the 1t,rrctorate of Antiquities amy again
s'c!e'id tb-st rucrioul

fr) Tint lie lu ill tirl is r to thi Department of 'intiquitica ouue copy
of escno luousht plinit irat tin or 'urtirle he puhuishea ott his etcts.u-
(ion. ant (h. r rs.ults

srtitle 4S —If hit luitl,her iii (hue peniiif cootrucisa tin y of the rs'oerul rlihcs

h-rid tilts,, iii hi-tn-he 44 or nut of the spec-ui conditions I it
illICit in tIre peritut orrortli tug to tile prortnlonl of 'ic isle 45,
the Director of °intuquittes upon tile oppriuvol of tile MiniS',
ni-ru uiu.penul (Ii. c-il -is iii ion-i or ss Ititilr-tsu' the 's cmi!

hrtit it -I') - Ill atutii 1tiit ic-i ,itsrovcre hr the escas thin ihoti oc the

PrP i-ft of th0 '.t it. '1 lie	 itor shill however Is5 gran'ul
a-ia nn irs! foci ii sank

(i) Tue ntghtt of taking c-ut. of the this. ostsle.1 aiu(iqioituea

(ii) Ii tif uuf tine iltiplictatsil ohijeels

(iii) ses of tire 'tnt quits -i situ h the I'nq ('ucsern'uicmst mat
chispeo-uu situ owing to the etc-fence in thin 'Iruq Mi.seotn of
similar uibjcct-. an tvpsi st-she, tuiterial scorint-scAmp hiato-icul
loihiration sac! artistic tilue

Article SI) —The holder of tt,e permit ohishl, at tine reqi.e-.t of the 1) rector of

Antmqiiitiex pack °p and uteopateli the 'Iraq Mi sc-rim all
mo-cable ontuquitirs He sit ill at ii ohm an ecport permit u'
the mould-i -mu! tire oh3rct. alhott'd to hum a,thou.t basing to
pot an-c esport I.e or Cuxtoms dt.te

At-lute i'—hf ike io'lo' uf 'e tt1-i'cr mi ii_ 'i - ii t t -igi.

se-iron, the Grime utotnt in ii i It-ne thu ri_il' to coat., icr (us
permIt as c inc-eliot! -iou' to c-t tilt I e 5 Seas i on peril t I u t.e

same 'ide to ,iult otlter 'ujuplira it 11 tr.utg 11 a pt iSc 	 uti.ct
Corthu i . Art c-Ic 41	 lInt if tilt D ru-c-tie ite 01	 kntiqu,,t es
bciise- ('itt unaieiii'bie rea'run 1t'ess it ii 	 lui 'Cr o f this
1tcrtitt from the rontutu_t iii lit the ess lsrtUur It flu pr pane

ri c'er to ann'l or s xcn pros sits ii iii ' it sit ii! std t iatulr
react! due perusu ht at tie I p- of c-so se-urn, without
e'ica'. alto u

Article 52—SIte fltrectorte of 'iii glut- iii is aider suidi t out litton-. a it

think, 'it grint -s pert 1st 0 u ccii' Ii soluuthtt ugs Si tO ret-i,. 'I
o c-l i mlii! for a s',nrt tonal not ccitt ititug o c ninutrit 	 line
ownr of this' ferI,Ilt shill report fo'tn II. the rest Its a 	 '
eoiliuu!h it_s tn thur flit-it tor'e n ho ii iv 'it lilt I	 e i.petul the
stork or a itlitir-ut'- lit 	 pr-Clout if it ic-st . tilts iii,	 ri .ulti
uin.,tisf ii tons Or tile sushi III IV IC sl .jucfltu,l rt 1111,2 iii

iphul tent or for a penusi( til ecu I5 i It i-i -itililit t I.! if ii,. ri-hilt *
ore sn'i N tt,rs

?s l	 'unt I o ti, • cii. ,, it-ti	 is the cs, is utuur ,hiuri ug t1ie
sosinihlu i,-	 p nioul	 It, I,,	 ttu the	 it uit	 (ii 011,11th	 t	 Iii
e'.eas i tt,r	 hoarser	 'Ii ill lIt e utu i,,i tuu iii ike t i.t u it	 sti hi
000tI1llitlCS if it. 'in uit'tcs

	

.'tit,cle 9'- If tie tie to ii. tacc it,,! is t iris ii, 1ti1 ir 	 lit'	 title ft

511511 err tnge' aPi, ('ii nisn,r ii. to he t, I,' nut	 ssl 1
nh-ill hip elitist,	 to uci usit	 hue Dtri or ut	 u tg tn ''ii iii
If the prrzuu(hl lhcr no.1 (lit unihuir it (lii ii' '.i 1	I,	 ri
hi'_i.ntl O°irt to ,-fict ¶ .stil,nucnt hulisse n m 1 tu it t sus,r
it'. lgrru iii 1	 I' iuruiii' the la,l ii it ii	 tnt Iris1 I. S 13	 'itt it
In itt-lu I' q ,f tiu • liss

&rttcic 6-1 —1 it uslo*ituiig cs jut'ul i ii,ins I iii hi	 I tue rt ii i' pus	 i5 in

tie it'll	 i tub if	 ,it ii liii,.	 hi	 t tetril th 'i t ii is	 ii I	 ui
11.1 Iii. r e t•1 'h.il ihi,euil 'ui-tV	 'n	 'ui iii	 I-if	 un' 5
hone 0 to ne	 Irirlu 3lilIuiut	 Ii	 in ' rI itt r	 it c-i I	 ecu iou
(ott, 115 5 itp	 ,	 r5 iulil..	 n,iul	 irinyi11	 u	 i i'	 tilt	 ii the

iu,-lc,,i t	 Of It iurntitsc-	 thiC	 lIt 5' Cu	 I irut,	 i,i	 t 1	 •	 it
,uitl Cut	 uiv t 1 ,i ut-

'iie 'ci1ra n j nut;1 ill flier',	 a
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(a) Until the Ptp'trtmeut of Atiquitris is,ues its pubiicatioiis
during tho prescribed period auitncd for this pur,iose, no maps
or pious auppimill by the excasator under Article 40 of tlt s Lose
shall ho piblislied by the said Department v. ititaut the consent
of th. eiciyator

(b) The Dep'irtnsent of Antiquuies shill not nilose an y person to
tabs a photogrsph of any of the antiquities discovered nor shall
lie offer the photograph of any of tlio°e antiquities for sale
before iii publication li) the niscavotor

(c) If the excavator wishes to publish during the season of dram-
tion certitu results of the excas'itions outside of 'Iraq ha
shall notify die Dirictor of Antiquities 'iccorihmiiglv in order to
insure the publication of the same siriidtmncously in 'Iraq

d) At the close of the season of exc'iv'ntton all accessory measures
shalt be (mien to acquaint the Iriqi Public sssth the most
iirport'iut reitilts 'the Dirsetorita of Antiquities and the
etciisatiiig e\lel1 itlnui shill ne,roti tIe intl apes upon the
method smut ible for at iii intnnoation

(a) If (lie period 'iti1,niitttd in Article 47 of this I in for the
publicition a' report. ml excnrittolms c\pnrcm, the right of
priorits in piihliritinn shill he mutentiuti_sily lost

(I) The ext's slurs ntht of prinrili in pithiutition shall nut
prsj siihi e (lie ri_lit of the Depirtinent of hutto itities to a cotton
the antiquities discovered 'intl itis, rt pllotogiiuphi'i of ti'ein in the
Generil Guide Book oft] e Iriqi Museum
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Article 5. —lViiooser coiitri'.es,-i lice prnisinn of Article il of this Law
shall be punish 'slit. smith mntprisonntint fo' 's period not exceed-
ing one i-cit or with fine not exceeding tn_i hiu'sdreul Dunoaro or
with h0th

Arheln. 86 --1iVhocsei- is required to ti port to the suntbor ties cones rood An
discoserv of nnos'shle or imunioosnble ant qitti' under the pro_
visions os Article, Il intl it) of this Law 'intl intl. to d5, so shall
be punirlm'mltle isilli imp-isonnient for 's period not exceed 'g 5tn.

months or 'joe cot exeecuing one hundred Din'nr'i or wtn both

Artiole 57 —WFooser contraser'es the provasi5u.i ci Arile 13 of t,i L e
nhll b punrsliible sv-itli impruiori'-at to a 7."ad tot excei-
ing three years or with line not esccOii ag use hundred D ca's
or with beth

Article 55 —Whoeser discos ox's a iiiosable autiqi sty and fails to report tim
case to the authorit ii ciracerceil under t t ue proviions of
Artiste 17 hereof, shall he pn.mims'iable with taiprisonmint for ii
period cot exceeding ote to r or si Lb faa not exceit cag one
hmnntlni.d Din,iro or nmtim bout 'intl shall lie ilepried ci he _sgnt
of possessing the antiquity at'd of recoising the rewaud laid
down a p.mrurgr'nplm (a) iii th5 as d article

The antiquities, which a( t'nc tate of the 055cc of this Law
ace in the pos.ese on of nuts do i's nut "Ave not bcn rcg s'e'.ed
within the period ctmpulateil in Article XC ohall be coo inhered.
as pun shah!0 offenct.s iunde this aricle

Article oO —V, hotter estot-isene. the pros isions of Art c1e 22 he'er:f I oP lie
enussiderei1 gut]!. of 'iii n0nee sad be pinishob's iris_i
ltiiinn sonm otit riot ccne,li ti' 55 tent Ins or wi h fine 'itt cord-
sn, one hundred Jim i r, Or 5i t'a Ositi ii 1 the ountomeit Or
mutated artut to oh_il' iii liable to cr 'i ratio i

Article 60—fl hurst r expirt. or atti'injstc to esj ,r' nra slits mr the espert of
intiqii ties contnrcu tn the proscsuo'ns of Article 3 0e this I a•'.',
ohunli hue punished a ith itupruso nit rt for a pencil notes un! ug
dirt, term or smith fiu i not •siudi ,_ fig huvlr5il 0 c s or
a tb bosh 'inn' the unliqnutics iii re 	 to! antch the O'.en'.e
eoniniitId shill he t_ib10 to b5 en rated Xi the c sri o'
lie attempt to export Or the as t into to, et.pot-t no consa-itiss!
by a lice,ssruh denier this p silty pncrltsd in tIm £ article oheL
be doubled

Article 61 —V. huoi 5cr (riffles a aetnuinuities esntrsrs' Ii, t'ie ju'ovl si uns of this
iirtii.ii, 27 ann 20 of this Jan chill b pain sabis with
urnpruson'nent for a p0:1st! net care cur7 tl'ec months o with
fine not esceid;eg ma, nnrhre I Dii'., aer t1 art c,t t ci iS
his pasucs.uon ibali b, bible to Ii earS scald

Article 62 —fl hoerer ci atcas coos the p-os u ins o Article 39 h,'eci e.a'l
be punished with a Sac not eaee_itlimuh s-n Dionra

If the said cuotros tit_iu it jul Ii, time noim tIed urati_in of dun'
ncw posiesouir or to the lots of the traces of mlii, innitiquur'i 0
pu-nan 6 nult, of thin iiffciii e sit_ill lie puiii hi ibis- is tilt ttttjini'iOiI-
meat for a 1n'.nod nut escci.uliog one stir or oath fine wit
C'tdeSStliiin oce huiiiiresl Diaars urssitlu both

Art.cle 63 —Whioeser eccasates for, or atttrnipts to nhiscosir anttqiittie.
contrary to tics pros isions of trIune 40 of this fiss, 5h_ih1 b
piksiohaole with iriipnusooiuueiit fuir a piruout out esceciling oiii.
year or will, fine not e'cecilimi one hutiisirsd lliiu_iri hr smith
both, a ithi (lie coat iii ittors nit (lii, iiigcog imistrtitiic nt* mu rise
antiquities !iiunid situ it the uftciute lug coin mit , a .ite
aire_idy announircit to Inn. a historical Cite lie shill tint ituitlienl
smith imprisoninienit for a period not Lasesdinig tiurea ye_irs or
•itlt fine not icasreuhsug fise huni'rcil Dii a's and sssth the
confiscation of tie di5tng instruments antI the antiquities
disctsmered

Article 64 —'nVhuoeser f_us to gise (hue iofisrsuition and aismot utter rcquircd
of hint under this I a's oh-ill lie cutnis,ihm'red is guults of the
offence or pres eritmnt; Gust rams-lit Oil cm thu frorni ii tell lug heir
duties auth shall Its pitisishi title uuiult r (lie 1iriio uut iius it! lie I'eti.ml
Code

CII1PTER 'Oil

IUSCLT I t"sI OtS

Artielni 65 —Tue inspectors of not quitun.s .inI enjos the posers grntsiii to
ins oittgatora as far as contristation of the jirosus Otis oc this
Law is coeerned -

Article 66 —Curds auth attcnul'mmlls of autuquitmes shill base the o'ume
powers as thiiie gr'tiiieil to p ills s-fin in reipuct of thur duties
of preventing illicit ii ggiiig arid tr'mtic

Article 67 —(bIle oh reports submtttcd b y the e'cpe'ti in lrut Dcp'trtmsnt of
Antuquutin.o as to shell Sr the object i an 's..tii 1 ntlts, a falss- or
not an antiquity sb_ill he tunis tIered as le,au ilocumcnts

Article 68—Any antuquits tnn'jsc'ited coder the prosistonis of titus J ate,
shall be delusered to liii De1uarluuioiit of Autiquittis

Article 69—The Minister ma, tleleti'ile to (hit Du"s-ctor all (lit, powers or
part thoe'euif rs-td in huiti u'mdcr t s Inn St,chi an aathcmuza-
tion alias] bin riade titruh an announce nest pnulhi5hctl — toe
Oflicial Gazette He ciay amend or cancel time axi000nceeuiso

(cliche 7Olm mitts (it tr 'lii	 ui1 Psi, isine b rtnsissi ii hi s, lie issue if t1._
I tsr unihu r tot Antiqi iiucs I is. of 1024 sit l ii ii ulu iii
pios ihel iii, js'us tslnrtnn 01 ii ii lu_us irs n iunuuctixi cii to liii
Ouiui1iiltie, ,hiscon.er,'il 0 n ug Clip t ii. foihoss ittg 'in ui'. s in
arch'in.olo cii site's in ssluii.hn eseasutuons hi si boii r'0 ig on
re,pil'nnln km tine Inst too sears shall hn,, dos led 'set 'irili ii, to thin
,mrrs isiuns of article tneeuit' tot, of (hue hr to jt utut • I 'n of
O 1 antI Lute [ms litnilie of rtlelc 49 sf thus I us. slma'l u.s. bc

'Ipphimul until of er uhic hnpsc of two ye Irs treat t tie lots of the
co'nuoi into fo'n of tiuc, La's

Article 71 —This l_iW of _Ountiqutitu s of 1224 us bench, ciuicellc6

Article 2 —'liii. L.a shill conic m'ito ferci, fx'o ii thu. thIs, of its ptulsl e utittit
in tap Oorenu,rnent Gazette

, rush. 71 —'lIe Lam .uer- of h- itt ahusti 'intl Justice are ch'irgrd a 'L thu.
execiut o of Cuts I sic

Mitts- 'it ll'uj,huih ii thu. 2ti hi tim' nit yriuh'irruniu I 1.3, arul thin 20th ilay

of kjnl, lIlt,

CII h/I

YAS 1. /s! hi A,hlj\II	 hi tSlhli) hi I	 S hl)IQ AT lb %S' 111
Prier' lInni,in	 lg i/unuticr o/ Jrusln r	 lb miter of Fmliiutm ton



APPENDIX 2 THE VENICE CHARTER

'r: C"

td ey	 :L I2ertoiaL Cogreas
of Ard :cct .ci Ct5 of ristor..c	 uaen.s

My 1o4)

Ie±Led	 a c5age £ro1 th' past, te h..stcric ro-t.uexta or	 r.:tuzs
o..	 roia r.	 p..erc dy	 •ruesc.s of t'er a--d :.ai-
ir s	 Penole arc becoi'g o.re a-f	 ro Co ccfo_ of tne o.ty of ra.i value..
a-td re;ard ar:Letc -.o.r.trc Ca a	 -'r	 ta. The c000n	 rrstoti..t ro
safef u.rd thz for future e-er. tfer.a o reco;uia4. It . 0a-	 to aa t
or irt toe fu.l rlcoracs of t'aLr auceiti..tty

It ic esur-nt.al :ac te	 ccl..s	 dto ce	 :10 cit rasroratico
of arcteclt b.L4LLs oulo be a-ree. and be laid dcl.-, on cc te'-CatIottl oacLs
with etcb corcry bet respou..ible for applyi-g the plat with1 the fr.a',rk of
iCe owa cultuce cut trcditions.

> dafiolog t l.us .as1c prlrtiplos for the first tiae t' e cx.r'leo c-'srte:
of L931 cu:r_b..: d tnc_rde tFa dciolopnent of co	 etst.re tuterjtior.al mae-
m€ot whltr hta t..uo4 coucrez. fara it	 t-u-1 dcctts. iu the watt cf CO'f
end U\Z.uCO and in the .us clis 1uccut by tuc latter of th.. t,tenat1oal	 tre
for r"e Study of t'e Pre rvaCtun ac th	 orico of Cultaral Property.
Ircreassltg aarraeaa a. f critie- stud y I a e	 en brou 1.ht to ber cu
iuc'	 tL-..alIy cecaca rre corlex td varied "nv the t.ze bv.s cote
to eani,e ta narter rrsh it order to cnce a tharn..r study of the prtnciples

vulved and to euiarge its scope it a ue dcc.ant.

.ccorfiu;l. the IIcd Inter.atthna. Caurreas of ArcbLcetzs cci acbtLcfana
of h..scoric 'ioc.nencs. l.hic't nat in Veru.ce fran 25 — 31 ay 1964, appovad the
rol10-ing teit.

tEI'INITIO S

Artcla 1. Tho concept of an historrc ucn.oceuc ecraces not only the single
architectural ..or.. but aJ.so tira urnan or r-..rai setticg in icb fa :o.z'd tue
a...enca of a purticular civtllsatian. a 	 f1caut dc.einpnt or an ristoric
ee..t T'1s a?OlCs cat only to gruat Ot.5 Cr art iu alco to nore nde.sc .rcrLs
of toe pact alcu h,iv scqairii culttral s uif..caute I.rtn thu sassing of tine.

ArrLci2. Th.'. ccuservatoo cud rae outiau of tts must ave macout-ca
to all thu scances and teth oas sr'_cu	 ccute to :-e study a safe-
giar4i; of toe arcicetarai. h:ricau.

Article 3 T-a ceution in c erug atd star. cu-unts is to safe-
guard than no Lsa as enra OX art	 an -za:orca CViCCtC

C s::I

trttcla •. It _a e3eo:a1 to ta cc,servatiou of uauuceor tat they be
ratztared un a ,.rua-aut basis

:c5. i'I ctr.servetton of nor zctta in ala;s facilitated by t.acing
..sa a: :-.. .or sane oc:a.l7 ...sef.l prro.	 such use cc therefore ceirnb1t

cast tat cango t'. .a\-out Or a'ccratiQn of the buldig It is ,it.0
:use lui.t cci)- ra: modifications denox.fad by a thn.zie of functiOn ahould be
ecisa;ed and cay be pernitred.

. T e co ervarinu a: a orarer:	 lies pruservig a setting
ucu as cur or of s:a.	 aravar ro trafc:icna.l secci-ig ex.sts, t must be

', na-a co-ut:ucc.u, d.colitcan or ac3f1catio whach would alter th
ro a:.ons of ras ccc COlOur cost cc

k:cf:!e7.	 naeot .s inseparab 'e ir the hcstor) to Iunc' it boars
ii e. a- i cror the setting in wrtcu it c,acurs. r-e noeg of all or part of

a uc-nect ca-t3: be alo..d a -tept u-crc rue sa:eguaraiog of t iat nanuneoc
denends at or .'are it s ust.1ied a, -iatiana. or Incer-nation5i interest or
par cuu1I inpo rtzuce

r:Icle . Ituta of sculpture, peic:-'; or decoration snicu bra an
cc:efra.L part .1 a uc-nert cay coly he reno ed frou at if tale is rue cola ceazie
0:	 s..r.ng their ?rcse r .ntjoa.

s'o	 roi

At'c1	 u :.cces of rutcc	 - a	 -,.'.j	 1iae oarattoi
ala. _a to	 aac-:e ccc r..-tl	 ea: a:.c a 4 -actnr.c . j .LC Ot

rant cud La b.a.J ,-t re.r ..r	 -.. .ner. £ a d	 rtth ioc.rts	 :
sto? at the po.'ir	 coa	 4tn:.aasn. roreov-r rny

c:a .'crk vufc' l.a ¶c..s	 r.t to ia: from tie a:chiteccuri C.=-
a a4 rear rear a C :lOrtj	 T-a rezcorlr.0n I" .flJ CO5O rust

be; cd:d aod falloa. cy c 3rca	 _z3 ant L.tartca1 study a: t'r se-u-
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zic' 1' .here ctaitio-a1 tec iqt.es prove indaunrc, the co-'olidt1or..
of a aoenc oaa be acnteve by the use of ay odarn tennque rrr cosarvatoa
and const:urcion, the efftcay of hich ha bea s'oin oy scia-cific data and
croved Dy cp...riLnc.

Act4 c)'ll Th a1d ccntribt.tloas of all pernds to c build_ig of a
aoa.ssnc ausr b res:ect.d, sice unity of siyle is no: t'e am 	 f a restoratio.
Vhe	 i1fl	 inlude q me	 ertapoaoe '.ork of dirfrrent oactods, te revealiu
of the u el,mcg stta 'aa oa/ be JotiEicd i excptLoizl crcuistCncea nn
visa nar it reaoied b of little tatresc aid t'e amaciai .iiici is Sro.git to
11z't is of Ereat hiaccrical, arcnaaologtcal or ae moetic value, ann its state of
prLservacaon good	 to JustLz) CPC acton.	 ;3lua:to or tha mcj}o:mene of
the elenenrs invc,lea i S tie decsio 45 to viat nay cc cesmroyed cacziot rest
solely on the jadividual in charge or t'ie jo:k.

Artirlell. Ra,laceoents of issLa parta rivat Lnterace harmonIously with
the hole, out at me sane time nust be disti uis.able iron toe oriioa1 o 'hat
restorarlco noes Oct falsify t'ic artIstic or historic nIdezzce.

rtic1e 13 kdaittos c.ro.t be allowed e'<cepc insofar as t'-ey do act detr.tt
frog mae interestIng parts of the oumiding, tts tradtiona1 setting, toe balzr.oe
of its copositioft and its rsla:oo with its surroundings.

1flSTO-C SITES

Article 14 The sites of monuments must be the oocr of special, care in
order o safeguard their i'iterIty and eaurc that tnny are aearod sod prestad
in a seemly nai'ie:. The work of conser-vr..oa and restoration carried out in such
places s'ould be imeplred by the principLes at forte in the foregoing articles.

ZlCM TIONS

Article 15 Ecaration.s sould cc carrIe ot u accordance ultri scitific
smandarca and ton acc."dacioa defining I arnatmc-a principles to oc applied
in te case of archaeological ecmvazion adapce bj L"-ZScO i 1956.

Lns nust DC naiata._ned and asres aacassary' for the ,ermenm conse anon
ann oronecton of architectural fea:n.res ar j of obecs elsaciered ast ha taken.
f.rm':rore, every means ast be aaen to 	 _ltatC toe u tstamfxng of the
nonunnt and to reea1 mc v..tho_ ever thatortiag ate ceaniC.

-d_ r au5trLctio ork shoald owevr cc r.led ot a praori.	 1y
aszylo._s, that is to say, the ressanzlar,g or xaig but disncoersd parts

cam Ca parnitced. The satarmal. .s.. f:r itr..:	 s"c.ild a:uafa be recozisab1e
a.-d Ira t.se should cc tre least that 	 ensta toe conaervtlon of a so.eat
and the reinstatement of its form.

P3tiC-TIO'

-rticle 16 In. a.... .oras of preserv...tIun. rostoratlon or en:vat.cc, mere
o ilJ ,,j aya b., precise dccetcttom ma m' a	 of	 :,tica	 crItr.al

reports, i._us:racd ...th dr,e._ns and ptar:p1's.

Ecry sta;a of the '.ora of clearing, to cdatirm. ra.rra:gemen.: and
arc..:a:1a,, as Jell as tec.-'ii:ai. ard for-ia feat_rca ..cannift	 during re coise
Lf tha sore., shoL.id be icluded. This record s-calf ne pined Is' crc arcr.res of
a pi.hlmc anstnti.zia: and adc. available to reearco orkers. I: as recoen.ea
tan: the recort snoala ha puhlisl',ed.
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